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The Fogarty International Center for Advanced
.-Study in the Health Sciences was ettablish0 as a memorial

to'the.late COhgressman John°E. Fogarty from Rhode Island.
, , . .It had been Mr. Fogarty's desire to create within'tne

Nagional Institutes of Health a center for research in biol-r
ogy and medicine dedicAed to international cooperation and - .collaboration in the interest of the healthoks mankind.

. ' pAs an in-stitption for advancedstudy; the Fogarty
Inteynatignal Center. has erbraced the major pleMes 'of bio-
medical research, medical edt4cation, environmental health,
societal faptors-inflUencing,heAlthe-and disease, geographic

-,.'health-problems; international health'researcA.and educa-tion, and preventive medicine.' Thd Center h5s published
the proOeedings of the Conferences and seminars devoted tothese subjects.

i

_

The'Fogarty Cehttr is pleased to.ptblish the'proceed-
ings of a conference on Medical Education in th6 Contem-
porary World held at Chicago, Illinois, September 13-14,1976. The.conference.was organiied by Dr. George E. Miller
and sponsoredpy the University of Illinois. Unger'the
skilled direationof Dr. Miller, a group of'experts in med-
ical +cation from this country and abroad 'considered the
principal and recurrent problems confronting medical edu-
cation in A perigd of. rapid social aAd technological change.

ImpotAnt issues have aaen As a result of soci*
pressures for improved medical care. These pressures are
felt in every country throughout the world, but they seem
to be partiaularly'acute in certain of the'industriali.ied';
countries. this volume is directed to educators, scien-
tist's,administrators; and others.whO havearole to play
in medrcaleducation and the delivery et medical care.

.1

Mild W.,Leavitt, Jr., M.D.
Director
!Fogarty International Center

-
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Q.

SETTING THE STAGE

George E. Miller,,M. M.D.

o

.1.

...
..,

.
.

Thousands of'individuals have gathered in hundrecIA of
'hAlls during 1976'to acknowledge -our national heritage, to
aelebrate.our achievements during the last 200 years,'and
to identify the problems we have yet to solve asAwell as
the we haVe sti )'l to grasp. In the narrower.
framework of hii symposium,,wq, too, would hope, to ac-

knlowledge our eritage and to celebrate Our achievements;
,- but, more importantly, we will strive to identifythe
problems and pppgrtunities medic41 education no faces in
a contemporary world that is changirig at,an ever- acceler-
ating paces,

.
..,.,

.

.

Although distressing warnings were clearly evident in,,
1765, a prominent citizen of the community ended hiecom-
mencement address at the College of Philadelphia with a
reminderthat "the present era will be ever gmhorable in
the annals of history for the reputation of British

asand-ttre success and 4/pry of British arms, as well as dis-
tinguished"by the reign of a King,°fhe boast and joy of
his people' (undOr whote) auspices letters are cultivated,

---the,-arVe--f-le andthe--sciences gre protected w'th a
.paternal air.," Dr. John Morgan was the speaker; e topic,.

"A DisCourse- on the Institution,of Medicl Schoo, s in
America." UnlikeMose,moderncommencement addresseg, that .

one was so\perOasiVe that the trustees of the institution
(which later became the University of Pennsylvania) took

.4..._4,prompt action; Tjey founded a medical school that estab-
lished at the beginning of our Nation's history a univer- -

sity pattern for educating physicians in the United States.,
, ,"'

\ .

Unfortunately4that pattern did not long prevail. Gne
hundred years }ater American medical edUcation was instead
a flourishing commercial enterprise , that supported more
than 400,medical schools (Chidago alone had 14 in 1910).
Most were of.dubiobs /quality. They admitted virtually any
student '4;110 could pay the fees charged by practitioners who
had purchased their faculty chairs. These schools usdallyN.-
awarded a diploma to all-vhoifaitpfully attended the full
series'of lectutes, then almost. the ecluSive.zeth d of '

instruct fpn. ,

...

4
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The mdder'n reform of medical education is generally
attributed to the classic

}

1910 report written by Abraham

Flexner. There can be no question of ,the importance of

thdtaocument (which said among other things that "the
city of Chicago is in respect too medital education the

4 plague spot of the country") but contemporary medical his-
torians, to the diSmay of many liberals among us, are in-

clined to assign greater credit to the American Medical
Association's Council on Medical Epucatien whose efforts

°Aticipated, then gave organizational legitimation tq,
the study which Flexner carried out with AMA enCourage-

Went. Whatevef the forces responsible, the return of med-

ical education to as university orbit began about the time

of the Flexner report and was essentially complete by the

end of World...War II. With the massive infusion of Federal

. funds for research and research training which accompanied

a postbellum expansion-of'.the National Institutes of
Health, the dominant, medical faculty values and commit -,,

ments sbifted,from those of professional pladtitioners- to

those of academic scholars.

During the same period another fundamentalchange
began, that of adding postgraduate. study to .basuc medical
education. 4F3.rst, an internship year was grafted onto the

collegiate program, a pattern that had become nearly uni-

versal by. the end of the al20's. In the 1930's residency.
training in mediCal specialties was aPPended and by the t

end of the 1950's this experience also was nearly uni-
versal.' Today it is not uncommon for a young man pr woman'

to begin an independent professienal career in medicine

at about the .age of 30.
. .

The scientific triumphs that Medical Scholars have
achieved, coupled with the increasingly sophisticated
techniques of' medical specialists, have tin the last gener-

. ation transformed the practice of medicine as well as the 4

content. of medical education. Both'seem to have become
more academic, more hospital based, and -more expensive.
It i-Sperhaps no wonder then that a question being asked

with increasing frequency .1:1 all parts of the world'is

whether this orientation of medical education and medical
practice. addresses the most pressing health needs of
either the Industrialized or the develoPiAg world. As a

more elegant speaker than I receritly said, "If I were

asked to compose an epitaph on'medicine throughout the

20th century, it Would read 'Brilliant in its discoveries,. '

superb in its technological,breakthroughs, but woefully
inepI in its application to those most in need, "' Marc

Lalonde, visionary and pragmatic Minieter of:Health in
'Canada, put itseven more bluntly when he sta41, "While an

. 'elegant heart transplant might prolong one life for 2 year,
the risk reduction tat tould'be obtained from achieving

even a 50 percent rate of wearing seat belts would save

700 traffic .deaths a year."
-

'
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Whatever-our'emotional response ,to such observations,
, one,cif the thirigs which critics point oat is that, medical

care, or health care, is no longer the responsibility of
.

physicians alone = -if it ever was. The last two decades
have seen a' phenomendlincrease in the number and variety
of health profess4Ohs and hearth occupations which, with
the established health professions, are ideally envisioned
as a team. Bui despite an Array of talented individuals
and groups, there is in practice A depressing absence.of

,

skill in true'ieaMW-ork:

Inevitably this expansion in.numbers and change in
character and quality of health professiOns education, as .

well as health serviced, have been accompanied IA, a sub-
. tantidl-increase in Cost. But in spite-of the enormous
resources which America as mobilized for medicaleduca-
tion and medical care, we still imp6rt more physicians than
any country in the world. Last year Ougely half .of the
newly licensed medical practitioners in America were edu-
cared outside the United States. As one sensitive writer
.from a rapidly developing nation has commented, while
watching Many of his countrymen' settle here, "One country's
transfusion is another country's hemorrhage." And while
we import physicians,'we,'export pattern's of medical edu- -
cation.and medical care'which may aggravate ratherathan
solve the health problems of the, nations which. take tp'our
attitudes, values, and practices. -71,

his then is the stage upbn which our play quill be
perfbrmed,for the next V days. The problemt are obviously-
too large for medical educators, paricularly academitiana,
to solve alone. We need the perspective provided.by our
,un4ersities at large, by others concerned with health and
education, and by thoug)2tful'and well-infoimed members of-
the public.' Thus thi6 symposium includes representatives
of all those groups. We have provided a set of background

a ' papers upon which each of you has had an oppOrtunity tc
' 'reflect before arriving here. We have asked the major-

panel contributors to address the specific questions posed
in those papers before dea/ing with others that may seem

4 to them of greater importance. We have'asked,the media
.iepresentatives to probe, to question, and to challenge'in
the journalistic tradition they follow so well. And -

finally,,we have provided an opportunity for exchange both
within the plenary sessions and in smaller groups that
Will encourage dialogue where the experience and exper-
tise of,,otherA, who do not appear on this Platform, may
b2, stared. I is this exchange which we hope to astur7 by
Placing'sharpilimits on the time given'fornitial,presen-
tations and i the request that all symposium participants
avoid mking speeches bnifavitirite,'but not necessarily
relevant, topics when'they speak.

A

4
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1. THE PROBLEM Of SELECT/k

. % p

' As a matter of policy,. American' medical schools (Un-
like schools in borne other parts bf the world', select
th,Csei-who will,be,admitted to the study of medicine from.
consistently(larger group of applicants.,, The ma4nitude..

Of that selection process, summarized in Table 1, shows.
that for nearly 20. years the nOher seeking admission has
increased more rapidly than have the first-year places
available. 0

. i,

C TABLE 1.

Year

Medical School Admissions Between 1948'ard 1974. `

Applications/ ".
.

. Applicants Individual. Accept Percent

1948-49

X953L.54

* 24,242

14,08

3.'4

4 .

3.3 *
a

' 6,973
1

7:756'.

28.8

,51.8

'`1958 -59 ' 15:170 J.9 8,366 55.2

J963-64 17,668 4.0 9,063 51.3
4

1968-09 21,118 ---. 5:3 ' '10,092 47.9

1973-74 40,506 8.1 14,335 35.4

.' .4'
The numerical iesue is only one aspect'of the selec-

tion problem. There is the further issue` of assuring appro-
t pria,te representation of special populations w,ithih the

group adthited. For examplk, woken in steaaily increasing.% numbers de seeking the opportune .to%pursue a medical.
, career and are xpecting to,be jud pd according to the.

same selection criteria as mene e record for the last
635 years, .as may ,fie seen' in Tabl 3,shov/s,a patt9rn of.

fluX.
&

,

Members of minorities al& seek, and'deserve, a great 'r
oppo'rtunity to prepare.for Medical cares. Although

1
f 1 no

e .

1

/

c

ti

I a
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. comparative data are limited, those that can be cited (see
Table 3) indicate a trend similar to that seen among women. r

1969-70 2,289

Year Number

1939-40 632

1949-50 1,390

1959-60 '1,026

TABLE 2 Women ;Medical School AppliCan'ts
Between 1939' Ad. 1974.

Accepted* Percent

296'- 46.8 .

387 27.8

494 48.1

952 41.6

1973-74 7,202 , 2,743 38.

*rom 1929-30.to 1974-75 carmen in first-year medical:
pcbool classes have increased from 4.5 percent to 20,4

percent. ,

" .
. I

t ' TABLE-3. MApritY Medical School Applicants
''' Be t,vmm 1970 and 19/3. .

.''
.,

.4 t Group Year Applicants 'Accepted .Percent

Black Americans 1970-71 1,250 '642 51.4

-
.

s:.

1971 -72 1,552 810 52.2

1972,-73 f',-.-1,786 791 44.3

American Indians' 1970-71 44 --,

0.
,,,

1971-72 79, _ ' 00..
,

0 ,

1972-73 121 29 24.0
I , .

0 MexiTilrAmeYicans 1970-71

1971-72 143 '

f
'1972273 229 111.,(

elite apart from the qpestion of ethnic grouping'is,
.

whether those who are being educated for medical practice .

represent tn appropriate distribution of socioeconomic class.

Illustrative data on this question are shown, kri.,Table 4.,
,._

On the basis of histerical tvends
4

qyer the last 45
years, a continued increase 1,0-mpdical school applicants can

, .
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-be anticipated throu'h 1979. The numberwill then plateau
until 1985, and subsequently fall. to the 1973-1974 number
by 1995. These projections are based on the obserliation
that 04663 to 1.08 percent of,22-cyear -olds have regularly

-, applied to medical school (a much more t'Onsistent figure
t4an the proportion of college graduates which has 'fanged
from 2.8 to 6.6 percent). Since first-year places ate'.
unlikely to increase during the next 2 years at the same'.'
rate as applicants, competition for admission will pre -
clictably become,even more sever;

. e
.

. .

TABLE 4. Percentages,ot Medical School Studen t
A

b
American Mexican

'"\ Caucasian 'Black Indian American
z.,:

ual Parental Inane

'1 "
lover $2,0, 000 ,36 4 8 . , 3 5

AnnUal Parental Inane
Less 'shah $5,000 5' 29 - 24 ° 30.:

''' -
Father a PhYsician' 17 19 . 4. 7

Father a Professional 50 43 42 17

Father Unskilled 4 25 4, 10

An increasing number of those rejected by American
medical schoolilu.rn to other codntries for the opportu- %
nity they have been denied at home. Although no compre-
hensive data are available, a conservative eStiMate is'
that at least 3700 Americans were enrolled in foreign
medical schools in 1971-J972. By,1973-1974 that estimate
hadO.ncreased to 5,000, and is still rising. A few of
di-di:lei students are latdr adMitted to advanced standing in
Amekcan medical schools but the numbers are small, as may
be seen for the fallowing years: 139 in. 1970-1971, 1§2 in
1971 -1972, 243 in 4,72-1973, 169 in 1973-1974. Most return
to the United States gnly after graduation, and with a
lgtge number of foreign nationals compete for internship
and residency- positions. Many-foreign graduates, bOth
American and others, subsequently remain in the United
States to practice. Each year since.1970 some 30 to 50 ,.

percent df newly licensed physicians have been educated in
and graduated from foreign medical Schools. All of this
suggests that the Numbers now admitted to American medical
schools (virtually all df whom graduate, since the attri-
tion rate is now less than 3 percent and the acaIemic
attrition rate less than,0.5 percent) do not,medt present
quantitative demands for physicians in this.. country.

1 s?

:Dut what of qualitative factors?

14
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Achdemically, Ame4can medical schools appear to get
."""' "the cream of the college gradudie crop, and that cream con-

tinues to becohe richer--at least in terms of college grade
point averhges,(GPA) and Medical College Admission Test
,(MCAT) scores for science achievement and verbal aptitude-4.s.
Table 5 shows. -

0

TABLE 5., Achieveeent of Medical School App4cants
By GpA and NicAT.

Admitted Students Rejected Students

..;

1953154

1958 -59

1963 -64

1968-69

1973 -74

GPA
In Percent

MCAT MCAT

Verbal Science Verbal Science

A

10.0"

14.3

12.3

16.8

36.4

'1.1 _I

16.0

11.b11.6

7:3

-4.8

519

527

537
.

555

567

530'

523 ,,
545

577

.592

'

. .

484
.

496

518

467

495

554

. In:faCt, studies of admission probability by'the Asso-
gfhtion of American Medical Colleges have led to advice (in
Medical School Admission Requirements) that, other things,
being equal, an applicant who does not have high college
Wades and high MCAT scores "shbuld give serious consider-'
tion as twhether he or she shbuld apply at all to . . .

medical school." _

Ttie predictive validii,ty for such a selection methOd is
high when. the criterion it academic performahce in the
first year However, this '.criterion is increasingly
attacked qls incomplete. For example, one ,author points
out t#ak only half the students who excel in the basic sci-

, ence cur4culum do so in the clinical program,,Alia,,70 per-;

cent of,-; those whd oxcel in the clj.nicar program haVe not

done so in basic science. In another study comparing
minority students from disadvantaged backgrounds with regu-

, ,larly admitted ;tudents, lixt one of the special stu-
. denbs would ordinarily ,have been rejected on the basis of

, MCAT scores and college'GPA.- At the end of the second
year in medical school, National Boaid Part I Examination

tiScores'sVill icreneifieti two populations, but the average for,
both groups was above the minimum passing level. .In the
final year the groups were still different, on analysiq of
aggregate performance oh clinical services, but the differ-
,enge_had become the distinction between average and slightly
aboVe average Students.

12
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- 'Finally, the predictive validity 6f these selection
devices doelsnot-appear to be high when the criterion is

'of
in professional practice. Despite the elusiveness

.
of an acceptable definition of success, at least a few
studies (Peterson, Clitite, price) pave attempted, and .

failed, to demonstrate a significant correlation between
academic achievement and later performance. Academic rec-
ords do, however, predict the nature of that practide:
Those with /owest achievement have in the past been most
likely to ente.t..general practice, while thoseith higher
grades are Mdre-likely to bbcome specialigts% 'Whether
that pattern' will persist in the face of'a growfng'interest,
in primary 4MremAins.to be seen. .

,,--:i''. . .

Thus, withirt.this cOntext,.fouc questiOns need to be
Addressed during -the symposium: ....

1 1 i 4 11 , . 4 .4 7

',Are we selecting an'appropriate-number
of students?

4IAre we.sellfting the right mix of stu-
dents?

....

Are we using' the most suitable selec-
tion methods?

\,1 41If not, what alternatives are available
. / toils: --l) opeti.adMission? 2), quota?

. 3) lottery? 4) Preadmission clinical
...

, trial? 5) some other method?

a

1 6
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*TME PROBLEM OF SELECTION.

.

,Alfred Gellhorn,

Onli in the last 25 or 30 years haS it been increas7
ingly'more difficult to be-accepted.for admission to medi-
cal schoOl. Many important policymakers in medical'edu-
"cation, including some who make$he rules -Or seilection of
medical-students, would halm-littie -caildef of acceptance
if they were414try to enter medical. 'school today with -the
'kind of coll record they hed 30 years ago, .1 wonder, if
there could be any of them in this audience. Well,, in any
case, there is one and he has the floor at the moment.

- Maybe a feeling of guilt at the ease with which I entered
Washington University with a mediocre academic record
makes me particularly critical"of the current criteria
usedin the'seIection of our doctdrs for tomorrow. My
conclusion'is that medical- schools and their' admissions
committees are using irrTlevant criteria which do select a

,considerablenumber of fine men and women; but this is by .

chance rather than by design* Of equal importance is the '
0 observation that medical schools are respopsiblp fok-a

miserable distortion bf,the college experience of one-
quarter million or more;Toyeamedical students who have prof-

. ited little feom their undergraduate education. ,

Although we proc.Towfm ourselves a pe4ce-loving peRple,
we have had a war foe every generation beginning with the
War of Independence,. Three ofthe four major wars have
had an important influence on Amerl,can medical education,
and this is particularly true of Wortd War II. At the
time of the Revolutionary War; the first medical school in
Philadelphia and its close second at'King's C011ege,in
thew York had scarcely gotten underway when operatiops were
suspended during hostilities.. AfterWirds there was general
acceptance of the arrogant be4ef'that the United States

'of America could do very well.Wthout any cultural, Intel,-
lectual,.or-scientific influences from abroad. The'one
essential requirement to he a medical student wasthe
money to pay the fees of. individual lectlirers;, and then
you 'could learn from Benjamin Rush about the wonders of
bloodletting, purges, and emetics_to relieve the inner ten-

. sions which produc6d so many diseases.

17
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By the time of the Civil War there were more,
.

medical
schools along the Atlantic seaboard, includieg Dartmiouth,

. Harvard, and Yale. The first effect of these wasan.empty7
ing out of the Southern students who never returned homb.

. In the postwar period population growth and westward thrpst
' created a demand for &actors which could notbe met by
,unlve;sity-reiated medical schools in existence atthat .

.time. There began them the mushrooming of proprietary
Schools, which reached the fantastic number of more than
400 between 1870" and 1910. 'These schools wereclearly
moneymakng.ventures and admission aswell as graduation
with a c6N)loma, ,often with little time between, required

,-

only th requisite money. The product was not' spectacular '"..q.
but every one-road harslet had its, doctor and the readyac-
cess to care probably provided comfort to manyxious
patients with self-limited health problems. ,

-, ?

4

Before WOrld War I, Abraham Flexner racked AMerican
and Canadian medical education so that the impactof the
song "Over There" was relatively Minor. ,Mr. Flexner spent'
seUeral weeks wrth'the Johns Hopkins medical faculty, who
had selected the best features of medical educatiOn in
Britain, France,'and particularly Germany, andhen he
ventured fCrth,With the Hopkins model_ firmly In mind to.'
assess U:S. and Canadian schools. .Flexner's report in
1910 established the importance of Scientific medicine
through the integration of the basic sciences,int medical
education as fundamental to clinical medicine. 'T evre- '

quirement of previous appropriate university or college , '

,

,education,-by those wishing totenter medicine was st3 ssed.
-.There Caere a' numbeitkof,add' onal Lectors such as full-
,time"facplty; facilities for, esearch, and leontInue .),c1in-
%ice: educatioh in aleachihg hospital after /graduation.

\\ it came as'no surprise to Many when Mr. Flexner reported
. that the vast majority ordiplbma-granting megeical-schools
were a disgrabe and their graduates unqualified, bu,t,,,the
public reaction was brisk, so,that in less than adedade

X
the proprietary school's had disappeared, ,And 50 of, 0:4 '53
remaining schools had met standards established,by CO
then liberal AMA and--thelfledgling-AAMC:. ,A .-

.

The medical school Curriculum consisted of.2years of -

. b'asic science folrawed by 2 years of clinical medicine,
which was beli.eved Would produce physicians with a keen
appreciation of scientific medicine,' It is interesting
that despite this rigid format, 80 percent of the grad- ,

' uates up until World War II practiced, general medf,cihe and
only,20 percent were speci4listS. . .-. tt

...

Worad Wir II had.a.majdr impact on medicine and med,-'
ical education. The,SuCcess of Government-supported tech-
,nological and warrelated,medical research was so impres-
sive that the publid4quIste4 on the opportunity to
purchase immortalitydUringthe postwar period. We in med-
'icine did not disabuse thecitizens and there followed the .,,,

St;
'4 q. ,.1'-1 , 4

n.'

^ ?
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°. ° 20-year Stream of gold from Washington to the medical
schools. During this period the name of the game was labo-
ratory and clinical research, and teaching and patient care
were necessary evils. Appoinhments to faculty positions,
as well .as promotions, *re tied to research productivity,
and the rate of increase of graduate students in the basic
medical sciences outstripped the growth of medical student °
enrollment.

r,
The bur st of biomedical knowledge was spectacular,

such that Publications in the medical and scientific Jour-
nals appeared at the rate of one every 36 secoff4s. We
should net be surprised, therefore, at the development of
the concept that to understand the vast scientific advances

. and-to contribute to the generation of'biomedical knowledge,
-' those who were to enter this flowering of scientific medi-

cine must be possessed of superior intellect. 4:1h, appro-
priate lip, service was to bd given to character (Association

zd
of AmeripahiMedical Colleges 1976)., but, this would be
assessed'during the interview' after the applicant had passed
the academic qualifications barrier refs.

. -

The obvious and most objective method to quantify
intellectual ability and capacity, it appeared, involved
the use of grAdes in college and medical ."aptitude" tests,
which made their first appearance Ln 1946. The college GPA

' (grade point- average) has become a statistic of great
portance to'admissions,committees, and particular attention
is given to theGPAs in science courses. The MCATs fMed-
ical College Admissions Tests) which cover verbal ability,

% science, 'quantitative ability, and general information are
now standard, and the scoring on these and the college
grades make up 66'perceneof the decision on selection of
candidates (petgon et,al. len). Acause the competition
for medica school is '66,--kteh,--t-lid'gbo'fb-s=o---f-sTh-eGPAt's of 6,

accepted -applicant6 have risen progressively during the
last decade, .such that inq975,less.than.5 percent got in
with college ,averages belCW'3.0,1(out of 4.0) and more than
,ia`thirdOitct slight A averages. similarly, the mean of
igre fburAiredigt col,tege aptitude tests has climbed, and ,

Pplicants kri that 600 (out of 800) or better in science
quantitative ability is necessary to assure serious.

Ydansideration in moSt:medical schools..
Before the rediCtiVe value Of these grades is assessed,

brief mention should be made of the impact of medical school ,
Course requirements 4and admission criteria on.college edu-
catiOn. More than 90 percent of medical schools require'
biology and chemistry through or.ganicchemistry, one-half
specify,,*sics, and a third require mathematics, with
calqul 'being specified ih the majority of these. The

'n ientific suUject-explicitly,identified as a pre-
requisi is English, which is noted by-75 percent of the
114 medica schools (Association of,Ametrican Medical.Col-.
leges 1076). It /s small wonderthattthe majority of

ti
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premed students tate Science Course after 'science course, .
and in each one their'concern for high grades 4 an obses-'
lion. I have spoken to many college students who did not,
wish to go to medical school and they -have made major ef-
forts to avoid,classes, with premedical students Because
the competitiveness and.preoccupaion with grades militate
against leanting. The particular cOncein of Medical-school
adMissions:Oommittees with the:perfOrmance of applicants4
ip organi&cheMistry makes this a major bat.tieground for
inteAperSopalcompetition among.prospecIive medical stu7
depts. The resultant-cheeting,, sabotaging of classmates'.
experiments, and other dirty tricks are common knowledge
among collegc, etUdents,and:facslty, and were brought to the
public's attention by Alton Blakeslee during this'past year.

A

.dne cannot, blame the premed studebt. .He or she knoys
that 87 percent of the,accepted applicants to medical

"'school major .in science., andithe I3 percent who: majored in -
.

,tsUch subjepts as historp,isociology, polit-
iCal science,,ecohomics, or. philosophy must have had somge
'thing else going for them, such as pla'.ing the oboe
well'. It iebad'enough that there is an overemphasis on
,sciehce-cour'ses for those who Ultimately are accepted by a
medical school; for those who have faltered along the way
'because they failed toake a high grade in)a science or,
even'worse, for those twd:but of three who have all the
appropriate battle ribbons and'then are denied admission;
the effect-is devastatift. Their college education has riot
adequately ptepareq them for other health careers or even
for gdo% citizenship, and,onlIc a.few enter graduate studies
in one of the basic sciences. A few thousSnd who have
wisely chosen rich parents -go to tIte -small number of foi-
eign medicar Schools whioh still accept American students
and where, for the most they ;receive a.poor bAt
costly -education.

A
.

Medical schooli, of course, believe that they cannot
,lbe,fauleed so; wish top enter ths,floble4rofession,
"end furtiler'they have a public XesponsiBility'tb select the
most qualified applicants. The first question then is,
'Do the college grades:and the MCATs predict academic,per-
ft/mance in medical school and in clinical of other sits-
atidns requiring skills beyond the usual ones?" There is a
considerable literature involving hundreds of medical stu-

' dents in many Medical schools which demonstrates that the
two major grade selectors (GPA,and MCAT) predict accurately
the grades.students will receive in their first years of
medical school. Thereafter, it is all downhill, so that '
the correlation between high and low GPAs and MCATs and
the performance of these students in their fourth yearbe-
comes as small as +.01 (a, perfect correlation 1.0)"

*The, author singles out the followihs sources p-a the
,(Coptinued,on p.31) . . . .

- 4

'
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There is slight variation depending on whether the GPAs
in=the last two years-of,.co1lege are usdd as predictors
or'whether individual MCATs are used, but none accurately
indicates achiev5ment,in the clinical years. A review of
the literature by Wingard and Williamson (1973)revealed
no significant relationship between,phyiician performance
&wing the house officer period or inpractice,and preMed-

-e4-, ical grade criteria.
't

Interestingly, the performance on Part Viof'the
--oNatiohil Boards and MCAT scores correlated well (Leif et <

al. 1965kA.and this, to me; is alessthan flattering
comment on the National Boards.

, . . s
-...

- Having seriouily questioneh the m4inatays of the -

medical sChpol selection process, there still is the im-
portant interyiew.for those,who have passed through he
apparently irrelevant but Controlling, GPA and MCAT screen.
Surely the wisdom of 'seasoned facultyt'basic scientists,'.
and clinidial*, will'be ablekto discern those qualities
which will eventuate in' good ;students, good house offiCera,
and gaod practAtioners.ITo assyss this judgmental process,
kt would be helpful to determine the goals:of medical
educatibn as Aefined_by the medical schools. Alas, such . '

.
information is not re'adilyav4lable. I know of a number '

..e.of schools which have the s,*ggAF el:aectives qAleddbating,-": ..,.
physicians to meet -the idenItt-d.and4da of. the States or
theNation. Among hese arereniyersity og Illinois, "
the University of Florida, sXty-of Mispuri-tn-----
Kansas City, Michigan State Univer'#ty'and the,Uni0ersity .0

of Southern Illinois. In t56,AAMCLAssociation of American _.

' Medical Colleges)'Iedical School Admission Requirements
1975-1976,"'91 tf the 114 medical schools do not list goals;
21 list only such generil'abjectiVe's as "basic foundation,.
of knowlehgejor all aspect's of,medical.care,""mproduction ...,

of physicians who will,purdee.a lifetime of continuing
educatiRn," and "learning about dipeasestates.in map."
Several. of the schools mentioned above note that they are
selecting students who intend to practice in the-State,
where they are located, arid two schools indicate their .

"voals of eduCating physicians for comprehensive care.,
' -
' Desp/te the efforts of .a feW schools to iel4te'their
dele?tibn to the-objectives of medical education, the

(Continued from p-10)
sub*t_tfgzade qelectors as determinants of,medical '

schqql &rforiance: "Bartlett (1967), Best et al. (101),
congOtandFitz (1963), Donnelly et al..(1970).. Echols
et al, (1973),Gaugh et al. (1963), GaUgh and Hall (1964), 4'

Hatgy and Lerner (1972), Jason (1972), Korman .et al.,(19611),
Leiflet al. (.1965)', Oetgon et al. (1971) , Otis. and Weiss
(1970 ;,Pauli (1,971,44 Rhoads et al. (1974), Scheuer (1975),
andlriffgard and Williamson (1973). -..,
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majority apParently consider their function to be theproduc-

. Mon of the."omnipoteritial" physician. In the' few se:tidies.
aVailab14, the interview appears to be as weak a reed aa "

grades and MCATs in predicting the outcome of medical educa- .

tion. 'These studies correlated the interview with medical`
' school perfeAman-Ce, genera]; competence at gradqati.on,' or ,

clinical effectiveness as measured in internship and found
values ranging from +.01 to +.21 (Echols etlhl. 1973, Eron '
1954). An independent evaluation by psychelogisis.of thoge,

. accepted by interviewers revealed that successful candidates

.were .health4, robust( good looking,,cheerful, good natured,
and relaxed. The rejected were characterized -as tactless,
thankless, frank, pessimistic, unconventional, alighstrung,
coarse, and complicated (Holland 1973, Ingersoll and Giaves
19661. . \--....- -

--.., 4 ,
. . e.'

,

,
Perhaps i.t. is not too surprising that the interview .

\' praticts little more than the personal preferences of the- . .

interviewer. With rare exceptions thelointerviewing_process
is not Atandardized, the interviewers are not systematically

-trainedNitha,purpose in tihd, the composition of the
intervieWing team is Medical faculty and, medical students,
'and the outcome of the interview rests olisubjeCtive weight-

' : ,ing by the interViewer. ,s

A final*sessment of the results of the total medical'
school admisSikh process as now practiced leads to two im-

. i

portant conclusions: .1) The vast majority of accepted app11-_
cants graduate ,from medical schddl. .A personality measure -
mentment .suggests that ablobt halfare "non-normal" 'IRockwel-i=and
Roeltwell.)1974, Rothman 1973) ; 'showing whet. Ms bee4 described,
as a "'normal" neUrrOsi.s..,(Liske-et al.. 1964,) known as the "rated -.

4,
f icaS student personology of the obsessional ,variety in which t'

students make an adaptation that pertiti them to function in
.a rigid Confprming fashion." 2) Th&eadmission process se-
'lects students who are,'more iikely.,to'be interested in sci- --,-'

ende than.in people,. baniel Funkenatein (unpubliahed mono-
graph)', who has been a systematic *tudent of medical students,
has sumMari;zed his 17.0rears of research on the bases of
career choice. HNg4talping.of students into "bioscientific"
and-"bioso6ial" typ hcreadily be done.at matriculation, "'

,but :their ultimate careers are determined by faciors,other .

than personal characteristics. Among these are the post-
.-M.D. training, type, and lochtion; the.geographic prefer-

' ences of the spouse; the finanCial pressure and possibil-

,
ities; the praFtice opportunrEles; and of equal importance,

'40the societal Presspres. All except perhaps the last are
.!..

- self-ekplanatory, bu,g, the importance of the social pTes-'
Sures should,be emphasized: "P,

'

.
,

exten-
sive

the post -World War IX:period the rapid and exten-
.

sive acaUmulation of new bidtedical knowledge wastone
factor leading to specialization, but equdlly significant
wasthe public attitude that a specialist was -..
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for optimal medical care. This presunttion, with its
corollary of deprecation of the geheral practitioner or
generalist,'led to a reversal,of'the ratio of generalists
to specialists from 80:20. in 1940 to 13:87 in 1972. Now . .

the pendulum ieswingillig back and the demand for oomPre-
hgnsive, continuous, and personalized care in the form f
pkimary care physicians has risen rapidly. Medical.school
admissions committees have changed but little and continue
for'the mot pit 'to select students whose personality and
aptitudes are more releiant to careers as biomedical
scientists, academicians, or specialists than as primary
care physicians. Necessarily, however, a proportion will
be forced by external! circumstaribes into comprehensive
cave for which the4r.character and training maybeeinappro-
priatei

_ '

As_now organized, medical education appear's to have
little influence on subsequent career choices. (Funkenstein

t.' unpdblished manuscript, Rezler 1974). . ' , i

-
- '

-,.

,,, &..,..,-..: ,)

.
Having indicted the*selection system, I would like

...

,-.--!-to place pefore you some suggestions' for change. l'._,

, .....
F(rat, each medical school should define the objec- °

.. tives of .its education. These might rahge from the limited
goals of educating primary care physicians for the under-
served urban community, as in the program with which I

) * -'- associated, to the productioh of physicians for a
ti

vari-,

icf careers biomedli4a1 scientists, he
care administrators, specialistS,.ggqeralistS, and so . , -

forth. Fbr schools with the latter purpose,.tle faculty:
should have some concept of the.proportion of 'each.,iden-.

tified career that woul:d be appropriate. During the.Oaat,
40 years,bf my experiene in medical academia, I'have been
privileged .to be'associated with five-medical school'. In . .).

.

each; the'faculty leadership solemnly believed thatitheit
'.1-

..

medical school -had the responsibility to produce the med-

imal%faculti f the future, whereas the other American
_medical sc would-producethe.pracbitioners, As I -

,
,.have vi d other schools, I haiie 'found tni-stconceit to

-.
he-wp -pread, so that each institution seas itself, as .

44%.... proacing chieftains but no Indians. ' . ,

44
.

, ,

1
Second, if mediCaL schools defined their educatical

fission more precisely
i

they might,be able tb indicate the
\premedical requisites n a more rational fashion., This
,/should be done.in.collaboration with undergraduate co/lege

and luki'Versitr faculties. I believe a core premedical ,._

curriculdm7could be devised in.which mathethatics, chem-
e. "ittry and physics would be reduced so that they were

i -..

contributory to an understanding of the basic,medical:
sciences but no more... The bveremPhasis on chemistXY, t
particuiarlyorganic chemistry, and on matnematiEs is
unjustified in,terma of their importance to the medical.
sciences or clinical medicine. Their distinction now is

> .

4

_.
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More that .they keep down the number of medical school
applicants than that they are vital bodies of knowledge.
The core curriculum shouldinclude a significant segment
of the social sciences which would foster an understanding
of.health and the health care system gfour country. If
possible, fi15-14 experience sh /d be provided so that
tudents would-gave a means of testing theirinterestin 6
edicine against real.ity.% Fin 11, the importance of

ithe humanities should he empha ized as a prerequisite to
Medicine, affording the prospe tive physician an awareness
and sensitivity to diverse cul ures.

Beyond the cote pkerequis tes, variation could be'-
encouraged. The student whose aptitudes and skills lie

. in research could concentrate n an area of science where
experience in the laboratory ould be gained. The commu-

-.:' nitY-minded individual could roaden his academic and '-
people-oriented experiences i appropriate fashion, and
so could others relate their interests to the varieties of
careers which meditine provides:

,

Third, the selection of applicants should be on the
basis of cognitive and noncognitive criteria. The academic
entrance requirements should be set at a level which as-
sures success in'the medical. School curriculumAbu't after
that criterion has been met, the antecedent aoademic .

achieveMents should be given exponentially decreasing
weight. (The emphasis on facts which play such a large

. diiit id duk'current academic andards is palpably irra,
tolonal as. we know that the half'life of.these.pbtd is

-less than a decade. A more appropriate testing for poten-
tial physicians would be in the area ofvroblem solving,
and "I don't mean the manipulation of mathematical foymulae.
,Since a physician is constantly faced with probleths, it
wouId:*pear make reasonable to ascertain the applicant's
aptitude ik,this area. A variety of such.ke0s are avail-
able but their applicability to- medicine has not been
determined. "' ,

The academic requirement having.been'met, Major
:attention should be directed to nonacademic criteria.
Again there ,is a latge body of literature on.various sorts
of analyses which have greater or lesser correlation with,
future medical careers. lt,mould appear useful fdr mediChl,
schools to develop collaborative research using personality,

4, attitudinal:, Self-analysis and other forms of examination
to acquire conclusive information. In the opinion of many,
including myself, the best predictor of future activity is
past performance. This is why the premedical requirements
must he modified sa that potential medical school students
can havd theopportunity to identify their aree(s), of
interest, and skill then apply themselves accordingly.
There is need for much research to validate this concept,
but such efforts are long overdue. For-your possible in-
terest,I have included in the appendix the admissions .

24
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procesg which is in use at the Center
P
fOr

-

SiomEdical Educe-

ion at CityFollege.* As you can "see, theacademic and
nonacadeMic criteria are carefully defitedand quantified.

,

A
A proportion of,the applicants are interviewed. The inter-

U view form isstandarazed-so that the same areas are covered a.

with each ,student:* The interviewers are trained and they .

are:drawn from medical faculty, faculty from other disciplines,
and nonfaculty personnel An effort kg made to have appli-
cants interviewed by.a majority and a minority interviewer.

. , .

The value of our selection process for pr'edici'ing the
future tareeri of our students is indeterminate at-this
time. We do believe, however, that a-retrospective study
will contain pzecise data on the basis fOr the selection of`

, students and wi1,1 enable us to draw conclustoni regarding/

$
-their-their reAevance., The only aspect'on which pe'have evidence

,NrAo date relates Ito attitudestof our students compared to ,,
,.

students at Colombia Ilniversit"y College of Physician's ane '', 4:

Surgeons and a national samp e.., There were,fttany subjects on
wHiqh there was a consensus s chas ethical aspects of the

. care of terminally ill patiients, emphasis on patient care,
3 practice arrangements, importance of making Money, and SiSOn.

The'di*ergences apphaied in type .of practice (in which ./a.tr

. students opted foappriMary care disciplines overwhelmingly), ,.
attitudes'on.medicare4nd ip's,corollary, national' health',

fow,

. .

insurance (the City. College students acutely elt. the inade- IA:

1quacie,of'piesent policies)', and ,finally, their willingness

't practice medicine on a salaried rather tlan a fee -for-

.service` basis.
'

.
.

.
Ihsummary, the common medical 7school selection process

-

hay be indicted on the following .counts; . .

_ .
.

.. .

4 ' The cu4dAt use of And emphasis on gracles are noti4 - -

predictive df medical school performance it the years of

clinical education or thereafter.
-

*The failhre to develop, test and usenoncogtitive-
criteria leaves to.vhance, the,personal character4tics of 4

the future physician.

The selection process distorts premedical education
so that those aCeepied'are not well prepared' fou medicine

f and those.who have floundered'on the way, or have been

7rejected, are not educated,either4Or alternative health
, ---

careers qr for good citfiahship.

"1r
; 5i s

*Additional ormItiOn May be obtainerupon.-request.
*-1

, ), . A
.

3 ,
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It is, suggested that consider'ation be giiren to the
40 °following proposed improvilits:

. .

41A definition of the objectives of mediAl education
by.each school andthe criteria to be used in the selec-

,,tion'of candidates for'each 9ategory.
7

A de-emphdsis on sciehce in premedical educatOn and
"a concomitant encouragement of the social sciences related
to health and the humanitie4

The 'development of methods for testing ability at
problem- solving, as one of the most relevant skills for a
physician.,

, . ..,
There are may signs that-soeaety,

.
is.finding the

medical4Profession too insensitiveto health care. The
emphaiis on education for allied health professionals and. ,
the.resutgence of faith healers are clear indications that
traditional doctors are not meeting societal needs. .
AlthouVh it is recognized that medihal schbols cannot solve
the proW.em, they aide certainly a critical link in the ,

/.Chain.
, -Refor-m In the seleclion process would be an appro:-. .

,priate beginning toaemonstrate that American medical
schoojechn respond with vigorand relevance to the needs
.of' 514- --.

1 0

r %I

o ..41.
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Appendix

4

'CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION SCREENING'
AND ADMISSION PROCEDURES FOR THE CLASS

"ENTERING IN SEPTEMBER 1976

Introduction z,

The principles which will guide the consideration of
applicants and determine the final maheup of the class of_

,:students enter&ng ip September, 1976,;are unchanged from "-.
those used since the inception of the:biome;ical program
three years ago. The two basic principles are (1) academrc
qualifications of applicants necessaryttO Meet the demands
of the curricplum, And. (2) commitment of the applicants to
the objectives of'pramary medical care for the underse'rved-s
urban community. .The procedures described in this document
are elaborate and pkecise and are based on the actual experi-

. ences of the first three classes through two and one -half
years of the curriculum. With the passag9 of each year the
asseSsment of academic and non-academic qualifications will
beme Mote reliable as the evidence is strengthened by a
larger number,pk students in the program and greater exper4.7
ence with the performance of students in academic and,field
courses. It is probable, therefore, that the procedures
will be modified in succeeding years as the program gains-Lat

' increasingly substantial data base.
N.

. Amp

Summary of Screening and Selection Process

I. PRELIMINARY SCREENING

Preliminary screens are applied firJt to the academic
and thenib the non-academic qualifications of-each appli -.
cant. Only thOse applicAnts'appearing to have some reaSon-;-
'able chance of success are considered ftirther.

L. ..iAY
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SELECTION FOR INTERVIEW''

A
From the pool of applicants remaining after the

preliminary screens, those judged to be best qualified are
called for an interview. This judgment is based on two

scores developed from -9=le application file. These scores

are the Academic '(A) and the Soqial-Personality-Eueriential-
Commitment (SPEC).

III. THE INTERVIEW

Applicants called for interview constitute the final

selection pool.. Each such applicant is given a structured
interview bl two.trained interviewers'. -A combined inter-
viewing,score (I) was assigned.

IV. FINAL SELECTION

Final selection IS based on a single formula whose

variables are A(Academic), SPEC (Social'-Personality-
Experiential- Commitment) and'I (Ifiterv.?.ev). Those appli-

cants t4th the highest scores are invited to enter the
program up to the clads size which can be accommodated.

O

0.
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Appendix (Continued)

CENTER FOR-BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION

°

Admissions Interview Format - 1976

Iater;riew Areas

I. The impact of some significant health or Community
actiVity on the applicant's development.

II. The relationship of the applicant to his or her,
school, ,Has schdoi been a challenging experience?
Has an extracurricular activity provided leadership
opportunity?

Discussion of the moral and monetary commitments.
,What enables the applicant to make such-a commitment
at this age? (Be gentle.) What alternative Career
might you choose? Why has the applicant selected
general practice?,

a

IV. Now does the applicant spend.a y'pical day? Are they
prepared foi the long .wc)teay at, the Biomedical
Program? How dbes theaglicant iptegrate a heavy
academic load with those activities necessary for
personal development?

V. Explqration of a special area expressed in the essay.
Can the applicant bridge the gap between thought and
action?

VI: Extent of the applicant's knowledge of neighborhood '
,

problems: Is the applicant aware of any n- borhood'4P
1 .

-social institutions' which affect the quality o Y ife?
t

VII. 'Has any national or local event been important to t e-
applicant's career choice?.

P

9

"c.
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Maturity. What serious problem has the applicant
"resolved in the past year? (Don't arouse paranoia;4
What are your re%ponaibilities within you'r'family?
Has an employment experience taught you any new
things about working with other people?

IX. Do' you have any seri,ous'health problems?

At theontlusiOn of the interyAew the aplioarit
should be encouraged to ask questions about the Program.

.

o
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Appendix (Continue)

'CENrER EOR BIOMEDICAL ZDUCATION

Name of Applicant*:

Datte of Interview:

.01

Interview Score - 1976

I. Non-Academic Experiences
..

''`'D
42/' 1) Did the applicant's dihcussion pf the

non - academic area Of the admissions,
application indicate that he or she had
grown as a result of the activities

I reported in the 4plication?

1.

a
II. Awareness of Community Problerle

at

1) What is the extent of thMaPplica t s
knowledge of and appreciation for the
serious problems in his or her-own
damitinity?

III. Commitment to the Gpals,Of-the 'Program

1) Doss the applicant have an uriderstand-
.1..

ing of the importance of general

-
.medieal Practice? IP-....,----1

-,,,,

:2)' Is the applicant strongly committed
to the concept of providing, medical

.

services in, those areas where a is :.
k most urgently needed? 4.

7

_5

34 a
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Overall' Assessment

24

1) What is.your estimate of the maturity

ti and seriousness of this applicant?

-7

'Score each question from 1 to 10
4

.3 = below average-I.'
5 = average
7- = above average
9 =outstanding

IntervieweicSignature

.0

'3

0

1
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THE PROBLEM OF SELECTION

Robert Q. Marston, M.D.

a.

I

.The unending debate in !democratic societies is'the
T balance between the rights aftheetndividual and the nee

of socieqr Throughout,most of our history, education ha
served both'goals in an even-handed and, indeed, a mutual-
ly reinfOrcing fashion.

First, for example, the American crassroom'acted as.a
means 'of integrating millions of new .immigrants and making
individual advancement possible. Second, the laid -grant
movement served well the agricultural, and technological
needs of the Nation even as it made th ?benefits of higher

-A- education available to.much broader segments of tAe pOpula-.
tion. Third, the bill Of rights was aimed toward
several purposes, such as, the effective relocation of
returning veterans,4the goal of replenishing deficiencies,
in trainee manpower which developed during the war, the -

provision Of a reward for service in dafense0Of the_doUntry,,,
and a significant enrichment of individual Lives.

However', in more' recent years, as the goal of universal
hillh school educati41 has neared reality, more and more com-
p ex questions have arisen, especially about.who-should be
selected for pdstsecondaiy educatioh and under what condi-
tions. We have seen_a_withdrawal from free tuition, a
requestioning of open access to higher education, review
of the relative co A to'bc borne by -thk individual and the
state, and at the same time we have renewed attempts to match
more cl,Aely the 3ob,market with educational output regard-
less of individual aspirations.

There are three aspects of the selection process-that
are of particular conc,ern to Met 1) publiclrustration,i2)
student confusion, and 3) social purpose Versus-the rights
of the individual..

R.

.
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Public Frustration' .

410 (
t $

,. 4. The problem of public.frustration is a,g6ing.one.. ___

In''Spring 1976a bill was-introduced 4ito.the Flueia

..° Senate with 6 cgsponsors out of a total of 40 senators.

.
. ..-"e

bill proposed/the following:ti

41'

The Board of-Regents;ghalirequire the upi-
--yersities to select students for admission tolpost-
bachelor degrpe programs as followsi

' 1) Twenty4percent of thy' students admitted
tt each postbachelor degree program shall
be selected based on competitive academic
standards established for that program.

' 2) Eighty percent of the students admitted.
to each postbachelor degree program'shall
be selected from thOse remainingqualified4h
applicants by. a random selection sequence
established !pia trawing., Inclusion in the
draWing'Shall be limited tp those applicant's
who have achieved an undergraduate gAde
point average of at 'east 3.a on a 4.0 ystem

for the best. two academic years, andNdh
either have perlred at leatat the 50th
percentile pn th testing inst ument approved
by the board for each program, or Who have

- favorable evaluation of ekperiencefactors
such as: undergraduate major field of study;

_ postbachelor academic accompliehments;, mili-
tary,A4pck, and other maturing experiences';
extracurricular activities; community service;,
and Other selected assegsments,of ability and
motivation.

.

.. _

.

The initial reaction was one of disbelief and direr ridi-

cule. In fact, I was reminded of e'story a friend in the \
14t,-,

State Department told me a few years ago..,
a'

One of the Department's several think tanks was' hurriedly

assembled to discuss thi'S Nation's response to Sputnik.

Scientists, military experts, p'ql.it,ical experts, industrial-

ists,,_and, eveni,n
4

those dais, informed representatives of .:,

the-public debated the possitIle/damage to our image and .

possible shifts in the delicate ralave of world power.

-0
., ,

..
,Finally, in,what musr, have been deep, frustratione .:,-

'-':(5i:the members stunned the, others by almost shputing,21ft_-
____:'___,;____ - .-

," don't t _we_ A hoot i t .-4own ! " _ .1---'-7,---:- --=-,4,
,

. - :,,_

r';'''',...-'"`.-. --,--- ' ,' . - . _.. '--7-1-r-,-,-

,,,,,- \--' -.,* '--:---"Tr-",-T.7:-----;7--!-,a--z--.--;---..--....._..._._....-_t_:_--..

--V *. -- .:_;!;.--i _ s4,. :r .,?r i,_:'_- -- a
!

.
-- ---.... --,

1

-;-. --,-;;;-..-1-.--li,it..44- . ,,,-._ _..--7.
.

* ) , .
- ""---lt,-;too
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Absurd. Yet, as'the story was told to me, the-g roup
sdbn moved back to tie thought that the development of the
ability to do just that (td "shoot it down""), however poor
the motivation or however awkwardly stated, was the central
issue.

Last year, I stood at the Cape and watched the launch-
ing of the joint USSR-USA Apollo-Soyuz flight and recalled
thi.,s little story.

111,fflewI thought about it also when I read the Florida
Senate's proposal to "shoot down" theAdmissions procpss.
All of the' reasons not to pass the bill were TArshaled--loss
of accreditation, the injustice of knowingly accepting .

less gualiLed_siudents, the'uncertain comparability:of
grAde point avcorages from different instilutions, and so
forth. In the end the bill was not brought out of committee.

However, the relief at the ultiniate4 outcome has to be
measured against the foece of deep feeling express/4 by the
fact that 65 percent of the senators in a capable and respop-
sible.legislature were willing to cosponsor an admittedly
defective bill.

There' is a deep-seated sense of resentment and frustra-
tion, not only in adicine but in many other areas where
selection ii restricted to fraction of those who are fully
qualified.

6. ,

.

No*cther single item is brought as forcibly to,members
of governing boards and senior administradiors as the question
of selective admissions! /------.........- ,,,

Yet, among the most highly competitive areas of veterin-
ary mediCine, law, and the morb popular graduate-prograMs

.,' ;kith high nAtional reputations, medicine standq out in Ayer-
al ways. first, admission tcimedical school has been highly
compertitiveqince shortly after the Flexner report in 1910%
_Then, there is considerably more emotional reluctance.to
Chooie other-than the hest qualified physician than, say, a
second-rate lawyer. While familiarity with the problem,over
a longer time and sensitivity to choosing less than the best
qualified erson have counteredisOme of the-frustration, on
the other ide-i-s-a-srowing-baifflement over our use of
markedly lais'quaiifiedIfore2gn medical graduates, the appar-
ent sequestration of bright young physicians in areas and.
specialties of lesse&perceived need in medicine, and the4 higlier financial rewards to physicians. The cry PBut4-would
want to practice in k for a modest incom9" sounds

-0;...t:
I
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increasingly convincing to many as a reason to select an

'
academically less qualified student.

'
Stddent'Confusion /

The question-of growing selectivity and uncertain or

wavering estimates of empl6yment need's (note the ebb and

flow in engirieering over the years) in increasing numbers

of professional fields constitutes a core problem in higher

education.= One aspect of that problem'is confusion among ,

studgnts.

In,the current job market, with few exceptionb such

as accounting,and the pealth professions, we are constantly

asked toIustity educating at public expense individuals

whose sk.ills are not needed,. gt least not in the cutrentn'

economic` climate. SchoolO:if eduOation are especially vul-

nerable now as the last of the "baby boom" students pieparr

0 to teach the decreasing fnumbers -following them. It has'

been difficult to'sprt out the benefits of downward pres-

sures on colleges of education, since the ultimate result

Miay be only toe move more bodies to the colleges of arts and

sgiences -These games of(musidral chairs,in which one after

atOtheK profedsional "chair" is removed. cause !great confu:,- -

sion =long students.

,
What is the basic reason fdr a college educallioncrareer

' enrichment or life enrichment?
11111

Do too meny people go"tOcollege aildfor the wrong

' reasons?
.

'-?...,

..

'Canwe ever really dome t rips with. the bagic fact

9 that there are too many people fo the world, for the United '7,

States of America, for everything?
.t. ' 1

. . --v__

The'question of selectivity and admission t medical

school is the clearest' example of dedicated and q lified

young individuals experiencing, an unreasonable block to a

gctal pursued" with care and effort over many years. However,

the-gregest impact i,x, changinOhe climate on campuses -has

been the large number of students with bas,ic qualifications
.

'Oho find that even n.their second or third choices-may not be
I, available. Added to the confusion associated with the se-

.
lection procets is the increasing prospect that completion

'
of profes%ional education may well be followed by a lifetime

,of under-employment.
t ,

39'
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. ;The students on our carnpub -are more -serious, 'harder
+,,;.: _ working, and not unlike the students who returned to the ,,yi.,,:elf campuses after WorldAr II; .yet they are a bit 'fearful, -,...,,______,Irr,,,-. , IN.^0

31 about the future: These students are younger than the
poatWorla War, Ii students and less mature. One' hears mire -.

r disturbing stories abont,"utthroat ,competition, greater,incentives to cheat, and aharshening of attitudes because
e- ' of the stakes involved. .These concerns have stimulatedt responses. Our prolrofessional,groups are focusing more

sharply -on 'the adverse effects of over competition. There
is a stronger student-fclilty commitment to find ways to
minimize cqating. There is a major. p-rogram' On our campus

' to relate theghumanitia*more meaninggully to the several.professions. --, -A , 1. .e
The bottom line for students, however, 'is an uncomfort-

able level' of confusdu as they do well in college ,only to
find roadblocks in the rob marpt, in additieinal educational
opportunities, and i heir ,search for sound advice. Soh
conditions cons.t.itute potential social dynamite. '0

4It is i

notable 'that Ale Council of Student'Sody Presi-
dents in Florida's State univrOtrties supported the senate., . .

proposed lottery iSill,by a stet of 7 to 2. The. counciA ,4._. a
unanimously urged a seUdy of admission policies for all '''`.--:

.. --1-
--.,

. -graduate education,
....- . &: . ' ,*-, .

.. ' 7 4.4,
... Social Purpos'e -Versus iildividual Rights ' ;;'a.

. . . -
c'r

I No aspect of selective admissionRbraises a' more pro-s ,r found and basic question than that whidh ; alluded fo at the
beginning of my remarks, the rights of the individual -versus
the, needs of roc, ety.

_.
,._ %;Two years ago in India I met the first member_ of tfie.._ r"scheduled' castes" to be headed for a departMent° chairman-

ship, i'n the All Inert Medical Institute, a, World quality'7.-*,; -medical research and educational institute. ,P)I, that time he1"t.,. Was tits...best qu.alified, FAA7,Trc f or the job. 0;117- a few ,,Years --
Wafer, however, he had been plucked from a .heritageof, -

"beiiturj.es of village latrine cleaning, the loweit of the
low, 'and gikrserr Precedence over other off-his peers.. .

:tr.!,
,,,

,e'-.X.,-b an this paper by pointing out W instancesnstances when--.-.' education has served the needs of individuals end society in
a inutually reinf orCing fashion, that is'4'; 57-the waves- olikuni-
grants coming to our shores, the land Grant movement, and .Q.,:.

_I--. the 'GI bill. ''' - . -,,,14,:."
,.-

r

4
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Some who know of my 1,opg-term interest and involvement

-in the problems of blacks in our Nation- might wonder why I-
did not include the civil rights moyement of our times as a --

fourth example. Myrdal's An American Dilemma correctly saw
the future of America and the rights of American blacks
intimately intertwined. Education, primarily at the ele-
mentary level but actually at all leveIS, has been the main
tool for achieving Social and individual goals. Mu ell has

beep accomplished; mibch remains to be done.

Inothe narrow sense on the subject of selection, the
dilemma of historically disadvantaged minorities and women
and the socially and economically disadvantaged fit almost
equally well under the "mutually reinforcing" label; or, as
I have chosen, the polarizing label of "social, (reeds versus
individual rights."

Our socipty has determined the need for greater repre-
sentation of such groups in professions and other'Areas of
leadership than will be achieved readily by strict measure-
ment by ,conventional assessment of merit. By Florida Board
of Regents' rule we admit alp to 10 percent of students from,
disadvantaged backgrounds wfio are deemed to be capable of
the required work but who fail to meet competitive standards
set for the other 90 percent of enrollment, .

° This policy is uniformly applauded"when all can
accommodated, supported generally when competition is gentle,
and as a source of gkowiaglIoncern in such volatile areas:as
medicine and law. Some have deplored the. fact that the
Supreme Court shied away from the issue in the DeFunis case
concerning the rights of a Phi Bet.-i'Kappa white student who
was initially denied admission tO a" law school to whidh less

academically qualified minority students were admitted.
However,,a case can be made almost equally well that 1) '

society is best served both by unleashing'latent talent among
historically underutilized segments of our peOgios and by .e

-choosing the most talented to foster, or that i the westion
of basic individual rights favors either the brightest scorer

or the one in second place because of past oppression. Thus,

it may be well that we work through this complex issue rather

than.seek a speedy and necessarily imperfect answer, realiz-

ing the difficulty ;n explainin t unsucceE7firr-eand4444k. '

why individuals with weaker qu.A'Tifotcations may be accepted.

The other area I have ekebted to discuss under social
-and individua.1 needs really has: to do.with the allocation of

public resources. ti

r-
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While it is clear that a nation would beunwisevto
support'the expensive educa'tion and'training of astro-
physicists in numberS greatly exceeding the tools neceqsaw
'for-their work, for example,, celestial telescopes,_.it /S not
-'at all clear where' the dividing line between individual edu-.

cational goals and perceiVed national needs shoulelie.
oMargaret Mead pointed out to our students recently that,,,

with current life expectancies, they should consider the
protSbility of three or more careers, not one, in a lifetime.
This view would place less emphasis on the perceived specific
quantitative needs of society an& more emphasis on the quali-
tative needs for well-educated citizens and on the aspira-
tions of individuals to develop skills, attitudes, and
understanding which are transferable across fields of employ:.
ment.

As -one who hasrstruggled almost from t 'e beginning of
nationaldebate onthe health manpower nee of, the Nation, I P'

would welcome some shift away from our.p -occupation with
elusive workload projections as the bas's for health educa-
tional policy. In all candor, howeve I believe the tide
runs in the Other'direction. At bo the Federal and State
level, in health and in other are of education, the trend
is to purchhse a product with t dollars and to match more
closely those producti'be the physicians, engineers, or
teachers to the jdtp°4port ties actually available. This
trend not only will_conti e bUt will be a useful and even

'necessary -'step in meeti the marked changes I shalt now'
attempt toiriummeriie.

S

Conclusions and ary

\ -

I have r- iewed briefly and factually the problem
areas of sel ction. What should be done? The answer is,
rthink, a reat deal. Winners have.been happy and losers

e wis d they had won since the world began.

Y t the degree of public frustration, student confusion,
and larization between social and individual needs is
ind ed social dynamite. These problems exist today at a
s ficient level that we simply must

46,
dO`a better job in terms

the following:

40Defining reasonable. criteria fOr seliction.

qbr

omMUnicating these criteria niore"effectively.
'

-411Adheringte-criteria once they are-established.
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Wh ile I see little need for a drastic overhaul in the
basic selection process under the circumstances of 1976, a
word is required about the near future. The postindustrial
society is not something in the future. We live in it
today. The lag is in the reordering of.our,livea, our
values, and 'our society to the changes which haye already
occurred.

Project independence does describe. accurately'the type
of definitive central plAnning required in the production
and utilization of energy in the future. .

The controversial Limits of Growth does carry a clear
central message of inevitable constrain our actions.

The recent book from the Manpower Institute, Boundless
Resource, urgently prescribes a new relitionstiip between
.work and education.

It Would be most strange, indeed, if the conditions of
the new world we have recently entered did not drastically
affect every aspect of our universities," including the
selection process.

Finally, I have been asked to comment Specifically on
four questions.'

. First, are we selecting an appropriate number of stu-
dents? 'I stopped playing this game a long time ago.' In the
fifes and sixties the only answer was "more." Today, the
answer has to.be "it depends." It depends primatily on the
type of.national health insurance we have or don't have., *

Without that decision, the short-term answer is that the
present numbers are probably about right. But, there is no
'way one can Arrive at an'estimate of the numbers needed when
one has not really come, to grips with,the question, "needed
for what?"

Second, are we selecting the right mix of students, by
which I infer the right mix of men, women, minorities, those
with lifferin a -r goals (of which specialty versus gen-
eral practic- the easrgst shorthand), those with eXceP-
tional acad is talent, and those with other desirable
qualifications. I think the'andwer has to be that we are

-- not now selecting the right mix, but rather use a narrow'

band of criteria for admission
.

- Third and fourth, do Ke.have suitable selection method s
and, if not, are there alternatives? I thijk we have better
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election methods in the health professions than in any other
area in the university. It would be hard to think about
many other discipline's in the university even talking about
the problems bf selection as we have today. I believe g,

they're far behind in identifyIng the problems of selection
and rely as heavily on acaciemic achievement as we do. One
problem about which we must dp a better lob is being sure
that alternative pathwaqs and not eliminated for those who
are unsuccessful. Thereis a real danger that our present.
selection PrOCedures, plus the economic cond%tions which now
exist, could lead us to withdraw from the ffolct to increase/
availability and accessibility of medical education to a ,fr

much wider segment of society. It would be tragic if we
allowed these factors to limit access to medical school toy/
those who come from tht more financially secure segments of
our population.

l

...
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THE PROBLEM OF SELECTION

The four questions to which this portion of the sympo-
sium has been asked to address itself are in many ways
interrelated to an extent that makes it difficult to respond
to one question without establishing a set of assumptions 4

that fixes response to subsequeht questions. for exam-
ple, in my View, the aPprOpriate number of students can be a
function of generaliy Agreed upon physician,to population
ratios, or the appropriate-number'could be a-function of a
clearer definition of the role of the physician_in the

e health Care system. If that role is defined, the type and
number of students best suited to fit that role might in
turn also be determined and the method of selection tailored

to identify a particular type of individual to carry out.the.,

predetermined role.

Despite the problem of one response impos g constric-

tions on subsequeht answers, I shall attempt o address the

four Selected questions with the confessj,on that the ensuing
comments are the opinion of the speaker, based upon 25 yeais
of exverience as a Member or chairman of the hamigoions com-

mittee of one medical school. I suspect we might all agree
that admission to medical school is tantamount to admission
'to the practice of medicine becauie of low attrition rates.
Admission committee members-often lose sight'of the fact
that they are selecting future prgpticing physicians rather

than medical students.

HUE to the first question: Are an appropriate number

of students being selected? Whether or not an appropriate
number of students are being selected should, in my opinion,
be determined by the function that we assign to physicians
in the health care delivery system.

Although one must acknowledge that specialization in
medicine is a phenomehon that may well continue into the
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de6Tes 2ead, I believe the role of the physiciap should
not be limited to that of a specialized technician. Recent
past trendg of behavior of physicians force, one to conclude
that physicians?e,becoming more.Ind.more oriente41 toward
highly specialized tertiary diagnostic and therapeutic tech-
niques and that dthez health care professional* are assuming
the role of interpreting for patients their disease, or
their diseases, and the meaning or purpose of diagnostic
and theppeutic procedures being applied. Many of the",
physicians I know seem to have decreasing interest in pre-
ventilie medicine and in the detection of disease VI its
early stages. These roles ,seemingly are being left to
others. Clearly, I reject 'a limited technical role-for the
physician. I believe medical schools must reverse the trend.,
that would limit the role of the physician. A broad role
for physicians will continue to require.an output of physi-
cia=ns at least equal to our present output for many years to
come. .

Some may say that I lonp for%the goo4,Old days of th
general practitioner. Perhapq I do, but I suggest that
anyone who has been a patient subjected to the situation of
attempting to interface with literally scores of health -

care Professionals also yearns for someone to put his ill-
nesstand its therapy into perspeptive for him. I contend
that most of us want the most experienced and most highly
educated member of the health care team to assume that
responsibility. We must not limit the output of physicians
;lest this important task by default fall-to'others.

I'respond to the question of whether we are selecting
the proper mix of students with a categorical "No!" regard- '

less of which aspect of "proper mix" we wish to discuss'and
several aspects of the expression "proper-mix" do come to
mind. for example, do we admit to the medical profesdion
the right mix of individuals,with humaXistic interests as
well as scientific interests? Do we have a mix of-students
that reflect the Various socioeconomic strata of our soci:
ety? Do we admit the right/mix of students of varying
academic achievements? A corollary question comes to mind:
Must alfphysicians have had a premedical record of B or
better? Also, do we admit the right -mix of students from
various racial and ethnic groups? The United States, it
seems to me, is unique among the nations- of the world since
it is almost the only country where there are large numbers
of individuals with varying racial and ethnic backgrounds. ,..

By.contrast with most'nations of the world, ours is racially
end ethnically a heterogenous society-r-a heterbgelieity that
has caused many problems in the:mdaical schoof.admissions
process.

4 4 6
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Obtaining a mix of students from various socioeconomic

strata, quite i ependent of the.r*acial and ethnic mix,

remains a major roblem. Bylar the largest percentage.fof

students in Uhit States medical schools today are f4oM the

higher socidtcono c levels of cur society.

In the past few yew/ many schools have attempted to

select students With broad humanistic qualitiesland cultural

interests but the major criteNia by which students continue

to be selected is prier academic performagce in certain Ob.

selected scientific areas.. UntilvadmissA6ns committets be-

gin to admit large numbers of students using criteria in

.addition to achievement
in,scientific'courses, the mix of

studen0 and the type of physicians ultimately produced will
_

not change.

In my view the selection methods in current general use

should Se greatly modified because, as I have already indi-

cated,'I believe we should be educating physicians with a

' deep appreciation of humanistic and cultural. values as wel'i

asscientific values. I believe the present process of

selection tends td create a homogeneity that is not repre- .

sentative of out' society nor does it yield a group capable

of responding "the needs of.our society as society per-

them. . ,

Selection committees behave ,ae:though all students

admitted were to become fdculty 'members and scientists. In

fact, no more than 15 to 20 per-Cent of any medical school's

1 graduates beaome academicians. On the average, at ,least 90

-percent of all graduates become practitioners in some set-.

tihg. The selection process should-,be geared to single out

those individuals who will be sound practitioners--not

academicians. In' a society that is perceived by many as

becoming increasingly dehumanized, medical edu6ationsshould

take the leadership in 'developing humanistic qualitieS in

those individuals it educates,to carry-out a distinctively

special and personal role in society.

Recdntlythe University of Illinois College of Medicine°

complete a study of how it might best ebaluate the 'rioncog7

nitive attributes of applicants.
A faculty group has recom-

.
mended that a carefully controlled

interview process be

undertaken in an effort to be more objective in ascertaining
r .

Having said that the presedt sele n;Me'iliOds need

improvement, I must offer,some suggestion's.'

these qualities.
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As far as I am able to determilie, there are really only
four ways by which individualsVcan be selected for any task
or position. They may be selected by merit, byprivilege,
,by charade, or a combinatiotk of any of these categories. ,The
selection of indivienals for admission to medical echool is
no exception to these general selection methods.

z .e.
The merit method has cqme,to imply objectivity in se-

:."714ction. Certain instruments of measurement believed to be
.predictive of fufUfe academic performance are used. Commit-

/ tee come to put g1'4at reliance upon the results of. these
teats, heavy reliance 'that tends to relieve the committee

,,,..el of responsibility,for making judgments on softer,,noncogni-
,tivk information. Recently litigious activity has tended to
strengthenthe use of these "objective" criteria.

IO
The method of by privilege includes not only

. .

the advantage given to certain individuals because of.socio-;
economic status and parentage, thatis, children of altmni
or financial contSibntors, but also the advantage afforded
under 'certain circumstances to 'students .from defOed geo-

. '''

graphic areas or from certain races or ethnic groups: Alsb
included '.n thip category of selectloo4s .the privilege con-

' ferred upon some politiqailpfficials .go appoint individual
of their selection, often based upon-filendship or politid 1
persuaiion. -ir _

. ,f'""
Chance orrandpm seleCtion has not been widely used for

identifying students to be admitted4tO medical school. It .

would appear, however, to:be the most democratic and fair of
all,selection methods, I aware of only oneexperiment
with respect to selection for medical school where the ran-

,),
ran-

dom selecticippmethod has been usede,

'0
.

As often as'not the merit method.and the privilege
method-are combined even though most medital schoolSjh the
United States believe they' apply solely the merit principle
in their admissions processes. The GPA (grade pbint average)
and MCA'; 'Medical College Admissions Test) are used as mea's-
ures of prior adadeinic achievement and as fundamental bases.
for selection. However, these er'a often mo ied by factas
ofyrivilege;'geographic-areas of origin, palantage, encl.'s°
forth. Thus, although we often delude ourselves into be
lieving we admit Only On the basis of. merit, we in fact
'modify the rigid merit process 0 geographic, racial, ethnic,
parental, and economic Considerations.:

--

- Medical schools rarely if ever find ft neces&ary:to bow
to,political pressure, and none has a system where poli- .

,

A

.0
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ticians mandate candidates from .amonga qualified pool as
v. is. done forappointment to the service academies.

The Tandom selection method -.has great appeal for me.'
My attraction to-the random selection process for admissions

.
is based upon some assumpt,iong, , First, I believe most who 3i;

seek to be admitted to medic4rschool are highly motivated4
The motivating factors may bepurely selfiah,*purely humani-'
tarian, or, realistically, something in between. Whatever
the'basis, of motivation, however, I believe most of us would
agree thatth9se reeking admission to medical school are

-highly motivated--perhaps one should say, highly self-
motivated. ,'

SecOnd, I assume that any motivated student with an
.average MCAT and a reasonable SPA- -let us say 3.0 or better
.on a S.0 scale--canxsucceed in medical school. This assump-
tion is based upon some experiences I shall report in a
moment. Third, I assume that there /has not yet been e dem-
onstration of.a correlation between premedical and medical
school achievement and the quality of the practice of

-medicine. end, jtbouith, I assume that no more than 15
percent of the tal annCial national output of physicians
can ar,should beorecruited into academia.

.
Several experiences over past years at the Univergity

.of Illinois would suggest that students with wide ranges of
grade point averages and MCAT scores at the time of admis-
sion can all succeed in medical 'school and go on to become
practitioners. About 4 percent of the University of

College of Medicine graduates enter and'remain in
academia.

r.
via

Since. the early1930s the Univee4ity of Illinois has
been required to admit students from Cook County and non-
Cook-County areas of the State proportional to the relative
population of Cook County and the remainder of the State.
Until recently the average of the non -Cook, County group
gri4e point averages has been below that of the Cook County
group of students. Yet there has been no significant*dif-

' ference in attrition rates between the Cook o y and ron-
Cook County groups when viewed over a. long period.

Beginning in the early 19,50s a select grou of students
ftom rural areas of tllinois has been edmitted on the recom-
mendation of the Mil-lois Agricultural,e6sOciation- linois
State Medical Societp.in exchange for Iheir 'promise to these
organizations to remain in a rural area for at least 5 years

.

e
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after graduation. Nearly all of these students had,prior''
academic redords, as measured by the GPAAnd the MCAT, sub-
stantially below that of the average of the remainder-!-of--
the class thAt was admitted. Yet, on the average over the
years, the atteition rate among this group hai not been
statistically higher than those admitted through -the regu-
lar.process. All have met onv of the criteria for gradua-
tionpassage of National Bards, Parts I and

',\\ During the, past 8 years, &e Medical Opportunities
Program for minority group students has provided an oppoi:'7
tuniy to o#ierve a group of students with prior academic

. performance lower than the average of all students admittid.
Although a number of these students have taken-more than the
usual time to meet the requirements for graduation, and
although there has been a higher.attrition rate, the program
has contributed significantly to increasing the number of
minority physidiansphysicians who would not be in practice
had academic merit been the only criteria. The point is,
most of these people made it!

All this seems to stiggest that 9i4i motivation of stu-
dents admitted to medicine and given students with a reasdnl-
Able pridr academic performance, success in mediCal school
cp almost always be achieved. ,

. ,

Gradually, almost every factor that at onetime or
another had been used to restrict the size of the applicant
pool ip being eliminated. Federal law prohibits° discrimin-
atioh against applicants because of sex, race, color, creed,
age, and, most recently, physical and mental or psychological
disability. 4

a, 4
/ am persuaded that the random selectionk method would

' essentially eliminate admitsions,problems related to alle-
gatione iscriMination,a4d that students so selected

,w succeed. However, random method"of selecting poten-
tial practitio4ers ef medicine raises a stipky 'issuethat
of public acceptance". At leastour acqdedic*community and
probably a much wider negm nt of our societyAis root d
the tradition of the merit rinc101e selectIAL ',-

how badly the ystem may' be dintoftgd Belo arsystem:bf,
random selection could be implemented a pu'lic edif8ai 6 G.

program demonstrating its desirabilttm would ke require
The target of-ouch an educational program would necessarik.'
include the media, legislators, faculty, htuder s, ana,'" 1.11

*'others. °.

Arisdom selection system of admissidnamiiht beigpvelki,
oped as. follows: The medical school could define the - b
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parameters.of the applicant pool from.which students would

be randomly select-id. For example, a school might require

a minimum GPA of 3.5 on aI5.0 scale, an average MCAT above

the 40th percentile.(th4tis, equal weighting of all parts)

p_baccalaureate degfee6, and an.acceptable level of perform-

ance on a seties of,anterviews directed toward determining
.noncognitive charaCteristiCs of the applicant, or some other

schere foil assessing noncognitive characteristics might be

used.

Onde thepool was'established, the class would be

filled-by random selection.

I suggest that the effect of. such a program might wel

be the 7Eodification of Student behavior vis-a-vis selection

pf college curricula. If it is perceived by applicants
that noncogaitive attributes and a knowledge of the social

sciences and humanities are seriously being. considered in

addition to knowledge of the basic sciences,- the character-

istics of the applicant pool might shift dramatically. The

competitiveness for,"4rades":might decline and students might

actually seek an education, since their chances ,of Id:mission

with A C+ or 13 average would be the same as,,the student who

geti-all A's in science courses.

The Netherlands has used random selection for 5 or 6

years. A review of their experieace'after,a few more years

will be. interesting.

I conclude:' 1) that the output of physician should

not be decreaied, 2) that greater attention must & paid py

medical schools to ways of admitting more broadly educated

--persons and of eliminating discrimination on any basis, 3)

that our present system of admissions. tends to limit our

ability to fulfill these objectives,, and 4) that a system of ,-

random selection might provide a means of helping to sole

some of :.the problems now plaguing the admissions process.'
1

As.I make'thcse,perhaps, nonconforming suggestions, I

an not unmindful of Machiavelli's,warning: "There is nothing

more difficult to.carry out, nor More doubtful of success,

nor more dangerous to handle than to initiate a new order of

things."

)
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THE PROBLEM OF SELECTION

Critiqueand Challenge

S

6 /

Arthur J. Snider

Discussion Initia'ior,

Mr. Arteur J. Snider: As a newsman my task is ask some
n)l)

' objective questions; but I would like to.begi as d layman
and a dOnsumer of medical care, with several subjective

I think the three Speakers were most perceptive in out-
lining thelPainful problema that confront medisaj educators
as they strive to find an equitable method of selecting
among meritorious.applicalts while balancin social purpose
against the r.,,Ights of individuals. (But Itam far less Sure
that we have heard from them a cleak-cut operational solu-
lion. When Dr. Marston noted' that a lottery methoothad been
suggested in Florida and Dr. Grove'said he looked with'favor
on some kind of random selection procedure, I couldn't help
thinking about the reaction of a ptient being prepared for
surgery when it was revealed that he would be operated on by
a doctor who had be 'en admitted to medical school by having .

his name drawn out of a-hat. Mention was.made of the Selec-
tionSyst.:em that was started it the Netherlands in 1972. A
Dutch cardiologist at the University of Utrechp has called
this system immoral, and a direct threat to science.

Now many 5phools-are exploring new ways to evaluate an
applicant's motivation for a career in medicine. Fifteen
years ago the right answer for a student to give when asked
about that motivation would be some expression of ambition
to see patients, to serve humanity, and to contribute to
the advancement of medical science by doing research., More
recently! the right answer has seemed Eo be an ambition to
render service to the underprivileged and thenedically
indigent

1
by improving the health care delivery system. Will

..-

I
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the right anseer tomorrow be, "I favor nationa1, health

insurance." And what will the right answeitbe in 1984?

Are these.criteria or dogma?. A.newdman's traditionAl role
is to challenge the establishment, but in the face of this
morning's strong and uniform. indictment of the conventiopal
medical school,selection procedures I find myself coppelled
to serve as a kind of counterbalance -and defend the estab-

lishment.

0*
. ,

We hive been told that the present selection methods,

based primarily on GPA and MCAT scores, do not predict who
will make good physicians, but merely who will survive the
first year of medical school. Nevertheless, perhaps the

proof of the pudding isin the eating. What'has been the
performance of these graduates of American medical schools
in the eyes of consumers? By and large the American public

'gives the NOdical profession high marks. Studies have
repeatedly shown that most people, including those from low-
income grbups, are pleased with their doctors. To be sure

there are shortcomings, especially in the distribution of

medical services; but these, too, are gradually bdeng over-

come by the 4W of supply and demand, forcing - physicians to

fan out fromthe metropolitan areas. We do not see today,

as frequently aswe did in the past, the banner over a high-

way saying, "This.toan needs a doctor."

(atIt is-more than coincidence that the golden age of

icime parallels the period in which emphasis in medical
centes was-placed qn scholarships and research.. How many

millions of lives halve been saved by discoveries in this

period, without which well-meaning, compassionate, committed,'

sensitive, and humanitari-an physicians would be heletess?.-

My newspapers and many others have-printed the warm and

nostalgic painting of a compassionate physician sitting at'

the bedside of a dying child. I would prefer that my child

be given a little penicillin. If lihelphysician also had

some sensitivity and compassion, thatmould indeed be a
welcome bonus.. But as one who has 'covered the frontiers of

medical research for more than a quarter century; I find

Myself uneasy this morning over remarks that seem to down-

grade the importance of science r-1(1 scientists in the teach-

ing of medical students.

Is the traditional enAronment of scholarly inquiry to

be replaced by sensitivity traiping and compassion classes?

If medical students are to be gelected primarily for their

promise of having good bedside manners, mhirnot choose them

Lrom the ranks of nurses? I thinlwye tend to use the. terms

compassion, commitment, humanitarianism, dedication, sensi-
tivity, and social outlook rather glibly They have tended

5 3
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*IAto lose their meaning and become code words, emptherhood.
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How,doq'a selection committee in a 30- to 607mingteinter7
- 4!-,;'

view det)6mine an applicant's compassion and nimali#44414a...:
\.'T
..,..or evalaie what is said on e application blankttlthat :5:-*-, .

4d -.--*,, ;evidence. is Aere that acad ... superstars cannot a/to,be ,";
nr,,

humanitarian? ,Are intellect and compassion' mutually) exeluv: r
yssive. attributes?
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'_ In-addl.-tit:in to being uneasy over the apparent desire to
"-- '-dil-An the medical sc4obl as a seedb or hip, it

is also disturbing.to/observe effo to divert medical r,,
olt--from-theTttadItional role of preparing-students for u

.medical care careers to health dare careers. 'As Dean-
Berliner of Yale Medical School has. pointed-out a doctor's
first obligation is to take care of sick patients, and to
restore their health; the-primary role of'the medical school
'is'tb.-Provide students with the background, the principles,'
and the -science that will! enable them to*fulfill, that obli= '"

gation.H.Aviously any doctor wants to keep a patient healthy,
'f if it is:atall .possible, but we know that once you get past

immu&ikkienthere is relatively little that can be done ..,.,..,J,, , ,- -,. ,.
4-4. effectivelyin preventive medicine. We know that most ill

4'4ealth derives from, economic, social, ed environmental
faCtors that are beyond the time And competence of physicians
to remedy. For example, ttie National Cancer,Institute re,.

j centiy estimated that 80 percent of all cancers originate
,..from environmental and genetic causes.

,t7.--..- .0
'- ...--- 4 , '

Certainly a doctor can tell a patient to stop smoking,
eat a low chosterol diet, lose-weight, have the blood pres=.
sure checkodgularly, or to have pap smears and breast
exaMinatiatOut the ntunber,of,diseases that that doctor is
going to prevent by such advice it rather small!. In,short,
it is the responsibility of doctors to identify noxious in.:-

fluencek and join with colleagues to limit the. Jut it is
questionable how much any doctor can do as an -individual!
If we get physicians_heavily-involved in the social and ......

political aspects of medicine, they will be lost as practic- ,,,.. %.

ing physicians. They have insufficient time for everythiAi
now; A prominent academician reported to me in informal

.

conversation that some of his senior medidal students dtd-
,

_not know'how many cubic centimeters were in a teaspoon..-,

"How," he asked, "can these students prescribe drugs? Ten
years ago, if I asked that question students would know the
answer. Today's students know much less about the fundamen-
tals of- medicine because medics hooli are trying to sat -
isfy -too may other outside interests an too many outside
pressures. With the quantity of new knowledge grow,ing,.. :!,';

geometrically, faculties don't have enough time now tO Veach
,students what they should know;"

,

,
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Finally, we have heard the GPA and the IICAT casiticized
here, not only as poor predictors of clinical and profes-
shonal competence, but as discriminating against the under-
pr,imileged because these mbasures at achievement are.oriented

td middle class virnes. Suggestions have been made here for
dilUting their importance, giving greater emphasis to non -,

cognitive -values. But what evidenceis there that noncogni-
tive'attributes predict a good physician? I think this

audience should be reminded that a new admissions test will

be given to medical school applicants next spring. It will

be known as the MCAAP (Medica). College Admissions Assesbment

Program) and is said to emphasize skills and problemsolving,
Gelhorn.called fore instead of simple factual knqw1-

edge the students have been able to cram in during their
premedical studiet. There will even be a' Separate.acore for
problem-solving ability, which should help appWants from
disadvantaged educational backgrounds. Mathematical questions

will no longer.require a knoWledge of formulas and equations
but instead a grasp of logical concepts. This ew test,,,is, a

proddct of .3 years of research by the Assacia on of Aterican

Medical Colleges. It has been drawn up with he goal of

greater fairness to the educitionally disadv taged and of

selecting students wild would.m4e good physici ns, not just

good medical students. Already pretesting has aken place

-among 300-premedical students, including all ethnic and

ciatural groups. Perhaps,Gwe should give MCAAP an opportunity

to succeed befafe throwing out Oe baby_with the bath.

.

*.-vt

Butnow to my questions. The panelists have'highlighted,

' as a basic issue that the'tedical schools must face, the

rights of .individuals versus the needs of society. In view

of the rapidly rising cost of tuition, the'severe cutbacks

in Government financial aid, and the scarcity of loans and

financldl assistance, isn't the_issue you regard as basic

going to become irrelevant in that schools will be forced to

begin looking at an'applicant's ability Ea pay for an educa-

tion? And won't that' situation curtail the applicant pool,

place an even greater burden on minority students, and cause

them to lodk elsewhere for o'career?

Dr. Robert Q. Marston:.' Well,.that is p recisely the fear I

have. My concern is notlaklyabout the rights of individu-

. all but also of haw sOciet,y,w4,11 be served. There is ample,

--evidence Ast society benefits from the contribution of

individuals whose opportunities have been compromised:
displaced persons, refugees, the. whole.wave of'immigrants

who would have been denied a place in this country if we

admitted only those who.cate from an economic or' social
,

5
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elite. I am concerned about .the trends, for two important
changea are occurring in the financing of medical edusation.
Many medical schools, f4- example, are increasingly depend-

-ent on the private practice income of physicians to support
educational prograMs. It harkens back to .the tiffie.when the
most prominent faculty Members-had both a downtown office-4 \,

a medical school office. And'because the money was made.
downtown,-claises'were missed when conflicts occurred. It
Is not-muphdifferent if financing medical education is.
derived more and more from the practice of medicine in
teaching hospitals.

4 1
I also see the incre sing.tendency to have the cost of

education in medical school borne.by the,individual student,
a tendency that has caved me great cpncern, but My approach '
to the solution-of this problem is ch 'anging. Two yearp ago
I was a strong advocate for direct institutional support of

. .

.medidal,education. Now I finctilyself Looking more favorably -
'at the idea of, Federal funds, and possibly ,State funds, be-
ing tied to,the individuals-who actually use those funds to-,
dnderWrite dqm e of the institutional costs of eauCation.

I hope that what you predict4oes'not occur but I see
disturbing trepdettatt would in the long run have serious
disadvantages fdr meeting the needp of individuals or of
society. I think there is little chance of contiiming4the.
land grant university tradition of keeping tuition suffi-
ciently low to allow access to higher education for all. .Eten
'if we _do follow this course, the other costs of education--

, housing, food, and other things--will be ever higher.- These
.

are problems *e have eo come to grips with, and we need to
'rld some better mechlnisms for4splving theNthen thostr I

see on he horizon.

Dr.tAltred Gellhorn: In the current Health Manpower bill,
.

,which has just'come Out of conference, the allocation of
money for national health sPholarshir has more than doubled.
,However; Congress feels less fanguitielhan.Mr. Snider that
the geographic Onfspepialty distribution issjte is going to
be solved by the law.of supply and deMand. Therefore,
national health scholarships have been tied'to distribution
within the specialties, with more generous support of pci-k

.mitry care physicians: I'hope we also have the chance to c\

comment on Mr. Snider's concept oqwhit sort of, doctors
these are

I
Mr. Snider: Turning to another question, is the drive to
recruit minority students running out of steam? The Goan-,
tion for Affirmative Adtion finds that among (0 medical

( .
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schools that at one time had aggressive minority student

recruitment and admissions prograths, only 15, of which the

University of Illinbis is one, are still continuing them. '

Dr. Grove, what do you feel as you look at the situatio

across the country?
0

Dr. William J. Grove: There has been a slight reduction in
the minoritY applicatt pool, so that the enrollments through-

out,the United States are down from apPrOximately 10 percent

to 9.2 peycent'.

tirtSni..._,ler: What is the ideal figure?

Dr. Grove: I don't know that there is an eale When we

firat,,started, the Medical Opportunities Pro am at th ni-

versity of Illinois, the minorities-on the Admissidns Com-
mittee kept pushing for a quota. I insisted that there
would IA no quota, and they% is none now for any minority.
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- THE PROBLEM OFF SELECTION

General Discussion 0

4

Participant*: Should we not give the MCAAP a cht'nce to solve
some of the problems that have been discussed here this
morning? .

Dr. William J. Grove: Personally, I do not think it will
make ariy differences

.

Dr..Alfred Gellhorn: The movement to this new medical apti-
tude test.is a result of the pressuAss that have been placed

-,on,'aftd the criticism that, has been directed to, the current
selection ptocedures. I ho,Ve that it_will be, better, but it
doe not mean we should relax ou search for even better
methods of selecting student's.

Participant: Has there been a public discussion of mechan-
isms of a random selection or a lottery method? I hear this
issue mentioned at various meetings but I have not brard it
seriously discusLd,and it seems to me to be aboutime to
lodk into-Mechanisms.

Dr. Grove: I am.unaware of a-public disdussion with respect
toMedical education hilt,we tleyeehad some personal experi-
erioe. The University df Illinois at Urbana several years
ago attempted such a technique for selecting those who would
be admittefi to theCollege of,Lperal Arts and Sciences from

. Of-qualified candidates, .There were simply-not
enough 'places for all qualified applicants and a random.
selection system seemed ttie'fairest selection Method. It
was soundly 40ecied-in the puhlim_prePs,,,and the general
outcry was such that it was-never implemented:

Dr.,Robert Q. Marston: There was certainly a general public
discussion of such a lottery in Florida this spring. Per -

sq)ally I am not ag4inst looking at,the use of a lottery.
When the selection procesk reaches the point at whidt intelli-,

*Editor's Nqte: Participants were not id4ntified during
the general_discussions.
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genediscrimination among applied)ps is no 'longer possible,
then I think the moot honest thing is random seleCtion.

Participant: Has there been enough work to establish cri-
teria for identifying a pool for such a lottery? I am

particularly concerned about the wide variation among under-
graduate institutions that the'applicants attend and'the
potential variability in the meaning o grade point aver-

ages that the students would present.

Dr. Gellhorn: In our program we select Students fromjligh
schoOls and attempt to .e = op an entirely integratedtexper-
ience in the undergraduate c.11ege and medics school pro-

grams. We obviously have wi.- disparity am he various

,"schools in the New York City ublic -school system. Students
whb come from the Bronx High School of Science; which itself
'has a competitive admission policy, have a great deal more 0

factual knoWledge than students who come from high schools
in highly disadvantaged areas. On the other hand, we find
that all'of these students, who come in with a 90 average
in their course work, have the capacity to"learn. Those who '

. ,haye more factual knowledge ,have an easier time at the start
but all have the capacity to succeed.

Participant: One of the fears of a lottery system is that
it may create the serious problem of disincentive. This

qouzitry is founded on reward for 'effort expended, While

.there,is a kind of fairness in a lottery method, the awesome
thing about contemplating it, and much of*the public resiot-
ance to it: comes from an abridgement of our tradition that
individuals are rewarded for efforts put forth e$

Dr. Grove: I cap-only concur with Dr. MarstOn's view that
when.you get_to a point where it is literally impossible to
identify those who will be suc essful practitioners, I don't --"

. " think symbolic distinctions m e any difference.
.

s

Mr. Arthur J. Snider: We have been talking about general,
policy matters but I would like to get down to the hard
questions that come rerlally from disappointed mothers
whose`ohildren did ,not.get into.medical school. Der.' Grove,

you seemed to,acknowkedge that therb is a methqd of select,'

' tio0byvprivilege, tneluding the privilege ofIbeins the
child ofsalumni or financial contYlbutdfrg: What influende4'

do Stnators and Congressmen have on the admissions procesft
'"AnA.why are there a disproportionate number of sdns and' '4.;

.. daughters of physicialis accepted into medical schop.I.?' n

o Dr. Grove: A6 to 61e influence of politicians, at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, there is none, absolutely none. _With
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respect to the acceptance of'greater numbers of, phy sicians'
children, i sUppose in some institutions the children of
alumni are regarded a little-bit differently than others.
In my experience4dt the University of Illinois many more
letters are written, to 'disappointed alumni than to anyone
else., Their children are neither favbred nor discriminated
against.

' Participant: As a premedicil adviser for 25 years., I am
greatly disturbed today by the comment that we do not need
-at least '2 yeal4 of chemistry in premedical education, be-,
cause it seems, to me thatmedicine is getting more biochem;
ic.al and biophysical every day. How dh someone get by with
less than two years of chemistry?

"'",

Dripellhorn: I believe I did not specify the amount of
tim llotted for chemistry. Tfle vast majority of students
elect to Way a lot more than two years of it. It is-in
organic chemistry, however, that the emphasis seems entirely:
.irrational although I would be:delighted to be.challenged.by
anyidy. Why should medical students need to know how to
synthesize'nylon, one of the most'con laboratory exer-

m. , t""es students go through? Organic chemistry should be con-
tri.butorq,to biochemistry andt does not require study of
an endless nt of material.' Tbtuients going into medicine
should bi ated,-tor\mecticinV, not -to professional
chemists or physicists,ror,mathemat,icranl. If courses are :1.
really oriented to what is needed'-for an understanding of 1
the basic biomedical sciences, the reduced amount of time.
spent studying could be dramatic.

Participant: 'As a biochemist I take marked excenion tdr
Such a suggestionlfor if there is any,par ofchemistry
which tnvblves problvsolving 9r creative thinking, itsis
organic chemistry. abwever, I certainly gree that metori27
ing-mtles of mechanisms is superfluous, also are that
the half-zlife of'thefactslearned is.quite short. Attack
time spent in physical' chemistrt if yoU want, or in history
drEng/isb, but do,not attack the creative thinking that
goes on in organic chemistry. To do SObreveals ap unforiu-
nats,lack or premedical training.

Participant: Dr. Grove, in your consideration of identify-
"ingS;alipol of candidates f&mialuch random selection's could

how would you deal with the issue of emotional
and maturity?

Dr. Grove: One Of the parameters I suggested for-develop-
,ing,the pool was a carefully' designed interview system,,and

.
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I do not mean one conduC'ted by, faculty members or studel,ts.

or alumni who'are doing it occasionally, rather I mean

screening interviews administered by trained professionals.
Our faculty has suggested such a procedure. It ig costly

and we may not at the moment be able to get it off.the

ground. But I believe that if we could set,up a structured

. system with multiple interviews by trained personnel, we
would probably identify the emotionally disturbed as well
as, if not better than, we do at the present time

e Participant: I'wFuld like to know 1 the inflation Of grades,

i111 the humanities has played some role in the greater prior-.
ity given to science achievement in tae selection process.
Is an A in English easier to get than an A:in science? Is

that one reason why the humanities count fcfr less than the '

Science?'* .

Dr. Gellhorn:...I amllot sure /, can respond directly to your'

question. I havaiieen told-by many premedical students that
in the nonrequiree4rga (which is essentially the nonscience

disciplines; they shop around-for cdurses where they are
reasonably assured of a good grade and shy away from'courses

in which th,erjg, is the possibility of a modest grade because

that will &sihrb their overall average. This is one of the
distortions of'eduCation that I think so dreidful and which

really demands refOrm.

Participant:. Much has been said about the admissionsselec-
tion process; but would someone pleaseicomment on how com-
muhicgtion lines are established between medical schools and

the undergraduate divisions that are contributing to the pool'

of sellttees?

Dr. Grove: On mechanism I can suqgght is for periodic dbn-
iferences'like this, in which the medical schools invite

'--maaor feeder colleges and Unixersities to partic44e
dialogue that allows premedical advisers to be brought up to

date on current policies andihroaedures.in both admissions

and, curriculum. The technique wonldserve to uncover diffeNT

ences between whgt.ive say and that we,do.

Participant: It. seems clear,Ithat present4belettiop proce

dures idery well those who will succeed in the IfArst yeir

of medic, sChool. But if the goal is to identify a success-
ful practitioner, not a successtul medical student, thege

procedures seem 1,esseffective.

-Dr. Gellhorn: That is exactly the`point. Academic critwia

are wonderful at predicting how the student-war do in the'

A
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.first year but after that predictive validity begins to
dwinlye.and correlation with perfoFmance as an intern, or
in,practice, is virtually zero.

Mr. Snider: Dr. GellhorA, yousaid khat only a limited num-
ber of schools state their`goals foe Medical applicants.
Would yOu favor a more detailed listing oficriteria by.which
stndeqp'are chosen., or 'would this merely offer shrewd ap-
pliciAs an opportunity to tailor their applications and
their interviews to fulfill these requisites?. *find furae7,
would it be appropriate to'tell 'a rejected ofTlicant why he
did not succeed?

Dr: Gelihorn: Yes, I think it is very important for medical
schools to define their objectives and to define the criteria
they usfor the selection of students. They need to learn °
sometime whether tNy can really.distinguish the individual
who is going, to be a biomedical scientist, from the one who

. is going to provide comprehensive care., And if you ask_
whether students will tailor-their responses to these speci-
fications, well, anyone who works on an admissions committee-
knows-how.that is done and must have learned not to be snowed
easily. 6

w.
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2. THE PROBLEM'OF PROGRAM
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"The undergrAduate experiences of mediC.11 students have
been describdd in various ways - -''rat race' and 'pressure
cooker' are but two of the commonly used epithets." So
begins the description of yet another plan for 'Modifying a'
medical curriculum. ' .

The demands for program changes arise from such,sources
as student discontent, faculty vision or disillusionment,
kaecial interest groups, and Federal carrots or/sticks, among

--"OEherb., Recebtiy, the persuasion of natmey, in the form of
capitation grants, has seemed most influential vis-l-vis
medical curriculum., The immediate effects have been increased
efforts to train physicians. for primary health care roles and
to program medical school education in less than the conven:-

--tional 4-year time span.

Sixteen medical schools now offer 3-year programs and
another 17 provide that opportunity as an option. Although
*the remaining 72 schools have maintained a 4-year equirement,
the final year-tor some major segment -of a single,year) is
commonly elective in content although required in time. It
has teen pointed out,however, that the real instructional
fil'differericelietWeen 3- and 4 -year programs is not as .
great as the Calendar differeii suggest. Among LP-year.

schools, the median instrictional pixie is 38 months (with a
range from 32 to.L18 months), whilelin those where an M.D. may
be,obtained in less than 4 years, the median instructional .

time is 36 months (with/a range from 27 to 38 months). In
mote than half of the-3-year schools, faculty members,are
reportedly dissatisfied because of the burden such an effort
places on .them and their students. In 89 percent of these
schools;-however, the students, are pleased with the education
they receive. In a few of the 3-year settings the faculty
view has precipitated return to a 4-year. offering,despitethe.
absence of any significant difference-in-3-year,-and 4-year
student achievement in those schools which offer both tracks. '
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It the issue of time seems unsettled, that of program

,organization and content is even mote uncertain. The only

regular finding is that basic science prece'des clinical

Science (although in at least a few schools that dichotomy

,has been badly blurred by introducing a substantial amount

of clinical, experience from the beginning). While the

-strictly departmental organization of instruction in the

basic sciences still exists in a majority of schools (66),

some variant of organ system or integrated programming is

the orgdnizatibnal pattern in,3d, and a mixture of the two

in-another 20. FOr the clinical period of instruction, how-

ever, virtually all schools. continua to offer regular and

elective clerkships in an exclusively departmental pattern.

One of these deparptents is often called family practice-or

V community medicine, but inspectlion,of the 1975-1976 Associ-

ation of American Medical Colleges curriculum guide leads

to the conclusion that specialty instruction by Specialists

is the doMinant pattern of clinical teaching despite. intense

4 pressuie to.modify institutional climate andvalue system in

favor of dimary care.
. - .

The nature of instrliction,4like curriculum time and

organizationAas also undergone changes. Some of.the ma

instructional'innovations have occurred as follows:

Percent of Medical Schools

Se-/bstruetion

independent Study

P
r4tputer-Assisted

'Instniction

1972-73

15

.

...

,

' 4

197374 1974-75_ 1975-76

30

39

,

13

71

1,

5AP

.,

-sa

.,,
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-

1

1

. __

While these 'newer techniques, which encourage independ-

clt ratherthan dependent learning, appear with increasing

fiequncy, ledtures are still among the most popular of the

instructional techniques employed by medical teachers. A

random sampling of 10medical'schokls listed in the 1975 -1976

AAMC curriculum guide showed scheduled lecture hours' wet week

to be 14, 14, 17,40, 9, 12, 15, 13, 12, and 17 (the 1.nt a'

new schOO1).
t'S'

,.,
.

,,-- .

,EValuation of student progress is almost universally in -.-

the hands of indiltdual departments which eMploy.a variety of

.11
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assessment procedures. With a few notable exceptions,. this
evaluation'is conducted without assistance from experts in
the science of tests and measurement's. The examinations pre-
pared by the tiational Board of Medical Examiners are widely
uSed to supplement, or as a subsUitate for, internal testing
methods. Thi1V-three schools (28.2.percent) require.suc-

-oessful completion of Part I for promotion and-of Part II
for graduation. Individual discipline scores derived from
National Boards are frequently employed in grading students.
ThirtrIthree schools (28.2 percent)'use only pass or fail
deatriptiov, while 32 (27.4 peOtent) use letter or number
gradelOWNearly one-quarter of the schools (23.1 percent of
27 institutions) still record student rank in class according
to GPA.

Graduation from medical sc4pol,%however, is roughly the
midpoint in forMal education for most students, since virtuT.
_ally atl continue with internship and residency training for
Mm 2 to 8 years. Currently, graduates may enter a rotating

-*internship with a-major emphasis, or_go directly into One of
-the more than 20 approved speciaLty'programS., Although
nearly half of the hospitals app 'roved for internshiP and
,residency are affiliated with.medical,schoOls, these graduate
programs are controlled primarily by agencies apart from the
.universities, chiefly the Specialty Boards that specify the
required traning.time and content, and ceEtify successful .

completion of prep*ation for specialty practice.

More than60,000 individuals are now enrolled in intern-
ship and. residency (10,000 more than are registered in medical
sCrooiiT, and, pProximately one-third are graduates of foreign'
schools. 'Of this total, less than 800 are listed in family 4

practice programs, although an undetermined number in general
internal medicine, pediatrics, and obstetricsigynecology may
bc_preparing for careers in primary care. However, even if
all those now enrolled in these specialties were to end deliv-
ering primary.oare, they would represent less than 25 percent
of the total resident pool. It is,this skewed distribution
thatmany'leaders regard as a critical solial problem for
medical'educators to resolve through significant alterations
in basic and graduate educational programs.

Whether medical school faculty and hospital staff mem-
bers can accomplish these fundamental changes remains to be
aen.. Many observers are_skeptical, and express the bslief
thal_Wh'bhanges will not be accomplishedwithout.coeJoion.
Others,Vestiori whether educatibnal changes can,be brought
aboUtAlky,those.who have been trained as biomedical scientists
or clinicians, but who have arells been held 'strictly account-
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able for theirwork as educators. It has been pointed.out
that Medical teachers and practitioners engage in a continu-

ing critique of research, and are now beginning to examine

syStematically the qua44ity of health care ,they deliver. In

the domain of instructional effectivenesshowever, in most It

medical schools has been aimost,no spontaneous effort :r

to secure even simple quantitative assessments. The closest ..

approximation to accountability has been in the:form of stu

- 0 dent questionnaires--tometimesundertaked.by the instructors,

.
''but usually undertaken at the initiative of the students

themselves.

On the other hand, medical schools during the last 15

years have probably given more attention and support to the
study of their educational processes than any other profession-
al school within thekuniversities. Aearly half now have

some clearlydesignaTed group charged with responsibility for

educational research and development. These units are a o

/. giving increasing attention to faculty development p4og ams,
and th4 RAMC has established.a DiVIsion of Faculty Develop-
ment to assist individual schools in their efforts to,improve
,,staff qualifications for tde professional responsibility of

educating studeAs. Thus far, h?wever, no school has insti-
tutionalized a mechanism for assuring this,qualification as a 1

criterion for faculty appointment or promotion.

In .phe light of these issues, the panel concerned with

theeproblem of programs should address the following
41/

quettions:
*

Is the present organization and content of
' medi41 edup'ation'suited to the preparation

of graduates who will meet the most pressing
_ - health service needs of our society?

Ills an arbitrary ta-Me criterion for either '

basicor gracluate education in medicine still.
appropriate? Is a competency criterion
feasible?

40Are the dominant instructional techniques
likely to assure efficient.and effective

0 initial learning, and to establish in stu-

dents th abit of personal responsibilW.
for co inued learning?

.

r
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Are theevaluatiOn practices presently
bmployeverthose whidb will provide suitable
.,.dat.::upon which to base judgment about

42'
: ...-15fessionhricompetence?

-
Ii*there a need for establishing systematic
faculty development programs which addre'ss
specifically the professional knowledge anii
skills of education?

,

O
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THE PROBLEM, OF PROGRAM

Robert...11: Ebert, Ph.D.,
A
M.e.

":Pf`

All'of us were aske&to shy what we wanted to_say, but
alsg,Ah the.6burse of.thepresentation to answer &lye ..

sPeaific questions. have managed to ahwer number one,.

but4I have not- fared.Wal:with the .other four:

Is the Present organizatiOn and content of medical edu-
cation suited to the preparation of graduates who will meet
the most aresaing health service needs of our society?

It is important to define,our 'terms before procpeling.

wits thediscussion. of this first question, for there ke a

significant difference in the meaning of the question if A

one substitutes the term'health needs for health service J.,-.

`needs. 1Health needs is a far more inclusive term and relate§.. -.-

k-togeneiIal problels of public healtR including nutrition;
control of inieciiiius disease, and enviro 'entak safety, as ''''

.

well as to persongl health care. On th other hand, health
, ,,ta,4t,--e

service needs can be assumed tó refer o the actual provi- Z:M!

sion of care to individuals or grow of individuals. -±" '" ''''

also assume that we are speaking health'service needs in
,* n, ,- i

the United States'and not glob ly.

..
N!*7:

. ' Medical education is a continuum beginning with he

collegiate eiperience,and continuing through medical school' -'
,,

_.

training into the internship and residency experience.
A

Iti,_

progresses from the most general (college) to the most.' a,...,

specific (specialty training) learning, apod it is iMpox.tagt
. _

to recognize the different purposes of these several phase&

,_
ofthe educatPdnal process. The colle5iatd e*Nrienoe and

..,

the preclinical phase of mediCallschOWare similar in
,

organization and are university orkented. The cliniga; ---

-x-,-

phase:Of medical school is increasingly,hospitaboriented
.

and, of'cburse, the internship and residency phase is almo4e-s
enti1ely hospital directed,

o

0 e 1U,, +'
t ; ./S''

21.9%..,Periodically, the purposes and goals got general echicar -

I- ,1?--,
' ", tion are debated and attempts,are made to r4449fine the contentOlt-

-'-' .s.....
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of a general' educatton and, of course, there are no satis-
factoryngwers since no one,qs quite sure what an educated
perso004S supposed td"Inow or hpw he- or-sbe-is'supposed to
behaye. The majoritiof 'premedical students are less con-
cerned with this de4te than the job of getting into medical

-school, and conventional wisdom tells students that their
Chances will be best if,they major in science. The conse-
quence is that Premedical students are less likely-than non-
preprofessional students to explore areas of knowledge which
they believe are unrelated to Medicine. I make this point
not in order to plead for greater exposure of the premedical
studeAt to more general education, but rather to suggest
that the biological sciences related to medicine offer a

_perfectly reasonable science concentration. 1.shall return
to this issue later.

Over the past 25 yeara'there has been considerable
, .

_experimentation with medical education, and feW schools'have
-failed to ch.1h4 the medical curriculum at least once in that

'. period. One.might have expected that this commitment to
change would hayetresulted in a greater variety of medical
school educational experiences. What is remarkable is the
similarity among medical schools and not the differences.
Schools may vary in the manner in which they present basic
biological sciences, but allIprovide the student with a gen-

'era' background in biology' including behavioral science.
-Interestingly, the range of biology.offered the,medicAl -
student its usually much-broader than that given the'i5h-.D.
student in biology. All medical schools provide the student,
with an understandin of pathophysiology, although the con-.
cept sky be presente4in different ways, and all tech the.
studetlescertainclinintl methodologies whICh enable them to
examine-patients in a structured manner. ,A v&riety,4f other
subjects may be presented with greater ors lesser ,emphasis
depending upon the interests of the medlCal laculty, and
thesg Aoinclu preventive medicine, Communly meirbine,, med-
ical economics, and Medical ethics_ The fa thatipthere is
less unanimity Cffactilty opinAb6 about these subjects issa
point of interest., The Only'unique teat-hrng exercise in
medical school is the clinical clerkship, for it provides
the student with 4 probleA-oriented learning experience in
the real world of medkCine.

1

The internship and resid ncy years are a period of
intensive training in a pal cular discipline or specikty
of medicine. ,There is a v rying amount ofdidabtic teaching
bht the more common neac ing exercises, are "teaching rounds,"
Seminars; and conferen s. The intern-residents learn by
assuming in e4si respon-sOtijity for the care of patients

-. -!
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as they provess.through the )raining program, including

supervision of patient dare,provided by those junicir to

them. The content of.the training prograM is defined direct-

ly or indirectly 'by the specialty board responsible for

certification of the resident upon cOmOetion' of training.'

While there has been continuing discussion about university

responsibility for residency training, the facts are that

the teaching hospital and the specialty board determine the

organization and content of the program.

-I have gone,into'Nme detail in this reviewAf fge

education of a physician because of the guestiOn posed to

> the panel. 'If we are to consider the need for change in

fIhe organization and content of medical education,'we need

, to judge the likely impact of change at different times in

this continuUm. And finally we must discuss what we believe

to be' the most pressing health service needs in our society.

The usual approach to health matters in this country
is categorical whether one is discuSsing research priorities

or service needs. The categorical,approach may be by
disease--cancer, hear.t disease, stroke--or by age and sex,
for example; maternal and child health or care of the aged;

' or by the magnitude of the social problem, for'examPle, ----

alcohol,,and drug -abuse. ,Indeed, the debate about over-
specialization and the need for primary care physicians is

directly related to this categorical, approac4 to health acid,

disease.

Amokr

- I would like to suggest that the most pressing health

service need facing our society is the overall organization

of health services. What we ,need is a system or systems of

medical care which provide universal access tcra reasorlabre

range of medical services at a cost tha.t canbe controlled.

I recognize that this is a tall order.- However, failing some

attack on the fundamental organization of health services,

feel we are destined So have another inflationary spiral of

costs with little benefit to patients. St)

It is evident to anyone who has followed *e current

debate.on health manpower legislation thSt the Congress per-'

ceives this problem,as one,of.health manpower and not of

organization., Just asithe-pioblem was oversimplified at the
beginning of this'otleCade by assuming that an increase in the

traiwgAnd certifdcation of physicians would solve the

problem of the avaelability of care, ;so once again it is

assumed bythe congresi that changing the rK of residents

id training will provide a ration distribution of physicians'
_.services throughout the Nation. I do not suggest that the,'
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distribution of_physiciansmong the specialties" is unippor-
tant, in determining the kinds of medical services available
to the public, but I happen to belie4e that the organization
of health services should dictate the health manpower needs
rather than attempting to structure services on the basis of
some pradetermined formula for the production of specialists

,

_and primary carephysicians:

'-'In whatever manner a solution is sought, whether by
manipulating the manpower pool or attempting to reorganize
the provision of servlaps, the same questions can be asked
about medical educatiCMR7.4 the content and organization 4' 0;

appropriate to an inevitable shift in the relative proportion
of the specialists in training? This is both a quantitative
and qualitative question. in other- words, we might be train-
ing .too man1 neurosurgeons or Ophthalmologist'sc lout the edur
tational programs might be entirely appropriate, so that one
'would simply reduce the numbers. Conversely, we might be ,/
training the appropriate number of pediatricians, but the
educational program might be wrong. It would take far too
low to exaiine each medical specialty in these terms, so I
shall look,only at the primary-care specialties, including
familymedicige, 00eral internal medicine, and general pedi-.
atrics..

Since medical education is a continuum, let use start
Ii4i!th College. I Personally doubt that the educational pro-

., gramth-offered make as much difference as the differing apti-
tudes of students. Ihe studies by Dan°Funkenstein suggest

. 'th tudents with high verbal.ability and demonstrated con-
cern f o hers are more likely to seek careers in primary
care tha tudents'with high quantitative scores. Because
of the aptitudes ofsuih students,.they,age,liklely to have
done welldn the sociapsciences prrhumanitiesh so to this
degree one may choose compactible candidates for primary care
fields. I do not suggest,however, that any,special curric7
ulum need be designed for the premedical student who might
.wish to pursue a career in primary care.

What abOUt medical school? Should the curriculum be
changed to foster an interest in prithary care, or shoul0
there be tracks so that students With different interests

, -can pursue different trackS? I am-inclined to the view
expressed by Dr. Wearn j,n describing the Westerm Reserve
Medical School experiment, namely, that ttieqmeical school
student should remain an undifferentiated "blast cell" who
can differentiate in any direction after graduation. In
'other words, I dobbt that it ds wise to structure' the medical-
school portion of education so that'the student begins to

I
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specialize too,early and I include primary careas a special-

ty. On the other hand, there should be broad areas of educa-

tional opportunity open to students with a Variety of

interests from molecular biology to publi& health. There

should be curricular offerings primary care just as there

are in other areas of clinical-medicine, but the success of

these courses will depend to A significant degree on the
quality of resident training in the primary care programs.

I d9 not wish to disduss still another revamping of

medical school education, but I do wish to comAent on one
major omission in the education of the physician. It seems

to me that the justification for introducing'educational

material into the medical curriculum is the.universakity of
the principles to be taught. On this.basis,orle can justify

. the biological'disciplines, pdthophysiology, clinical method-
ology). and'the clinical clerkship as an approach to problem-

solVing. Physicians as a, group need not be expert ip

management, medical economics, thp,organ2zationof health

services, epidemiology, or biostatistics: but there is an
area of knowledge which encoMp%sses certain aspects of-these

fields which physicians as a group should understand. Physi-

,
Cians_gre reasonablk4oed at making decisions about individual
patients on the basis of-incomplete data. They are far'less

skillful in. making decisions about the relative utility of

new forms of diagnosis and treattent.f Too often) more is .

better and the latest test or therapy published in the New
England Journal of Medicine is recommended more on the basis

of novelty than proven utility. The.rational basis for such
dtcisionmaking is poorly taught in most medical schools, in 4;V,

part at least because such instruction isoUgually'detached

from the clinical setting. If this area of knowledge iS to

have any impact on medical students and house staff, it must,

be taught in the clinic, using many of the same techniques

which'have been successful in teaching clinical medicine. To

a greater or esset degree, all physicians will besinvolved

in such 'ddcisionmaking in their officelor their hospitals

and more broadly in their spec*altiesand yet they are

preseptly ill-prepared for the talk': The example must be

set by the teaching hospital and the..Critital evaluation oft

clinical procedures must be built ix.A the thinking of all
physicians, including those in primary car

Following this digression let Me turn' to the most crit-

ical part of the education of the.primary care physician,

namely, the postgraduate years. We would all agree that

- there are too few positions available for-training in primary

'cane, .so that they needs to be someeqUantitative readjustment.''''

But what about theNqUality. of primary care' programs? It is

.4.
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my judgment that both the organization and content of tesi-
dencies in general internal medicine andvgeneral pediatrics '
need to be changed. Most residencies are financed via hos-
)pital'reimbursement and the justificat.pn for residents'
salaiies and the cost of residents' education is service to

.,t'Ime hospital; and the major service provided is the care of
tpfatients% To be sure OED (outpatient department) care can
be justified as well, but if one wishes to provide a larger
amount of ambulatory experience than, ordinarily provided, or
experience in ambulatory centers not under the administrative
control of the hospital; it is difficult to justify the
additional expense. Curiously, none of the proposed healtp
manpower legislation' which is meant to encourage primary
care training has faced this problem directly. Some differ-
ant form of financing of primary carer esidency training is
needed, and it should be flnaricing which is ongoing'and not
dependent on grants.

Much more needs to be done to define the content of
primary care residencies whether in internal medicine, pedi-
atrics, or family medicine. Fortunately, there is an increas-
ing interest in redefining content among the specialties-
themselveg and in £Faining centers, so that we can.,anticipalte
substantial progress in the immediate future. It,is.:also
evident that each of these primary care areas will contribute
to the others as experiments if newlforms of primary care
traving are carried out. Furthermdie", the specialties of
medit'Ine which can contribute to the education of these pri-
peal, care physicians, such as otolaryngology, psychiatry,
Orthopedics, and gynecology, seem willing and even-anxious
to cooperate-in primary care training programs.

Let me summarize my position as follows r' The most
pressing health service need of our society is reorganization
of our medical care delivery system. This is not something"
which will be accomplished by altering the medical education.
system. Congress perceives the probl4m as one of manpower
rather than organization-buhever'approach is correct,
one consequence will be a relwastribution of physicians among
the speCialties with an increase in 4t,he number of primary
care physicians. The major educational change needed is in
the organization and cont6nt of primary care res dencies. I
tin optimistic about the chances for rapid change in view of
the interest 'in the problem shown by the specialt boards as
well as medical centers.

V, ,I have spent most of my time commenting on the first
quest!on, therefore, let me answer'the others in summary.

8 44
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. Isan arbitrary time _criterion for either'basic or gradu-

Ate education in medicine Still' awropriate'? Is a cbmpetefiCy '

criferl'On feasible?

Ope cah make 'the argument that time allbted to various:

phases of edUcatiOri is arbitra -y, and yet various experiments

to alter the system have not persuaded the majority that the

approach should be changed. In my own view, timecould be
saved by combining the last 1 or 2 years of college with the

first 2 years of medical school. This, it seems to me, is'a

more practical approach than shortening time spent in medical

school. The length of residency training should certainly be

reevaluated from time. to time since'the temptation seems to

be to lengthen the training period rather than shorten it.

I doubt that competency criteria will ever substitute

for some arbitrary times alloted for various phases of medical

education. I say this pecause I doubt that any system of

evaluation is adequate tp make the judgment needed.

The third question was, Are the dominant instructional

techniques likely to assure, efficient and effective initial

.
learning, and to establish in students,the habit of personal

responsibility ,for continued learning? I disclaim any exper-

tisetise in the area of` instructional techniques and, therefore,

cannot comment in a/critical fashion on'the'first part of -

L. the qUestion: The second part, namely, the personal responsi-

bility for continued learning, seems to me to relate more to

the educational environment during medical school and post-

graduate training_thano the educational. tecripiques employed.
In other words, a critical and questioning educational envi-

ronment is more likely to encourage continued learning than is

a particular technique.

Ass for the fourth question, Are the evaluation practices

_presently employed those which pro ide suitable data upon

which to base judgment about profes 'opal competence?, the

answer is probably not. True profess net competence can be

judged only by sampling what physicians actually do in their

practices and the tpthniques for doing t is are still rudi-

mentary. Lafry Weed'g problem-,oriented cord attempts to

6tackle the issue, and other systems hay een suggested, but

-none to date is entirely satisfactory.,.
_

Finally, is there a need for establishing systematic

- faculty development programs which address specifically the
professiOnal,knowledge and skills of education? .

I believe there is, and I believe that facultl, develop-
. ment should be built into our academic training,programs.just

,
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as we build.in research training.
Ph.D. students in the

basic sciences should be reguired'to'teach.as should post-
doctoral fellows in preclinical and clinical,departments,
and there shOuld be instruction available in the field of
education.'-Faculties/should be as critical of teaching
ability as they are oftresearch and clinical ability.

. e
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THE PROBLEM OF PROGRAM

Irving Schulman, M.D.

,
4

During the past 15 years an
extraordinary number b? com-

MitteesTconferences, commissions, end studies, prompted by

public and private agencies, organizations And foundations,

and universitigs and ihdividual ,
involvang a broaQ repre-

sentation of the citizenry, ha addressed themselves to the

very questions which-are posed at this meeting. From these

activities emanated'a veritable library of reports contain-

ing analyses of,,the problems and recommendations for their

solutions. iieft'view, the most significant of these were

N the Coggeshall report of-1965, the Millis Commission_report

on The Graduate Education'of Physicians of 1966i-the report

of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Educeerionof 1970, the

Millis report on A Rational Public Policy for Medical Educa-

tion and Its Financing of 1971, and the Report of the COmmit-

tee on Goals and Priorities of the National Board of Medical

Examiners on Evaluation of the Continuum of Medical Educe-

4tion of 1973. From a
viewpoint) that of a medical

economist, but addressi the same que01ons is the recent

book by Victor Fuchs; Who Shall 'Live? a973). Of all the

N - reports, it is my opinipn that Millis'lePoit of 1971, a

. document that I consider remarkable for'its scholarship,

arity, and vision will prove to have the influence and

significance for decades to come as did thesFlexner report

or ovair:half a century. ' er,
). .

The many studies of the past 15 years wen strikingly

consistent in identifying the historical trend nd the4ntern-.1

al and external pressures
which made an upheaval in the estab -;

fished tradition of medical education
inevitable, and there -

was an almost unbelievable concensue in the ideAinicatlon of

the major changes which had to be made.

,The,The flexner tepOro t of 1910 stands as
both hero and

villain in evaluation of medical education in the United

States and as,an kiological factor inthe problems now being

0
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faced. It may come as a surprise to some that in 1900 "less
than 10 percent of the practicing physicians were graduates
of Medical school, and only about 20 percent had ever attended
ectures in medical school" (Coggeshall 1965). There-were
id td be, at.thetime of the Flexnerreport, about 150

medical schools in the country, the ma3oritybeing unaffili-

4
ated with any educational k cation. Medical education, to
a large degree, was conducted by apprenticeship, or in-pro-
prietary trade schools. The Flexner report caused medical
schools to move closer to universities, caused the development
of fullztime Nulties and resulted in the creation of a cur-,
riculum based upon course work in basic sciences followed by.
clinical experience. It also caused one half of the existing-.
schools to close, and sharply reduced the output of practi-
tioners, so .that. 42 years, later - -7 years after World .War
II-7there were still only 77 medical, schools in the country
and the number of graduates equaled about '5,50b.yearly. It
also caused the establishment. of a curriculum in medical
school that wai.v,irtually uniform and rigild in time and con-
,tent in every school. The only significant change'until he
,late 1950's and early 1960's was the shortening of undergrad-,
uate and graduate training during the war years. '.

It has been said that it was. the success, not the fail- 4 .,
ures, of the post - Flexner half decade that helped/to create

--_:-.4 the problems which .became glaringly evident by 1960., lror
that system of medical education produced a generation of i

biomedical scieAtists ready and able to contribute substan-
tial to what has, been termed "the explosion of scientific
knowledge" in the 15 postwar- years, and which still continues,
This phenomenon, fueled by massive governmental support of
biomedical research and research training, made it increasing-
ly evident that "the system had become' overloaded- -'that we
bould not cover superficially eyePy new field of biamediCal .

...-.a.,.

knowledge without causing the Whole system to fair (Lippard
.

.

1972). The escape-valve was a-marked extension of the .grad -..
uate years of medical education, soon eneedingsthe-number of
undergraduate years and thereby increasing specialization. '

The spectacular Advances in sci!enfific knowledge Ind th64.r
rapid and dramatic application tp many areas of curative,and- ..,

previntive medlciile generated an reasing demand foV...Me4iical
Alfservice by the public as new sou-, s-of payment were mAde,11

available and arthe belief in the' entitlement to med'ibo!
Care greW ever stronger. The.public soon concluded, howeVer, 6:

. that the numbers of physicians needed'tO deliver such.serviCes't. '
an the types of physicians able to guide the patient through
the array of spetialists and technologies were simply not
available. Many other forces were unquestionably at work . -

simultaneously, not the least of which were the medical stu-
1
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dents themselves. F-rom this group came the demand for more
- relevance of their undergraduate medical education to their ,

ultimate professional goals and the growing concerns about

the cost oc,their education and the long and increasing amount'

-of time before they cOlild practice their profession.

Against this background, pressure for changes in-med-

ical education was irresistible. The initial thr6St was

toward the goal of.increasing the output of physicians (Dr.

Millis always emphasized more and better phiiSicians). Soon

.thereafter, qualitati've, as well as quantitative, changes

were also emphasized. Goals'and objectives about which

there was almost unanimous agreement were clearly stated in

the Millis report of 1971A There is, stated the report:

. . urgent need to alter medical education
in order to produce a diversity of physipians

in place`of physicians of a uniform pattern.

The implementation of this change-will require

alteration of the admissions requirements,-tne
educational process, and the educational

environment. . . Medical education mist

become'a substantially individualized experi-

ence. . . . The learning mechanism must be
rtical and whole, that is unique to each

littaek. . .
If this conditibn is to be met,

the arrangements for teachVg and learning

C9 tust be alte;pd. Required and standardized
Courses become less generally uteful. Lec-

tures to all members of a class become less

effective.. CoMmon textbooks become less
meaningful. The emphasis must shift from
being taught to self-directed learning. Leo-

/

tures and laboratory exercises must be re-

,placed by programmed learning. Measurement'

by common'examinations must pe replaced by
individualized assessmen% and, graded achieve

ment. Electives must replace requirements.

When the objective-for all students was
.the skill required to deal with ill patients

in the hospital, the acute hospital was an

.appropriate learning environment. For the

physician whose function is to be one of '

medical re rather than medical cure, the

to hogrital is not an appropriate learning

environment. Hopefully, well patients will
not'be in hospitals but in different kinds '

of institutions and places. They will be in

78
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clinics, offices, homes, schools, and commun.:
Thus, the medical schools'must operate

in a greatly diversified set of health environ-
ments. This will require an enti*ely new set
of arrangements, new relationships and a muph
more complex organizational scheme (Millis
1971) .

Since a significant time has now elapsed since an appar- '
ent consenilas was reached concerning both the roots of the
problem and the mechanisms for correction, seems to me
that this conference should not merely restate the problems
And the questions, but should more properly attempt a prog:
ress report. To what extent have major recommendations been
implemented? bf those which have been attempted, what
obstacles have developed to impede their accomplishment?'
What new circumstances have'evolved which necessitate reas-
sessment of some of the original recommendations? What new

*:
recommendatiohs are warranted in light of the experience of
.the past 6 to 8 years?

In addressing the questions pertaining to the problem of
rrograms, it seems obvious that these are intimately xelated
to those of the other panels, particularly those conderning
selection and cost..

Wit-
,

h regard to wpether the present organization and cot- .

tent. of medical education is suited to the preparation of
graduates who will meet the most pressing' health service

__needs of otir society, one might consider the Millis report
(1911) which identified three priorities for action that were
to proceed simultaneously. These_charged all medical schools"'
to:

41Accelerate change in admission policies in
curriculum, in educational methods/ and in
clinical teaching cili is in order to
accept a greater heedrogeneity of students,
to accommodate tHei-r individual differences,
and to produce the needed variety of physi:
clans.

It,
. . 9 .

_..._ iV
,- 41Accelerate growth in the size Of the student

4 body to achieve a more reasonable educational
efficiency and at the same time to educate

. .

more physic ns.

41.
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',Initiate the organization of a local system
of health science education and interdigi-
tate that system with a regional system -of
health science.

Some assessment of progress toward these goals is pos-
sible in quantitative terms, for example:,

o

',The number oftedical schools in the United
States is now 117.

The number of students entering medical schools
in-the United States'in the fall of 1976 is approxi-
mately 15,500, an increase of 77 percent in the past
10 years. The Millis recommendation of 13,500 atimis-
siOns by 1975 was surpassed'in 1972.

The percentage of women in entering classes of
medical schools had risen from 9 percent in.1965 to
20_percent by 1973 and is estimated to be around 3Q

. percent inthe entering class of 1976.

The percentagof minority students in the
entering clea.had risen froM,less than 4 percent in,
1965to 10 percent in 19-74 and is estimated to be
slightly less in the entering clasg of 1976.

',The standing internship was abolished in
1975 and, more than 90 percent of graduate training
programs are now associated with medical schools.

AlIA high proportiOnof medical schools now con-
duct some portion of the educational curriculum, for
the undergraduate and graduate, in community hospitals

r and other health care facilities away from the uni-
versity medical center.

411
4IAn increasing proportion,of the medicalocur-

.
riculum; both undergraduate and graduate., Ts being
vnducited in ambulatory' care settings.

The-number,of residency positiong in the "pri- '
nary car' specialtieq--medicines pediatrics, and
family praCtice--is Steadily increasing and the per-
centage being filled by U.S. medical School gradAtes
is also increasing. The positions in surgery and
other specialties have remained stable or, in some

o cases, have actually decreased.
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V OA selectivity rather than.rigidity in the.
meclical curriculum is certainly' increasingly common.

4'

Assessment of the impact of the changes in medical edu-
cation on the quality of education and/or the quality of its

product,the physician, is far more difficult. The goals of

the changes, as stated before, were to increase the numbers
-----

ifts,00f physicians, increase tife diyersity o&physicians,,and
increase the proportion of those willing and tble to provide
first contact, as well as qPntinuing comprehensive care' for
patients, that is', primary physicians. In addition, however,
the medical educational process in its totality was aimed not

only toward trapmitting a body of knowledge and training'for

technical competence but, more important, to encourage,' by
promoting the requ4rettlents of individual responsibility and
self:directed learning, a lifelong commitment to scholarship,
involving "the cza.inuing acquisition and critical applica-
tion of knowledge" (Stdward et all 1976).

While a ma/or criticism of the po t-Flexner period was
that all medical schools were the same, the variation among
the 117 medical schools today is enormo,g. Although all

. appear committed to the same general goals, thereis tremen-

. dpus variation in size of student body, size and qualiti"of

'faculty, adeqq0cy of clinical resources, composition of the
patient base,'stability of affiliations and quality of affil-

iated programs, and in financial support of the educational
program. -Since it ,,s impostble to evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of each program and .since it is too soon,'even

if appropriate instruments were available, to measure the
effects- of the changes on the practice of medicine and the
delivery of health services, one can,' nevertheless, cite
.probleMs which are common to all schools.'

Programs, for example, with a, high degree
i

of selectivity

and multiple tracks in the educational process demand an
effective and sophisticated unselling.syStemN. , as well as

more and better faculty, rathe than less. The support of '

bpmedical research in the 1950's and n60's generated full-

tile faculties of basic scientists and'elinical scientists
who contributed significantly to teaching and to pai.&ilt,

care. The support for medical education per se was never

adequate. Today, the steadily decreasOing support of research
and research trainintl has forced medical centers and faculty

to turn increasingly to direct patient care as a source of -

support. Thus the general availability of the numbers and
type of faculty needed to make the desired educational proc-

ess work is in seTtbus question.

81
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Curricular changes have emphasized .earlier clinical con-, (

tact for students, greater attention to "relevance," and a
vertical rather than horizontal structure in 5ourses. _It has .,=

been emphasized th g clinical teaching moves down to ther
traditiohal preclin al years, so must teaching of the- scien-
tific basis of me cine move up totheclinical years A-
medical school a 'Into the graduate years. Medical' edVca-
tion has been ed to become more akin to graduate education
in the humailit es and sciences, to become truly eurilversity,
education, and to provide opportunities for students to bec¢me-

, educated in the many other disciplines--social sciences, ecp-
nomics, computer technology, biomedical engineering, and so=
forth--noW recognized as necessary and desirable for the,
practice of medicine. And yet, many new schools have been,.
established which are separated from universities; schools

,

have been established which have separated the basic sciences
from the cXi_nieal sciences; and programs are conducted w ere `,.,
a high proportion of the teaching faculty have neither e
time nor the basic skills to sustain the continuum of -me
education. The steadily decreasing support for the training
of clinician-scientists pr'Omises to magnify the problem in
the future. While the practicing physician is a highly valued
member of the clinical 'faculty, contributing much that is
needed and that cannot be provided by the full-time academi7
cian, the.supe#bly, qtthlified medical student of today, coming
from outstanding higH schools and colleges, will not accept

" teaching, particularly in the clinical and graduate years,
which is episodic, fragmented, and not supported4by a firm

46 scientific base.
,

While an increasing amount of undergraduate and graduate
education is'being condu6ted in community hospitals, the
ability of such institutions to accommodate teaching programs
has varied widely and has created problems. The primary
mission of a community hospital "is,patienikcare, not educa-
tion and research. Teachineprograms.are costly and affect,-.
the efficiency and the traditions of the institutions and
of their medical staffs. Universities, by and large, have
not lound it possible ty provide the teaching costs; the
institutions have often resisted accepting full -time faculty;
there is frequently dissension over the control of the edu-
oatiohal programs;, and, most commonly, therZare different
perceptions by the university faculty and the hospitalls
staff of the qualifications for and aligations of faculty
appointment. Community hospitals are much more interested in
graduate students (interns and residents) than undergraduates. -2*
Frequently, the residents are the principal teachers of the

46 medical students; FA if the teaching program for the resident
staff is inadequate, the syStem cannot function.

,82
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While it is desirable that increasingemphasis be placed
on ambulatory care during undergraduate and graduate training,
the impact of aheducational program inserted into an aMbula-
tory care setting can be substantial. Students are educated Am
in ambulatoiy care settings, not just to learn "the common, _

problemS," Out to observe personalized, efficient, and low-
1 cost care. Nhilse a qualified resident can contribute to the

4 quality of care, undergraduate teaching may adversely affect
the very elements tile student is there to obseive., Here, too,
the questions of staffing, teaching faculty, and teaching
costs must be addressed if ambulatory, settings ace to be

'effective teaching Units. These questions apply to clinics
and to the offices of physicians..."

Mlis (1971) has emphasized that "research is never an
end in itself;_it is a means to a variety of ends. The ends
to Se served in me'd/cal school research are m solving,

--learning by medical teachers, learning by practicing physi-
cians, and learning by medical students." It.seems necessary,
if the type of physician we desire is to be produced, that
exposure to the philosophy, principles, and conduct of re-
search.be an essential element in education. If the
educational environment is devoid of this element, as some-
appear to be, the.life-long scholar.is not likely to emerge.

4

A new pioblem has recently become evident which poses a
serious threat to the continuum of medical. education and which
requires urgent,attentioh. Since 1973, as a result of phasing
outpf free-standing internships and termination of pro-
grams ditoor quality, the total number of positions for the
firSt .yeat,of graduate medical education (GME.:1) has declined.
In 1976 there were 15,112 GME-1:positions available and 13',500

medical graduates., During the next 4 years; the graduate
of U.S. medical schools will increase to 15,900 in 1980.
While this is a serious problem for all graduates, it has
become obvi,oub'that for'the primary cape specialties of medi-
cine, pediatrics, and family practice,._Afshortage of high
quality graduate programs existed this year, Against almost
all earlier predicti9ns, a-shortage of graduate educational
owartunities has developed, particularly in thpse disciplines
whose graduates are most urgently needed. Thisdeituation
creates both challenges and opportunities. Th eta is an oppor-
tunity to create the numbers and types of programs that are
.needed and, hopefully, to focus on their educational content
and quality at the outset.

A Serious problem continues to exist in thelack of
readines.s of an medical sChool.s, often the most distinguished,
and best established,, to accept as full faculty, individuals

-11
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with outstanding skills in,clinical teaching and clinical

practice.. Such Individuals whose talents and skills are

urgently needed still have "difficulEy iin gaining full faculty ,

status,gpromotion, and tenure.
I,

. .
Other questions arise. an arbsItrarytimel crierion

- for either bffisic or graduate ed ation,,in medicine 'still -

appropr'iate? Is'a competency.cri erion feasible? For under-

. graduate medical 4ucation, the answer'to the first question

is obviously no, o long as it does not mean the p44,stitu- '

tion og.-au_arbitra year curriculum for an arbitrary 4-year

curriculum as one mechanism for shortening the total time of ,

medical education. Those now applying to, and being accepted

in, medical schooiliare remarkably able as a group, and many

individuals have qualifications justifying ?az/bed placement

and the, ranting of credit for those courses in which tom-
.. petency can be documented. A distinetionpuSt be made, hoW-

o ever, between shortening of the medical schoolreducipon as 4..

means of saving expense and time, and a shortng because
added.time is not valuable or necessary for the subsequent

P career of the student. At Stanford3University Medical

School a curriculum was implemented in 1968 which is completely

elective in termsof course content and sequence. The M.D.

degree requirements call for registration for a. minimum of 11

quarters (33 months) but with-advanced placement may be as

little as 9 quarters. (Tuition is charged in accordance with

the number of quarters regidtered). Analysis of the graduat-

ing classes ,in the past 4years indicates that 40 percent of

the-student's were enrolled forl?,quarters (36 months.)or -

less, and could have graduated in this time. However, only

1 percent chose eo_graduate inless than 4 calendar years.

Every indication illthat the students used the "extra" time

for valuable, relevant, and educational elective opportunities*.

. ,

.
The point-is that the cost of undergraduate education ,

.

should not drive the student away from valuable educational

opportunitiA4 The students at Stanford are required to piss

Parts I an II of the National Board Examinations as a result

ilty --(and- t

c

of the faculty_decision'at the outset thit in 5 totally

tive curriculum the only wayoin which the facu

public) can gain assurance of student overall ompetehc is

by suc*6sful pertormance on a comprehensive externally re-

'Ipered national exvinatIon. This, however, must be accompa--

nied by faculty evaluation of clinical performance and suit-

.
ability for,practice on the basiS of personal contact-with the

dents.' Recognizing the limitations of examinations, the

litulty tras,-neyerthele-ss, been delighted by outstanding,

perfoimante of the students-in an elective curriculum.
)

,
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In graduate medical education (the residency) the pro blem
is more complex because we deal heVe not only with a fund of
knowledgiwhich is measurable, butlwl.bh such concepts as
experience, responsibility, judgment, confidence, Maturity,
and that elament which is most difficult to define but easy
to recognize, "othe qualities -of a physician." The rate at
which a resident accumulates experience depends upon the num-
bar and types of patients, the clinicarsetting, the number,
types,, and quality of the,supervisory faculty, the closeness
of observation, and Many others. In these years of'clinicals/
education, which immediately precede independent-practice,4
thbre has heem a definition,' in each clinical discipline, of
the minimum amount of time presumed necessary to develop
appropriate experience and skillg: Obviously this is arbi-

,"traq ind it is illogical that the amount of time spent in a
strong graduate program should be the same as in a weak one.
IrIcreasingay, program directors are belng required to testify
to the readiness of a candidate for admission, to certifying
examinations since there)ii.no confidence that any examina-
'tions can measure the critical qualities of a physician. .

- Mich evaluations, it critical* and honestly,performed, tend
to lengthen the period of training for weak candidates rather
than shortening the4misnimom:required time ,in graduate train-
ing programs! There isPa trend, at present, -to shorten some
of the training programs in'surgery, which haVe traditionally'.
been the longest prograMs4 probably unnecessarily so. For-

,

tunately, in,mtview,, there is no tendency,,at present, to'
shorten training programs..in the Primary care specialties
(medicimp,-pe&iatrics and family pracpioe) sillee I believe.
that these require the broadest and mosedoppleic trainrng.
rather/than the most constricted:

.

'ruining to the question.of whetherbyie dominant
tional techniques are likely to assure efficient and effective
initial learning, and to establish in dtuclents the labit -of g 4

4.%

personal responsibility f4r continued learning, I find it
dEffiCult 66, answer without being rep titious and I am not
sure what the dominant instructional techniques are. The'.
usual reference to classical graduate edhcation in the human-

Pities and'sciences as themodel for_individcal responsibility
and self-directed learning is'applicable to medical education
only to a.degree. The graduate student has an identified
,thesis advisor, his field'of study is relativel narrow, both
;student and adviser have a common field of specific interest,
and there is focus'on a specific'research program as a unify-
ing forc. Medica'l student education is far More complex and
far more variable, pareiculariy when selectivity and multkple
tracks ale emphasized. One great difficultprnhis approach
hai.been'to identify, in the medioal flculty, the analog of. ,
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the thesis adviser. It seems clear that no, medical student
will consider the library, the computer,terminal, or the
self-assessment examination, as sufficient, and that 4:le:need:-
for studentl:faculty interaction is deeply felt. One hopes
that it is no longer necessary to state that a leCture which
simply transmits readily available knowledge is a waste of
time.. Before dismissing lectures out of hand, it is neces-
sary to define lectures about what and by whom. A lecture
designed to consolidate e broadoAd complex body of informa-
tion, given by an individual who can direct student attention
'to the critical-and fundamental principles to be found'there-
in, and who can de so with clarity of thought and precision
of aanguage, is a very egbiting event indeed', Imo/

In the clinical years, undergraduate and grad4te, the
dodinant technique will continue to be, as I believfe it
-should, direct contact with the patient anda great amount
of independent study about the patient. The effectiveness
of this educational experience, as indicated before, will
depend upon the patient base, the type and qdgiity of the
clinical setting,: the 4umbers, types, and 'quality of the .

teaching faculty, and their time availability for teaching.
Student and faculty interaction is perpeivedas critical by
the students, and the most commonly expressed need by,stu7
dentkin the clinical years is fbr more teaching and A greater
opporlunity:to present. their views to a faculty'member. A

Concerning the.question of whether the evaluation prac-
tttts presently/employed are those which will provide suitable
data upon /hich to base judgment about professionAl competence,

- most difficult of all, the "qualities of the physician." The
one must separate the fund knowledge, technical skills,..and,

introduction of innovative curricula and the emphasis on
selectivity and independent' study require eilaluation'instru-t
ments to assure the faculty that its educational goals are
bepng achieved and to assure the students that their progress
is appropriate. I am concerned that in many institutions the
attention to evaluatian,has imposed upon the students a return
to the era'of too many examinakidns, alneit "learning exami-
nations, not for credit:"--I,am also concerned about unneces-
sary duplication of effort and wasteful expedditures of time
and money if each institution develops a large number of
evaluation instruments, which are only lodally Significant. I ;

b4lieve that greateruAe of high,quality evaluation inttrd-
meats developed on a national scale and shared by medical

4

schools is more likely to be edkientand effeCtive. Much
needs to bodoneto identify En critical elements to be.

'evaluated,in the direct observation of,students in the olinical
arena and 10 arrive-at a rreater degree of standal.dizationJ

.

, ,
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in this impOrtant segment of evaluatitn. 'I believe firmly
`in national standards for evaluation ofprofessionai compe-
tence, since physicians are highly mobile and existing
licensing procedures permit great latitude in professional
activity. .

I might state that I havp been, and continue to be, -

impressed with the quality and professionalism of -the exam-
ination procedures of the National Board of Medical Examiners.
and that I believe that many of the specialty board, often
Working with the NBME, have maA much more prOgress in using
modern evaluation processes and techniques than they have
been given credit for. . ,

.

It there a need for establishing systematic faculty
development programs which address specifically the profes-
-sional knowledge and skills of education'

' I am much more concerned with a s tematic program to
assure the development of the ne* and dIfferent.types of .

faculty Who are urgently needed now and w4o,wi1I be needed
in greater numbers in the future.. OneevAald hope that the'
develdpment of such faculty would include the knowledge and
skills of education. It certainly seems-both necessary and

' delqrable that each major component in 'the educatiOnal con- '

tinuum should have an identifiable group of faculty and staff
charged 'With the responsibility of educating the faculty as
,:.kwhole about principles and skills in education as they
relate to the faculty members! teaching roles,.and also to
bring tothe institution newly developed techniques for
improving the efficiency and quality of the education. Here,
too, avoidance of duplication and sharin of knowledge and

'resOurces among institUtions nd.organizations ks...desirablJ -

As a finT1 comment otrthe erl subject of, the probi
of programs, 'I would like' to submit then following quotation
ft-6m the Millis report:

the important point is,=that tie nation
cannot afford any weakimedical schooks. If

''practicing.physicians With obsolete knowledge
and' skill are a threat to .he quality or.

,--.

' medical Care for American ci'tizens, medical
school teachers with obsolete knowledge and

,skill'wifk_prOdube a whole generation of )
4.

physicians trained for medical care at they
level of ,a past age. WelmAst-put a floot ,

i,
under each medical sc4qol to assure a'minimilm v- ,

quality Of medical education. The alternattiveP
. 4

I

.
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continue .the present_wide4Ing gap

4;14 between the "have" and the "have-not""scgools
'N T and to be faced with an unacceptably vde

,gap in the quality of ther graduatei.
(Millis 1971) .
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THE PROBLEM OF PROGRAM

Robert A. ahasei M.D.

Are we in need of extensive-one might say revolution-
ary--revisions in our'Oograms for medical education? If

not; is it because Changes in the recent past have accom-
plished essentially. what theYdlitkere intended to effect? If

so, is it because recent changes have done nothing, or.even
caused harm? Do we have thefanswers for any of theselques-
tions? If not, might we obtain them? Bachqbestion prokes
another', whether or not it is answered, just as each bit of
progress in our search for the way the human organism fUnc-.
tions opens a door into new vast, and complicated areas. I

find myself focusing on.thetheme that if we only had the
means to _evaluate accurately and reliably what we are doing
(or trying to do), including the end product of that process,
our troubles *mid be fewer. In'fhot, there would probably
be no need for this symposium. Btt we_are here: We do Clot

havethe answers; so we must continue to discuss and,`
hopefully, make a little progress.

I .11lope,you will pardon.a brief referencts,a summary
of^recent activities. Within. the past geheratidn, develop -
jnenfs in the area of curriculum design and mddification hive
included several significant aspects. Offices: departments,
caters, or other resources. for research and development in -

education are now recognized in close to 70 percent of-our
medical' schools.

.,...

MoreOver, in_response CO such stimuli as-student unrest,
facutty vision (or disillusionment),)specAlor specialty)

-

interest groups, anti Federal pressures, curricular reVisiOns.
have been extensive. These -have tended to incorporate one
or more.deatures, among which are integrated instruction;
earlier clinica>contact with or without correlation with

1.
.basi6 sciences', a general reduction in exposure to both basic-

/ ,

and cliniCal.disciplined required of al
i

students with or
wittlaut a corrdsponding increase in'n ui er and Scope of

,.

' 3 -

1 f. '

, .
i

A
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eleCtive opportunities (without shortening total 'time and
without shortening minimal exposure required); revision in

.1."the grading and/or ranking systems; a host of instructional
innovations, incorporating such things as use of instruments
for self-instruction and computers; and increased incorpo7
ration into formal programs of satellite clinical settings--
preceptorshipi outlying hospitals and.tlinicS, foreign
assignments (AAMC Curriculum Directory 1975-1976).

Many of these aild other changes have,been ina-oduced
to overcome what undoubtedly was a serio s defect or weakness
in .the past, namely..the absence'of alternatives to meet

different situations.

7 '
Let me offer a few strictly personal observations, some 4

Of which are*based upon fin-6 data, while others are'probably
not. Interestingly, in the periOd 19'10-1975, 66 schools ,

reported major - changes" (Cunnane, in press). Some of, these
, .

may be seen in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Major Changes in Schools During 1970-75

, -

-.Changes

Schools'

, Time Decreased Time Increased
. . ,

8
1. Time allotted for

Asic sciences 8
)

2. Time allotted for

ele.ctives . 10

-
3. Time allotted for

interdisciplinary courses 8

°17

10'

Perhaps this era is'beginning to level out with a desirable
(or undeSirable,,but in any case inevitable deviation toward
the mean. -.

While there was, until fairly recently, a tendency
toward shortening the minim-al time requirement for the M.D.
degree, :pelt of this action may_have been of qupstionable

I., - value, if not dowdright irrational or harmful.. '-There is a
.paradox inghe belief that one,Could direct attention to a
,,rapidly,expanding (in'fact, expi.oding) volume of knowledge,
pkills, and other ingredients la A diminished period of time
unlAss 1). The,attributes necessary to do the job were reced-

A

ing, 2) The students weve-gettamg_better orl more knowledge.,'

f.
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on entry, or 3) We could get along just'as well with a prod-

uct df lower quality in terms of geoid knowledge* Unfor-

tunately, in trying, to shortei th p \ocess by locating and

eliminating what somethought.yere redundincie, we may have

been squeezing out what was left of the students' opportunity

for contemplative thinking and self-det,elopment--an essential

ingredient of "any educational program. ,

Anothelkquetion comes to mind. Were many of these

changesL-some at least,'and perhaps too mavitwere--intro-

duced to respond to situations that would not endure? For 4

example, was the - shortened curriculum designed to,stimulate

an increase in the number of applicants when some schools

were approaching the bottom of the barrel for applicants?

Was the wave of student activism, which subsequently dimin-

ished, an overrated stimulus?

Could, some of Vle changes have been based upon or sup-

ported by reports Of experiences that were'' poorly controlled

or reflected situations in- educational populations' other

than those representative, of medical students?

.
Perhaps,too few curricular innovations were subjected

' to an'appropriate form of eyiguation to indibate objectively .

.the, degree to which change Muced harm'or supported good, .1? .

as was /wended. Of-,course, this would entail human everi- .

mentation--a'delicate matter at best. Is this because no

appropriate, forms of such eienStion were available?
..,...

411,

k ,g,,

Enough of at-, My main theme is to glance at the pro-

gram we might s ek--aarl it curriculum, if you will--then '

move rapidly into and imporant: feature of that epterprise

which is evaluation of both process and product. it
. .

An ideal curriculum must offer an incentive to excel, '

must motivate the student to learn and develop relevant skills,

and must arrange f,pra fetile environment in which student

''and teacher may discharge both incentive and motivation with

minimum interference. tip one dialogically disagree with

that rmother-love and sin" expression. BLit when we take

students 'f differing ability and backgrotnd who are heading

fora variety of goals in differing settings, each requiring,*

' a un'ique set of appropriate skills, we run into problen.

Add to those'thvari6ty of resources, both material and i

human, available to a given,ichool, and the situation is I *

further complicated. Despite all these potential disclaimeks,.
.

howeiIer, thetedis stronglsupport for the desirliglity of one

important ingtedient of iecpnt curricular cllangWrnamely4

flpicibility. Flexibility is represented by both,the optiOni,
4

92
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available in'a*given school and those emphasized tb varying
, degrees in diffwent schools. However, to thj.s'goSI must be
s.'added the incenifte to maintain within the overall structure V.
'..

4 '.
.j..... of medical grducation enough rigidity to supply.the skeleton

necessary to keep it from collapsing, both individually and
naLionally.;, 4 -

, .

;::-T NOW; to come to what I consider not only an important,

...,- but an essential, ingredient o4mprogram and kurriculum, that
r- is, the matter..9f evaluation. As I suggested at the beginning,

...if-we had available .a comp etely valid and reliable measure
of-either the process or e product of a program in all its-

.
dimensions", the job of d igningthat program effectively,
would be made eagiec. Lacking that insroment or -technique,
we moet try to develop one. What do wewant? What do we now
*have? How can 'select and properlypSe what.isavailable
as -lee search f something better? .Thep questionS.pose a
final sAm4es o points,I w d like todiscoss-.-. \ -

s / First, just like a Rood currkdulum thatyvouses tfie-
incentive of a stuadent-a d motiVates,him or her to excel:,
goi evaluation instru nt must similarly. Challenge, the st6:-

.

.-
- 'dent to both exhib't is or.her,besx performance and to

incorporate whativer is available to improve tfilt;,,perforMance.
What may be a Orfectly adequate licensure oepermit inatru-

vi. ment digt, primgrily and properly, inc6rporates a minimum 4
standard, to defend the public'agai t '.91.pss incompetence,
would not hbet this criterion.

-i .

4 .
,

Second, an evaluation exp rience can.and should be.a
learning experi-ence7- It can an shou3d7edocatewhereVb.ar ".
possible, including more thah .mental:caltst,hnics.alone.

... --- .

'''' Third, currently a al.
program4 have'deficlenci s.
-relithly a ll,tkie` attributes that

6s,t be kept i';
pal d

Thmind.

essential features of the -..uCt of
'two elements n
'does not discard eoMething_Oat,,does one
becaosd'it does herk do everything well.
the violins oue4ean oechestrA because t
percussion, or the piccolo because.it cannot op
-bass range). One should not discard eXargOatPons
cognitiv,e attributes tahere is nothing ina:pproPriat
high ipliel of useful Alhowledge) 'simply 0e4fiuse they
themselves, directly measure integfityr ?ei:ba41 comOun
skills, and a host of other factors. .1.kkipiSlid i;61
that, fortunately for music, we do Ipove 4,44:96h4't
blend with, violins and piccolos; forttinat,-!fori:

, -"1 41,:".,-f i .'-',
-

A

,tAt.,;,t.'s -14.:

le
10,7

na4.t.onally based evaluation
example, they dc ncit'mesiire

one degr.ee or'nothdi- are 0
goOdlograzft Here,-
first is: that one.

Bing well simply.
e'd6es not throw

not offer 77- ,

ate ih the,
hat measure'

about 'a

net, of -

tion .
g -4

P.
4
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there are means to attemRt evaluation of such things as
pialemsolving.skills and interpersonal skills, although

,they are not presently validated for use on'a national scale,
and they still need much improvement to make them effective
in evaluatlbn of small groups, oreven an individual. At
present, faculties must supply the latter by observation,
checklist, behavior 'records, andeouditS. At the soae time,;
faculty representatives and other professionalebugt strive,
individually and in cooperation with groups including national
agencies, toward better and more'broadry applicable methods
'through research and development, Another deficiency'in many
currently available instruMents,js that they are not available
'for release to schools and their students for postexamination
study (as educational tools i themselves). Review of an
ex lination and discussion o its challenges can be .an
t e".feature of education, a d national examinations, if they
are to continue, must be revised to permit this use.

,'"Fourth--aeter Ty ideas abut program evaluati --is the
obsfervationYhat'we continue to seek to define the good physi-
cian. Until we have an accurate, reliable, valid; and.
reproducible profile of thet person, how can we correlate what,
we do have with that dedirable end result?. Here again,'We
need more accurate criteria upon which to base our measure of '

those who emerge from the programson trial. 'Core was once
the mame of the game ;n new curricula, and "relevance" has had
its run of popularity. The first term has almoSt disappeared;

second has declined. Today, the popular. theme is "criteria
for competence,' and one seeks effective competency-basek.04.<
instruments, with good reason. Competence certainly doe b

incorporate attention to every conceivable-attrIBITUT==fetenTIOTi---
of the positi.ve.or goad, and absence of the negative or bad.
,ATd=competenc-based criteria identified? Yes, they are, at"'
leaSt_,to a degree. Can we dow define'the good physician
accOlEng to these criteria? 'Probably not'yet, but hOpefuliy
soon. Can, we apply these Aefinitions,that are emerging to
the entity,we are trying to evaluate? No, but there is, real
hope.for the futiire, and perhaps we can Oring that future.

.closer if we cancombineour resources for research and 'devel-
dpment at schools, regipns, and national agencies, and get on
with the jbb. As a starter, we have already come a long way

. ' toward defining competency through strategies that are derived
from subjective assumptionsthe "consensus of experts," as
well as'of other more objectiv% evaluators.

ti An essential ingredient in the process is to clarify the
generic nature of the physician's role in modern society.
Only then can we answer the question, What are we training
phulciansto do? In my view the physitian's primary role

r .
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must be care for the sick and the broad implications of that
assignment. Yet, the physician simply cannot be reSponsible
for overall health-encompassing sootal habits, the environrwnt,
and every potential threat to menta and physical'health.

Physicilns are specialists by defi ion who, to cope
with the proliferation of relevant scien ific knowledge alone,
are fiirther specializing within their major curing roles.
While aemaining aware of all important influences on health,
they must contribute by doing what they uniquely do and do
best. This is not to say that physiciaps should not play an
Increasing role in decisioAs pertinent to setting societal'
goals, but they cannot be held primarily responsible for 'them.

Obviously, physicians' roles have changed with the ad-
vent of new organizational patterns for delivery of care. A
modern view of,"what we are educating physi/ians for" necessi-
tates a careful examination of what physicians do or should
do in both traditional settings and the newer practice modes
where a team approach to patient needs as organize:I. Integra-
tion of a variety of services by multiple providers working
with patients and in their' interests relieves patients of
having to do everything themselves. Educational objectives
in medicine must take such advances into consideration. Pro-
viders must be involved in developing objectives and in helping
to provide authbntic practical experiences for students.

The question of whether or not U.S. medical education in
its entirety is educating to meet the / nation's

number (6r percentage)
needs'is diffi- /

cult to answer. The push to increase
of primary care physicians has generated a response, but .

yhether our educational institutions under threat and/of
1 centive are responsible for the visible change n the number

t Of students opting for primary care training.ks Ord to say.
Whose resRonsibili,ty it will be to sustain phy icians' inter-
est in primary care remains to be seen.

A

In any event, physicians' credentialsto be measured must
be baseg upon information from many sources, including the

-.reducational program, iudgments,of peers' and preceptors, and
Vdisplayed perfprmande in all areas. Testing orgalrOations like

the National Board of Medical Examiners have two serious'
obligations - -to 'assure that test instruments are as valid and

4* reliable as'possible for use in.mea5urangri ose components of
coltp4ence subjeCt to objective assessment, and to aggressively.
develop the varilus methods needed to emaiu to objectively the

'-'eldlOpeteney components now beyond our reach. Meanwhile, we must
not make the mistake df.assuming we. have available something
that is still incthe early stages of development.

I

ti
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Finally, evaluation.of teaching and teachers is as,im-
pprtant as evaluation of the program'and the product, This

may be attempted inmany ways, threpgh peer revies, student-

opinion surveys,,student performance on internal examinations,

student performance on national examinations, and publications

on educational strategy. Gessn (197a) .and Rodin and Rodin

972) have indicated that one nnot unive ,:put faith .

in ar of these measures since,- at least i ated instances,

correlation among them is not necessarily r wren posi-

tive. The need for intensified inveqt.igatio n this important

area is rather obvious, particularly if one subscribes, as I-

do, to the need'to recognize and reward good teachers. These

Are teachers who stimulate student's, give them incentives to

learn, and motAyate them to excel. These teachers enhance

"'curiosity in meaningful and appropriate directions. They

inspire a thirst for knowpdge, for answers to questions, pnd

even the ability to stimulate the student to formulate inde-

Pendently ttie questions that need to'be tanswered.

'Our offices and departments oY'research and,devalopment

in education are doing much,,and possibly can dp:mucb more to

.generate the means for measuring effectiveness of teachers and

eroding myths, if such exitt. ' / . , .

- ,
.

.
/., .

. . t
*

In summary, if 'We can summarize a collection of rather

loosely related points, I might state ti at, in th4.Fomplicated

and churning milieu we call medical education, we must not lose

sight of those rather lofty and esential ingredients of pro-.

gx6ms that lead to what may be cared a learning as well as a

.learned profession, one tg04is properly and effectively moti- .*

vaped toward an undefstanding.of how the 141man organisth

functions; what makes it dysfunction; how to prevent, reverse,

or even-tolerate'such dysfunction; and how to keep from becom- .

,,inq chaotic the subdivision of ,these matters, iVwell as to

transform them into endless stimuli for learning and competency.

In.conclusion, we must continue thesearch for incrtasingly

better ways to evaluate the progress and product of this *

system.
'

, . 1 '- .. i
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- THE P OBLEM Ot PHO6RA*

David -D. Henry., Ph :D .

As a general university administrator or even a student
of higher education broadly observed, I-have some diffitulty
in Aetermining hat commentary may be considered common ground
for the audieng , participants, and planners of this Symposium.
I am mindful of the experts who, are here - -on the problems of
programs in medical schools--as'refleCted,in the 4Ap4tise of
a medical school dean, a professor of pediatrics, a edical

examiner, and an editor and interpreter of the publ c interest
in higher education,

My difficulty In determining relevant reaction is comz
*pounded by the insistence of the -programillannersithatoolhe'

participants. hold to the outline of main questions as pre-'
*sented in the preconference materials. This is A tight rein

0 on wandering commentators from different backgrounds, but °

obviously a useful device if focus is to be confined to
selected issues. I probably will perform most useBully if I
bring to those issues the queitions that have come to my mind
as I have considered the preconference material.

Foremost, I wish to sound a cfitical "note. Itoseems to
Aethat the program focuses'on the medical school in isolation
from the remainder of the university and upon the prepAation
ofpractitioner's'In isolation from other roles to be fulfilled,
by graduates of medical schools. In the same vein, I miss
consideration'orthe medical profession inrel4ionship to
other professions and to social expectations. I recognize

that the broader dimensions indexed by this comment probably t

could not be profitably examined in today's conference, but I
trust that I'shall not be out Of drder if the thrust.ol my

-remarks extends from my concern with some topics that liave
Been either understated or omitted from the preliminary
analysis of issues and problems as related to medical school .

programs.

; 41'
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ITo stay within bounds, however, shall classify my
'comments under the qUestions that ,have been set down for our,
guidance, the firsE of which asks; Is the present organiza-
tion And content of medical education suited to thepregara-
tion of graduates who wilr meet the most pressirig health
service needs of our society?

I

It seems to me-that.answers to this question will be
dependent upoh a definition of "the most pressing health
service needs of Our soci,ety.P

For example, the growing involvement of government, at
L-Cal, state, and national levels, an financing patient care
and medical edd6ation, and in regulatOry responsibilities,

. requires a continuAng enlargement of the number bf graduates
who will be employed as administrators in carryzng out
government functions. We may deplore the trend toward greater
government involvement in medical affairs, but the present
prisrity for increased medical service established by public
demand has'great significance for educational pianqers. Edu-
cational 'institutions mhst, face the issues and qqesti6ns
,about i roved preparation of people for the tasks that are
now

I
left l rgely to inservice.experience, to dropouts from .

medical pr cticey, ,end to laymen with limited backgyounds in
the'tasks t at they are called upon to perform.

,

I do no have data{at tiandto describe the extent of
the eMplOymy certified doctors of mediqine in these pesi-
tions of publicc dministratiron, but certainly the question as
to how they should be prepared is releyant to -the study of
organizationa content of medical education.

I know th conventional wisdom suggests Xhat nonprac-
ticing doctors are not the concern of medical education, but
I believe that this laissez fa4.re attitude does not augur
well for the future of medical practice in'this-countryi=or
for the appropriate place of Medical education in influencing
the organizatkon and administration af-tilialth care.

t,
, 4- . . .. .

I am not suggesting that medical administration be made
'a significant part o the vOdergraduate or- .postgraduate pro-

.

graM or inc144d that'there IS room In the curricula for any .

forthal edu6ation for pregaratilon.for no_ piopdical positions. I
- aft suggesting, however, that the'subjeft\is one: that should

concern medical educators more than is readily apparent and
that the problems; questions; and implications by analyzed
rather than bypassed.

. 4

, , Second, I believe that we should also face up in curricu-
lum design, both in organization and content, to the, personnel

/
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requirements for academic medidine and fdr those who would

choose research dareers. It seems to me that an analysis of

the place of graduate education in the medical Cirricultim

should have 4renificant attention.' Under. the present System,

'the Ph,D. in academic medicine without an M.D. is often

penalized in the reward system and perhaps in the stratus

,System. Is this differentiation based upon a bel2ef that

medical educatIon,as now constituted.is a necessary component

of graduate education? If so, is there research suaport for

this assumption? The reverse of this question is afto rele-

vant. To what extent is the; teseardfier brought'into intimat4

understanding of the problems of the -practicing' physician and

into - empathy with that doctor? Is the tension that exists

between practitioners and academic personnel, both the

teachers and researchers, helpful ordestruotive? If the

latter, how can the situation be ameliorated?

'Perhaps the mostimportant element in defining an answer;

to the question of suitabilik of organization and content of

medical educattm is with the responsed'of cAaduates. The

best authorities on the queVion should be the alumnir

A viously, the a mni audience wily vary in reactions4ccording

to age, .degree of success, personal adjustment, nature of

I work, and othdr variables. Nonetheless, it seems to me that

we should not be aes dependent as we are for an estimate of

graduates' opinions upon the informal observations of faculty

members, editors, and corridor commentauat medical meetings.

A method for continuing, systematic, and comprehensive evalu-

) ation by graduates should be established,

Obvidusly, answers to Ole components of the first

<question will vary. If a single' focus is impossible, would

multiple emphases produce chaos or even strained resources?

Perhaps the most we can ask foris an approach to the sub-

divisions of the opening question-with a commitment to a

flexibility that would take into account the-needs, ofindi-

viduals, the areas of employment, and some broader bas for

continuing evaluation.
.

%
In any event, 1 think-we must be clear that we are talk-,

ing about multiple outcomes of
medical education, not a single 4

unifprm pattern. Further, we should acknowledge^thSt in

tdfinipg "health service needs for a society" we,ase today

talking only about medical education, not the health service

needs as related to paramedical personnel and to allied pno-,

fessions. The latter topics would introduce,subseance far

beyond our capability to assimilate in one meeting, but'omit-

t*ng teem should not bq interpreted as 'downgrading thir

place in meeting health service needs. ,

0
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The second question before uth asks whether an arbitrary
time criterion for either basic or graduate education in
medicine'is still approprliate, whether a competency criterion
is feasible.

e,

As before, it seems to me thgt therSare prfOr questions.
The time criterion should bean outcome of program require-
ments, not the reverse. The question. then really should be:
Are the present substantive requirements for medichl education
still appropriate?, Should there be mare or should there be
less?

. .

Here the recent experience in cdnsidering a shortened
time for baccalaureate education, commonlyreferred'to as .the
3-year degree, may be relevant. In many cases, the initial
question for liberal arts and science curricula, as well as
for some undergraduatp professional fields, has invited an
emphasis upon the time requirement rather than upon the sub-
stance. To me, this approach seems to miss the central point.
In'a time-shortened' period to olTtain a degree, if one merely

2

compresses into 3 year Mot formerly was spread out through
4, as far as subject matter is copcerned, some time may be
saved for some students, but some benefits that come from more
prolonged study in depth or scope may be lost: The fundamental
qbeistion should be: What,knowledge is essential to bring a

f student to the threshold of capability for dealing with t1 e.
next level of educational experience? In medicine, the same,
question might be appliedto'clinical instruction-- whether
horizontal or verticafiin, curriculum organization. Answering '

this question realk7 requires restructuring of the curriculum
to meet an educatidrial purpose,rahpr than orsanizing the
calendar to meet atimerequirement.

' The experience in England with the.open 'university, has
been based upon consideration of determining what knowledge
is essential to reach the'level of educational achievement
Yeflected in the baccalaureate degree.

.

Obviously, in today's world, with knowledge increasing,
at an almost incomprehen'sible pace, one can aptly say'tha 4
years is not enough for an undergraduate to acquire-all-the

." 'knowledge that might be expectelt from one's college experience.
If 4 bears were adequate in 1920, perhaps 8.years'shoul0 'be

c_required now, or 10, or 12. The latter is clearly not feasible
from any pointof view. .The approach to the_question, there-

ire, requires anew.look at the traditional curriculum.

tIt has been unfortunate, in my view,. that ih this
Ountry the question of thp tiMA-shortened degree has been`

Aw
-
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aeproached from the point of
aiking the question Suggested
with time-shortened degree ca
programs, with summer sessibn
ject matter examination equiv
study,

.

I
. )1

It seems to me then tha
Rant., What constitutes the es

.;: Material ar basic Undergripla
required for that experience i
lifss. Ili any eventl I believe
approached in this manner.

. / wodld approach graduat
present practice, diversity is
among departments, insofar as
singleduniversity are great.

"
.

The opepruniversity deg
and so little understood',-has
the subject matter from begin
study and counseling, seminar
and organizational devices `.ad
ref le t an entirely new oegan
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tiona materials. y . .
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effeCtive initial learning
0e
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and to establish in.4students the habit of personal responsi-
bility for continted learning?. 0

I assume that the dominant instructional, techniques
would include lecture; discussion, dndthe use of tedpking
devices that enhance independent study, such as prOgratmed-
learning, tbletision,,films, field experience, and a Variety
of visuaa aids. It is not likely, hoOiever, that techniques
alone-Will'"ensure efficient .and eifetive initial/ learning."
The teacher is at Ohe'heart of the process. If the lecture
is pedestrian, inadequate in verbal communication,-confined
chiefly to information giving that could be gained more inter--
estingly from books and other sources, the 'ecturer may be

'fadlted. On the other hand14 if, the lecturer'is an inte.rpret-
er, gifted in applfing knowledge to problemsokvihg andean.
relating knOwledge to the level of-student understanding and
experience, it is the teacher who must be appraised, not the
lecture techni4ue itself. Similarly, group discussion may
become noth,l.ng more than.questions and answers in a recitation
environment. An'effective discussion leader, however,cIn
stimulate a coptinuity'of groupthinkitg and incite partici-
pation that is'stimulatAngto the entire membership. Sivdlarly,
there is no,a4ic in-the mechaOcal'or electronic devices The
Magic is in the mind, spirit, and artistry of the instructor.

- Tn considering the thikd question, theno it seems to me
thA the answer lies not with an e;raluation of techniques so-
much as of the quality of instruction. How can quality be
'encouraged, how identified in the recruitment of new faculty,
and'how may the tools for effective teaching be made availdble
to those who are gifted in their use? The responsibility here
lies with the,r1cruitment and.appointtent process as much as.
it does with techniques. %

_ .

'

The'capdoity fox establishing in studentsIthe habit of
personalrespOnsibility for continuing learning also goeA to .

. the teacher rather than to technique. Howeper,the predispo-
isition for taking reb.pons}bility for continuedlearning goes
,too the admissions. committee. Students-must be motivated if
they are to be subjects for continued learnIng.Intellectual
curiosity, professional'mnbition, and purposefirhess are ele-,
ments'in their motivetionA Students must be willipg.to be
assisted in taking responsibility for continued learning.
The reluctant student or the student uninterested, in learning,
except_tor Purpose.% unrelated to professional valuescand out-
'comes, cannot be aftetted by the mast inspiring of teachers
or by the dominant instructionak techniques. / believe that

2 student selection and facultS, recruitment are the main centers
for attention in dealing, with this.guestion of insftructional
techniques."

,,
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.Too, there lre factors in the education oe students

that are not part pf formal instruction. The prodesk of pro--

fessional socializgtian'it a great teachtr. The "environment;

; including peers, the modeldii/ fo identity, and the immersion

in controlle4 setting shape st dents' vi4ws and eVeh modify

their skills. Saxs,William,Tols, "This orientation of per-

sonal values, attitudes, assumptions,ions, and behaviors,,along

with the careful develqpment of elaborate.cognitive,

tic, and, here necessary, Manipulative Skills probably makes

doctoral study, one of,the most powerful examples of adult

socialization, all the more striking because boih'entry and

continuance are.essentially voluntary." (Anderson 1974)

°

Turning, to the fourtlkquestiori: Are the.evaluation
opractices-i.'esently/employed those which will provide un-.

suits le data upon which to base judgment about professional

campeTedcei, biings to mind.arstory-
,, ; /

The dean of a college o' law has /been quoted as having

said that the graduates of his school,with records pf A became

professors." those with-records of ilecame judges, and those

with records of,C btdame prosperous practicing lawyers.

I do not vouch for,the aut hentiti of the dean's

observation, but the account tells -Us at there are dif-

ferent competencies even among those i airly narrow

specializatiowand that.academic subce sYs variously

related tocertain kinds of proresSio al outcomes.

I am not a studEtnt of evalua idn ractices, as prpsently'

employed-in-tolleges of medicine,, but I have observed that

.
thp faculty members have used th almost tniversal practice*

of grading subjecematter' in to 'of content mastery. What'

the correlation is between such 'astery of subject matter;and

piofessional competence *ould d pend upon the definitionsof

professional competence. I dou t that theke is a single

definition or a uniform patter of expectation, ''.

Quite generally in the ac deMic,world, the relationships

between academic grades,,,prof ssional competence, -and personal

outAfes iri postdegree have not beeh'brOadlt and scien-

'tifically:'establ4shed.. Even
hereoe'neralizations are feasible,

one must allow far, individua variations so numefous that any

generalization is subject t. sd many aceptions as to be;at
4

,one onsidered invalid.

notsu,gesting t at evaluation is not Worthwhile.

,t Quite th contrary. I am, uggesting that the objectives_of

evaluation should-a:se-nee ly,and 'firmly estaglished 'through -

research and that.its relationship or
lackof_it to any.other-

,

1 I
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' expectation should be made explicit to students and public -

alike'. If we do not know'ulhat constitutes effective teach=
ing, let us not pretend that. we do. Let us say simply that
what'.we'are doing appears to have worked in most cases and
that is all that we know. Let us apply td1:out own_profes-
sionalbehawior the same, scientific standards tilat-we would
apply to the laboratory experiment. 4

The,last questift was: Is there a deed for establish
ing systematic faculty development programs which address
specifically the professional knowledge'and skills of
education?

. -

I believe that the answerlis yes,' not only. for col-
leges of medicine but for colleges throughout toe university
world.' It is somewhat ironic that we have undertaken the
business of preparing people for nearly all the professions
that are based upon the college experience except that for
college teaching. Here we take the certification of learning
experience and academic success in undertaking a research
program, and employ'a person for teachin.g without any specific. .
objective measurement of capabilities for classroom performance
or:examination of what,that person'kdows abdut the art df

,teaching or the science of teaching. The approach is even
more primitive than the teaching .of medical students as
apprentices-through priicticing physicians. The apprentice
at Teast had an opportunity to observe and to learn to appre-
ciate the art 0 practice as well as the stbstance.

I do not mean to overgeneralize', I know of the effort
made in the direction of staff development atthe University
of Illinbis and in some other, places. However, the utiliza-
tion of Interdisciplinary assistance in the.preparation of
teachers at the collegele,1> is minimal.

Most of us as_young teachers Were given theoprivilege
ofteaChing by-whatever methods we had observed-some.obvi-
ously pooi, some obviously good. What seemed to work for
anyone of us, however, might not work for others. We went
on practicing what'we thought was godd Oithout learning much
about anything else. As an apprentice, I was hapded a text-I,
book, a course outline, and a classroom full of students, Many,
of my peers had'the same experience: Today some inservice
supervision and training is organized for younger apprentices,
particularly the graduate teaching assistants. By and large,

ilowever, we have'not made much progress in introducing what'
is known about success in teaching into'practice at the
collegiate level.

o.

4

.
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' Indeed, we do little in preparing academic professionals
to become members of faculties or to understand faciulty respon-
sibilities beyond teaching. TheuniversiEy is -a social
institution, a.highly complex organization, different from any
other kind of social institution. Faculty members will'in all''
probsbility spend the remainderof their lives in suchean
enterprise. Yet, they are given no'pbrspective on the history
of higher educat4on; its purpose; who ,pays for it and why; its
philosophy; its koblems of orgAnizatiofi, structure, and goy-
ernance; and its plaCe.in the scheme of things socially,
politically, and philosophically. Here, all institutions, have
a lot to learn. But the begitning-place is at the departmental
level, because it is here that the teachers of `tomorrow, are ,

recruited.

In conclusion, I list a number of questions that might
form the agepda for another symposium but tO which, we might
gOe some side-glances in the discussions,at this conference:

'

.

. o

0What is the proper role of accrediting in
A. curriculum making?

40who is
\,

to monitor evaluation practices as
applied.to student'achi6vement, faculty

1 performande, adrassions, promotions, and
appointmeuks?

41How is the academic establishment 6elt organ-
ized to contain improper or inappropriate

14 intrusions Upon curriculum making from
"government, from external pressures (often
conflicting) frqm accreditingtogencies and '

licensure and' professional boards, and from
political' influences?

drWhat is the extent of impairment of quality
arising from capital deficiencies and inade-

.

quote financing?

.How may students and faculty best be.serlsi-
t.iz4d to social 'needs, professibnal ethics,
and public expectations?

41What priority should be assigned to the con-
tinuing edudation'of )the members of the
profession?

N
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Are the educational-resources of the uni-
versity as a whole imaginatively and'effec-
tively utilized in medical education?

What should be the responsibilityof >the
college for the education of the intern
and the'resident?

, .

OShould basic science and clinical, instruc-
tion be tied more closely togethzr?

Is the'recOmmendatloh of the Carnegie Com- :
miWon'on Higher Education (ipo) for the
establishment of a midpoint degree between
the A.B. and M.D..f.eatible and educationally

,

.sound4.,

I

5

This random listof topics, related to formulatidn of 4

programs in medical aducatiOn but only tangentially included
in the lead queStions of this session, is only eugggstive,
notekclusive *or comprehensive. It does sho,, however, the
complex nature of,the task in building an education'progrdM
tha) brings. the graduate to'the threshold of practice,ade-
quat?ly prepared, professionally motivated, and qualified to

) become self-educated in the changes taking place in medical .

1 knowledge andin the organization and d9liveryof health care.
in the nation today.

.
4
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THETROBLEM OF PROGRAM

Critique and Challenge

Fred M, Hechinger

Discuslion Initiator

Mr. Fred M. Hechinger: Ifeel like the only civilian assigned
4.d askfaritical 'questions of the General Staff about the work-

ings of the honor code at West Point. /f my colleagues ,on the
pangl seemed inclinedto prhise doctors, I hope they will not
interpret some of my questions as su gesting I want to bury
them.

oa
s,

Let me start with a simple question that occurred to me
in the last stages of Dr. Henry's address. Since it was essen-,

,/ tially the university professors who fought so violently in
the 1.9502s against the teaching of teaching skills for the
elementary and primary schools, how much of a chance-doyou
_think there is that the same university professors will con-
sent tba syster00 teaching teaching skills for. the medical

. schools?

0 .

Dr. David D. Henry: In the long .run, I think e may have to
Wait until the Pfesent generation vacates the hairs and a
Tnew.generationComes on board. Then, persuade by-financial
'Arcumstanceg, by increased complexities in education, aid by ;
greater concentration on their own respoi-iiibifities they may
yield on the point. And I am being More than facetious.'

'.-Higher education has become so complex that we,can no longer
treat it as if it werea simple matter. Faculties will come
to recognize the importance of effective 4aCf1ng and the need
for evaluation and public accountability, It will be Slow in
coming but this philosophy underlies most of the:.university
programs_ in the teaching gf higher education today. ,It will
take time for all the present biases to disappear and, for new
people to move into positions of influence.

a
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!r.-"Hechinger:. Although.I do not profess to know anything
about the subject matter of medicine, what I heard today

'about curriculum Was not unlike discussions I have heard in

th$i past about. curriculum in. elementary and secondary schools.

TheaCAsually dealt with the teachers and the administrators
and the institution but rarely dealt with what the program

didvfor the.chlldren. The chanTes in curriculum described
this afternoon seem to relate little', if at all, to how they

would alter the way in which graduates would deal with pa-

tients. And I must ask whether there can be in.ta.curriculum
some,specific provisions for fostering the sensitivity '-

physicians to both the medical and nonmedical needs of the

patients, their fears, their relatiopships not only with a
doctor but with the doctor's office staff who often prevent

'Atients from seeing or talking tothe one whose help they

seek, and with the hospital personnel; who frequently make.
patients unhappy or afrai,d. Are you-thinking of any specific;

approaches to teaching studehts theSe things?

Dr. Irving Schulman: I thinkost'medica). faculty recognize
that the physician we'want to produce and the physician pa-

tients want to see must have these.qualities. But to attain

this goal requires a personalized education. Large "classes,

too few faculty, and nd role mpdels almost destroy our best'

efforts. Such a goal alsq requires reliance on other disci-

plines, particularly the social and behavioral sciences.

This is why I am so concerned 7abOut divorcing the medical

school from.the rest of the ilniversity, and building medical

schools away from university4settings. I think we know re

must realize,this'kind of education; there is no questioW

that stude Os insist on it. But mass education depersonal-

izes the patient care experience and this is my greatest con-

cern. Another concern is whether personalized education can

betreated'in a formal manner. It is being attempted to a

degree through the intnoduction in the pre'clinical years and

early clinical years'of programs dealing with the ethics of 'Y

medicine, the dying patient, the chronically ill patient, and

many of the things that in the past we assumed would be

learned. I think issues such as these should permeate the

entire educational process.

Mr. Hechinger: What troubles°me in that answer is the fact

that the people who now do the.teaching came oUt of a gener-

ation that did not have to be concerned with these issues, and,' ,

therefore, perpetuated this lack of concern. Or, to take a 11

specific instance that Dr. Henry cited, the relationship

between patients and the doctor, in the hospital or in the

doctor's office, may be damaged by the lack of adMinistrative :-

skill in dealingwith the action tl a nurseL or a secretary,
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o r whatever, other echelicinsstAnd between
,

tite.patient
.

and the
phytitian--includirig the telephone-answering service. And
ye.t there is apparently little being done to include this
kindof emphasis in teaching new physicians.

. I.

'Dr. Robert A. Chase:: I think ,there is something comito9*to
both questions you have asked: It has to do with incfatives.

.To the extent that faculty members remove themselves ff8m
patients and patient-care they simply cannot provide examples
of the things you are talking abopt, and there is a.digiincen-
tiOe to being.i0volved in patient care and in teaching asswell%
Unfortunately in the current academic marketplace the i.,no.
reward for either of those things. Until the criteria used
to judge faculty for appointment, promotion, ancle.kenuAand
all the rest are modified, it is unlikely thai.things-wtal

. change,verymuch. The excitement of teaching is a periOhal
, ,

-31zincentive,but the rewards come for doing other things.
,x.

Mr, Hee anger; To what extent will an incentive be created
by"rising.onsuMer dissatisfaction? For,instance, the gen-
eral revolt'among women And the backup of that revolt by the

. ;
"-women's movementohas made a substantial differenCe in the-

relationship between medicine and women. Will it be necessary,- ,

for the general public to resort to the same kind of organized
. .

pressures to bring about this change?
. . .

Dr. Robert H. Ebert: I think you have asked a difficult
question. -It.has already been said that in the pro-C'ess of

, medical iducation, in the,process of professionalization, a
physician really loses sight of these things. He on she

.

becomes part of the system,and it becomes hard to see what.
ifs rdally happening. I once suggested to a group of students/

...

- that when they go into the hospital for their first clinical
experience, they take a close look because they would never

:,,Aiee it;111 the same way:again. n going through this cliniCal'
educationalprocess students n overt ,kook the sorts of.
things that,only patients can rng toEheir attention. It
is my firm conviction that the only way"this. will be altered
i' tough interaction with consumers.,: I do riot believe'it

.

.-

can b itaught. p any formal fashion and I doubt that faculty
can teach it 'if they are nok 'involved in it,

i-
.'

Dr. Chase: There is one other person whd can bring this
Matter. to;our*attention:' the student.:

'
.

Dr- Schulman: ,I think we should remember that the medical
4%. student is also a consumer. Mafiy of the think we

ought to initiate have been done by students before.we have
begun to initiate them. The stalents, more often than we

a

J
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give them credit for, bring to our attention the changes
'that are needed. And if faculty members stay out of the way,
the Change may takeplaCe.

,Mr, Hechinger: Bdoreq move on to another questionwhich
may also seem difficult, 2et me assure you that some of my
best friends are doctors. Ifat is true that desire to serve
society is at least one of the motivating factors for many'
young people who flock to the medical schools; then-do those
schgois,have a special responsiAllity to work toward prevent-
i1)9 such incidents as the regepamedicaid scandA, or the
whole 'issue of unnecessary surgery? These examples may
involvd, only a minority, but still a substantial minorityof
the profbesion, and in one sense these are problems of med,'

,
iCal practice as a whole for they go beyond personal integrity,
raising the issue of responsibility for peer review of pro-
fessional behavior.. What curricular provisions do you think
ought to be made to deal with this whole area of medical
ethics?

Dr. Schulman: Some of the questions you raise are simply not
answered-by curriculum changes alone. We might also go back

. to some of the things.discussed this morning and particUlarly

to the admissions process. Wd know that.a student who gets
into medical school is probably going to graduate but we have
an important responsiBility during the process of medical
education to weed out those who do not exhibit the qualities
of a physibian. After graduation we must have'coptinuing peer
review of performance. People do change, and when a doctor
changes that may be quite dangerous. I believe we must accept

peer review. But peer review must be more than looking at
each other--1; will have to become a system in which the pub-

lic has confidence, one that assures continuing knowledge and .

professional competence)as well as ethics.

. M. Hechinger: Your overall approach to the problem'somehbw
seems incompatible with the vivid description given by Dr.

Gellhorn of the way. students get into medical schools through
a kind of'competition that forces a substantial number of them

into unethical practices ±o'meptadmissions standards. V
what extent can the medi6al'School counteract, a psyche that
has been conditioned to doing things for perspnal gain and
survival rather than for service to humanity?

Dr. Sc 'lman: With apologies to ,Dr. Gellhorn, I think that
..

idea i verdone. Students do work hard to get into medical
-:school, but I have served.on the faculty of,fiVe schools and

/.do not see a perpetuatio'h of this 4rubby infighting, cut-
. your-throat thing im medical schools ektmselveS, *Medical

.
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students today are remarkableyoung pdople and'I rarely see
the personality characteristics to which you have alluded.

Dr.°Ebere: I must agree with Dr. Schulman. 't'wourd sai, the
biggest problem we have is not competition but that students
donot 4anet2 be graded at all, and for thegood reason that
they want to fielp one another: havethe feeling that we

,may be getting a different kind of person into medigiue today.
.

Mr. Hechinger: If it is true that the'majority of students
enter medical school with relatively less background in the
social sciences and humanities than other students, should
sanething be done in medical school to influence the future,
political and social conscience of the'profession? To be
specific, in the past organized medicine haste tended toward
conservatism in matte relatingto the 'Social progress of
medicalcare." Whiffle that may or may pot.tresult froin,,the
-limited premedicalRreparation }n such areas as economicsand
Sociology and governkent and history, unless the medical
schools do something through their educational programs or
even through a study of their own organizations, what chance
is there to make the totar:prOfession more,varied in social
outlook?

, Dr. Ebert: Through,the work of such investigators as Funken-
stein, we have a fair amouerof :evidence about the value
systenls of medical.studetts during the last 20 years. It is

,clear,that'theirmalues are relatiyely Uninfluenced by what `-

happens to them in medical school. They seem to reflect much
-). more the general value system off, the time. For example, in

t 'he early 1960's roughly 10 percent of the entering anciljgradu:
.atkng students thought national health insurance was appro-
priate and perhaps 10 percent thought they ought to work on
salaries. Today a substantial majority of entering as well
as'graduating students favor such things. In,other i/ords,
all of the manifestations of a more liberal'and enlkliatened
view of medicine seem tochave developed before these people
even got into medical school. I wonder whether the medibal
school itself isgoing to make much difference, whether these
views instead reflect values acquired in con, , or from the
preVailitgspiTit of the time.

Wt Hechinger: In that case, you do not feel that the lack
of4instnuction in those areas, for substantial numbers-of
premedicalstudents,-ought to be corrected?

Dr. Ebert: I believe I would ask first whether students who
enter medicine have value" substantially different from those
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, who go on in any area of science, orroM those who do gradu-

ate.rrk.in the humanities? In otherrjwords, is this situation ,

unique to medicine or is-it really'a description of.what hap-

pens in college?

4
Dr. Edmund D. Pellegrino: It should be noted that a re6ent

survey revealed 98 medical schoolS now offer some formal

instruction in medical ethics. This is a'remarkable, chanO

from a decade ago when you could scarcely find anyone dis-

cussing the subject. Specifically with respect to the humanic
ties, broader' engagement between some of the humanistic
studies and disciplines and medical education is also occur-

ring. There are also 30 formal programs now which deal with

the humanities in,medical education, and another 15 are in

the pliining stage. 6

Mr: Hechinger: On one specific issue raised by the panel ,
tdday,,is there anything the educational program might do to

.
produce more physicians for the'now underserved urban slums
or rural and small, town areas?

Dr. Schulman: Are myou speaking about the need to expose
medical students to these problems, or to create a sYstem

which places graduates in underserved popUlation areas/

Mr. Hechinger: .What I am really asking is whether there is

something in the educational program that can cope with% the

problem. Is'there.an educatiohal alternative,tooverpto-
duction orlovernmental fiat? .

Dr. Chase:. I think I Understand what you are driving at,
but I,believe that both geogr'aphiCal.and specialty maldis-

tribution,must be dealt with at a level beyond thezmedical

school. The incentives for individuals to choose particular

specialties or areas of practice have little to do wigh the

medical school curriculum. Now I am not completely absolving

th4 schools of responsibility, because, obviously, one contri-

butibn they might make is to establish models-different from

, the, super, specia nation that iinow So prominent. It is

'hard to find a g eral practitioner within Most medical

schools. So the are things that Can, be. done but, as long
.

as the currentyreward 'system r ains, it will be hard to
stimu/atesmedical students to m'ke ihoSe choices. And I am

not even sure that different models wo d change things. As

someohe'has sa %d, " vi;can you keep them downzon the farm,

Once therve seen t 'farm ?"
4.

. t

Dr. Ebert: I think there are more thing% that can be done '

than we may r.e doing. First of e 1, it-s'important to avoid .--"-
.
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making any experience.of this kind requited for that is the
kis'S of death,,...We have found that a gre4 many` .of our stu-
dents are looking for opportunities to seve,in rural areas
both 'here and_in deieloping countries. .711 those developing
countries they often learn a good deal more about this country
than they might have if they had looked here. I am convinced
that experiences of this sort do influencellow students per-
ceive problems. Whether they will alter career choices or
pra6tice settings is a still unanswered question, but we

5should'at least provide these opportunities.

mar
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THE PROBLEM 'OF. PROGRAM

P -General Discussion'
4 ,

.
Blir,ticipant: From Dr. Schulman's presentation, / understand

therp are'def,ifi2ensap in some U.S. medical schools
. today but froth Dr. Cha 's presentation I understand that the

National Board of Medical Examiners assures that allmedical
,graduate.are qualifill. Are these two positions ponsistent?
-As,a ertmedipal adviser, can I.advise studentg to 4o to any
school in our country on must 7 caution them about some of

',.

Dr4frvinrSchulthan: I do have a grqat concern about the
quality of medical education in some-American medical schools
:add, therefore, about the quality of their product. The

National.tEoard.of Medicar.Examiners measures primarily cog-

.
nitpe things. I think.we can certainly say on the basis of

.
National Hoard performahve whether students have attained an

.7 acceptable levea of kndwledv. What concerns me.is that

there are other. atfiributes o' a physician which at the moment
canlibt be measured on such examinations _and which Must be
assessed ifwe are to turn out the type of physician-.about
whom Mr. Hechinger was speaking.

Dr. Robert A. Chase: I agree'igitH-that statement. Dr. Schul

man is quiteAright that it is only in those now measurable)),
'components of competency that, we evaluate students: their-

store of knowledge and to some extentltheir problemsolving
capabilities. By utilizing such examinations, we protect the
public against incompetence in those areas of competence that
are objectiVely measurable.4
Participant:' Perhaps I have misunderstood, butI thought Dr.:
Schulman stated that,there is an enormous variation among
Programs inthe 111 medical schools and Dr. Ebert said:there
is a remarkable similarity among them. Perhaps you wo0d try
to reconcile that apparent contradiction.

:.

S
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,Dr. Schulman: I tried to point,out a great siOilarity in
goals among the 117 medical'schoOls, but the tools with"

.
which they try to achieve those goals varyw..rde±y:-.-Many
schools may stpte that they have electivepsograms-esimul-

^ , tiple tracks -but an elective curricullim really requires an
exquisitely sophisticated student counseling and guidance*
system. Withqut that an elective curricul* is really a,

' sham' because students simply float around with nobody tdA

help them. ,
.

Dr. Robert H. Ebert: Well; I seal meant what I said. I
4.

think there is little differen6e ong medical schools in
,... .

this colihti.y. In spitel,of all the so-called modifications,
the curriculum has remalined remarkably stable for the last
65 years. At the Harvard Medical School the curriculum 'r
changes' on tbe.average every I years, end it swings back -ands t^.-.

forth between more required work and more elective work and
:has for the.last 6 decades.

7 ...
. .

' I would also note that the data collected by the
.

LAmerican Council, on EdUcation, the Assopiation of American
Medical' Colleges, and the Rand Corporation for the Presi-
dent's Biomedical Panel reveal4 a number of interesting
things. For bxgMple, in the courseof looking at the impaCt
of Federal xestareh support on medical education and uni-
versities; they discotered that medical curriculum had almost
no influence on the choice.of career. The choice of special-.
ties was no different in the research intensive universities
than in those less so. Neither did the research environment
have,any,influence on the development of primary care redt-

:dences,' Abolit 10 sercent from res.eaech intensive universi-
ties an .about 6 percent of graduates frOim other schools go

pinto academic medicine, but this seems to be determined more,
, -lby the student's background than by the curriculum. ,So I

would,sfy that deSpite what may sUperliciallySeem to'be
substantial difference'N there i'S a remarkable similarity
among our schools and.a remarkably even product as measured
by exaMinations,

A % ,

. .
. . . ,

Dr. Chase: I think bOth Dr. Schulman and Dr. Ebert are cor-
rect. School's are both similar and diffe.rent depending upom
the yardstick used for measurement. For dkample, looking at
examination results, U.S. and Canadian medical graduates per-
ford at an exceedingly high level compared with graduates

'-. from Many mediCal schools in other parts of..the world. On
that scale, these North American schools are quite similar..
On the other hand, within that high rangeof performance
there are detectable diffe ences but, beciuse of thr.restric-
tion in rangel.tMl!differen s are probably not educationally
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..k q. si9nific nt., It is for this reason thaethe "National Board
will no onger report school rankings, for it.seems to me'a

ridicul s exprcise. We will continue to report performance
'in rela ionship to the curve of a highly selected and puri-
fied re erence group of students.

Participant: You have suggested tat faculty members provide
not only instruction in the content of medicine_bnt also a
model from which students learn both values and the practice '

of medicine. If you were planning new edjcational strategies
to meet some of the problems that have been identified here,.

would you deal first'with faculty behavior, curriculum sttuc-
ture, or the examination system as'tle most promising-vehicle
for change?

Dr. Ebert: It'is interesting.to me that at least at Har4rd

, there is widespread student rejection of most of faChlty
a

as models. Studehts seem to think that none of them a4e good'

tenoufgh. And that is probably for the best. I think the real ,

modeling 'probably gets into high gear during the residencY% I*
doubt that any modification of the medical 'school curriculum
or alteration of examinations or anything else is going to,

change that. At its best this hospital period'of profession'
alization produces,a rqsident with dedication to patients
thatAs laudable, at itp worst it produces an arrogant indi-

, viduakyho thinks that anybody outside the Prpfession, and
more pOtidularly outside a given specialty, has nothing'
usefult0 contribute to medicine ow to medical, care., UnfOr,

tunately whateVer the outcomes it has nothing to do with what
consCiously,taught.

. .

.

br. Chasei I dot think faculty models ale important. The

kindofmodtl, However, is really a question of institutional

pra iorties, In ,dther words, given the,choicq, is a school.

likely to choose for laculty appoiritment a pdtential Noel, :-
I:aureate-0°a person who will become a superior clinical

ghysigian? I believe there is a..place for both. As far.as
examinations are concerned, you suggested Ahat.possibly these
could be effective change, agents. I. do think that such 3am-
inations as the National Boards have an effect on curricu7um,

and faculty sometimes complain that this is so, because those
exabinatsions aremade up by the 108 medical school teachers
and. investigators who foal the National Board.test committees.
It'is they who 'decide on the thrust and content of those

examinations. ,41

Participant: Dr. Ebert suggested the desirability of vivingV,

an M.D. degree to an essentially undifferentiated blast bell
that would differentiate after graduation.,1T4is may be xi"

,

, .

..
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desirable but i es he strong pressures and intra-
inatitUtional competition time and attention to three.
different career possibilities: the clinical practitioner,
'the laboratory research worker, and the clinical investigator.
I wonder if theanelists might comment on the balanceramor6
these three objectives in undergraduate medical education as'
it now exists and as it might be in the future.

'

Dr. Schulman: `There is no fixed formula. Students phould
have during medical school the time, -as well as'the super-
vision/ to become involved in all of these things If the
curriculum is sc filled with required activities ttlat the
student has no time to. spare, that student will never learn
about the principles, the philosophy, the techniqUes,-or the
value,of research or of clinical investigation. I believe
not,every staent'should do research, but the curriculum

if pholtilda/lowvopppfturpties for stugents whbbecome interested. 4
, to '*est'"this way of life. I cannot identify a balance in the.

undergraduate Year's between research and patient care. .f

think perhaps the blast cell idea goes A little tob, ,far,."''' We
are,seeing Some tricking and earlier differentiation tari
exited before, buT I have great concern about,reguiring
Selection of a track before

actually
have had the opportunity

to decide which track they ctually prefer.

Dr. .Ebert: I would agree essegbially with what l7r. Schulman
'said. There should be many opportunitiesprovided, and this
is one of the reasons for Some elective time, Unfortun'ately,
when you make everything elective, most medical students will ,f

devise the most rigad kind of curriculum because...they do not
want to miss anything.

Participant.: Does the 1\anel know of any. country that has
solved the problem of maldistribution of physicians in any

0} 4
getmanent. way except thrOugh coercive methods or tinan4al.

,
incentives?

Dr.eEbert:..... I attended an international conference,ahout 2
years ago in which three were representatives from tilmtnited.

-States,\Canada,'Australia, Great Britain, France, Poland,
Yugoslavia, Russia, fhe Scandinavian countries, and others.
All. reported major problems in the distribution of care and
particularly in *getting physicians into rural areas. And so
the answer is really "no," wi,th the possible exception !!!:*

China.

'Df. Schulman: In speaking with a senior officet of the health
sy'stem of China, I discovered that he, too, is beginning to
feel concerned about China's ability to aarntain the present
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system pflequitab?e'distri tion. As young people become '

-More aggre'ssively indepen ent, it becomes harder to get them

to go where the society thinks they ought to go: And that
arl LoubIe us here as well because even if we require grad-
uates to go to underseeVed areas, how long will they'stay
therd,'how angry wilithey be at having hadAo,do and

how will that influente the kind Of care'they will pro4ide?

I worry about'bribery and coercion as tons to alter Aistri

butiod because in the end the patient May suffer..

(Dr. Chase: Our educational system has now genbrated a large
.'-,,r.kumber of students who have opted for training in primary

M' concern is who will be responsible for keeping
them in primary care and keeping them ip underserved areas.
For this reason I think the-Incentives have to be-changed.

.
-' °,

Participanti' The panel, has discussed the attempts to adapt,
curriculum to changing needs, but has there really been
fundamental change in the content of undergraduata medi

education? Medicine is still being taught as a compehdium
/of specialties, is it not? If .this is the case, can we

..rpally:e*pect an endurieg commitment to. the general kind of

a. :'Eractice that we think more medical students ,should .choose
if every, aspect Of,their education from thp .earning of o. '
pathophysiology to^the role models, to the organization off
the schOo4 is a -synlhesis of specialties?

.
..\,..

.
,

-Dr: Schulman': You have posed at ,least two questions. -Con-.

cernirii the organization of...teaching, I agree that medicine
jigpstill'being taught-as' a.grOup of !separatebpecialties. .

Howeirer, as far as content iseoncerned, there is clear evi-
dcnte of significant change. If'you look at 'the National

Board examinations or textbooks of medicine of 10 years ago
and today, the4chasige is dramatic but I am not sure that that

addtesses the issue.

y

. ..-----...

Participant: ,Does the content changsreflect the c env of

the science of medicine? . .

.4k

Dr. Schulman: Yesrit does by and large. tsut / think, there

has also been cohheilt change in other ways. For example,

even though taught as a series of specialges, what is taught

Within each specialty is constahtlY'Cliangingkand the:greatest
changes are taking Place within the so- 'called primary are

specialties. 0 .
V,,

4,
. ,..x . ,.,.

Dr% Ebert: I would like-to comment on the preclinidal years.

It does seem curious, in.a time when biological sciekes are
undergoing rapid advances, that we should cut back on. the
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amount of tine' devoted to theM. Thtemax be ouch more
*portant than the time devoted tb clinical instruction
during mediCal school because there is a long period of
further' education in that area."

One more word. Let's be honest. Medical teaching - .

is becoming more 'and more subdivided as people become'mo-re
'specialized. There are, for example,' no longeer many good
models in general internal medicine. Tile subdisciplines
seep to proliferate at a tremendous rate and each nowsoptS
for a certificate.of spbcial competence.. Each one also
sets up a special teaching program and medical students
get thrust into each for very short periods.. .Levittds .

tracking study showed that among those in the class of.1960
wbo were certified in internal medicine, 38 loVrcent of them ..-8

. Went for subcertification in, some area; in the class of
A 1968, the cOmpAtable group was 55 percent. If we look

ahead, 'among +hose. who aliepdy hold their Boards in medi-
cine, 70 percent are Opting for subspecialty certificat4. n.

e I find nothing wrong with specialization but f do ha
` great fears4,abolit the impact ofcertification in e h v.,

these special Subdisciplines. ,
.

. . ...

. Participant: I understand your views about offering rewards
for teaching, but what if most staff are full -time physi-

, clans but paft-time faculty members who are really not
intaTed,-in achieving tenure or any of the other usual
facult 'rewards. NOW do you get them to take part in cur- .

"riculum evaluaiion,..or. the,evaluaLOn of*Oleir teaching?
0

. .

'Dr. Eberii. First of all, I must say.that medical schools
have hot done very well in evaluating the teaching ability

o

,...Y - of their full-time faculty, quite aside from theiripart-

v
time faculty. Far the most part, faculty are ju'dged on the

.

basis of their.research productivity. If I were to estimate,
the level of concern about teaching at Harvah University, I.
would rank the law school and the business school fiEb.t, the
faculty 'of Arts andSciences at theundergraduate level.next,

- and then perhaps the medical school. The lowest in rank
would be.the graduate programs. I do think there is a gr'eat ..--

deal we can learn'%rom those 'who really,have de4Oted a sign
nificant amount of their'time to the evaluation of teaching
and the mechanisms for rewarding excellence. .

. /
. .

,

Dr. Schulman: But the question was alio, What do you do if
1 aalajority of the -faculty are part-'time people in practice

,

who are not interested.in teaching? Now the issue is, Why , :,,..-

should 'they be in-.a medical school? But even the desire ta
4.,..1each may not, automatically Make them good teachers.

. 1 .

. \

f
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Dr. Ebert: Well, I must say that our.experienceS are about .

th Teverse of that>because ouripart-time teachers probably
do as much tehchog,as any oni.'

Di. Schulman; Please don 't misundersAnd me. I,do n'bt mean
to imply-that the physician.in practice who teaches part time can-
not makq an important contribution to medical education-.-\ What
was .described-here was a situation in which a group of prac-
titioners was assignAd a substantial dole for medical edu-
cation was reluctant to carry it out. That is a danger-
ous situation.

-

Participant; 'Two inddctAents have been leveled at curriculum

design in medical schools: first, that U.:L. process crsaei -

cating 'medical students,tends to make them disease rather 7-
than.patient oriented; second, that tp, clinrcal experience
is a model of cross-sectiopaLand ,episodio, -rather than compre-

,. o.ggi
...nsiveeand continuing M:edacalwareft t IMIndeeeff any bethe4 44,he 4 t

respond o those two criticisms,'

Dr. Ebert: Let me answer the second part first! I think, it

is difficult to offer anything but an episodic crinical ex-
perience as a simple matteer of efficiency. It is hard to
provide continuity because the periods are brief and priority
is given to varied experience. The most effecbiye way to
accomplish 'this isAaio the hospital whichjs alsb_a much more
controlled environment. I think. the greater indifetment should
be addressed to the residency years which remain episodid'aad
oriented to acute problems.. nearly, thatcould, and should, 6
be cifanged.

Dr- Scillulman: I agree with bean Ebert that altilough...the
hoSpie4 as a base for training.tay not be akropriate in
some respects, it has special value at)tpat,stage in the stu-
dent's.1.education when ther.e.i.s.kneed for time,to.think..

'This time is usually unavailable in an ambulatory setting. '

The hospitalized bed patient allows thestudent to learn many
of the things we have talked about: How do you use a- team,

who..are all these people' who deal with patients, and what do

they do for a,livingi 1- also provides time to go to the
library, to comeback, and discuss thejatobIem.with staff.
At that point in the student's education time is very impor-

tent, When you put an'undergraduate medical studept into an
ambulatory setting.. you may destroy the very things the

) student is there to see: Patient care becomes inefficient,

the patient waits to long, and the student begins to -learn
an impersonal,high-cost care metnbd which.is absolutely

opposite to what an ambulatory setting is supposed,to belt

Later on, durIng the residency years,'we-can focus upon con-
.

0
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tinuity, economics, efficiency,' and the doctor-patient rela-
,tionship ih an.aMbulatory setting.

Dr. Chase: I would respond to that in another way. We must
'spend more time listening to students. They are often
critical of the wayfaculty manage patients as people, not

t:so much the wall' they Manage diseases. I think we need not
worry too much about not teaching students concermfoty,pa-
tieitts, but we must listen more 5areful,ly to make certain we
are not doing anything that destroys such concern"

0
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3.. THE PROBLEM 04 COST
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To grapple with the extraordinarily complex prbblemof
cost, one may find, it helpful to begin by noting that fn
1972 this.Nation invested about 7 percent of the $1,152 .

billion gross national propot4in all of education; 2.7 per-
cent, or approximately $21 billion, in higher:educatron. Of
this amount $3.1 billion went to edUcation for eight health
professions (medicine,' nursing, dentistry,- pharmacy, oste-
opathy, podiatry, optometry, and veterinary medic/ne).
Approximately $2 billion, or 63 percent of this-total., was
designatedrfor medicine.' More than half of these dollars
wire derived from grants and contracts awarded for specific
purposes..-This Mealt that less than 50 percept was allo-
cated to general operating support. Well over one-thirB of
this amourk.came'from.State and local government appropri-

it ations. The second largest source (about 16 percent)
represented recovery. of indirect costs of sponsored programs.
Third (just under 1N, percent but growing rapidly), was med-
ical school revenue frdm.professibnal feesAmedical service f
plans). Only 10 p4'rcent of the general operating costs were'
derived from tuition and educational prograh fees. Since 63
percent .of the total expenditure's and 45 percent of the

V operating budgets were derived from Federal, State and local
governmental sources, it is clear that taxpayers provided
the major support fof medical schools whether public or'
Private. - ,

.

)

, The guestion'that plagues those who attempt to under-
stand the implications of these figures is'how td allocate

:,

costs within the expenditures. 'It is generally agreed, for t

example, that the direct cost 4f instruction represents only
-- a pant of the real cost of ,educating hea rofessionals; &

Fabulty members, whose sllaries make u he
e.h_p

,largest part .of
,

the educational cost, not only engaie'in.the tasks of teach-
ing' (direct instruction; teaching pkeparation; and curricu
lum, instructional, and evaluation materials:development),.

tr. A
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but al o provide patient care which is essential to the edu-'

catio I program, engage in research that enriches their own

capacit to teach as well as the substance of their instruc- .
'tion, and take part in general activities that support the
educatiorial enterprise (administration, community service,
professional development, and writing). They also do some

of those things as part of the broader mission of the med-

ical school, independent of the contribution to a basic
educational program. jn attempting to allocate costs an
arbitrary but generally Accepted convention is that basic
#cience department faculty...members should, in fulfillment of

their educational responsibilities, give 35 percent time to

direct instruction, 40 percent to research, and 25-percent

to other ,supp4tingiadmi.9,i.strative, scholarly, and professional

activities. In clinical departments, 35 percent of faculty

time should go to instxuCtion, 25 percent to clinical work,

15 percent to researsh,-and 25 percent to the other kinds of

activities which,are essential to education. Using the

actual amount of time individual teachers give.to the direct

instructional task, one can then prorate the cost of the
other activities Which support that educatiOrml)mission.

- Based upon such'calculations, two recent studies of a

.
representative sample of medical schools have produced quite

'different cost figures. The Association of American Medical
Colleges Study Committee concluded that the annual cost per

medical student ranged from'$16,000 toS2c,000.- The Insti-

tute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences foend
the average annualftost per student to be $12,650 with a

range from $6,7500 to $18,650. When broken down, the latter

.average figure yielded $7,650 for instruction; -$3,250 for

-research; and, $1,750 for Oatight care required tosupport

the educational program. By contrast, the average annual

cost in dentistry was $9,050 (of which approximately $8,500
,'represented instructional cost); in diploma nursing programs,

it was $3,300 per studeral per year;-and'for baccalaureate.
degree nursing programs, it was $2,500 per Student per year.

Salaries represent thejaigest Single cost.iteM-in

medical school budgets (faculty aloneaccount'for 4/3 percent

of that cpst). The average number pf fp11-time-equivalent
faculty members per medical school is 366 (with a range of.

217 to 6V) which provides an aveiagefaculty-to-student
ratio of 1:1:3 (and -a range of-1:0.9 to 1:2.7). T average

time given by each teacher to thp instructional program- was

,113 percent (with a 'range of 13 percent. to 30 percent). In

many medical stho s substantial number of teachers are

nonsalaried vol tears. "They thus appear in. tins but

I

6
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not in the dollar amount: However, they must receive suf-
ficient financial suppart through the private practice of
medicine to make this voluntary effort possible.

Overall, medical school educatiori represents only a
part of the cost of educating aphysician. Internship and
residency constitute an equal .time investment for students
and may involve an.even greater financial investment:for
society, although exact data are even more difficult to ob-
tain than6.=for the medical'school portion of the educational
program. To get some idea of the magnitude of that cost,
there were last year nearly 50,000 interns and residents
in American hospitals. Their average stipend was-approxi-
mately $11,000 (up from $3,900 in 1965). Thus this portion
of the cost for graduate education of physicians amounted
to roughly $550-million. However, these house officers
render important patient care which cannot legitimately be
charged to education (although education is said to be the
,primary reason for internship and residency programs). The
Institute of Medicine has estimated that ,33 percent bf the
.

average 58-hour work week is spent by these trainees'in
improving iheir,own skills as physicians, i.e., in their
education. Essentially all of these costs are presently
borne by patients (or third-party insurance carriers) since
there is no tuition charge for this important phase of the
physician'sstraining.

Having completed basic and_graduate Study of medicine,
every physician is expected to engage in a lifelong program
of continued learning. It is virtually impossible to esti-
mate the cost of this effort either to the individuall
_practitioner or to society.

The cost of education to the individual student is 4..!o-

quite large, even though tuition and fees amount to only 41
perceht of the average medical schoql budget. The-average
tuition in a public medical school is $798 per year for resi-
dents and $1,639 for nonresidents; the comparable tuition fee.
in-private medical schools is $2,463 annually. While; these
direct expenses are the only contribution students make to
medical school operational costs, they represent only a small'
part of the total educational cost to the individual. The
total annual 'cost is now in excess of $5,000 for single stu-
-dents and $7,500 for those who are married ,(now a majority of
the student population). An even larger component of cost to

.a student.is the lost income over a 6- to 10-year period of
-postbaccalaureate education. This substantial outlay of
money, coupled with limitfd,income over a prolonged period,
explains why medical students end theirtraining with an

.,4
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aVerageindebtednesS of between $6,000 and $8,600; more than
25 percent are fAced by repayment of loans exceedin/$15,000.

Although an exact accounting still eludes us, there is

no_questionthat the cost of educating a physician is high

both in'absolute terms and relative to other health profes-

, siO14:6. It is also evident that those, who receive this

education pay only a limited portion of the cost. This fac't

is-greselly justified in terms of the unique service which .

physicians provide, one which merit substantial training

subsidy. Nevertheless, with increasing recognition of other

important needs which society must support and growing ques-

tions about whether such sxpeOsive training is necessary to

prepare practitioners for the health services in greatest I

deMand, the educational practices of medical schools'and

_teaching hospitals are being challenged with respect to cost

.effectiveness and cost benefit. And within universities,'

which are working under ,growing fiscal constraints, the high,

'costs of medical schools, in relation to those,of other uni-

versity divisions, are being subjedted to increasingly

critical scrutiny by both internal and external reviewers: /I

In the face Of thAse issues, the symposium panel needs

)

to Consider four questions:

In the competition for limited public and

private funds can the present costs of medical:

education be reduced? And ifs21/by what

means?

'Oboes medical school education still deserve

such substintial subsidy ihro4hTederal,
State, and local Ilvs sources? '

("Should graduate medical education continue

to be subsidized by'patient care funds ?'

8hould physicians pay a grdater, (or lesser)

paN of the costs of their education?
4

A
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THE PROBLEM OF COST

Stanley S. Bergen, Jr., M.D*

Introduction

2

Why-iS eCost of medical education so high? Does it
ft'have,to be s high? Could it be lower? These arelquestions
often posed y the sources of support for our medical schools
Federal, S tey and lociitgovernments want an answer, because
their cont ituents, tbe 'taxpayers and purchasers of he lth
, services perceive that an element in the escalating c st of
health c

,

re is the high cost of medical education. It.Studentsi,
-parents, and the piAblic want to know the answer to whY the
Cost i so high. It is the responsibility of medical ethics-
tors o respond to these quiStions with clearanswers and to
offe guidance to ensure continuing adequate-support of,
medical education.

The 4oblem of cost, therefore, becomes one of,identi-
ing the elements of cost and putting these elements in

erspective f6r our supporters. This is no easy task; and
higher,education admi,nistration.has provided few guidelines.
We must first examine the existing sources of cost informs-
tioru_giskeLcapar_isons ofth2se costs inn various settings-,
and determine theelementSAWientiii to the total cost? Once
this hag been accomplished, we should have a better' perspective
as to the,levels of cost and should be better able to answer
the questions, Is the cost too-high? If so, can it be
reduced?

Boththe,Association of American Medical Colleges (RAMC)
in 1973'and tt Institute of Medicine in 1974 have Attempted
to deal.withthe problem of cost allocation. Botliptrecognlee_

*Prepared in collaboration with Meredith A, Gonyea Director
,of Institutional Research, College of Medicine and entistry
of New Jersey.
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the faot that medical education is a complex intertwining of

' multiple missions of instructionrpsearch, and public serv-

ice.

.2C/ple.f.AAMCmpproach comes closer to dealing with the

major 604,Irce of cost: faculty salaries and the activities

related' to'that cost. Faculty members not only4instruct
untiergraduates, but also train house officers, mohitor gradu-

ate siudehts, and contribute to nurse and allied-health

educatioh7' while performing patient care and/or ctinical and

basic research. Crucial to the entire system is the willing-

. ness of faculty members to lie involved in these activities

-and the costs that result from,thesA educational products;

We must make efforts to reduce the cost of medical qdu-

cation'to achieve a more cost-effective educational process.

I believe sucli ends can be reached, if only by reallocation

and identification of products. Part of the challenge is to

identi y accurately those costs that are truly educational or

instru tional and even within this category,to clearly deline- °

ate t ase costs tat pertain to medical studentsigraduate
students, housestaff, and other health education professionals.

ReIearch, public service, and health care components must be

separately noted and funded as a commitment of society based

upon teed and demand for each component. Within instructional

cost centers we must be constantly aware of the need to be

accountable for better utilization of our resources through

joint programs, regionalization of health services, and educa-

tional efforts that improve productivity. The utilization of

oint-departments such as has been developed in the basic

science disciplines at the University of /11inois'qr.Michigan

State University should be considered by Other educational

institutions.

The Elements of Cost
-

The Institute of Medicine (I0M) figures may be more

attractive because they are, lower and thus more acceptables,to-

o certain" constituencies; however, the medical educator will be

inclined to consider the AAMC results as'more realistic. Each

format represents one perception of the cost of undergraduate

medical education.

In Figure 1 we examine the IOM and AAMC education costs

with an adjustment for inflation. We find a range of approx'-

imately $10,000 tp $30,000 per year per student with an-aver-

,
age annual cost of $20,000. There is- no question that such

_levels are high when compared to general university costs per

NMI
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student. However, one must relate this cost to the.missions
that a medical school is intended to fulfill.

ft '

For many years the AMA and AAMC have beenproviding a
report on medical schools' financial support by source in
their annual report on medical education.

Figdre 2 presents a cost.per student comparison from
AAMC data (1976)4delineating the total expenditures as fecorded
by the medical, schools, based upon the total teaching responsi-
bility of the faculty. Also presented is a cost per student
analysis of educational expenditures, using the IOM -type
formula. There are significant' public versus private differ-
entiqe,and.regional effects. If one"` compares the average .
cost per Audeht per year for an undergraduate biology major

( of $3,000 with the annual cost per medical student,.there is
an obvious and marked difference. If we were to add in all
the elements not presently accounted,for, such as volunteer
faculty and hospital costs, the differgn4F would be even
greater.

,The'sources of cost related to-medical school expen4a,-
tures are...7associated with the three basic missions of instruc-
tion, research, and public service. Traditionally, instruction
expenditures are accounted for as the ongoing operating pro-
gram, which'is usually divided into four major categories:
1) faculty)salaries, 2) support personnel, 3) direct 'xpenses
for supplies and equipment, and 4) indirect expenses of.
general administration. The-largest Portion of the*opbratiN
program expenditures,, for faculty salaries, averages 40 to 50
percent of the total

The measure most often'used as a test in this area isthe
student-faculty ratio. When expressed as a ratio of under-
..graduate Medical students to full-time equivalent faculty, the
number has averaged approximately 1.5 to 1 for the past 5'
years, However,'this value doe not take into consideFation
other_students taught by the faalralti,. When total teaching
responsibility is considered, the ratio becomes.3,5 students)
to 1 faculty member. The perceptions have been that the lower

.the .number the higher the quality, or the higher the number
the greater the efficiency -- unfortunately neither, may be
accurate.

&eadent-faculty measures'dO not speak t8' the question
of the critacal mass of faculty of various basic and clinical
types necessary to provide minimal instruction regardless of
number of students taught. Thus ,far, no one has been able to
identify the critical mass and hence determine the total

Y.



Figure 1. Undergraduate Medical Education Costs.
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Figure42. Mpdical School Financing: Cost Per Student 1974-75.
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faculty needs of an.i'deal institdtion. 'Too uch has been and

still is left to faculty whim and power-br Gering by strong

--departments and their demands for resources.

The research expenditures orthe medical school, as

well as the major Federal fun ing of special service grants,

are desigdated'as sponsore
program3'and*are recorded as such

in the accounts,. The patient-care expenditures'aa$e often

accounted for, separately in the financial statements of teach-

ing hospitals, and affiliate hospitals, or, in the case of

volunteer faculty, in their private-practice accounts. Factors

such as -ownership and cooperative arrangements between medical

schools and hospitals, therefore; have great Impact upon total

cost. ' The, fermation of a separate corporation for the teaching

hospital, Sta*P ownership, or voluntary sponsorship can obscure

the *real cost of such an activity compared with a single finan-

cial accounting of all costs under unit direction.

In .many ways we are victims of an historical accounting

system which was developed primarily to transact business in .

an orderly manner. , We are now asking that system to provide us

w'th cost - analysis information.
The,systemegas not designed to

p ovide such data, and thus the problem of cost idenillification

c nfronts us. The medical administrator must kevse new

m thods for analyzing costs and thei ,benefits so that cost

enters relate to,the multiple missio s.of a school.

e Control of Costs

,Casts of medical education can be reduced by more effec=

tive u tlization of resources, such as maximizing:stud

enroll ents within facilities, but primarily by'unders ending-

`..faculty activities and utilizing them effiCiently. The e are

mechanisms by which we Can reach such goals, but first must

identify the missions of a medical school and properly id 'ratify

casts, responsibility4for support, and acceptancg bf that'

responsibility as a commitment Of society.

'

Table 3 presents a constructed cost view, prepared from

'IOM and.AAMC data of the range of activities of full-time faculty

members engaged in education at a multimission institution.

Note that to ohtain a value .for direct-contact teaching time.

for undergraduate medica\students, full-time faculty actiVities

such as graduate%instruct on,mpreparation time, research,

patient care, professional
development, and so forth must be

allocated and supported. When a ,school employs part-time

.faculty, usually it pays for direct - contact teaching alone.

Although the-other activities are considered necessaryr thei

133 :



Table 3. Distribution of Activities for Fuji -time Faculty in a Multimission Institution.
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are not represen ed as direct liabilities of the school'sot.
teaching program. Determining the proper,mix of full-time
and part-time fac lty to support the defined missions of an
institution are ivr.tical decisions that affect cost. It

then.bgcomes a que tion for a larger group such as society
to decide yhe'full ostsend benefits of medical education
and to balance thes costs against other priorities.

One way to approach the 'problem is to use the existing'
data for .general bomparison purposes. For example, the aver-
age medical school expenditure per student is approximately
$25,000 per year. If a school is spending far less in one
category, it may well have decided to defer a major' objeCtiv.e
because of insufficient funds. Contrary to popular beliefs,
the relatively small numbers of itudentsin health professions
programs ao,not /elyd themselves to economies bf scale.. This 0
meanAlhat the least costlyiprograms are not necessar4ly the
Most efficient.

Missions Related,:to:CC,st

Once one has determined a reasonable cost,for medical.
school expenditures, it must be ascertained that this repre-
s ents the full cost of the total program. To deal*with this
question, medical educators must describe more pi.ecisely the
multiple missions, of health Stience.centers and their inter-
actions with their community environments. Duplj.catipan must

be avoided where possible. The age oil "me,.too," must be put
'behind us if alterhate method% of providing the serviced'op
the educational experiende can be obtained from other souiices:
Once this is accomplished, apportionment of expenditures from
multiple accounting source4 can be made. At the present time

we have bits and pieces but o real-picture of^the whole. A

note of caution: When one pe orms this kind of Inaly0s,

10 one must be prepared to justify 'Mons of instruction,
research, and public service on their merits a one, rather
than hiding-them under the blanket of educatio We most all ,

be-aware that thereds potentially high risk in lved in such

r definition of missions-and coats. .

, .

". Resloonsibie: lity-for .Sunport . r .'

A

.

4 46,' 0

Who should pay? Table 4 displays a percent tot.alsup-
port analydj.s by source within the program type for` all
medicalschools, divided as to public, or private.) for the
fiscal year 1975, as recorded in medical schools' accounts.

',The table 0ows that: 1) Federal funds support more than 40

)
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percent pf total expenditures for all medical schools. -2)

$ State,appropriatione support mdre than 30 percent of total

expenditures in public schbols. 3) Tuition and fees support

less than 10.percent of expenditures in public and private

school:S. f

Table 5 presents data on the sources of support for /-

university-owned teaching hospitals where major house officer
edupation and patient care activity expenditures are recorded
(Journal of Medical Educatiort 1976).

Hospitals with State funding receive appropriations
,representing more thhn 20 percent ofttheir,total income.
Third-party payers and the Federal GkrernMent are the other
Major' contributors.- In honstage-funded university `teaching
hOSpiLls, third -party payer And the Federal Government -

,vide the primary'support.

' review of the data presented in Tables'4 and 5 indl- , -

.,, 9

cates the 'following:
0

:9

*The principal contributors to-the instrucl
tional mission operating gudgets of m ical

schools are State governments, privet
philanthrppy, the.Federaa Goverkent, and

°

stuolents..., ,

.
:-.. N

,

41The principal contributdr to research and LI

.
sponsored public service missions is the
-Federal Government.

.

,.r.

*The principal contributors to the patient ...

ta.
care mission recorded in teaching hospitals ,

04.

, are the State governments and "third-paity '' .e
,_

.. k

payers. , .

1
- ,

The responsibilityfor-supporting the cbst o£° medial

education in the past has bpbn'shArep by,severAlTaities. It

/eppears that decreases in sup orof.one mission are the . '

result of increases in su'in" ...oftandthe'r mission, or pay

require,such,pn increase to assure solvency. If 'any one sup-

porter is eliminated, its.share Tust be assumed by the others.

Shared responsibility appears to be anac.6epted principle. A

A^ ''' , "VA
A maior problem with the shared responsibility concept

as it now exists is'that each supporter.perceiyes itself as

deafITIg'primariliwith one mission of medical education-while.
. 4

* .
r

0
,h1,

.1. t i)

''',.1. , .

C: ,.
, $ -. -
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Table 5. University -Owned Teaching Hospi ' Source of .Sopport.
. .

Percent of Ibtal Support

Hospitggjiith State Funding "Hospitals Without State FUrding
.'4...ek

Source ' / Fi '72 FY. '74 FY '72 ...... FY '74

6tateAperopriation 26.0 21.2 :

Blue Goss 15.3 -'.. 14.1

0.0

27.7 '

19.3

9.6

0.0

140
26.4

15.1

1217

_

-Caffnercial Insurance 15.6 13.8.

..
Self Pay 8.1 0

, 11.3"
4

/ b
Medicaid 12.4'6 12.8 13.2 12.9.

_...

Medicare 12,1 16.5 204 23.9

County Appropriation 1.9 1.5.-. .

,....,

72.

City Appropriation- :.1 __
.1' :1

Additional Welfare Payments 1.2 1.7 .8 '.9
I.

Other 7.3 ' '7.1

4

9.0
,..

7.8 ,

.
'Dotal 100.0 100.0'^ 100.0 100.0

..

, 4' -

Source of Data: XANC Datagram,^Jcurnal of Medical Education Oly 1976,
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in fact it is supporting portions of multiple missions.
Therefore, individual perceptions are limited to the segment
with which each is dealing. This causes ign emphasis to be

:placed on parts of the cost, rather than attention directed
toward an economy of the whole. Several points seem evident,
First, the cost of medical education is high and will con-
tinue tobe high even in its most cost-effective state.
Segond, the benefits derived from the multiple Missions of
medical edUcation when explicitly identified at least balance
the costs if not, outweigh them. Third, when in proper cost-
benefit balance, the full cost of education deservei support.
Last, the responsibility for supporting the cost of medical
education should be shared by the beneficiaries in direct
proportion to the benefits accrued.

Society must decide how much research and service it
wishes to obtain from our medical schools and openly accept
and support, these efforts, 1

*Themaredong-term goals; however, should like to
suggest 3We-immediate steps which me educators should
be taking within,eacti 'inStitution. We 'mist: 1) examine all
sources of funding, with proper accounting of these sources
and identification of what is the intended purchase and prod-
uct', 2) identify clearly the multiple' missions of.a.mediaal'
school with specific.alloCation of all costs to cost centers
such as undergraduate, graduate, and housestaff education,,
patient care, resdarch'and so on;, and 3) seek societal cpn-.

currence and national commitment to identify clearly and to
acceptipese missions so as,not tb include such other' elements

r -as the annual per-student educational cost. °Each supporter
AN.

Mist be able to identifyiproducts,and missions fulfilled. 1

With the need for greater accountability, and with the
great interest in and criticism of the cost of health care
and medical edncatioR, it is incumbent upon all medical
administrators to assure thejpublic that each element is
defined sppcifically so that supporters can identify their
contri utions, what they purchase, what products are obtained,*
and wh t missions are fulfilled.

M dical -schools and other institutions involved in the
educati a of health professionals ,must be subsidized by public
funds as a commitment of society to support this national
resource. Unfortunately I believe that the future will bring
diminishing Federal support now that the goal of increasing,
the number of available physicians apparen4.44-ras been.ful-'
filled by the financial stimulus. We must balance the

139
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,contribution of public dollars against the concept of govern-
mental control and mandatory service,'if ode future physicians
expect continued freedom of choice and flexibility with
respect to location, specialty, andtyps of practices Future
subsidies probably will be tied-i'o service and other.-restrica
bons and /or requirements despite the Carnegie Commission's
(1976) ca11 for "a,stable,base" to be proVided to the schools.
While one' can argut_Adefoinitely the phildsophical aspects of
such a choice, the only available options to- public,subsidies
.are the following:

OGreater .private 'contributions--a difficult
pursuit in today's environmeil.

*Greater economies, whioch,while possible,
are limited.

41Silable contributions from clinical faculty
practice.

Greater student or doWieUtion.

,Xhepatient, much like the public sources, has bocom
increasingly resistant to the support of medical educatio
as a cost of health care. In many cases we are considers
the same public dollars that provide capitation grants.
ThiS.competition for a share of Federal health Fare resources
will intensify. With the current attacks on heglth care
costs, suggested limits for medicaid and medicare reimburse-
ment, hospital rate review, and certificate of need programs, .

I fear that a vulnerable area may be the component ofL-the per

plans,\i

diem rate alloc4ted to medical education: The insurance
comp Hies, union welfare funds, and employee benefit
themsehres under pressure for economies, will look to this
area\as a possible point of cost reduction. 1 broader base
from ither State tax dollars or-increased tuitions seems to
be Ch onlyoavailablealternate source of support.

1

hfle I believe most would agree that Medical school
education has been a bargain for many years, there are those
who advocate' completely free medical education. Such an
educational system would be accompanied by the correlate of
long-term obligationAtal.the State. The issue of increased
'tuition payments is a complex probleth which includes such
variables as: 1) student commitment, 2) supply and de
3) future earnings-potential, 4) free enterprise, an 5) the
right of. the purchaser to hove a greater voice in d ermining
the product. -
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Physicians. do earn -great economic rewards but, as Dr.
Reinhardt (1976) hag recently observed, so do many others;
and this income occurs at the other end of one's career.
Dr. Reinhardt notes that physicians' income represents' only
12 percent of the total of all health care costs and, based
on 1975 - costs, a25-Percent reductibn in these salaries would
decrease expenditures by only 2.7 percent or less than 0.2 .
percent,of the GNP'(grdss national product). Many students

-carry great economic burden, having incurred significant

debtafrot undergraduate education. Each year of medical
school becomes more costly for basic maintenance, and the
total cost burden, including tuition, carried,by the stu-

4

dent will increase in the future. These thigh Costs need to
be carefully balanced against what the student and family

can reasonably pay, Moreover, countermeasures should be
taken to avoid the adverse effects upon total health care
costs of graduating into practioe large groups of practition- /-^
ers whi?are encumbered by debts so sizable that they feel
obligated to liquidate them quickly by ni911 fees and earn-

ings. In addition, we must be cognizant dk the service .

payback- programs and long-term debt amortization.

ywv

In summary, I believe that the previously favored posi-

tion enjoyed by medical and health profession schools in
,commanding a large share of public and private resources '

will diminish. State governments will, in turn, experience
greater demands to replace Federal.subsidies and will expect
accountability by graduates to respond to local and regional

needs. There will be increased scrutiny of the allocation

.
of health care service dollars to education Ind in part
these reduced funding sources will,be replaced by increased

contributions from students and greater identification of
cdst-centered funding for research, patient care, and other
activities of a school and its faculty. Ale must continue to
emphasize to Federal, State, local, and- private philanthropic
officialk the need to fund adequately alL these functions as
national and regional resources. The loss of adequate fuhd-

ing for even a briefrpeZiod child have a destructive impact

upon the health and Physical well-being of our Nation and

society in general.

4.
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We were asked
summarized briefly
costs be reduced?
subsidy at current
subsidized by dare
their education?
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THE PROBLEM OF COST

Roger J. Bulger,e/D.

1

1

to a wer fOur,quest'ions which can be
as fol ows: 1) Can medical education
2) Shou there be continued Government
levels? 3) Should postgraduate.years be
dollars? 4) Should M.D.'s pay more of

'But a fifth question should be added: How difficult,
' or easy wil-1 it be to make wholesale changes in the current
situation?'

Li

For'my part, I find these,questions to be second order
questions, the answers to which are to be founded upon more
basic'and fundamental considerations. Rdalizing that such
a comment may indicate that I have no intention of answering
the .four questions directly, let me do so at the outset by
'indicating that for the time being, my answers are: Yes:'

yes; ideally, no; and yes. Having said that much, let me
proceed to what may be the more fundamental concerns.

. .

- The first observation I might make is that these ques-
tions are now pally public policy questions, mAtters yhich
involve the public general,ly and which are no longer strictly
within the parochial purview of professional educators',
scientists, or students--and it.is noteworthy that no one.
representing the latter perspective is on our panel. 4 -

Each question essentially concerns values to which there \
is no immutable, obvious, or completely rational or correct
response. In each case, today's right-answer may become
tomorrow's mistake, since any answer to any of these ques-
tions is interlocked with prevailing'societal views of health,
disease, doctors, and the vaiious health care establishments.

143
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Such matters as the following 'have a strong impact on
societal answers to our four questions:-

40How much do we value health?

*How much is'high technology in health to

a be esteemed? How much will we continue to
invest in artificial parts and dramatic
individual interventions compared to pre-
ventiveneasures and mass behavioral
approaches to changing habits that impact
health? How effective'will these mass be-
havioral efforts prove,to be? How successful
will we be at controlling health care cost's?
Of what nature will be the public's general
attitude toviard, science and technology? How
successful will physicians be at sustaining
their profession's identity, integrity, and
high publid image? How soon,if at all, will
physicians' exalteaeconomic standing ton-
tribute to their decline from the premier
place insociety? How successful will the
profession-of medicine be at developing an'
identity with halthwomotion as distinct
from a singular focus on'disease? How much
of the blame for the spiralling health costs
will the public Place'4on doc'tors?

/n essence, I'believe that societyat some point will
0

say, 8 percent of our GNP is the limit to'spend on health
..

care--or 9 percent--or 10 percent--or 12 percent--or it is
.11

only worth 6 percent!, Moreover, when and where that bound-
ary is set will surely affect kow much society:will pay for
the education ,of its most visible health professionals.

°/n addition to the value society places upqn tediCine,

medicgl science, its existing practitibne4s, and theeffective-
ness and efficiency of current, health care, other-fundamental
societal concerns will impact on our four questions4 such as
our national drive to equality of opportunity. We must ask
whether medical education shall be open to all deserving citi-
,zens regardless of ,their ability to pay; whether America still
holds firmly to the idea of%a university that includes the
inqtitution as a storehouse of-knowledge aneialent and infor-
mation for the benefit Of ourselves Ss well as our progeny (and
I fear for the maintenance of this latter aspect particularly!),
whether society wants the State to control all such endeavors,
or whether it wants the State to be able to exert a moderating
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or influential force rather than holding total control; atd
we must ask how strong our national stance shall remain
vis-a-vis the,desirability of diversity and heterogeneity.

' pldividuality may be sloppy and in some ways inefficient and
uneconomical, but we tend to believe that it is generally
more desirable than one central and nationally uniform way
of dpjng things,

If our federal Government gets too pOwerful a hold on
the medical educational budget, let no one doubt that its .

operatives will Ae that hold to make any and all kinds of
hubstantive changes they think desirable in the educational
process. We should be wary of that and we should, I believe,

a healthy respect for diversity. As with research,
we do not want one small,grpup of judges to choose the tar-
gets'anddecide how all of us will attempt to hit them. Let
meturn again to the specific questions apsed to our panel
and further develop Ay own answers.

Of course, educational costs can,be reduced, but ope
hastens to add that in some institutions the costs probably "1141

should be increased to better provide the elements of.an ade-
. 'quate education. First,teduc4tion costs ought-tobedefined

andragreement reached as-to a single method for measu6ng
these costs in all medical schools. I had thought that a
uniform cost accounting system would be the most important
single outcome of the IOM study and I still believe that
medical educatiOm generally Would be better off if the educa-
tional establishment could come to a concensus with the
concerned public'and governmen.tal constituencies on an appro-
iriate cost-finding methodology. I suspect such an attempt.
would meet wittilresistance because many institutions may be
afraid of what the impact might be of agreeing to any one

p such method.

As most medical educators know, many educational activi7
ties are also associated with other activi iesand/or other
products; thus one can either increase or d rease the imputed
cost of education by assigning more or less o the joint
product costs to'research -or careOr service tha to teaching.. ,
7t_seems clear that in some institutions, education dollard
ale supporting research, while in others research is support-
ing'edUcation.

Obviously, the simplest way to cut'cOsts-in a labor
intensive activity is to cut personnel. Indeed, the IOM
,Study showed that the major difference between high'and low
cost medical schools was in the faculty to student ratio. It
is my own belief theft the multiple outputs ofMedical schools

,
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(graduate students, residents, research, and so on), taken
in the aggregate, do justify society's investment. The

challenge for the future lies in justifying the educational

dollar per se. For me, this means separating out, with accu-
tacyand consistency those costs attributable to undergraduate
education and making those dollars as cost-effective a#
possible in meeting each institution's educational objectives.

As ftr whether there should be Continued subsidy at ,
current levdls by local, State, and Federal Governments, my
-answer is "yes," but that subsidy must never become so large
or dominaitap to become controlling. Public and private

institutions should stand and flourish. The different
missions appropriate to some prkvate schools as compare'di'w1th
public institutions should be eatefully respected and cher-
ished. In our zeal to be responsive to public concerns and
relevant to sckietal needs, it is crucial that we value the
independent search for creativity, excellence, and quality
thaels especially identified with AMerica's great private
universities, For me, the essence of the interface between
public and private in a private medical College is a delicate'
balance between some public influence and ultimate private;

control.

Obviously, State and local3Investment in medical educe- '

tion is a complex subject, even if one decided to focut on
one locale or one State, much less' the whole c4hatry. Because
of this complexity, I will not attempt to explore this sub-
ject, except to say that it would seem unlikely that funding,-
from such sources will increase, at least when considered ,

collectively.

Should the postgraduate year be subsidized by Tatment

care funds? My answer tgo4phis question IsA"no," assuming
alternatives are found. This As aibig assumption Because
"education" dollars .are, even more soaree than "cage" dollars,
and I presume thi5 cirmstance*is'the'basis of AAMC's
resistance to changing the currAt funding pattern. There

is an equity -ctlestion as to whether14 15-morereppropkiate
for users td pay for th%pducat4onyproviders t1ey pay

met by contributions trom 0Atient nd po*tal
for servIc%vor whetherlhoseYthic ional;_ps gioulObe.

c r'
patientsthat is, through the tax ystem'.

0 6

On theone.hand, one could develop a lo ical and 4'97 "
k

'

pelting argument for Federal support and Su} equent.condbrol

of postgraduate training, because ten agentral Oannfligg

mode could work coherently at meeting manpower needs.
Alternatively, since there is a greater correlation_bet409s z

-

.

.1
14, ,
ela V,

4,
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'place of residency training and location of practice than
there is with-tfedical school locus, the argument has beep
advanced that State GoVernments ought to provide educational
funding. This is already beitIV done in many States with
mandatory family practice residency prpgrams.

4 -

My own preference ie for the latter epproa , because
it links t- Subsidy more,closply.to regional needs. It .

an be used as an additional lever to tie residencies to the
a'ademic health center. Here again a.uniform cost-finding
method must be.adopted to impute the proportion of r idents_1_,

stipends which is an educational expense and should ot,
therefore, be charged to health care. A third optic)
be to ask the individual,resident to'bear the educational
cost, working through a modified "Yale plan" of deferred
repayment of a Federal or Office of Economic Opportullity bank
loan. .. -

The answer to whether M.D.'s should pay more for their
own education is affected by future control on physician
income and /or tax reform. These possible chengss notwith-
standing, I find most apOtalifig ehe potential befits of a
modified Yale plan for medical students, in which a proportion
of annual income is donated to the ichool bp-the individual
rather than via the Govtrnment.

Although I wisp it/were possible to wait and see how
the current generation of students handlestheir fees and
incomes, I cannot see society being able to tolerate much
longer the combination of fantastic physician Atricomes and
equally fantastic educational costs which theTublie4s
being asked to support in ever-increasing fashion. On balance
I find most compelling the arguments for at least some subsidy 400._
via the student to the inSEitut4o4; even though this may do
violence to the time-honored.goal of public education to keep
tuitions 16w. If-the subsidy co4es via individual students,
they will become collectively a more important constituency
in pi?Ogram determination; and I think that is a far healthier
sit ation than to give that influence to the Government.

George Wright's article (1974) on.financing medical edu-
cation is useful espeCially in that Lt demonstrates how
difficult it is to find perfect solutions to these problems.
In my own vied all four of these questions have answers which
'are interrelated. Ldo not believe wenow know enpugh to
make the most intelligent choices and suspect that more care-
ful and detailed analyses of various optioiis.wOuld be useful
and enlightening. No matter_how careful are our logical
analyses fro first premises to 1 st, change when it comes

tal
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is likely to be political, piecemeal, and incremental in'
nature. We arri7ed at this peint by using whatever...resources.

;Were .available to get the job done, and logical attempts at
wholesale restructuring of the entire system in a more co-
herent way are likely to do more harm than good--unless the.
effort is exceedingly well planhed.

In summary, I believe most institutions must move to
cutteducational costs or at least prevent them from.rising;f
Government'subsidy elkfuld be sustained-although at least
seme.of these dollars might flow tithe medical school through
loans to indiyidual students; and medical.caie_dollars should
not support resident educgAion if adequate altefnate funding
can be found.

b

Lastly, it seemplinevitable that be under
considgrable pressure lo assume more of the burden-for their
own educations, both at the undergraduate and postgraduate
levels. 4

A

The need to make some progress on at least some of these
items is the result of the gradual-At inexorable coming
together in the public mind of t?e following: high cost of
largely Government subsidized medical educatift, the finan-
cial status of physicians, the belief that physicians create
their own d and in generate escalating health care

_.-costs, the develop ng theme being trump4ted bye a few loud
voices that the medical model creates more probli,s than.it
solves, and the determination of.clearcut physician shortage
areas that seem\to defy correction sheet of a mandatory
placement via something like the National Health Service
Corps. If the profession continues to fight'off all initia-
tives that addresq these issues, I fear the public may suddenly
withdraw,its trust, turn on the prtfession, and substitute
by governmental fiat highly disconcerting and perhaps destruc-
tive manor new-initiatives.
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THE PROBLEM OF COST

Mark Splaingard, B.A.

Today's American medical establishment is grappling
with a wide spectrum of issues, racing from the definition
of death and euthanasia to the rising cost of health care:
In particular, utilization of resources has recently become
a topic of scrutiny. Whether it concerns kidneys or dol-
lars, Tjtstions of utilization have evoked responses, often",
conspicuous b¢ their lack of substance from medical, legal,
and goVernmental institutions of this country. Included in

this controversy of cost4'utilization is the funding of-
medical education, namely, who should finance it and under,
what condirions.

The purpOse of this paper is to present some critical
financial issues, explore in detail a few of the'maSor
points, and offer suggeStions to possible solutions.

11, The first question is: What costs are we dealing with
in discussing medical education? From a'fiscal vie*point,
a recent afialysis (Challoner 1974) estimates the cost of an
undergraduate mediCal education as falling betwee, $16,000
and $20,000 per person-per year. This is in,comparison to
a cost of $6,711 for the education of a graduate student
(Jussin and Mueller 1975). It is estimated ttat State and
local funds supported 18 fierce4 of,this post in 1971, a
sharp decline from the 34 percent share in 1947. Support
from Federal funding has increased, however, from 20 pen,
cent in 1947 to 45 percent in 1971, with a high of 55 per-
cent in 1968. The remainder of the cost is-met, for the
most part, by medical services income, with private sector
contributions comprising only 3 percent of total support in
1971. Student contributions, almost 17 percent in 1947,
nc average only 4 percelpt of thd-total educational cost.
There are inherent diffiJulties in'studies of medical educa- .

tion expenses, arising from 1) the somewhat arbitrary .'
evaluation of faculty allotment time to duties,
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2) the.eamount of. research "basic" to medical education,*and

$31 the,hosPital resources necessary for students. Yet,,
regardless oC small variations in analytical techniques, the
point i9 made that medic l' ducation.is .txtremely expensive.

..=,

A recent study (Jour 1 of Medical-Education 1915) bleak- . '14-.

t
ink down components of medical school budgets istof particular

l

'interest-9:n -that it revealp the wide variety of expenditures
and.1 ultimately, total coits from xi./ n"to institution:
T.ab1e 1, for example, shows the, remes betw e two types of,

.

institutions.

TABLE 1. tatparison of Two Sets of

Medical School Budgets,

Budgets in Thousand Dollars
,

0

mpua Institutional

Institutions Cost FcpAnges Besearch Clinical Other'

26.% . 9.6 10.0,

16:4 6.4 4.7
3:8

3.5 .

.3.0
.41 2.8

IA spite of tie limited scope4Of analysis for the study.
(only eight schools were examined), with the exelusio;t4of mind*.
regional cost differentials, ths results show that a -large
portion of medical education experiontures involve support pf
research, fiesearch expenseslrange widely among institutions

-- studied, flp a high of 38 percent in the most expensive
Institutions to a low of 22.5 percent in the least expensive

}, *Institutions: Interestingly, while the absolute figures -vary,

r
the Proportion of expenses alloted to institution differ only,
slightly between institutions, that is, 30 percent in the moat
expensive institutions versus 39 percent in those least expen-
sive. While admittedly close coordination of teaching and.
patient care responsikilities is essential for student train-
ing, thus making difficult the Separation of education costs
from those of patient care, it is clear-that institutional
differences in. total educational4expense reflect in large

',,degree differences in research expenditures between sChools..

In short, Medical education today involves large capital
investments, mainly'government borne, and has a large basic
research coMpbnent included in its cost. The 1976 medical
student is subsidized to a greater degree than his or her 1947
counterpart, who paid then only,a fraction of the real poaeoi
education. These points are not generally appreciated by .

. many, including students themselves.

t
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, _The xorevioug discussion concerning ,the post analysis-of

Is medical school exk)entes is essentially'quantitative and, to a
certain degree,-objective. The subsequent sections,. contain-

.
ing views supportive or critical of the present financial
structure, are not quantitative since they deal with value
judgments and certain inherent. biases. I shall now turn to
the issues of controversy and summarize the major arguments

of each position. This,stile is adopted in riope of present -'

ing to the reader not only the issues themselves, but also a

cross section of the divergent views.

The key issue of who should phy forpmedical education
stem- s from the age ofd,controversy concerning who benefits
most from edecation,, society or the individual. Many pro-

portents of the present system whereby - Government supports a

large share of medical,edimation take, the position that medical

.education provides an essential pervice to-society by proyiding
a steady supply of physicians,,thus increasing the Overall
standard of,living-within the general society; The learning of
medicine then satisfies a desired social objective, hhd should
-be subsidized by society. Subsidies are made,'to education in
.genera1, it. is argued, arid it is ridiculous not to finance,fhe:"

filial steps in the process of.producing health professiori4s,
be they physicians, dentists, nurses veterinarians, or me9, and .

r. women in allied fields. If it wants doctors, satiety should
encourageadequate training through adequate funding, according ,

tothis-view:: It is further-pointed out (Science 1974) that

one -fifth of,the"tot'al physiciah population in the United

States is now comprisechof'foreign medical graduates, who are

tlained at no expense to U.S. taxpayers, andwho would comprise
the graduating classes'of 40 average -size U.S. schooli.

Americans are actually undersupportihg their medical personnel,
and more GOvernment subsrdization of schools and students

. should be occurring. It .is maintained that the U.S. should

stop siphoning the medical trai1ees from other nations, hence

augmenting these countries own shortages and'taking away from
them responsibility for finanting their own health care systems..

,,,Aptintrary to thitthe position taken by many critics of

present medical education financingis that medical educatiOn,

like other forms Of gher education, more directly benefits

the recipients. of the Adusation than those in other fieldi. It

isAlerglsed that physicians are among the highest paid Members'of
society, with an average annual salary A approximately $45,000

and lifetime earnings in the neighborhood of $1/
Government should not be.supporting the education of people who,

upOn graduation, will reap ,huge financial windfalls without

obligation,. It is maintained that.UWents should be held
-
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responsible for 100 percent of their educational expenses and
be forced to deal with either private institutions or Govern-
ment for funds to finlace their training.

.

Thus, two views based on different philosophical atti-
tudeS can be presented. Which argument 'on this particular\
issue is more accept-able, mormustifiable,.or more-porrect?,

." One is forced to decide. Yet,' this decision may Seem bled

,P44
and white Compared to the second controversy related to,,the
financial issue, namely, pertonal freedom of the students
involved.

Critics.of th4 sent system
1

argue that Government fund-
ing in the paSt has pla ed nG obligation on students or schools
exceptthat the money b used fOr dduc;tional purposes. This
has led to expansion of facilities Ond production of mere°
M.D.'s but has not alleviated health problems in'many areas
-because of a maldistribution of physiciani. Impreisivesta.-
tistics point out that physician population ratios are much
WWer in inner city and rural areas than in white suburban
'areas.- ,Thps, despite their tax dollars supporting medical
education,verpin areas t short changed. A solution to this

s ,, inequity, according to Oopionentp of,this argument, wouldsbe.to
place Stipulation students and schoas in accepting Govern-..
ment funds./A,11evrating maldistribution and, hence, improving
`general health could be accomplibtfedkby charging students full:
'tuition for their education end allqwing them te;., borrow money
from the Government in exchange for a yet unspecAfied number of

"years of. service in a specific Goyernment-assigned aces, in
this- case, one having a shortage of physicians. To ensure
success of his "service - subsidy" program, it is further pro-
posed that Government funds should be used to suppork schools

tudents only if aceetain percentage Vprobably 2,5, percent) ,4
of,eit er the students of the entering class or the entire stu-
dent,p ulation were to accepti6Government service-subsidy
funds. This measure would assure the availability of enough,
physicians to solve the maldistribution problem in health care
quality.

f 'Opponentd/of the idea of mandatory service-subsidy

4 /
ftinding--those in favor of no restrictions on subsidies -- argue
fran a variety of positions. Some people feel that charOng.
.ful l tuition, with only GOvernment service financing a% a
reasonable.pethod of students meeting tuition costs, would
result in'42"%chism in the student-population. Wealthy students
would' be able toafford eduCational costs no matter'Aow high,
an they could enter the,luCrative specialties and subspecial-
ties, while poorer students would be forced to accept Govern-
ment service as h prerequisite to entering medicine, thus
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spending years in possibly unwanted primary care positions in
unattractive areas to finance their education. In this manner,

' it ii,felt; inequality of health care in society would be con-
verted to inequality of student opportunity based, n on -

ability, but on wealth. In effect, poor students wo u be

forced into accepting a physician draft to get their medical
0 degrees: -

The alternative, .in line with, this viewpoint, of a sta;
dent borrowing money from a private source.at 10 or 12 perce t
interest virtually precludes any student upon completion of
his or her education frbm moving to a poorer areae Even if
the desire to dS so exists, the medical school graduate is
confrodnd by. ractical concerns. The amount of debt amassed°
may dictate a move to an area where assurance f'as much re-
imbursemen; as possible is guaranteed to more quickly diMinish
educational debts.' ,

a
, .

. .\
, %

Other arguments 4vali. e,been constructed against servicec

. . stipensis. One can argue that all education is subSidizedto
some - extent ,and -a dangerous precede' t is set by allowing .

'Government, thrOugh its support of_education, to dictata-__.
.,,,i,based on futurd guarantees of service to the Govei-nment) ,the
terms of who should be admitted to a given profession, in ;his
case, that a percentage of the'student population must accept.
Federal service-subsidy grants. Allowing GoVernment tocon!-';
trot acceptanceindb'a profession b&ged upon its determination 4

. of the need f or a.given skill is' contrary to our social and

legal heritage. It is aintained that the igsue is whether
GoverAentiphould b& allOwee a hand in selecting applicants to
a profession based, not merely on sex or race, but on willing-
ness to serve the Goverpment as well.' It can be argued that -.
with the highly competitive nature of today's mealcalschool
admissions process,fit is likely that all but the most gifted
students, in spite of financial position, would accept the
Government's, teems for Subsidy. By accepting the subsidy, he

. or she might better inprease'the chance of acceptance -into
medic.k school, given tie requirement that 25.percent of the

.
classoust be composed of people withtoverninent subsidieb.
ThiS practice would place even wealthy students, able to pay

*
all posts, in the position of accepting 0,Overnment service as

4 condition of ,gaining entranc9 into mediOal school.

4-
Finally, critics oC4service subsidies contend that.the

mos common argument-for'institut4pg this plan, namely mal=
diAributin is i.tseLf specious. As yet no author, govern-,
mentalof otherwise, hat been able-te.1:11.ate what-the optimal

.
physiciaeloopulaton ratio is or even, more specifibally, at
what point,increating the pl)ysiciap/patient ratio would improve

1'5'3
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health care. The inability of the Government to concretely
define what ismeaht by quality health care and, even more
important, to determine the cost of such card to the taxpayeFts
weakens Government's claim of the necessity of regulating
education for the reasons of improving maldistribution aud
health care. What is being improved and to what end is the
question these critics want answered. Since there is general
agreement that environmental effects play a mote important
role in improving public health than physiciips, has Govern-
ment's record in such areas as public housing and pollution
control, to name a few, been so outstanding as to warrant its
entering'another field, namely, medical education? Aommon
view of Government officials is summed up 'by the following
letter to the New England Journal of Medicin-A(1974)4 "They
can4tyin a waromanage' an energy,crisis, control inflation
or even run an honest house

. . . incompetent meddling fur-
' Cher compounds' problems as happen% with everything big

Govprnment gets involved in.':

Thus,-I have presented the major points in the present-
controversy over medical funding. -It is obvious thatI'feel
the only rea-listio means of firiancing medial education as
either from public resources or from the individual student/'
The private sector, once respondible for 10 percent of medica31
budgets,%presently contributes only approximately 3 percent of
them. While this might be slightly increased, Tail to see
priyate contributions as anything more than token support,
simply by nature of the amounts of money involved. After con-
strutting the various arguments; I was led,to further scrutin-
ize the issues at hand. Two points need to be expapded.

, .

First,. concerning pAysicians' earning§ and the fact that
A only 4 percent of medical costs .are paid by students, talks

With tec experts reveal some interesting points germane to the
didcussion. The average physician earns approximately $45,000
a'year. Estimating the annual income of a college graduate to
be approximately. $20,000, it can be" calculated that the col-
lege graduate will pay apPrOximately $?,500 en annual taxes

,,compared to the annual average of $g,000 phid by; the physiciah.
The estimates assume itemizing of deductions for both, similar
familysituations, and housing values of approximately doub),e)
the,yearTY salary (An accounting standard). One obseivatione:

re-
` paid

in less than 20 years, the average physician has rd-
paid the Government the fUll cost of 'even the most expensive
medical,eduqation. Thus, physicians are in effect good
investments for Government3n purely financial grounds sine4
it another 10 years (or, in a thtal of 30 }.ears) axes. will be'
collected fp5m the physician:at a4higherrate than that 'for

.the taxes of a,co/lege graduate (approximately $55,000 in
;

.

.. , :
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'total). There is-;yet another observation, that some individb-: lo,,-

als will earn 4;4 pay in taxes large amounts of money without

-,.. . educational subsidization ofany kind, for example, rock stars
'

t 5 5 -0

,.and athletes. Yet, on a statistical basis, educational level
'4"--1/ 4

is still a sblid'indiCation of income and tax levels. Thus,

physicians, through the taxes they pay later in their careers,

reimburse the GOVernrient for any subSidired education,.at

least for that obtained in public schools, :. .

,

'A second point concerns the issues of subsidization ser-

vice 'grants. Personal conversations with lawyers Rave eon-

vinced me that according to present laws, students can defatilt

on Government loans at graduation and can only,be held legally

responsible for reimbursing the GOvernment of the' face value

of the, loans and the accrued interest., This Allows the pos--

aibility (no doubt alrbady arrived at by some) of students,

-eSpecielly.wealthier ones, taking Government funds as an edge

for gaining medical school
admission and later refusing serv-

ice '4t'some.convenient
time, preferring to pay back funds

rather-than to fulfill service obligations. This behavior

would obyiously'defeat the purpose of the entire program, and

maldistribution.would continue
despite Government action.

Two possibilitie
exist; one is that laws could be changed,

,4i.th heavier pen'altie's to those who default. This action, I'

,am advised, would be subject to 'lengthy, expensive court

'challenges Which might ultimately fail to uphold such a law.

The other pbssibiIity is that the al4eviationofmalflistribb-

tion, Government's main concern, might be better approached

°through admissions
committees and new types of medial. schools

such as the Rockford and the Peoria Schools of Medicine in

the Uniyersity of Illinois system. These share an emphasis on,

selecting the .type of student
Whose background lends itself to

snitller community living and on,providing the type of educa-

tion that allows exposure o rural populations and their meld ---.

-ical problems. Which alt rnative will ultimately be chosen

depends to a lirge extent -it the success of programs like '

these. - -

1
After weighing

theAprevious, arguments, I have become

convinced that funding for,medical education is 'a responsibil-

ity of government at all levels and the individual student. A

goTeAsonahle compromise, I have
concluded, qbuld be for students

to-pay /hat I have termed the "instructional cost" of their,

education, that is, $6,000 to
$9,000 per year or 36 to 39 per, ,

/ cent of their total educational cost. Government at:all

leyels.but mainly Federal, would assume responsibility for the

remainder ofthe medical school budget, or 6']'to 64 percent Of

the total Cost. :This proposal, although arbitraty',, has ;,con-

crete basis: Students would be financing only the'instruci'ional

0.%

1
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cost of.their education, which is the area most directly
affecting them, whereas Government would assume responsibil-
ity for research expenditures, which are used directly to
benefit society as a whole, and hospital costs, which have a
large patient benefit-component.

.

/n addition, he problem of students finauctng this
$-6,000' to $9,01)0 per ea'r in tuition fees could be solved by
insi'itution of an income-contingent loan.fund of the type
described by Friedman and Kuzents in 1545 and 'applied to
medical-fInancing by Strauss in 1970. This plan works like
"insurance in reverse-in that thestudent receives educa-
tional funds or "benefits" during the school years to pay for
education and, in turn, promises to pair the "premiums" cover-
ing the amount loaned plus interest when he or .she begins

- earning fair wages. There are numerous variations to this
bas4.eplan, mainly concerned with methods of repayment, but
suffice it to say that whethera'fixed percentage of income
or block payments are,Used in repayment Of the debt, the pro-.,

gram allows students to pay:;the cost of their educatio'n based
on their future earning potential,: The main problem in insti-
tuting such a' progiam is that a large amount of capita). is
necegary to finance the initial portion of the program before
it becoMelself.-sustaining.' Tederal Government, with the
money'i4017Tresfromdiscontinuing-di4Oct capitation payments
for student.education, would,belan 4611 candidate for init4-
atingruch a program, Since yi-f-tah* no support of it would
be required.

1

This propbSed program has certain4opeal since students
ultimately would be financng,a greater portion of their7edu-
catconal expenses, and Governmentlunds would be released after
a flewears for use in other areas. Yet, this process would
occur in_such a way as to allow the student flexibility'in his'
or her ultimate goals and does not dIctatetha.the or Ahe *ish

-heidlong into moneymakifig,to repay, loans quickly. Government,
on the other hand, Slowly decreasestits total support of edu-
cation and initiates a self-supporting income contingent loan
plan at the same time. At.

,.The adv6ntages of'thia plan overdirect capitation is.that theGovervent gradually reduces its share of health edd-
cation costs, and hence might channel these resources into
/,other health areas thaf need financial support. The advan-
tages of this plan over direct student payments that cover
total educatiOn costs is thitstudents would be held respon,
sible for support of research and,hospitaLszosts, which are
of more general benefit to society than are instructional
costs, which relate directlyX-d-tkie student.

,.
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The'goals of any funding program for medical edUcation
must not only be adequate in terms of financing, but also
with regard to consistency, in the sense that pKograms be
allowed to develOp and grow unhindered by lack of resources!
Students,in schools have a right to demand fair treatment in
funding of their educational programs; the public has a right_
to see that its money is spdnt in its best interest. By

involving both elements in the funding of medical td:40,
it is toped that' the physicians of the future will
sive to society's needs, and society, 'in tuf., will cqp-

, sciois of thdrdemands of the medical profes ion. Ast as the
issues are complex, so are the resolutions, necessitating
coordinated effort be'tween Government, the medical community,
and the physicians of the future in providing the medical
edudItion and a health care system for the future.

S
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THE PROBLEM OF COST

-John E. Corbally, Ph.D.

The Overall .title.of this bicentennial symposium pro-

vides one subject f9r discussion which has not been covered

fully by the panel sessions up to this point. The term;

"contemporary world," has a certain conciseness and implidd

clarity which- lulls one into 'believing that we do understand

what the-contemporary world is. The term is a generaliza-

tion which. will be analyzed-and perhaps even synthesized

thiaafternooaunder the heading "One World or:Many...,"

but even that discussion ma'.dismiss lightly the meaning of

"contemporary." As I attempt to consider the costs ofmed-

ical education, I am struck by the need to consider "why,'!

".where,".and "when," as well as 'the more common terms',"to 4

whom" and "how much." In these days of "accountability," and

of "cost-bendfit" analysis, it is not enough to project aver-

of national cqst data per Some unit for ''any activity in

rder to arrive at estimates of average costs at some future `-

date for that activity. If I restrict my vision pf the world-.

to Illinois, it is clear that the costs of redical-education'

conducted in Effingham may differ from those conducted in ' °

Chicago Or in Urbana -Champaign. It is also fleir that the

. costs to produce a specialist member of a medicarfactory are

different than are the costs of producing a MarcusWelby--if,

indeed, tither is what we want.to produce. Furthermore, one

needs'to consider the contemporary or, future makeup, pf,ttle

MrediCal team: What kind and What quantity of medical practi-4

tioners are funds 90 be spento produce? If technology

increases the capability oficomputers and other 'related.tech-

..- nical apparatus,to assist in the tractice of medicine, will

we *ncreatingly consider the preparation of medical program-

* , of medical equipment service personnel, and of medical

equipment operators to be part of the cost. of medical educe-

on? What por'tion of the cost of technological. hardware is

to bea part of the cost of medical education?

.
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-Another important question relates tothe roles°of
various groups and individuals in defining the products of.
medical education for' which "production costs" are to be

ftincreased. In the broader context of the support of higher
education, I have wondered aloud about the.possibiity that

owe are haVing support problems because we are providing serv-
ices which wee as professionals, believe the people should
want whiae the people themselves neither want those services
nor want to pay for them. Could it be that in (Jur prqfes-

- sional zeal to prepare the perfect contemporary medical
practitioner, our definition of "perfect"'contains more com-
ponents and requires more dollars than may be requiredby the

-people's definiti9a of "perfect." While I decry what I con-
sider to be the new mantle of expetitise granted to those with
least expertise under the guise'' of "consumerism," arid do not
want as a patient to define how a physician should learn what 041!*
he needs to know or even what he needs to know, I &o have
some views about'whatf)want and do not want from my physician.
I imagine that my views will not be the same as those held by
a group of physidians and medical educators, and 'there-Tay
well be some cost variations depending upon which piew onl
adopts. If you describe to me what-the cost will:be to pre-
pare What your vitw says I need and if I 'fail to agree that
I need what you say I need, I am likely to prefer saying "no
new taxes" to approving yOur costs.

.

What I hope I have made clear is that bbforl'I am pre-
pared to discuSs who should pay how, much in support of medical-
education, I must ask some basic questions about,the practice

" or delivery of-medicine and about themeaning of the term
"medical education." I am unwilling to aslifte that what we
are doing' is fine and that the calculatiopi6f future costs is
a simple process computation involving inflation estimates
and, numbers of degree recipients. I could just stop here
becauseif I am unwilling or unable to describe the magnitude
of costs, I am logically unable to allocate the burd.n.of
thope costs among various sources oCwrevenue. However, as you
are well aware, pboblems of- logic do not deter university
presidents as they travel their appointed speaking rounds and '
I will not,' therefore, permit them t4 deter me today,

°Whatever the costs and whatever the products, funding
medical education will remain a probleM and fundihg
education will remain a complex proces5'. In y,ie inn that
problem and that process, .,first believe that.sdciety, the
people, the public--whatever, 410 want-to Call our collective
selvesrequire medical personnel. We support medical educe-

1 tion for us, rathil than for physicians or fo'r dentists ON,or
other health persanel. 'The public in its role as taxpayer,

'4.
t".
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then, has a crucial stak_in medical education - -a stake much

'
more,cruCial than is true of a student -in- medical educati'r.

a facultY.member or clinician, or a medical researcher. 'nage-

of us who (house noeto be physicians are doing quite well,

thank you; and any person who chooses not to go to medical -

school will survive..-prOvioted that enough people do',choose to

go to medical school. Regardless of how wealthy a real -o' l' ' _

imagined physician may become, we, the people--rich and poor

rather than he or.she, the physLcian, are.the primary benefici-

aries of medical education. There is no more reason to charge_

.100Medical student the major portion of the costs of schoo ],inq

' tha ther is. to do the same to a basketball player or to the

11.....)

sch of t acher Who becomes' a,wealthy university president.

Depe d. upon the-soc4-al-importance one assigns to medical_

personnel, to basketball players, and to university presidents, ,

-therehere may even be, reason to charge, full costs to medical

students than to the latter two groUps. Note carefully that X.

I said, "ThererAi be... ."

The social need for medical personnel is a national

needj,really an international need, but the complexities

introdudedry a recognition of that fact simply defy my gr p

today). W lie we may argue unendingly about input criteri

designed to ensure .that State-supported medical schools serve

only something called l'in-State students," the fact is that

at the outputlend of any educatiqnal *ogram, one product is

mobility of the "outputed." This fact, is as true for Ph.D.'s

.as for M:D.'s, for journeyMen craftsmen as for CPA's, or for

coSmetologists as for certificated teachers.- Stated advan- .414.

tages.of.education at any level are opportunity and mobility.

Thus, each of us in this,Natioh has a stake in the output of

medical education throhghout the country and, thus, a heaVY

'component of support from the people in their Federal or

national taxpayer roles is legitimate and necessary. Too

often we forget the many roles we play, as cititens of a demo- °

cratic republic., Each level of government is supposed to

serve a specific set of purposes and each level iMpacts upon

every other level. Each one of us is an integral parr of a ,

variety of governmental levels'and itt is not a case of "us

and them." Our basic problem is to determine which of the IP

many governments of which we are a part can meet what purposes

best and to consider combination service and.suPport packages

where such packages make sense. -
. I'

..-
.

.
. .,. Because I do not believe.in monolithic control over

Curricula or methodology in any educational undertaking, I

ea f.eve n seeserving State control in _higher' education through
believe

support of, higher education. Because of the major

national purposes met by some programs of hitjher education,'

45,
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including medical education, I believe in.rederal supporf of
some programs of higher education. Thus it is olear to me
that both levels of Government- -State and Federal- -must be
involved in continuing and stable ways in the support of the Or
costs of medical education.

,

Moreover, since funding from both levels is provided to (\

meet pubfle purposes, we in higher education and,in medical-
educatiOn must be prepared to accept some public "strings" on,

those..public support dollars. Our vigilance must not be
designed to avoid all "strings:" it must be designed instead
to guarantee that the "strings" are only those necessary for
the attainment-of publid purposes and that they bear an intel-.
1.igent and rational- relationship to ele realization of stated
public purposes. If we wish to chooseAto attain our purpo es '

without "strings" andrei7 a if.we argue that our purposes oin-
cide with public purposes, so that "strings" are unnecess y,
we must recognize that th logical result of such choic will
be the diminution of publi support and,of public dollars on
our behalf.

As :most of know, t "string" issue is at the'hehrt -
of recent debates over the co tinuation of the Federal Health 1

Manpower Educational Assistance Program. My view of..these
debabes is that we in higher education vacillateln our views
bf governmental "interference" as they affect our prerogatives.
We are uick to submit proposals for categorical support pro-
rams that have obvious impact upon our curricular frfiedom and

-guick_to cite our need for absolute curricular freedom when
othe funding proposals surface. In fact, our primary freedom
is still oun ability to accept or to refuse to accept govern-
mental funding, and for a public university even that freedom
is far ,from a olute. 'Public higher education derives from
government an is funded to achieve public purposes. Our free-
dom must be r cognized-as existing within those.limitationh.

I will of attempt to produce some magic formula to
reveal what po tion of the costs Of medical education should
be supported b Federal funds and What portipA by State funds.
The answers to such questions are partly ideological and
partly.pragmati in nature and no formula can be said to con-
tain the 406o1 to "truth." I tend to believe that the sk-called
"bread and but er" suppo t is best supplied by State s§4res
and that Federal suppo t should be supplemehtal to State sup-
port: The correct p oportion between the-two sources, never-
theless, will vary rom,time to time as cots vary, as pubic
purposes vary, and as tax structures at the two governmental
levels vary. The creation and implementation of'public
policy - -or politics - -is not an absolute science and today's

A
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fopaula for success` converted to tomorrow's

formula for.disaster. -Just ask those public school systems
witti,enroliMehi=drivAn,support formulas how well those for-

^ -0.
, mulfta are working today and ,the problems of reducing public

'policy decisions to mathematical models will be readily

. aprrent.

Lam now left with theqUestions of what,bosts the

students should bdar and of what costs patients in education-,
related hospitals or tther Clinics should bead'. Were again,

,Ifice these questions from a pragmatic rather than from an

idealistic point, of view.' I can argue idealistically that

2, both students and patients should bear nb share of the costs

of medical education--the former because they are paying in

term of forgone income and because they will pay later in '

support felatedto their income; the latter be-

they are randomly selected and because their circum-

'1
sten 's do not logically single them out of the pop'ul'ation

aa'a'whole'le being eligible. for special medical education
.

assessments.

In reality, however,.we long ago decided°that the stu-

dent in higher education Should bear some burden Of the.cost
g 1 of higher education through tuition and fees. We have devel-

.:'

fp
oped complex tuition.and fee'schedules and have developed '

`)P
complex student financial aid programs to assist students in

paying those charges.. The overhead costs Of assessing,

d collecting, and depositing student tuition, and fee income and

d

of determining eligibility for, awarding, and managing student

scholarship and loan programs are viewed as necessary costs of

doing business in higher education and obviousliare here to

stay. My pragmatic view of the student share et,trip, suppdft

of his or her higher education, inclUding medical education, -

is that history has seen the estahlishmeneof roughly Consis;-0

ent ratios betFeen student fees and cos O of eAucaio,n and

that thfutureyill see general faithfulness to those iatios.

It PS only asone attempts to develop theorie to justify.

specific ratios on other than historical grourlds that one

falls into traps of logic and into arguments of almost a the- .

ological nature. -I defy anyone td "prove" on any 'grounds ttMt

student charges at 10 percent of.costs are more or. less varid

than student charges at 40 percent of costs. It is only.as

one approaches a student share. either of no percent or 100

percent that true philosophical arguments make sense and

neither share basis has represented nor will represent reality

for many years. So as costs increase,*siudent charges ana'

student financial aid programs will increaselatjboth will lag

and will be direcfly related to pribr decisions relateto
Oovernment.funding of medical educatiOn.

a
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Finally, I arrive at the patient. My discussion to
.

this point has not included a description of medical education.
Now./ must state thatI consider medical education to include
teaChinci in programs of undergraduate, graduate, and c ,pntinu-
ing medical education; research; and service.,/In each 7of these areas of medical education I would argue on behalf .

of funding from bottithe State and Federal levels`and on
behalf' some,support-through strdent fees. To the extent
that a tient receives medical services which are offered to ,Adet m 'cal education purposes-;as oppos#d to the receipt of
professional services which ha en to be provided in a facil-
ity where medil aakeducation al takes place --.I find no'
logic in asking that_pailent to ear a special 6Ortion of

s

itedical costs. It could, as a matter of fact, beargued that
.f.he jtient in a medical education faci4ty experiences cer-
tain inconveniences (for example. student rounds) for,which
he or she might leel entitled-to a discount. The mostper-
sutsive conclusion I can .reach'is that the inconvenience on
one hand is equalled by the special high quility of a medical
education facility on the other and that the patient should'

.

pay what'he or she would pay without respect to whether med- -)idal,Mucation,is occurring there. The costs of health care,
are different fiCal 'the costs of medical education and should-

. remain:SeParate even. though it must be-recognized that the ,
.:1- costs of health dire for everyone do incrUdeiComponentsrewT.

..laced to the costs 'of medical education. Health-care costs,"r.,
. ,and--parrt.icularly professional'fees are not an exact science
,y, and 615;ikinsly include factors relatedito one's preparation to

deliver health care or to the developmen 1 costs-of equipment
_and of techniques. But these costs are rne by all_patients

:and patients are first of all citizen of a society. The
costs of Having health car& ready f the citizen who becomes''
a patient should be, in my view, citizen cost rather than a
patient cost.

1:

ir -
Before summarizing mZcoMments, let me also mention the ;.

crucial:nature of corporate and individual philanthropy, nd
specialized programmatic support in any analysis of the sup-

. ,'''port'bf'medical education.' While the total amounfs,comang
frgai these private sources may be small !Oen compared with.
the overall costs of medical education, these amounts often:
provide the crObial margin in research efforts, in student
.assistance, in library and other ilacilitY development, and.ill
facultyiand 4taff development. Any discussion of the support
bf the costs of medical educationlkhich over].00ks'the compo- ,
nent provided through private gifts and grants is ilipomn/ete:

,
("^
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Although'I am clearly dealing with generalities rathe

with specifics related i9 the topic of "The Problem of

Cost," I cannot escSpe the, nagging concern that the cost of

medical eduCation is.only a minor subtopic in the overall " ti

issue of cost;-that is; the cost of,the delivery of health"

care is of far greater
concern than is the cost of preparing

the medical delivery person.. In the various cost indexes

which afe read by all Or us-each month, it is the cost of.

.health care rather than the cost/4 medical'edubation which

has major national economic impact.' kam not totally certain

why it costs over $i,000 to
provide my father with a room for

30hours 'in which to die; I do nbt easily undeutand reported

health care bills equalling tens of thousands of dollars

,which are faced by many in oug society:i-To what avail are

the costs of medical education if increasing Umbers of people

find themselves'unable.4o
afford the medical care out practi=,

tioners are prepared to,provide? Is medical education tram-

ding theopame path already walked by teacher education? No

One'alert to.the needs of our society today should argue with

a-straight face that we have too many teachers or that pro- .

sgrams of teacher. education should be redIced and'even elimi-

nated. Yet many,do make that argument and do o with straight'

faces. It is apparently better in the Minds.of many to have

too little education
provided than to paywthe costs of suf-

ficient education. Is that view to represent trend or are

we still Tifficiently persuaded that a long life--even an

unedtcated one - -is -important
enough to induce us to bear the

-oostr.

' I recognize that the costs of health care ar.e-Alo t in-

eluded in my assigned topic, but we are talking about the

f costs of preparing people to provide a needed public service

and the-costs of providing that 'service are*at least worthy of

. - mention in this context. f
4111. In the syMposium brochure, thi-s descfibed by

two questions. The seconq question 'hag'6.ito do with sources of

funds and / have dealt with that_grea at'some length. The

first question aSks how much Americain fact, the Imeric.ilt

people--can afford,to invest in medical education. a/k Nation,,

which pays professional
basketball players an average salary

of $108,000 a year; which supports An _escalating number of

amusement parks which cost a family of fourNan average of '

$120 to $150 for a 2-day weekend; which considers medium-Priced

cars to retail for around $5,500; and which supports a seem-

ingly'endless number of-
X-rated-books, movies, and massage

Parlors can afford to invest in medical education whatever it

believes'it.wants to invest. Our national question ism not- -

-.wkat we can
afford,,bur.rather, what we-Want to support. 1Our

N.

\
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problem at educators is to determine With the people 'the kinds
of. medical care they want and to determine the best ways to
prepare personnel to provide that care. The peoplb can afford
the costs of those preparation programs regardless of the
amounts involved. Our task is to ensure that those kinds of
programs are what we are asking` the people to support--even if
that support may cost them a weekend at Disney World. If we
are providing those programs, it may cause problems down there
in Orlando. = .

I
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THE PROBLEM OF COST

Critique and Challenge

Alton Blakeslee
Discussion'Initiator

Mr. Alton Blakeslee: This being a bicentennial symposium I
. tried to learn from several medical historians what medicine,
was Pike 200 years ago. They told me that in 1776 physicians
were held in very low esteem indeed. They had limited edu-
-cationss they ranked low on the social ladder, and their fees
were relatively small. The main methods of treatment were
bleedirig and purging, and seeing a doctor, apparently was
really hazardoul to health. In the ensuing 200 years medi-
cine hasgbecome perhaps the most respected of all professions.
Nevertheless there has been some recent erosiOn**of-that posi-
tion, perhaps becaudepeople expect too much from medicine.
Moreover, the Art Snide and Alton Blakeslees may unwittingly
have contriLuted to that fact by reporting with excessive.

-- enthusiasm the research advancements which turn out later not
to be as great as`the initial research reports might have led
us to believe. There is also envy or resentment of certain
aspects of medicine/and physicians themselves contribute to
this by their sometimes gbdlike behavior.. .

We are told, on the one hand, that it,costs an average
of $20-,000 per year per student to educate future doctors.

,. I think the publid wouldfind this 'a very high figure, par-
'tictlarly in414erms of their own annual incomes. It would not
be unexpecteetc have them ask if all that expense is justi-

.r.fied. On the other hand
ft,

the background paper notes that $2
billion of tax money go to megical elducation each year; and
it you divide $2 billion by -200 million people, you arrive at
$10 per capita,. whch,,,is only $40 a year a,family of four is
paying meducate doctors. My question is:' Does the public
have any concept of its role in providing future doctors?, 'Do_
you think the petiole are aware of this responsibility, or the

need for it?
A 9.

.
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Dr. Stanley S. Bergen, Jr.: I think the publiq is berttming
more aware of -.this particularly as they feel the pinch of
healtkoare costs. The media are beginning to expose this
story. Unfortunately, news stories are too often inaccurate A
and, not infrequently, are covered over by a heavy layer of
emotionalish because this may.be the springboard used for a
political move by an individual or a pressure group. One of -

.0, our failings as medical educators is that we have notmade a
concerted attempt to take our story to the public, to,explain
the elrents of cost, and,to contribute to an understanding
of why theyare as high as they are.

O

Mr. Blakeslee: The subsidy of medical education from tax
money is higher than that for training in any other profes-
sion, is it not? , .

. .

Dr. Bergen: As far as I am aware, yes. I have no idea what
the Government puts into training an astronaut. It may cost
more, but there are very few of them so It is no a Comparable
issue. Certainly among other.professions, though, it seems
there is no other grbup with support comparable to that of
medical students and mediae]: education.

kr.. Blakeslee: It hgs been.said-that faculty salaries Make
up the largest part of educational costs. In the background
paper it was noted that the faculty to, student ratio can be
as ldw as 1.0 to 1.3, which is,almost private tutoring. Is
that really necessary? Is that an element of c st that would .

be reduced if education were carried out differe tly?

Dr. Roger J. Bulger: Well, aatually, I think we may not know
whether the quality of education in an institution can be
correlated with faculty to student ratio. ,My own feeling is
'that we will begin to get answers to these questions because
the national health.bill is now higher than that for defense.

What. worries me is that we do not havt a consistent and
generally Icoepted wayof accounting for costs which would
allow us to examine truly comparativedata, then defend
lOgicallyTthe institutional 'heterogeneity.wjich is so vali- t
able. I think an answer to your question ought to- be forth=
coming from any4school, so that they could tell you convincing:
ly what they do with the 1.0 tOk1:3 ratio.' I suspect there
are schools where the-rPatio-isibo high (for example, 1:6)
that you could argue it borders on the inadequate.' But we
need consistency.in the data base if we are to be successful
in describing and defending our positions.. The costs are
new sohigh that we are all going to haye to start.talking to
the public in the Ake way about the same numbers.

.

1
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It may be of interest to note that in. the course of the

fnstitute of Medicine study of costs a group of experts was

askectto project the necessary teaching requirements for a

new 4-year school for 100 students in each class, including ..

how many hospital beds, hpw many residents, and how many

graduate'students are a legitimate element of such, an enter,-

prise. Their bare bones figure 'called for somewhere around

220 full-time equivalent facdlty. The critical faculty mass,

to have .a good medicil thool then is not small.

Mr. Blakeslee: 'Is the salary level for the fadulty in a

medical school seriously out of line with that of people who

ire training teachers'or lawyers or other professional's?'

Dr. Bergen: At risk of entering labor negotiations, I guess

I have to say that it depends on what the faculty.individual

is doing.. If individual faculty members are only teaching,

not doing anything else, then,yes, they are being overpaid..

'However, if you expect themto deliver patient, tare, to

supervise house staff, to do research, and to carryout all

the,other public service missions of a medical school, then

in the currenthspectrum of payment for professionals they

probably are not overpaid. If anything, I think a case can

be made, at least in some.schools, that faculty Are not

receivin4o*a wage or salary commensurate with what-fellow

professionals can get in private practice or in other

endeavors..

Dr.-Bulger: In public schools, at least, the educational

portion of faculty salaries generally has the same range as

that in other university divisions: ,Thus the basic.science

faculty generally receive the-same salary as other professors.,

On the clinical side, however, supplements are often provided

on the basis of what people earn in delivering patient care.

Although those salaries have gone up, and seem 'ery high in

relation to those of anatomists, biochemists, an duc ors,

generally they are in line with,those in the-ppen market

place. Jin t

1

Mr. Blakeslee:4 We all know that the public is highly crit- el'

ical of the high .colt of health pare, of' which medical

education is a part. Society seems esi5ecialIYThritical of

the high income which physicians enjoy. The argument that

this was justified by long years of "slave labor" in intern-

ship and.residency is no.longer as'persuAive when the

average stipend for those traineeis now $11,000 a yea,

which is about the averageor median income of theAmerican

family.today. How can that argument still-be used when Many

.people in other professions algo'have a long training period

before, they begin-to produce personal income?
, .

.1 44
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Dr. John E. Corbally: 'Z think the argument has Chan ed. For
any college educated person there issome foregone income and
at is particularly large for those who undertake programs
that require up to 10 years or More beyond high school., How-
ever,, theargument not bAsically a wise one for physicians,
or anyone else. 'I could poiht out to Mark Splaingard-that
most of us have not yet been wise enough to figure_out how to
deal with the income tax problem through the magic of incor-
poration, which would undoubtedly change the calculations of
income tax paid by the average underpaid university president
or physician._ We find, for example, thatthere are few indi-
vidual physicians Oat we can put on our payroll any mere
because we have to deal with their Corporations. That has
nothing to do with, their services, which continue to be excel-
lent. It is a tax strategem and a legitimate one, but it
does mean that. some of the arguments about these fiscal issues
are subject to discussion and interpretation.

I go back to the Cisic point of view that costs of med-
ical care, of university teaching, of plumbing, of administra-
tion, or some other variable, are, determined by the law of
supply and demand. I guess the reason some of us feeldis-
tressed about what we'have to pay physicians is not so much
because" we resent anybody earning that muchmoney, but whether
they give us for those dollars what wedreally think we would

'like to receive. if there were a better match between what we
get and what we think we should receive, I doubt we would need
to'Argue so much about the costs Of medical care or how much a
physician makes or.the cost of medical education.,

Mr. Blakeslee: Are there any courses in medical schools that
cost a great deal but are not necessary? Is that part of. the
cost being reexamined or being continually examined?

br. Bergen: i really believe you cannot answer that question
in any general way. Such judgmenti depend on the school 'and

'its'determined miissions. We,have two medical schools in our
system right now. The one 'adated' in Newark, in an urban
environment with a disadvantaged population, has to mount pro-
gkams different troM'the school located 1 the suburbs where
there are other demands in relation to unity hospitals.

. What may loOk to,an_outside observer as eing unnecessary may
have very good'reaSon for being supported within that instic,
tution.

0
Mr. Blakeslee: How much of the cost of running a medical
school reflects the cost of running Affiliated hospitals?

"", Are they rurrefffciently relation to what therdo cost
medical schools?
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. Dr. Bulger: I think it fair to say/ that most schools do not

'transfer any significant educational subsidy to major or

affiliated-hospitals. Those hospitals would often'like more

.
support from the school and can make soMe particularly stiong

.., arguments for> such support.

Mr
BA0

lakeslee:Blakeslee: Mr. Spl'aingard made the point that the aver-

age physician repays th,Government the full cost of even the

most,expensive medical education through taxes. in less than

20 years. Does, that calculation imply that all of his taxes

represent repayment for the Government subsidy of his educe-

Lion ox is he also paying for roads and public school's and

things'of this sort?

Mr.. Mark Splaingard: The point I wap trying to make was that,,

a physician, because o,f A higher inceme,'paYs more tax, and

the difference in taxation levels woul 20 years repay

without interest what the Government ha i ested in that per-

son's medical education. I recognize,' owev , that-this is

an overly simplistic way to analyze a complex oblem.

.

Mr. Blakeslee: The Millis report included-a sttement that
the beneficiaries of medical education are the individual

patients, society as a whole, and the physician. ',The patient

benefits because medical service results; society benefits

hecause,there could be no public welfare without the well be-s"

ipg of individual citizens; and the physician benefits because

he is afforded the opportunity to gain a professional ski.:11

which will produce an unusually substantial reward in monetary,-

social; and personal terms. The lAtter idea implies
.physician has something to pay back. The Yale plan for repay-

'went has been mentioned as one method for accomplishing this-

4pal. How widespread are plans in which physicians support

the medical schools from which they have.graduated?.

Dr. Bulger: Basically, the Yale plan is an economic opporturv,

ity bank from whiph students borrow the money to pay for an

education and repay an amount and at a rate based onincome.

What I aM trying to wrestle with, as a represe6tative-of-a'.

public' institution, is what President Corbally said about the

philosophy of public edUcation: My bias is that'th,leVel of

physician income has now become a threat to the profession

and I would rather compromiseon the public educatInn"-philos-'

.ophy and attemptio have the profession, through the'private,

'sector and not through governmental agencies, pay back what

has been invested'in" medical education.
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TpE PROBLEM OF COST .

General Discussion

Participant: My question is promptedby Dr. Bulger's7comment
abaut,unifoim cost accounting and the issues that may be
raised in connection with the National Health Development and
Resource Act (93-641). Sinde'medical schools are generally
health care uoviders, they a e included among the various

,.,health system agencies affec d b' the Act. What cost con-
tainment efforts will be dem nded of medical schbols", by

..../1
their State coordinating councils, for the health care )stem.
that involves both the school and its= own teaching hospital
Or affiliateMospitals? The question may at this point be
unanswerable but it may become a significant itifluence in the
.next 2 Or 3 years prior to institution of national health
insurance.

.

Dr. Stanley S. Bergen, Jr.: It has certainly surfaced in New
Jersey. We are having serious discussions and are feeling
pressures upon our teaching hospitals. We have taken the

rPosition that they shoU d be considered. different type of
'hospitai,and get some. )c nd of favoredifeatment bedause of
that difference. Thus Car, the authorities have not agreed
With'ihat position. Tile coordinating groups are also begin-

,.
ningrto ask how much they should be involved with medical
uca4on itself and especially in detevnining the nUMbv of
lide.niFTWgraduate because that is one of the driving "
orces,behind theipost of medical education. I think your,

' -observation istighti certainly in New Jersey it is arousing
dlinterest already.

Participant: Th anel has attempted'to defend the high cost'
orrphysician.educat on. f have two questions: First, do you.
6411eve the public is better access to physicians or better
access to health care? Second, are increased physician man,'
power and better access toealth care synonymous? Numerous
ealith'iirofessionals:afe prevented-by restrictive medical,

practice acts fro providing services for which they have been
trained. Oculd or responsibility. -of the medical school then
be that of providing leadership 3n developing new models for

172
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...

health care delivery, maximizing the potential contributions

,,,of these health,professionalS, and thereby providing better

access, cost benefits, and greater efficiency?

_ .

Dr. Bergen: I think the publicrs-ambivalent-on-the first
.

issue. Most individuals seektto want access to a physician.

They are not convinced that are from other members-of the

team is equivalent. I think the medical school has a respon-'

sibility to foster team efforts and to use less costly methods

of providirlihealthcare. rWe cannot dispense with physicians

wIlere thy are needed. I do think it s our responsibility to

'encourage. the use of other health prof ssionals, to provide

models, and to advocate the devdlopmen of such models oUSide

medical schools. It has certainly been s wn that if you put

a physician in an area that,has no need fo another doctor}

yOu can be sure the additIonal physician wi I generate an

,added $200,000 cost in health care. If we p physicians

where they are not needecr, or if we graduate M re physicians

than are needed by the country and they contrib to to. further

poor distribution, we will.certainly continue to calate the

cost of health care However, if wacan find a way pf en-

/couraging physicians togo where they are needed; wemay

avoid that effect. ,,

. .*.

Participant:, It has been said that the most Important thing

in the world is not money 4ut love, and that doctOrs ire very

fortunate Acause they'love money. Our panelists this morn-

ing hay emphasized time and again that doctors are a national .

resour e, 43ut.they do not seem to ye come out four square in

saying at if physicians are a national resource and if the

Nation is providing for their education, then they have a

service to provide to the Nation. :I would find,,ithelpful if

1 could hear from-the panel ether,they'would,suppbrt the
,,,

view that if medical educe ion is being sign4icantlY suPported-.

by th tax dollar, the productof that education owes a period

of de vice in return and that such*practice would be a reason-

able' s y for us to function. '
. /

, . /
Mr. Mark Splaingard: 'I 'think it is hard to disagred=thatme

have a gaeral responsibilit7 of that kind. The problem is

41*
with ll:the specifics that ha ver been worked, out Satisfac-

0
:4toriIr.' How long must a med cal graduate work at What, and

where? It is with the particulars, not thegeneral Principle,7--

that gets everybody sb upset. - ,,

Dr: Roger J?' Bulger: I can easily answer this because I am ,

too old and incompet"e"nt to havetto serve: I think we must

recognize and accept this responsibility.- There is a gdestion,

fpr example, as to the constitutionality of a draft. I think

r' ..
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the current manpOWer bill is very work-able. I would also
note that,the profession itself can, and shotild, address
this question of providing more adequate health services
to all tihe people wperevei-lhey are located.

Dr. Bergen:. My answer is yeS as long as it is equitably
done. That is the only stumbling block right dew.

4,
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Background Paper tN

4. ONE WORLD OR MANY: AMERICA'S
ROLE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

America has a long and honored history ot contributing
to the medical education programs of less developed nations.
Before 1940 missionary organizations and the Rockefeller
Fbundation were the prime sources of this assistance, making
major contributions to the establishment of more than a scare
of medical schoola.in other lands: Since 1:94Q, the pace-has
quickened as other philanthropic agenciei (suchowag the

'Kellogg Foundation, the,China Medical Board, the Commonwealth
Fund, the Milbank Memorial Fund,and the Josiah Macy, Jr.,
Foundation) have made capital, operating, and fellowship
giants to strengthen the medical education sisterns in coun-
tries where such help was needed. Increasingly, the Federal

4"1"eGovernment, operating through such units as the Agency for
Intetnational Dgvelopment and thg National Institutes of
Health, has !offered substantial' assistance both directty and
,through American universities tp the solutionlvf still seri7
ons health manpower problems in the developing world.

In this historical perspective there can be little doubt
of the genuine concern America has exhibited for those in
need, and`the sincere efforts' it has launch to assist them.
But as one thoughtful American observer\has noted, all of '-

these efforts "whatever their positive values, have-been
Piecemeal (and) opportunistic. All have attempted, more or

4- less successfully, to transplant or to adapt Western.educa-
tional methods to developing countries'." America is not
alone in such behavior, but it may.inadvertently have con-
tributed to what%are now seen by a major internatjonaf organ-
ization as being among the mast significant problems in
health *anpower prbduction. These include:

. . . wide divergAlcies between academic and
training goals on the'one hand and service
requirements, consumers' expectations .
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life style, anY3 (most important) the general`
socioeconomic situation on the other; and con-

sequently Unsuitability of curricula,.methods,
and evaluation for the training of health work-

ers to meet commuiity health needs and tomork

in teams, educational programs being primarily

directed towards medicar and institutional cur-
ative care and lar ly irrelevant to the tasks,.

required outside in titutional settings or in

health promotion, pr VdntiVe work, and

rehabilitation. . . .

There are grqwing numbers, bath at home and abroad, who

now feel that our sincere efforts may in fact be encouraging

the development of educational programs that are inappro-

priate to the needs of nations we want to help--and in at

'least one respect there-is even some question about our

sincerity.

This fatter feeling is-pointed up by several facts.

During the last 10 to 15 yeans, the number of foreign stu-

dents admitted annually to American medical schools has

ranged from 120 to 190, or a relatively steady 1.3 to 1.6

percent of newly admitted students. In graduate education

(internship and residency training)however, the situation

has been very different (see Tqble 1).

Table 1. Foreign House Officers By Number and As

Percent of Total Medical Student Population...

Year Foreign Howe-Officers Percent of Total

'1959-60 9,457 22

A

1964-65 10:974 ' 27

1969-70 .14,999 31

1973-74. 19,333
....

031

0,

In addition, the number of other trainees (usually those in

specialized programs such as postdoctoral research fellowships

which carry-no significant patient care responsibilities) rose

from 1,925 in 1964 -1965 to 4,106 in 1971r1972. Since then the

number has been receding so that in 1973-1974 ther4\were,,499.

17G
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Teere is little suspicion of self-serving motives in
the adMission of foreign students to medical schools (althoUgh
in some quarters there is a belief that the basic medical eau-
cation here may not be'best suited to those from other'kcultures
and socioeconomic systems). Suspicion is only slightly higher
in- connection with special training programs.. In contrast,'
there is widespread question of our motives in offering intern-
snip and residency training to such a lapge number of forei0---
nationals. It is heightened by the aggressive recruitment pro-

440.00.0' grams that some American hotpitals carry out in Otter nations,4
the absence of any significant effort to fashion internship and
residency experience to prepare trainees for dealing with the
most pressing health pfdliems df their own.countries, and the
inescapable evidence that large numbers remain in the Uhited
States ser4in); our needs-rather tnan'returning to their homed
lands which provided their general and baSic professional,
education and which usually have a desperate need for their
services (for example, India, which provide 19.percent'of the
foreign internsoNnd residents in the United States;'or the
entire Asian subcontinent, which is the source of 65 percent
of these trainees).

Some writers have suggested tat it is not so much the
.

attraction of America as the lackof dpportunities at home
which leads so many foreign medical graduates to seek further'
training here, and then to remain in a setting where it is both
easier and enancially more attr?ctive to pr.actice what they '

have been trained to do. Many countries recognize their own
deficiencies in these area, and are striving to correct them
in an attempt to!gtem the outward flow of trained personnel.
Clearly, these countries need help. The question is whether
our present efforts, in fact, are helpful.

' .

Since there'is o reason te believe that the interest-in
"international medical education bf foundations, Up Federal
government, or individual universities will disappear, Lt may
be timely to reexamine the nature of these institutions' activ-
ities. Is what they offer Nco foreign medical students and
special trainees a kind of hi

foreign
that is needed in the

countries of origin, and can it be used in those countriesi
what we export through short- and long-term consultants an
effort (conscious or_uncNscious) to transplant Ametichn atti-
tudes and methods to otherCountries, or an attempt to explore
with them a variety of options from which they can select in
whole or in part what is_best suited to their specific needs?

The problem of graduate medical ed ucation is more diffi-
cult to resolve. It is already being addressed in .national
health manpower legillation now under consideration in CongresS.

177.
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But this represents a restrictive approach-:5 proposed ceiling
on numbers--rather than an dttempt to find some way to make

more appropriate to the needs of the Countries from which for-

eign graduates come the educational experience they are' * 441

,i
offerred. There is, at least in some foreign settings, a
strong feeling that the proposed restrictive legislation will
be most useful to them, because we in'the United States simply

do not know enough about their needs to fashion an Appropriate
educational experience for interns and residents.' Nevegthe-

.
.

.less, ,say these critics, even if we did have such knowledge, ,

it is the attitudes and values acquired by living id America,
more than anything gained in the formal dauCationa11)rogram,,

that are incongruent with the needs of the delieloping world.,
, ""r,

.

- These are some of the issues which the syrtiposi page'. ,'

should address with attention to the folloWing-specif a '
questions: ... - .

40Are such criticisms of American assistance
programs ip medical education widespread?

41What are the greatest needs in international
medical education to which we) should give

attention?

1) Ace there ways in which we can.use ourre-
sources more effectively in assiqting
developing countries to-strength4n their 4

medical' education systems?

Nb.
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ONE WORLD OR MARY: AMERICA'S
ROLE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION=

John H. Bryant, M.D.

Introduction

The backgrAnd;paper for this conferepseOn America's
role in international Medical education states that American
contributions to medical education in developing countries:-

40Have been piecemeal andsLepportunistic.
%

OHave inadvertently contributed to Problems
4

in health Manpower production (and; I will
and, distributiOn).

41Have been exploitative_in using ft:reign
4IP medical graduates.

Have tended toward transplantatfon. of Amet-
ican ideas.'

.!.

I could quatrel,with, the words and insist on exceptions
.-A- . ..
but I am,in general agreement. My major problem with these
particular issues, hoi4ever, is that_Mley distract us I'from the
vemstral problem and lead us to the wrong questions.. They
focus mainlyon the style of American contributions and would t
ledd us, to discuss dhow America might, be less-opporturlistic,,
exploitative, and intellectually paternalist. Thede.matters
of style are important but:secondary... The dentral r4oblem is
that medical education is, ,to a significant extent, Socially
dysfunctional. That is a worldwideproblem, but itspani-
festationsl in the developing counO.ies are extreme to the

. point of human 'tragedy. .The central questiOns, therefore,
1 Frve4po el, with America's contribution to teat gtobl/st, the
*., extent to Which,we, as Americans,oqill face what I consider
i

44 .
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to bel4 major ethical dilemmoe5.1 medicareducation, and tfie
`extent

)

to which our resources are relevant to, working with
the pro b lem.0, i

^ , This presentation falls into four parts.
1

I will begin
. *

by deqcribing some nationalne ds oedev'eloping'countries

ff

toward which I believe medics education should be directed
,and then identify some major allures of current patterns of
medical education in relation to those need's. '1 will

describe as well some relevant American resources and,
finally, how they might be used more effectively.in dealing
with the most',,sAient of' these problems. Along the way, I
will try to show how some lessons from the past mayassist
us in.-being more effective in the future.

Medical BducatiOn.for What?

GUT ultimate concern, I believe, is for the health of
All the people of a region or country, and our interest in
;medical education is directed toward' that end. I state this
unreservedly as'a matter of social justice (Bryant in press).
Understanding of this issue should be unequivocal. This

epbsition requires that medical education be judged finally
not on its theory, practice, and internal refinements but on
outcomes related to thehealth.of the people and the health
services they receive.

We need to,ask, therefore, what are or'should be the
circumstances an rrangements for addressing_ the health of
the people and thTir needs for health services, and what are
the implications for medical education? Wewill look at
those circumstances and at some of the key ftfUlts in the
provisio.ri of health services.

A,
T-o begin with,,health and health servicescannot be

separated from the larger socioecormic'and ehvironme tal'
circumstances in wkwich people live, and one of the gre
difficulties facing health care and therefor 'medical uca-

tion how to integrate more closely with other secto s of

jj

'community and Volonal development. .

Poverey is a central problem in the developing countries
and health'and.medical education are Inextricably related to

,

it. There are 7S0 million people in poverty an t vhe.deloP-
. countries,. g5 percent of them in what the World Bank .
refers tb as absolute poverty (World Bank 1975) The intran-

I sa!pnce of the problem'is reflected in the glacial slowne,ss
. pof.improvement. Between 1.960 and-1972, the per capita gross

^
i

J. 0
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national product in the developing countries increased at
the rate-of aboitt 1 percent per year.. dovernmental,expendi-
tured on health (in gal dollars creased at 2.1 percent
per year (Sivard 1974).

While tDese data have their place, we -mu st keep Ln mind,
.that sucheconomic-measures describe a narrow aspect of
,human life and development, just a the usual indicators of

' health status,4such as mortality and morbidity, are limited
measures of health and health services. ,A'-challenge is to, -

. find ways of conceptualizing life and development in human
communities,in terms that.go beyond such- measures.- Life has
greater pUrposes than to live long and dontribute to GNP!

%.,°

4 The great prOblets of providing health. services irk
developing countries center on extreme limitations of re-
sources.and wide disper:sion of popukations.. Governmental
expenditures for health services are Cftensless than one
'dollar per person per year. Further, relatively few people
are reached_by modern health services -- fewer. than 5,pervnE
in some countries'; 15 16ercentis a more usual propcxtionr-
unusual is a proportion of 413 or 50 perceni., (Mahler 1974).

;

I
4

emphasize that resources are extremely limited and
that largeiportions of tffe populations of-tlie worla have
little orle access to health care, so we,shall not escape
from understanding their deprivation as wg rook at the impli-
cations for medical edgcation. °Further, we must see th.at
this &;-a /long-term, not a short -term, problem. Thd problem.
is mit merely one Of limited resourcet;,the resources that'
are available are often not well used. Many.shortcomings 4 7.4
the provision of health serviced co/ld be identified. Sonrev-

thatthave important implications foi Medical education-
include:

4

,41Shorta4es-of physicians. Ratios range from
one iihysicia'n for a fewthouSand populatiorx.
to one for several hundred thousand', the
latter, indredibly, almost the rule in ru.:ral
areas where most of the populations liVe-
(Bryant 1971). The problem has twb aspects:
an obviousand appalling quantitative short-
age of physisLians,.and a more subtle but
crucially ipbortant qual.1.-tetive shortage Of
phygidsans who are prepared to deal with the
special problems of. prowl-ding health services
to large populationswith limitedresourcei"t

I
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All Orientation of health services. gealth

services are largely oriented toward cura-
fiTe services with inordiAtte investments

in hospital-based servi9es rather than *-1.
more balanced programs that also emphasize
promotivend preventive programs at-health
Centers and in communities. There is
limited interest and competence among physi-
cians for developing these emphases.

ilIxiadequate use of- paraprofessional and vil-

lage personnel. A special cases the
delegation of simple medical care tasks to
nonphysicians, which can free pliliuXians to
assume leadership roles in developing broadly
oriented health care pipgrams. A continued

4-widespread reluctance ta delegate these
responsibilities constitutes:a major obstacle
to the reform of health services (Bryant

r971).
A Moo

l'InadequAte use of community resources. The
'poorest.c8mmunities have resources that can
support health care efforts. Among these
are manpower, ideas, ;crops, dwellings, and;

often, money. In addition, the community
itself can often most-effectively pursue
Some of the most impOrtant initiatives in
health care -- education, nutritionarprograMs,
'environmental changes, simple medi,ca,1 care,
and identification of those people in great-
est need of health care (Newell 1975).

The Response, of 'Medical Education

Thus, health servicesreach only a small'part of the
population and even then they often fail to relate effectively

to the-breeder needs' of the population. The importance of

- this larger problem for medical education is the crucial, role

of -physicians in providing care, in leadipg others in the
system for providing care, and in shaping local and national

policies for bothmedical eduphtion and health services.

.
For the,purpos, of this discussion, let us fodub on'the

_Particular and most salient nationill need, whidh is for physi-
cians'who aiA interested imoiliwking in thedocations of

greatest need, particularly the rural areas and urban Slums;_

and who understand the technical, clinical, etly.gal; and
;

4 4
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social issues involved in deveIoping'broadly oriented health
----:- care.progrsmslor large numbers of people with limited

resources;,:- urces: 1'

-.--f. ,

2:-.- Medical education in developing countries has generally/
.

acknoWledged these needs anti developed educational programs
directed-toward them, but the results have been almost uni--
formly_marginal. . The programs have had varying effects on"-
professional competencies, but they Consistently appeWr to
have had liMI-ted influence Ctn career decisions. A pattern .

seelvagain and again is that a very small proportion of -

graduates choOse voluntarily to-work in areas of great nation-
al need, and', when compelled, .their resistance to service Is
often high-and their motivation to function effectively is

s

lcw. y

A key'isdue.is cost. When only 1 in 20 graduates chooses.
biwork in a lOcaticm of national n ed (that is a realistic
proportion), the cost in public funds of placing a phxsician
in such a locatio is 20 times the-unl.t_cost of phytidian 4 '

pr9duction--a half million to a milli& dollars! 'rhe Amain-
- ing 19 graduates choose to migrate to othecountries or to
work in the major cities where their contributions to

p national-need may be negligible, Thus, there IS vast slip-',
page between the investment of public resourcesand the return
to society in terms of effective services Provided (Bryant,
February 1976 World Health Organization 1975; World Bank i
1975).

.

' *
.. .

While the problem of career choicss is extremely.compli-
gated, I grin' addreSs it from two points of view, one having .

to do with medical educataim"directly, the other from more'
'general perspective. 4' .,

,

.

.. .
.

. ,

0 . First, a reason for the limited influence of medical
education on career choices has to do with'the type of educa-s

Iltional "solution" developed for it, usually ili4the form of a

department (o'; occasionally an ipterdepartmental programY
socialand preventive medicine or community medicine.:This
,type 'of solution follows the evolutionary pattern of med-ical
schools in which anew department is added when a newdiaci-
pline or educational emphasis is required. While this mode
Of institutionaldevelopment may-be well suited for adding i' .

new content to Oe'cUrriculum, it is poorly suited for deal- 'r

ing with the entirely different problemof shaping career 'A
iinterests and choices. The mission of the department of cow-
t .1

Munity medicine4s completely o/ershadowed by the remainder'.
of the educational environment and experience. Technically,
sophisticated, spepalty-oriented, largely hospital-baged ,
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experience is prdvided by a facultyWhich has'made its own

commitments to that kind, of setting,and to what it clearly

believes to be intellectually exciting; professionally pres-

tigidUs, and economically attractive. In contrast, the

effort of a department of community medicine may be logical .

in direction bat is generally-inadequaee in scale vis-a-vis

1 tile context in which it'must function and the outcomes that

are required.,
- ..

Different positwns can be taken on'this prblem of

medica edlication. One is ti, acknowledge that _there are

in't.er 1 Co1.1,flicts among the missions of medical education

-----7and competition for student interests and career choices

is i table and appropriate. Medical educltion must strive

b
to be the forefront of modern biomedical science._ For it

to be therwise as a matter of policy would be dartgerous--to ,

. the con ept of higher education and short change both the

student f medicine and the public that has Or potentiall.y
.,.

might hau access to health care. This mission will- include

-,
special and subspecialty medical care iq 'university hos- *

/ .
pita) settings, though strong efforts should be fade to

develbp a balanced involvement by the medical'school in the

full range of health problems and health care - settings refleb-,

, tive of national needs. Tie final outcome of career patterns

of graduates willIdePend on individual student choices,
.

- influenced temporarily pei'hap by some form'of governmental ' *

services -y.

.

,. i. .
' V °.

...

Another'c. E3bsition is that the actual needs' of the, public

must take precedence, that current approaches to medical edu-

oation1/4Ahd physician recruitment are grossly inadequate and , -

.,
scandalously:expensive and that ameliorativestepStaken by

medical educators are ineffective ayt amount to what Robert

Alford callsp d namics without-Change"-,,4Alford 1972), an

%elaborat.e 011ara in which the problem is identified and

solutiOni deyelop d that represent.minimaldivergence from 4

established patterns of medical, educatioftrepractice, but

which can,bf used fdlitiCally and professionally tiV show that

something is being done,.
l'

..

The problem of medical education then is a multidimen-
. .

siopat social, problem 'in which 411-reasoned arguments can 40

aligned one against the,other. :I take the position, hpwever,

that,themisprion'of medical education is rationalized? that

vapt and. preliolts-public resources,
'generally allocated to'

, medical. seducationiAr the purpose of bringing health,services
t, ,to thy public, are-used in Ways that fail that purpose. The- '*

1; -.
AlidiA, InclVes-what ip w;idelyiconsiciered to'be'excellence

..
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edical care, together, with associated OroSessi and
sbnal opportunities, drawing students away from io ally

- necessary roles serving public need. I am not spre h w to
balance medical education with public'need, but there should
be a way. ,My consideration of Americ'an involvement in,
medical education in developing countries should deal With
this problem directly, not<only as 'a matter of technical.
interest. buts also of moral responsibility:

-Another question one Might consider is to what extent
career choiced Such as location and specialty are actually
problems of medical edircation. The determinants of those
choices are broad, including factors such as personal and
family sense of what a.physibian should be; national, social,
and economic values relating to phys-ician roles; professional
and social amenities associated with practice Settings; per-
sonal economic return; substantive content of the toe of
practica;_ind so forth (Taylor et al. 1975, World 1 lth
Organization 1975). ,While medical educationalexperiences
strongly influence some of these determinants, one would te
oversimplifying to consider the matter solely an educational ,,

problem. If this is so, approaches to.the problem should
extend well beyond the boundaries of metcal.education.

What Are the Relevant American Reso roes?

In considering the contributiins that erica might make
to mgclical education in developing countri one should
focus attention on two problem areas descr ed earlier: -1).
health care programs thatare more effective in reaching popu-
lations with limited resources; and 2) medical educational
programs that will prepare physicians with the mdtivation and
competencies to function effectively within thosd healthcare
programs.

---

In the development of,healthoservices, the United " States
' has rapidly growing capability in such areas as health, plan-

ning,: coordinated networks of pealthservices, use of Varied
health personnel teams,,,devefopment .of lielaione and television
commtinications,.and.use of computerized data systeMs. Some of

r these, if careful/y selected, can beapplied to the health
care problems of developing countfies. Nevertheless, one must
remember that the United States hat -had virtually no axperi-
ence'with he special prOblem of providing healthserv4.ces to
large, often.dispersed, populations with severely limited
reSource§ (the current per capitPexpendlture for health in

xs 5100 to 1,000 times that. for much of Asia
.

-

,
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and Africa) ( orld Bank 19)5). The past gives us cause to

worry-thateth indiscriminant *use of technology intensive,
data heavy, and cost insensitive approaches to health care
v41.1 constitute a new generation of irrelevancies trans-
planted liom the United States to developing countries.

In medical,education,America has undeniable strengths.
The irrelevancy of some of th4Sse strengths for developing
countrievand tge distortions caused -by them have already

been alludt to: Beyond these, there are areas of American
medical edu ation that can be useful to developing countries

and which, by their,nature, Will be relevant to ;coal inter-

ests. As a leading example, the principles andvAdthnds gf
pli ning and evaluating mial_.cal education provide guidelines

foreign nationals to avelop their educatilonal programs
a_ cording to,their own 'needs and objectives. .

Beyond these capabilities relating directly to kalth
services and medical education; there are more general
characteristics.to be drawn from Amricak including: '

'ApFlexibility and adaptability.,

WillinYness and even interest ln brealting
with the past.

CreativitY and innoyatiVeness.

4,Willingnessthat .often' amounts to audacity in 4.

tackling complex probleMs.

0
0penness to criticism and'self-criticipm:

. '

lAbility to keep up to date in'one's field.

(1
These chatacteristics of style andlunction are, of

course, not unique to Americans but they dooadWr regulanly,
More importantly, they may be applied in working with foreign

nationals whotoften deal with complex and sometimes.oppres-
site problem4, Particularly in the bureaucratic structures
within which they must function.

.
.

.
,

ilas,,,
4,

.t. ' Mit with these stren ths come flaws that -often misdirect
.

turd compromise the potential contribution of Ameridah teCh-..
nical,assrstance-e'fferts (Bryant, April 1976)." One Of these

flaws is seen in'a pattern repeated over and over:' A protherr6

/

..
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is dentified and a solthtion developed, often,at high cost
and with years required for implementation. Later, it turns

,out that the understarging of the problem was superficial and- /
the solution, though perhaps logical in direction, was in-
effectiVe. 'Usually the problem has underlying cautes and
relationships that are not seen, arid the-solutions are not of
the force and-direction that take those issues into account.
T4re are at least twO sets of reasons for,this pattern of
failure, one having to do with Americans, the other with the
problems themselve*

First, many Americans (not only Americans, of course)
have a. mistaken confiddnce in their ability to solve problems,
prObably derived from American his,torical suceesses in dealing
with technological, problems. This assumed abidity,is applied
to a varietyof problems, often uncritically, includi,ngthose
associated with medical education and health care, which are
'frequently of a social nature and not easily amenable to
solution.

aro*

i Second, the prOblems themselves represept traps for,the.4
unwary. They have layer's of complexity tHat are dif4ult to
disCern, and the solutions often have unintended outcomes that
appeir in at'least two forms.

Some. solutions ate marginal in effect. Thcisexample has
alreadybeen.giiren'of the preparption_and recruitment` of
physiclans'for national need. The weaknesses in !dealing with

)thi. s problemare at least twofold. The usual solution is to
set up departments of"community medicine, but these,are too
weak as instruments of change when simply added to, the exist-

. ing st;uoture and content ormedical education. Further, the
.:-problem is usually seen as a medical problem; view which

/"defines the problem too narrowly; and the failures!are then
seen largely'as edueational-tailuresa view which assigns

-failures too narrowly_

Another, example, this-time:taken from health,services,
is the use of auxiliaries, such as mediCtl. assistants, as a .,,
solution'to the physician shortage problems, a solution that
is in the right dr ctionbut falls far short of bringing

1116 'health services to to populations. In actuality, it is
necessary_to'go beyond auxiparies to,thd=use of village
health workers, eho resent another social 8r manpower
resource G

4

Whilefailues and marginal efforts often-follow from
4litinadequate.Understanding of problems, at other times they are

to forces beyond the control of those
1
involved--a project.

N
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lnay be thwarted by unpredictable events, such as rampant
;inflation, or there simply may pe bad luck, such as the loss

Aof crucial lochl leadershiP-.
V

Unhke those solutions that are marginal in effect,
some become Rart of the p.foblem. The most famous, example

here is that -health care programs,developed to deal with

widespread disease, and disability in developing countries

have cont4buted to the problems of population growth, As

another example, the effort to address IlliLhealth problems

of developing countries through high qualTky medical educate

tion has resulted in young physicians choosing areas of

pr4ctice other'than those of national need.

More Effective Ugesbof American Resources

Since current modes of medical education are often soci-

ally- counterprocreittivd, American contributions to medical

'education in countries of the, developing world must be formu-

lated. carefully. There are at least five areas of activity

in which initiatives could be constructive. They includet'

o

lir
,

*411flealth servicIrrelated ?o population needs.
. A111&

'

mr
atle limited experience of Americaps in deal-

ing with the special problems of providihg

health eervicesOM large populations with

extremely lidited repurces should be noted.. -

;hais should not be on transplanting cone
rent; if the American health system but

using American creativity in searching wIth

foreign nationals for'improved approaches foil"'

their own settings. ,Examples includefindng
new modes of'using community resources for

health care; formulating new measures or

evaluating 'the contributions of health care
to 6ealth al. to individual and community
development; and methods of using limited
resources for health services that take into

oil account totalpopulation needs and the d4-
ferential needs of individuals and populatiOn'.4

grotps-.,, ' ,. .

se

,

Public invebtment in alternatives to Under-

graduate medical'education.-Due to the great

,tu sAippage'betWeen public investme in med-

I ical education and return in-terrilrof

serving rational need, thereoshouldrUe'
4

.
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Rursuit of alternatives that ri t yield
greater returns. _If...new resources are
not available, funds could be recovered
(over the great. oppositiOn of medical
educators) by reducing the, numbers 2ot
medical students (particItlarly under
circumstances in which a limiited'propor-
tion choose to work in areas/of peed) and
reduCing invatments in university hospitals.
'Some examples of these alternatives are:

1
g

G ater attention to the continu-
i education of those physicians
who have chosen to serve in area
of need; including substantially.
increased prese'xvice and inseivioe
edupation. 4... ..) ..,

.

Priority to.,,improving the ,onditt.ions
of,Service in areas ofy.heed),inc.lUdi?4:
improved houSingt ezperlments with ,
clUstering _physicians and other. 'Pro-:
fessionaleTinvolved. 1./w2ional service
programs as. a means of iinprbvirig,,the
social and prof,esSional....environment; ,
improved arrangements for schobling oiE
their children '.improved professional
resources such as laboratories:, com-
munications, and consultation systems;
and increased financial. inoetittyls
(Bryant 19765.,

s . ! ,,/ '
',. -::: -- . .
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be brOught into closer relationship .

with educational programs f9r physi-

cians and other health prbfessionals.

*Broader approaches to physician'recruitment.
Such'approachei might include efforts to

shape national public understanding of prob-

lems through the press and thrOughpr:ies- '

sional and publit discussions; .attempts to

orient prospective itiedMeal, students toward"

a different image of the professional life

of physicians; andvthe use of criteria of

selection directly related to service in

areas of need. '

*Increased effort to develop a cadre of Ameri-

can Professio is in international health.

These men and en need to understand both
the problems of eke developing countries and

..

how,resources of America can best serve in i

those countries.
...-

f

)

. *New 36proAches to'medical education. Radical

.experiments in medical education are called '.4

for that have the.overriAing objective of ..'

pr

t
ducing are committed to

s rving in geograph" kareas of national need

a d who are competent to function in a service f

role. Program elements should be explicitlA,

directed toward that purpoSe., These shouR

include: formulating educationat ubjectives
. fi

stand curriculum, locating the educational pro-

grams, developing the academic structure,

selecting facility, recruiting students, formu-

lating modes of student-and program,evaluation,

,' and establishing conditions,of licensurp,and

postgraduate placement. o. ..

Just how to structure the changeS'necessary to accomplish

this,:abjective is-complicated; partof the problem of career

choices lies outside, mediCal education, and most ofthe

prob4em of professions, competency is divided between under-

graduate and graduate, edicll education. But some suggestions

can be made.

For medical eduction to have a significant impact on

these problems, I beli,eye it mu move strongly in thedirec-

tion,of: 1), foctiSsing,heducatio sal Ad research prograMS on

r
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local settinga_and -problems and seeking a kind of excellence,
that is relevant to local needs rather than to thp inter-
national scene; and 2) presenting students with a narrower
range of career options, established throlligh explicit state-

' ments of institutional purposes; corresponding program
- structure, content, and faculty; and the process of student

selection. .

This narrower, locally oriented -emph.asis is based on my
belief that all medical schools need not and should not pro-
duce the omnipotent international physician.

To provide more specific illustrations, I propose that
the programmatic direction could iniFlude the following
elements:

Locate the school in a rural area.

Eliminate the traditional university hos-
pital and base the program upon local
communities and health facilities.-

MinUmize or eliminate departmental emphases,
which tend to recruit students to specific,
disbiplines, and integrate the clinical

'disciplines into patient and community health
care programs.

'Develop graduate medical ducation programs
that form a continuum with the undergraduate
program, choosing specialty programs with
care, and explicitly avoiding graduate train-
ing in subspecialty clinical fields.

Focus research on local problems to include
diseases and their management with respect to'
local resources, provision of.health services,
communities in relation to health and health
services, and relationship between health and
development.

.

--_,Such an approach would create newiProblems and risks' for
Iical education, but these problemi and risks have to be
balanced against the fact of continued and extensive depri-
uation among, many of ..the world's populations. 2,

o P

; a
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ONE WORLD OR MANYI AMEitICA'g
ROLE,IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

V. Aamalingaswami, M.D., D.S.C.

Ai,

May I, 'at tree outset, pay tribute,to the contriliuti2D,
the United States of AmeriVa has been!making to the Strengthen-
ing of medical capabilities in the developing wor106AA-qajor
part o£ this contribution has lain in. recent times in the
training of clinical specialists and researchers in biomedical
sciences. Some!Of the trainees noi.o occupy positions of respon- .

sibility.in teaching, researCh, andespecialized medical care
in devOisrp44g9muntriss alld,they, are in a position to influence '
health service pattern's and bealth manpower development in those
'copntries. I would like.to discnss the critical issues facing l

the develpPing world in medical edlicatiOn and indicate the kinds
offresponses needed. '

. .

Illtroduction 4

It is clear, pf course, that developing countries are
_ not a homogeneous group. They vary considerably in the degree

Adevelopment, the texture of their sociefies, their economic
levels, and in the trends speed, and direction's of their grog-

.
ress. Notwithstanding their diversity in these and several
other respects, they do present in their'health scenes some
common'characteristips and broad simIlaritiei. There is a wide

egap that separatesadutely felt (but largely unmet) health
needs and .t.he resources available to meet them. -Morebver,
there is an equaily wide gap be'twebn what medicine'can do and
what it actually is doing--between the possession' of knowledge

0- . and-sobioecOnomic ability to translate that knowledge into,the .

reality bf 'the local. setting. Little congruence exists between
the role of the physician and the'neep of sosiety; little
equilibration An be found between medical education and health
(care. The MedicaLaautation system and the health caredeliv-
ery. system seem 4, have gone separate ways, each uncritically
adoptip4 the prevailing patterns of inaustrially advanced

O
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countries. Each focused on individpal hospitalized patient ---

care to the, detriment of f t line primary health pare, on
curative services to the negl t of preventAre,gervi!des, and .

on urban orientation to the neg ecf ofrural areas.- Saverely

Limited resources were ,being dra'ned-away in the,&ovision of
advanced levels q; mediCal,care to a relatively shall segment

of the population. The'health ManpoWer structure became dis-
torted, taking the forM of an hourglassrather than a pyramid

(Taylor 2976). The value of indigenous,systems of health

care had'been,denigrated. Overcentralization of authority.and
NO-

compartmentalization of services had become obstacles to inte-
grated, comprehentive health care. I have recently described
the essence of present-day healthcare systems iii the develop-

-iilg,world,in a dlightly'dramatized way, as overbentralized, I

overprofessionalized, verfragme overexpensive,* and over-

mystified (Ramalimgasw I 1976).

Educational and 'training Jprograms-frequently have becOme

irrelevant and dysfunctional in relation to local needs. The

structure of\the curriculum, the interests and attitudes of
the faculty, thetsocial status df-the specialist, and the

whole environment of the urban teaching hospital militated
against the student-physician Acquiring a live interest in

.comMurirty health problems. Teaching hospitals were construaeedee
with no meaningful finks with the health stations in the com-

munity. Curridula had been repaired from time to time but

fundamental changes were few. Despite the striking, differences

in the health status, health needs; and resources between the

'developed and developing countries, it is astonishing for he

to tee how homogeneous and uniform are the patterns of medical

education around the world. I am speaking.from personal ex-
perience in India, 'the United Xingdom, "and.the United States of

America., Pamily medicine, general practice, and primary health

care do not attract able' men and women. Our most competent men

and women,have not been%addressing themselves to the most .

serious problems in health care. A recent study among interns

carried out in Indiaby,mytylie demonstrated that among-18sub -

jects tested for their appeal for further study afterradu-
ation, the subject of preventiVe and social medicine vied with

anatomy for the last position (Ramalingaswami and Neki 1971).

Thep is nothing new in what I pave stated here. Many of us

have sung this familiar song on mania platform. What then are

the real, needs of-medical education in developing countries?

,Needs of Medical Education'in Developing Countries -,
4

While the method of medicine is scientific, its putpose'

" is social. The scientific' basis of medicine remains the same

194
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';'-' / whether, it is practiced in Ehitta4Ong or Chicago but the ,

circumstances of its applicatiohdif;er with ldcal priorities
and the social, economic,'and4Ctilturallcircumstances ot,the,

.% -.1.. local setting (RamalinfTaswami=-1967). We must remember th. .
.. at phq_present stage of ouedevelopmentv_institutions respon-

sible for education and'-training of he4th personnel have an
opporkunity: to influence national devt.Aopmen;ond can be :

instruments of social action by changing tireconditions that
Fthnper the application ofC'existihg knowledge. the doctor is
still respected, even revered.',

,

, a ..
...

The first priority- need is-a system of education oriented
1
.towards the promotion -of community health and-prlMary health
care, a system that is. linked unmistakably to the social and
economic well-being of people and to national goals=o:d-e-velop-

P
(RamalingagWami 1973). The goal% of educati3On fow medical

. and allied personnel need to be clearly defined in terms of
meeting the hbalth needs and disease.pAtterns of th community.

e These general goals need to be translated into'specifi goals
and appropilate instructional Methods, curricula, an alu-,
ative,procedures instituted. Vhe health profile of the popu4
lation;, extent of outreach services; economic status;. cultural
favors; the relative roles of governmental, nongovernmental,
and voluntary agenciesi ad a host of other factors which vary

' between countries influence, course content and learning eitu-
atiOns. In a cbuntry like India, for example, medical educa-
tion must lteckon -with the demogrAftic imperatives that., nearly.
40 percent of the rpopulAtion,areunder 14 years ofage,
crowded, as Bryant (1969). said, in .an environment loaded with ,

the causes of disease and death. The health scene is characl-
teriFed by poyerty,.by a high rate of infant anechild loss ,

compensated.by a high birth rate, and by a disease pattern
reflecting the synergistic interaction between malnuty.tion and
infectious-disease. There is a cluster,of causes and a multi-
plicity of effects, making it both,esonomical and rational to
employ an integrated approach with a,package of services

,,,rendered by a health team. In a setting such as this, the
.physician must,function and lead the health tutu. A high 'pro-
portion of patients will be children and most of the problems ,

will relate to the community and the Tivironment rather than
to the individual (aommental-y on a'Conference 1971). The

' physician should be able to use illness-r4lated curative activi-
tieslas an entering wedge for rpchifIg the ommunety with
p.eventi3e health services. Thus medicine does not depend
upon.adding a few hours of rural medicine to, or of subtracting
a few hours from, anatomy in thocUrriculuel. It does not even
depend upon adding some psychology andsocial science, a touch
of biostatisties, and some field trips now and then. Funda-
mental changes are needed,,, changes that will decultdralize the

O
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pretent system and reculturalize it, leading hopefully4to
behavioral change, a rehumanization if you4will, of the agents

'of health care (King' 1965). If community medicine is-5o geip.,
the imagination oftstudentsit must be based on scholarly

foundations. It must present human beings and theirenyiron-

o
nignt as a biocultural science through in interdisciplinary,
holistic approach. It must encompass human evolution, popula-
tion dinamics, the connection'between demography and disease, .

fertility and health, -the features*of rural and urbran environ-

ments, host-parasite.relationships, human growth and develop-

ment, human nutrition, and patterns Of health and disease as
functions of the total environment (Boyden 1969, Ramalinpaswami
l972),' s. .

0

r-
.

Responses Needed

Medical care of the future- depends upon medical educa-

tion of the present (Gregg 1956). Many developing countries,

aided by such- Organizations at WHO,are makipg egfOrts to cor-

rect the distortions and incongruities,I described in their

health service and medical education szateMS% Conscious
efforts-arelpeing made by their 'governments' to extend community

outreach of preventi,ve and curative care. Sizeable infra-

structures have bden built in the community. Several inter-

esting and novel, models of health care are being experimented

,upon in different parts of the developing world (WHO,1975,
UNICEF 1976). --Reorientation of medical education to community

needs, restructuring of auxiliary cadres, andJintroductiori of

a neh type of communist- oriented health worker are beiftg

attempted. High priority is being given to integration of

nutrition, fertility regulation, ilmunization, and primary care

services at critical life weints. Health cake delivery and

medical educ4tion systems alle beingplannecl togethe4.' In my

country, for example, a,group on- medical education and support
manpowe'r.hes articulated these concepts in a report recently

submitted to the Government (Government of India 1975) and 64e

Government has initiated steps in-the past few months to
involve the medicaLCollsges in a mad'sivnew commitment to

medical an-auxiliary eddpation.

_Encouraging as this trend.is, current efforts are still

Small and scattered in comparison with the coloss'al natve,of

the task and its urgency. The ongoing experiments on alterna-
tive approaches to health, care fleliveryand health manpower
development! leading to integrated services covering promotiVe,'

preventive, and curative aspects, with widest possible coverage
and equal accessibility of services to all citcizens, need to be

supported. Institutions that are striving to establish
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codmunityroriented medical.education and to train physicians
in the'culture of, their countries need to be identified and
assisted in a meaningful way.

-

at about ;he more tradition1 al rote the -United States°
has been playing in training specialists and reseapcktrs?
No one will deny the need for,clinical specialistsc-surgeons4
gynecologists; ophthalmologists, and so on- -and for research-
ers to create the scientific and technological base required
to render the health services more efficientland effectiye.so'"
Training of people within these categories isnecessary for

A the development of indigenouspertise-to solve local.iprob-.-
lems and for the achievement of'medical Self-sufficiency
within the couittfy. One cannot advocate on either/or
approach as,:for example, primary care now; secondary care s.
later. Primary, secondaky, and tertiary health caxe and
competence need to be developed in relation to one another
and with due regafd to the urgent need for primary-care in
the context of scarce resources. In this light should be
viewed the internship and residency training. programs fcir
foreign medical graduates. Largely deteined by the.needS
of UsS. hospitals, these programs,tend to aggravate what is .

already a diffilult problem for developing countries, .namely,
.how to wean candidates away, from the more glamorous clinical
specialties into sociflly mare important endeavors and hoW to .

ceduce professionak piling up an metropolitan areas. Is it
,possible that advanced training in the United States could be
//made supportive ofeand not MMnter.productive to the measures
developing countries are taking.to restructure their health
services and manpower development to meet ehe elementary
health needs of their populatichs?

Talent, Flight ,

.

Much has been written about the flight of medical tal-
ent from developing to developed countries. Medical migration
is not a new phenomenon but.i4s eXcessively'unilateral ditec-
tion (from developing to developed 'countrieb) and its volume
have now bqcome substantial and serious. This occurrence,is a
complex one and a vari.ety'ofpusb, and pull factors are at,work.
A deoade of deep concern and study Kas.not led to any substan-
tive action. Some belieVe that, ultimaely, economic g2owth
will take care of-this problem (Baldwin 1970). However, the
problem may not be amenable to direct.attack.v It may instea'd
be an expresSion of.human.choice and So perhaps resistant to
suppress ido legislation.' Nevertheless, through understanding
andsthrollh joint initiatives' from bothsides, a process of
change' could le initiated. Let me say as yell that there' is

te
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Much tilatwe in the developing tyuntries:should,,be dorng.°0'

' Oscar Gish (i.'061 recently identified maltrainihg, maadks-

.
trik)utiort- overproduction; and low' effective economic demand

as some elf the factors upderlying medica/%migeAtion. Medical

talent is a productive investment, not a social overhead

(Partpasarathi1967). We need to develop a, sound stilAtegy =
... $

,witiin our own countries that prepares and retains'our health'

IRanpower.to,serveour.rieed.s:
Okie.Manpower poLic.ies. must be, ' .

related to our deelopmental'needs. We need to set up mo.1
1

effective mechanisms for repatfiating national5 working ,

abroad. This is a, problem that has caused deep'opern,'So my ,

,country which init4iated.several'measures, the most 411 .known

of which is the creation of transitional positions fon' return

ing scientists on their way to' permanent home ivstitiltions. 6° ''

The\fross of urses from deielOping; countries to the affluent'

'aouitries no only of the West but also o#, the Middle East is
t ,

another prO6 m causing deep concern. 4 04 .- -.--

i , .
. .

..
.

I ..

On the side itf
recipienq couries,Aeveral measures have '.

teen suggested (Baldwin 1970 -=imii8ving counseling er<rices

for-forelgn medicalgraduate eforel and after their. rival; .

Increasing the output of mad al personnAl trainedin the 'v :

United States, and assisting gveLoping countrieilA'ehvir .: .

experlimepts.wttri Alternative odels of health'cal-e delivery. ,,,

and health manpower developm u &e'oreover-' .t to-redce depend. .

trained physicians. The caus s'rather than sympt23ms should

..
be tackled. 4 o . . .

II

r.

r
e

ConcluSion

I

Iwould like to conbldde With reference to the Mothe

Goose rhyme :Who Killed Cock ,bin," which Is.somAhat .analogr'

ous to what Dragstedt (19.5Ti' id some years ago with reghid

to the career of'a brilliant edical uientist: My Cock/Robin

is g medical student in a deVOoping country wild, like his

;6
colaYagues, is full of 'dean' m. to serve humanity and'wcrla for

people when he enters medical .school-. I do not doW4 his sin-

.Cerity despite its monotony- He, along with his'colleagues,

' finds 1ittle'reinforcemeneof
his idealism as he moves from

semester to semester in medic 1 school. He, like his col-

> leagues, loses-his, initial gp nta4eity'and nhtnralness'-andr

sby the .time he is an intern, ecomes6_what thi 14te Alan regq,

(195 tsed to call a pr test ve ?tereotrpe. This.is`6tage 1.

After raduation;''he, liTe.hi colleagues, wistes4to special- -

i2e an a cliniCal area and s t y in thy' teaching hospiTaY

4 'Wh'ere the "best" doctors prac Ice the "best" medieine.. Re-: /

1 "' turning to, his own community, s an expression3f

Takung up. community medicine as a postgraduate clareer is -

%,.

z- -
I
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' second class. This is St age 2: After'epending 3 or 4 yeard
in POsIgraduate work,and.acquiring'a.postgraduate qualifica-
tion in a clinical area, 'he goes to "a 4e1b4oped country,
starts perhaps as an intern or junior resident, and works his

, way up in'atotally new environment. lie'maintain4 hfs'initial
intent of returning to his cAntry.to utilize his.trainingi,e;
there, As time passes,, slowly, ins}diously, the urge to
return 'turns into d'esaAe and.degire into a philosoptlic restg-

.

. "lptioh. He now has the iteen.card!. This is Stage 3. s

.

These are the stages-in 'the mortitioabionof CoCk Robin.
.1They'are rear and poignant End cry Out for correctives atj
each stage. !ife cannot,afford to. eorqgo.addressing ourselves.4

to these problems" These must be a new inttlativec'aniVa
'cogaboeatilre endeavour between deV5loped and developing
countries.

.

.-*!
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. ONE WORLD OR MAN'S: AMERICA'S

.

-oo. \ ,
ROLE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

.

Tamarulop, M.D.,

Introduction

It is a great honor and pleasure for me to have been

invited to this Symposium on Medical Education and the COR-

tdmporary WorId, and to discuss the contribution that the

USA-has, madeto medical education in .the world. I should

like to thank all the organizers; and especially Professor

George E. Miller, for the opportunity given to me. .

iThe subject -- medical educaeion arid the.contemporary
actually an easy one but, at the same tale, quite

difficult. It is easy becaug in thepast few decades the

U:S. contributidn has'been evrmous. -Nevertheless, it is a

complicated subject givenits magnitude dnd some related

controverh. , Since I have beenCasked to discuss hqw the

U:S. contribution to mediell echicstion in the world might

he rendered more effective'and efficient, I shall try to

cope with both aspects of the problem thq achievements as.

well as the controversies--from a Personaf point of view and

not as a WHO official.

The U.S. Contribution to
Medical'Educati,on in the World

.
The U.S. contribution to Medical education in the world\

has indeed been.importailt,
Discussing the initial impact of

the Flexne6 feport, LIppard (1974) wrote that "the year 1920

marked the beginning of a new.era in medicareducation,".after,,

stating that the level df medical education in North America

was far beloW that in Europe." The.U.S. contribution to

medical education systems in other countries 6bViously started

in the late 1026s and,,in less'than half a century, has

.cached the. highest peaks. Thiecentiibut1-4on. materialized,.

.
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first through institution building, both througtcapital. ,

investment and fellowships, helpilqg to,prepare'individuals
of other countries for teaching flinctions in the new insti-
tutions of they' countkies. and providing temporary teaching,

/ 'staff. Next, it appeared, in the e'stablishment'abroad of
American universities and, finally, in.sending U.S. experts
to help establish new traiAng 'institutions. However, this
enumeration need not be contt.Ltued.sincethese are all well-
known and.welpublicized facts. In my opinion, there re
another aspect of the'U.S,'coliteibution which is not of
material nature and is of much greater importance.

The pest-Flexner renaissance of medical educatibn
has led.tO the establishment in this coptry of a network of
research-or,iented medical schools. As Glaser stated in 1971,
"The single most important factor that-has influehced the
developmeot of Americah medica.1 educationin the past 25
years has been thel.growth of research." Moreover, as Hall
(1970).said when speaking about the scientific era,i; medi-
cine, "The hallmaricof, this era is science and research, and t

its trademark is American." The strong-and.after the second
. .World '1,4ar-ever-ogrowing influence exerted by the United

States on medical education throughout the world-could be
summed ug by saying that the United States has set.an example
in combining emphasis on basic sciences with emphasig on
down-to-eirth clerkship (Fulop61972),.

J
The new, postwar ere'in U.S. medical education started

w,i.th.the introduction of curriculum innovations, initiated
to. . hy Deanliearn,, at Western Rberve Medical .choole These

led to soul-searching and scientific review of
content and methods, and eventually research vis -a -vis .

medical education.

A milestone in this development was the publicatiOn of
the now classical book by Killer and associates (1961), after
which nothAsci-jouid remain the same in medical edubation. It ,

was hdditted that "teachprs are not born," but cart be, "made,"'and, .

and that medical education also lends itself to close.scien-
.

tific .scrutiny. Decisions in medical.Olucation are, therefore,
to be bated on scientific evidence, not on "echicated gdeises."

. .
, 4

_ S

'The "Miller 6ok" was intended to be,..andms become the
world over, "3 so rce/book for those who want to know more

:.:'

.0:about ways in wh )1 cOntemporarrconaepts of teaching and
.

,learning might 11144ut to Use in a medical-school" (Miller - ,
1961) .

. , .
.

.., t
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In the.past,three.*deqades the'ideas generated by U.4%

medical education have exerted at least aS Strong a world-

° .: wide influence as have other more ii:hibLe fa tors. The

cUestern Reserve-type of "integrated curricul4m,% with'or

without multidisciplinary laboratories,,can i\ow be found as

A welq-accepted pattern in at least half of the more than

l',200 medical schools of the world. If we read carefully

the series of case studies describing.dew, inridvativemed-

ical'schools in the 12 developing countries (Bowers 1970),

we sht11 hard - pressed to find any which do not refer in

one way or another to the influtoce of U.S. medical edu-

cation. . 4

. ,The rdea that first took root in Buffalo in the early p
' 1950sv namely,that teachers of medical schools shouldlearn

About and develop Competencies in,a systems approach to

plenning, implementing, and evafuution of educational pro-

'
grins, and how to carry out research in medical education,

gave%birth in the late 1960s to a comprehensive, long-term,

sequential, and worldwide WHO teacher training program

(Fulop 1969,1973, 1973, 1974; World HAalth ganization

r974). T'he Center for Educational Develop ent of the Unir

Vepity oftallinois College of Medicine as designated as

the WHO Interregional Teacher Trainin ,Canter in 1970:

From that time unql 1974, ll'WHO fellows acquirpd,a Master's

degree in educatiQn.end 58 of them received intensive 4 -week

training The majority of tbese 'fellows are now seivingas

staff of 0.(HO regional teacher-training centers. ,By mid-1976

eight of them 'could be found it five of thesix WHO regions..

, The next phase of the program, involving the setting up of

national teacher- training centers ifsiTTCs), staited in 1575

,
and,..t is hoped,, will lead, by the end of this decade, tete

situation Whereby all countries wishing to have a NTTC will

have one. In the last phase of the program, centen or

-dnits will be established'as'andi where they are needed, at
.

the level ofindividual institutions. Presently./ enlargement

of the...scope of functions of these centers is being planned

(World Health Organization 1976 unErblished)

The Center for Educational Development hat also been

serving-as-a WHO collalaorating center during the past 7..

0 years, and has prepared aconsiderible number of reports on

teacher-training which have received worldwide distribution

and have earned international,rec gnitton:

f.

. I
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.Comments on U.S. Contributions to
MedicalEducation in the World

.

' ,Speaking,about the gkowipg impact of U.S, medical edu-
cation in the world, Bowers says that "unfortunately/ it is
the most expensive of the export systems of medical education,

',because of its emphasis on the, teaching laboratory in the
Basic sciences and small group teaching at the bedside in the
clinical years." He adds, "The most provocative and thought-
ful new programs are coming from the developing countries"
(Bower-e 1970).

. '

This argument is true. .'The exported U.S. patte4n of
..medical education is not only expeAsive, but nowadays only
a few coUntries can afford to pay for it out of their national
budget. However, this may not,be the most tmportant.aspect
of tl4e)story. ,

ProgFams developed in the United States -- really exciting'
innovations and initiatives--have been feverishly copiedby
many,of the newly established institutions and by quite a few
institutions already functioning, primarily in the deVeloping
world. The programs develved in the United Sta'tes, mesum-
ably for U.S.'needs, are evidently quite inapprOpriate for
-other settings where all the factors influencing tilt defini-

.

tion of a medical school program, such as'socioeconomic
conditions, epidemiological pattern= consumer expectations,
organi2ation of health services, grid so on,- are basically
different. Those programs were, unfortunately, rarely adapted
to local conditions.

. Experts from the United States, as well as those from
many other developed countries, and scientists pf the highest
level, full of,goodwill bfit from a basically "paternalistic"
approach, have'tried to spread (and haire crone so with con-
siderable puccess) the content and methods of U.S. medicine ,

and medical education. They have triedAto 06 so im arI
.possible and impossible settings, often without much idea of,
and sometimes even evidence of, concern fokprevailing and
decistie,,local Conditions.

.1 1-/-

'A:similar situation has existed for foreign Students who
have Come to the U tates to study. They have learned,
no doubt, the highest level medicine which, unfortunately,
more often thahnot, is of limited uag,in their,home Settings.

cmethods, -Not only the content and methodsbut also the attitudes and
value system learhed, are generally incongruent with, what is
expected Of them at home. The situation was the same for
those who were trained in their,ow6Thqountry but according to

205
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U.S. norms and standard, follow- ing the Educational Council

for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG) reqUirements., and

measuring success by passing those exams::

A. .

A11,these,circumstances have undoubtedly contributed

to the international migration of physicians, creating.*

situationwhereby in 1971 a WHO study ftund 6 percent of the

world's physicians (140,000.individuals),wOrRing in countries'

N. other than those of their origins, or in Which they hk
become natibna.ls and /or were trained. Of these 140,000, more

than half (75,000) were working in the United States where,

during the late 19,44s and early 1970s, the average annual

inrease in the be q,f foreign physicians' was about 4,000

(World Health Organization 1976 unpublished).

The phenomenon ofkilternational migration of Qhysicians

is multifactoridl and it's majorvcause is the overall inter-

national problem of unequal economic add social development.

However, the inapplicability of foreign -made training pro-

grams is also 'an important factor, as portrayed ;by the famous

example of a newly established medical school in a developing

country of which.the first graduating class left,' in toto, for

the'United States. With the assistance of well-intentioned

advisers, the program of thatschool.had been'designed similar

po that of a'famous medicaj school in the States.

4

'
',Even the earlier mentioned and most succgssfulteacher-

training program is slowly becoming a threat in many countries.

The danger lies ,in. the -fact that this program may and, in

tact, often does provide teachers with modern jargon and

equipment beneattlkwhich they sometimes try to conceal outmoded

and even irrelevant content, methods, and approaches. Such

behavior gives rise to criticism against the sound bases of

the program and results ion labels'such a% "American sophisi-

cation," or "another of thosenondig,sted, nonadapted,

exported American 'brain children.'"

New Needs in the World J
' lb.

If ye.look
.

behind the well- or,not always so well-founded

criticisms, we"Shall find that there are new needs in the e

world pftfiedical education, as in allother fields. Countries

want to develop their Own specifiO patterns of health services,

and adapt them to local community health needs and "demands. 1

{!there services are so/roe, they see.them orientecPprincipally

towards primary health care. They want to developfor- these-

'health services health p5rsonnel prepared to cope with local

health needs anddemands,.and not for some.vaguely'defined>ut

, .;'
1L. .'

. ' .

"

,

o'
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certainly alieii set of "international'abademic standds.",
.4 Relevance- is now becoming the key word -- relevance to local

community health needs'and-demands, in terms of medical edu-
cation as well as all health personnel education. The npw

. types of activities which are presently being developed to
meet these needs are., for example, couptry healtirprogram-
ming; the primary health car* program, and the integratO
development of health services and health manpower. The

. best ways in which the United State's cbuid use more effecr
tively its vast resources to assist othei,coinitries would
be through those that,tfkeinto account new0world needs as
they have just been described. '--

':I

.

474
1 .

' Need fpr Collaboration

. There is a need to collaborate with countries in a -

humble and sincere way, fully admitting that they know
bettelf what they'need. All efforts to impose foreignpat-
terns,on them (ever; with the 1?est intentions) and' all

$ 1

,paternalistic approaches can only cause harm, and should be
abandoned. Hence, assistance shoUld definitely be replaced
by collab8ration. ,

f.°

But collaborating in what? Collaboration is acutely
needed in the following areas:

-
Defining the objectives to te achieved and
the Actions needed to reach these objectives',
inter alia, in the field of integrat4d devel-/
opment of health services and $ealth manpower
(of which medical education is but one element
and jot necessarily the most important one).

OImplementing andevOuating the-albove-
mentioned activities, as well as, collaborat-
ing in the developments of necessary local '

° mhnagerial personnel or in the developmentfr*
of'a capadity to create, menagerie]." personnel,
and so on. ,

Let kis cite, as one example,,WHO's,eherience v:71 coun-
try

oun-
try health programming (CHP). This work, as you_knowic-i-a7-a--
process by which_the.Country defriiie-sits health and 4
-related problems fikm an intgrdisciplinary view; sets
priorities within those problems; defines objectives; develops

,d strategies in the light of aN,Yailable and expected resougs;

.r .44 le

.1
t.

C.
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and translates such strategies into development programs,

including resource requirements and implementation schedules.
.. 1

,,f

it

WHO assistance to-the first one or two countries was

rather apart from the countries( themselves. The WHO team of

experts worked day and night with little participation by '

host country ndeionals. 'Although good-programs 'were developed,,

the,identification of the nationals, or at least of some of , '-

them, With the products was rather limited. Since then, WHO .

support 14..bountries in their
implementation:of CHP'has become

\ liMitedin scope, essentially focusing on' procedures and leav-

ing subStaqq.ve considerations and _decisions to the nationals

themselves: oreover, discussiOns take place in the national :- o

language whefieVer doing so will facilitate the process., In

this] way, the results of the CHP process are truly na-tional

in nature and the recommendations of the national CHP group

- stand)a real chance of acceptance"by
political and technical .N;

4
decisionmakers of a given country. The planning process then

becomes an'entirely national one, with a minimum of external

input only when needed and requested by the nationals them- '

' selves. This type of collaboration is desirable fiom our

point of view.

ACcordingly, all activities are to tie carried out' la the

people in the developing countries.
Outside forces may orrlx

be invited to
&illaborate With them, but not to work for them,

in developing exactly the things they need, and not what

others think they need or, worse,' wish they needed because,it.

is.intellectually so rewarding. :-

.
,

.

0

,

This on-the-spot collaboration
must have a high degree

of social relevance. It Must contribute to improvement of, ..

the health status and quality of life of the people, not just'

to the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity of highIjy moti-

vated professionals. ,

, '

Such collaboration should result in locally developed,

meaningful, and socially relevant programs, not in fra4mented.

projects. These programs shouldbe
implemented now and with

financial provisions thaw the country concerned can afford

now.
,

#
. Conclusion

%

Ours one world, which belongs to the whole of humanity.

We are all responsible for the future' of this world,,and we

thea-ith professionals, for the health of future generations.

- None of the professionsor
countries around the globe -,can

ty

rs
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sacrifice or endanger this future for egotistic reasons: We
all must share with one another what- we know, and we need to
be huMble enough to -learn fkom,othersyhat they know better:,
than we dp. ,We all have to collAboAte with one another in
Identifying quantitative and qUalitative.local health needs,
end then in attacking and solving local'priority health,
problems. This ta0i,should always tak% place,in our own
countries., and be carried out without own forces. The col-
laboration and contribution of others, hwever, should always
.be most welcome. °After all, the' success willnot.only-be ourr. ,reward, but, will benelit the whole of humanity, as well as
our descendants.

2(1;
z

ro

- - '
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ONE WORLDOR MANY: '

I

ROLE IN
INTERNATIONAL MED L EDUgATfON

Critique and hallenge

GeOrge,E. Miller, M.D.
1 Discussion Initiator.

Dr. George E: Miller: We hayp heard three informative and
provocative paperswhrch certainty highlight for.all 'of us t e
formadable-probll facea by the developing world. They t

should also arbus in us a'Sense of humility, and recognition
that-our solutions'may not be the'sokutions that are required
if we are to fulfill our historic role of.fssizting other ,

tecountries in achieving their own full,pontial?

Let me begin, by asking each of the panel a quesp.on
stimulatedby their ,uniform comment'that what we teach those
who come to us from other -countries, or what we expokt to
other countries, is often irOlevant and rtrely designed to
meet the needs of those nations: If that isthe.case, it
suggests that we have not been either sensitive to or, prepared
to learn about those needs'before we try to provide solutions,
Are you is that as medical educators, we are myopic
about whats, e are dding whdn we gb to other countries?

Dr. V. Ramalingaswami: Let memake my pos4ion clear. I do
not'suggest that what you teach 'is irrevelant in any broad
sense for, after all, if a physician from a developing.country,
cothes to yqu asging to be trained in cardiology or-cardiac
surgery, you surely do not haVe two different ways of ,training
a cardiac surgeon, one for a developing and anothet for a

,

developed country. But you can at least,dentifi Some,o0he
limitations d cardiac surgeon will encounter in a developing
country and help the.physidian find ways to adjust to the

Alfticulties and problems that lie a4ad., Basically, then,
highly specialized discipline will be the

4 AMMe whtteverthe-nationality of the trainee. I doubt there
is very muchqou an'do to make the physician serve a given

?

4
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country in a more relevant manner. thesolution to that.
problem lies elSe;ihert, not in the .unikersities here. The.

real problem, is'what the person,:comeihere,to be trained'io
But it is important for you always to ask what are thfee
ings'and the'seneitivities that are iMpprtantin theiy own
countries if the,crdiac SurgeOn'sareto. hayseimpAct upon
the care4of people there.

, .

:
. .

Dr. Tamas Fulop: 1 Wbuld say that your educators know quite
Well 'what they_ want to.do,..-drheY want ,to spread Ameyican

' exper4enoe, American medicine, and the idea's of American

' - education
4

k Orethey convinced that it represents the
. ..
best, which theynt'to share with others. But you also
asked whether theyare sensitive to the needs of others and

..,

'.
prgparea to learn before they tele: 'And I would venture to
gay not,very mudh iHowever, e st in All 'fairness add that i

this at4tUde0it changing. What we have described was Mainly*
. the past ,contribution of American medical educators. We must

IN., . be appreciative .C.f, the fact that in reFent years new atti-
tudes appear. to be taking hold. L must note that these ob- ,

nervations do not apply' to American experts alone,.but also
t

to those who come from virtually any developed country. And

, I echo the comment of Dr. RamaliNaswaMi;,that' if 'you train a

itb
cardiac surgeonin the United Stet r a developing country;_,

he or she should be the same prod rt as ble trained for
Amerida. But it is not at all c/ear'5'at developing countries:*
most,need cardiac surgeons and other highly trained sp8cial-

ists.who emerge from riamA.S. program's at this time. Because

such people are not tfie answers to the'primary needs of these
countries, the result is that they may never gdeback, or if
they return, they/may be so frustrated that they leave for the

United States or another developed country.
t

. ,

Dr* Miller: Both of yoU seem to be say.ng that we do very .6

well what we know how to do but perhaps what we know how to do
i's,not what the. rest of the world needs.

I,
,. ..

.- . .
iv

.

4
Or. John H. Bryant: ,That may be so but to4ask the question in

.
4" such a general way tends to obscure somg of he differences Lil

objectives that the people of other codntriekoand we in the I

United States might have in aorkipg with one another. For ,....

example, many basic techniquts or applied metbods.or clinical
skills are independent .of Setting.. alley can be learned here

and transplanted readily. However, if what is to be learned
isculture dependent, or is influenced blocal resources or",..,..iri','

a local,setting or a local. system that we may not understand

and forWhich we have no relevant model here, then"we cannot
teach about'it. Indeed, if we try,fwe are likeIi:to-be_mis-

A

leading and may even by our efforts socialize studlents attay ;.tig.2.

t,
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, le'fiorn'lliterefit in returning to their own couhtries. Weibmust s
, .

. fade the question of what we do about all this. 'In my own
school we have many applications from foreign nationals,. Ve %
give preference to an individual sponsored by, his or her own
.country4br.by an international agency, and if there is some-

. clearly defined plan to return to -the homeland.

Dr.'Mil/er: Let me turn to your suggestion, Dr. Bryant, that ,

we fleed'iohelp other countries explore new ways of organiz-
ing medical education in ,a way that lspore likely to.produceco

.the physiollris that will meet nati &nal need Among other
thengs,you suggested eliminating udavdxsie hospital§ and
departMental organization and placing education in community
setting. What I hear yod.askiAg us to help other countries .

to do we seem unable to do forqourselves., How then can we
°help others?.

f

t'. Dr. Bryant4 'The fact thatWe have not accomplished .1't hete
. dOee'not mean that we thoeld avoid participating inIattempts
-to do it qsewhere, _as long es we are properly humble in doing
so.

.

Por example, the qsuggestions I have made maybe entirely
wrong.'If Ilwere involved in such aRrogram-with colleagues

-

=min another land, we would begin with a preliminary assessment
of potsible directions .j.n which solutions Might be found.' 'I.t
is predictable that any pro,Msals would at,best,turn out to
be ohlypartially correcfie.-

. ,
.

Dr. Fulo"p: I am efrai,thgt 6. Bryant's suggestion again
carries the implication that we try to arrive in a foreign
land With a bag full of-.solutions. -1 have'sensed this danger
in the whole approach youhave taken'in your talk. This may

4° really had no perts of their own. "Now there is'no develop-,

have been an'arptable aRiproach'10.4 15 year ago when they

1 ing country in the world wilthou-t a,group of people, who know
betterhan'any outside pprson;what their needs a're... .:Ana e
'they resent people who`arriveoWith set\solutions. )Fior this
reason, I would not go with any such solutions as elimination .

ofuniversity hospitals or departments or anything else.
. ..

Outsidert must go there openminded, prepared to listen, and
.

ready to seek iolutionswith host nationals. _Let me add that
I think thd United States is doing remarkably well in train-
ing doctors-for its own needs.. The fact that forward-sloOking
:people feel- these-may not bethe needs of the coming dpcadd
'(a 4ieW I ybuld share) is anc:ither question.' Certainly Amer-,

', ican schools are producing the type of people that can fit t

tie needs of the moment, as are Canadian medical schools.
But'this is not.what is needed in_other_c_ciuniries.

'' e_ .

" 41.
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Dr. Miller: Ifq!Mai (haw an inference from what both you'

.Arid.Dr..Bryentleve said, for I think he'simOy Used t4e.,

specifics
agillustrations'of possible things worthy of .

'egploratkon, you suggest that if we ate really to'he collabo-
.

rators with develdPing nations, we must gotnot,with'answers'but

with a spirit of inquiry\so
that together we may learn,. TS

that whaf'you want us to take when we are educators inother

oountries?

Dr. Ramalingaswami:'4es, preOisely so. The approach'should

r.

be one Of, joint endeavor, an
experimental approach, an

approach,that-wi'll use modern history andmodern'technology,

to suit'the local environment. Lwant to give one example

'<from the field of'heal.th technology. You coo need to fairly.

'refrned health technology to establish thesimplefact that a',

patient with cholera or a thi).(1 with dehydration frtm dAhrrhea

can, within limits!,be brought back,to normalthrOugh tre use .

of eleqtrolyte mi4ures mad by a Paramedip4or by the mother.

Now thi,s'ysia fin4ing of tigmendqt0pb-1;khealth.imporlapOe,

that, in the huts 'Ind homes V.ou eaVfreat!childrebiwith,diar"-
3 , 1

rhea or detect the-ones who-need institutionalization:
Now

.tocome to,this stage requ,ired first
the;apprediation of the : 4

,.importance,of the probleM. 'Many people look for solutions'

but it cis really more important to identify the questions ah4 01:

then to ube carefully contil'lled laboratory measurements to

prove thetind of'hypothesis youare working on.' This re- -
-,..

quires,not only high technology, but also adaptation of that
i

technology to rural environments. Let me,give-,another examplip. ji

There' are few things More important in 1,he developingworld

than taking immunization services
into the rural areas where

one hat noYfacilities for refrigeration to keepiMMunizing,

agents potent. Now what can'technology,do
to solve this prob-

lem? Such.questions growing from simple situations cry for

solutions by,theapptPicatron- of high technology. This area,

both'in education aril
in research, requires a joint endeavor, . .?.,

an
experiMentaltpOsture;And constant probing4 A, +4 1% 4 ,-, rcl e` .1

T
s,

'11

,,Dr. Miller: I heat,.you saying that when We engage in this
.-

'
work we shodid go abroad as the scientists weplaim to be

rather than as the missionaries we'often appear,to be.

Dr. Bryant:, I would li.ke. to come back to,Dr. FulOp's
point .

- about tpe nature of colleagueship when we are involved'with .

developing countries in such
enterprises. I .believe we should-4!_

.
arrive With open minds, but not with empty minds. We need to

be realistic about what this collegi4lity is: We will face

'health problems and face them togethr. We should be willing
'_. .0'Yilt

to state our positions as long as we fo o insisting on hainei6,,r,

our way.
g,,(1,7

s, , t,;

1 1 ,
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ONE WORLD OR MANY: AMERICA'S ROLE IN
'INTERNATIONAL' MEDICAL EDUCATION

Participant:
certain stud
fok the count
turn it aroun
irla might stig

the United ,Sta

General Discussion

t

,Dr. Bryant has indicated that his school selects
ts and'rejetts otheri assuming this will be4good
ies from which. these students have come. Let me '
another way, for what Dr. Fulop has been stet.:
sb,an alternative approach. If we agree that
es might,have some skills or fend pf knowledge,
hi911;is,t6ablelealewheie, then perhapd the
lees should identify the subject in which,
ed;) select the candidates for such training;
tutions in the United States best suited to'

beiprepared_to pay for such training;
ibit others of their citizens from leaving,
t training. , Now this is a most serious ebt,_
but I wonder it some of your comments do,not
pe of conclusion.

1,4 :*c.Pcp.'iogy
countries 6
'training is nee
selecV. thb. inst

'"'f. provide-such,tr
and possibl( pro
thq country to g
of 'circdmstances,
lead us to this t

di,JOhn H. Bryan Why are you troubled. ?
a

'troubled because it would determine hoW\ye
ts from all over the world. It woluld'be
to say 4.4pplicants, that since your coun-

ou,'hasA6*- identified the' reasons for which
annot take you. This does interfere wifh
ational relationships and,perhaps,this,

'in 'theAbitg run,'be bad. I can understand
ountries must, reserve precious - manpower
methods which seem to be required have.
tions in terms of how our educational insti'-
ond'to applicants. /mew

Participant: I am
rspOnd to'appl,ic
much easier for u
try has not sent
-you argOnt, we
one fOtrn,,i

'interterence, wou
that developing
resources but th

.4mportant inplic
tutions must res

Dr. V. Ramalinga
up to, the last p
country must'dec
"in the health fi
This is; of qpur
number one. It

wami: I go along with these Comments right
int. I think the time has come when each
*de whaf kind and what levels of competence
ld it wants to have now and.in the future.
b, more eamfly said than done, but it is step
s an exercise in health manpower planning
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that each country mast carry out for itself either alone or
with the help of international agencies. That country must .,

then express to-the United Stated, or to any other country,

that theSeare the people and the numbers that they want to

1 1. have trained; these, are the specialties they wish them to '

learn. This is.abSol4ely essential. And to the/extent it

is able to doso, there is nothing more noble than Oe Coun-
try itself sponsoring and paying for the service it wants to'

have.. Where its.financial resources are inadequate, the
help of international`organizations and other national govern-

ments could be taken. Up to this point all is very well, but

. then -there is the question of whether all these conditions

iimst4oe fulfilled Tor this kind bf network to realle function.
Do, you stop. others who. wan>to come to the United States to be

trained? Now thisis something on which'my country has been

quite vocal. At one time the Government of India said that no

1 mediaal graduate could leaves tSe country 'until 7 years after °

graduation. The'day after that faW"was prbmulgted,; there was

an appeal'bo-the Supreme Court which finally ruled ;hat the
Constitutpn.of'Inaia holds edupation as a,fundamental right.
of every' individual who can go anywhere on this planet to $eek

it.. I think we must seek other ways,,including highlighting,

both to,qur ovih medical graduates and to thole of other na-

stions,whXth may offer them ppstgraduate training, what our

great&st needs are, even though at the moment there-migfit not

1,,be enalghgovernment positions to guayantee-that the person

could be offered a place in the health syStem. We

must emphasize both the need and the expect pion that in the

course of'time government or tht economic ability ofiaeoPle
wilrebe able to sustain and pay for the services of theseper-

sonie In '04 way the-whele structure will not become terribly %,

distorted and training will still ,ave relevance to the pattern

of manpoWer that the country h set for itself._ I would think o

such an intermediate position woult be better than saying we

juat will not let anybody leave a particular country.

-

Participant: I would ,lake to a§k the panel to speculate on

the effect on foreign trained graduatesof'the prediction that

American graduates wild soon eiceed.the number of poiitions

available for their first year of pdstgrieuate training.

Ramalingaswami: .1 welcome the increase output of physi-

cians Srom within the United States to man the positions that

.are available here. '

. s

oLoibeorge E. Miller: I think that position would be endarsed

by virtually every developing nation.

It)
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i(Participant: Having spent about 6 yearghieauniversity
-

/assistance program in a developing countilk I can hardly, dis-
agree with many of 'the criticisms about such p5ogrdms that

'i* have been voiced by our panelists. It would seem to me:
however, that we have to get the medical school faculty mem-

,

-5 bers in these de5eloping countries to come to the same con-
clusions that Our panelists have reached, not merely the
deans, government officials, and people who sponsor 2- or 37
dax workshops, for it is th6 faculty which serge as :the role
models for students. Thisue difficult to,do,and requires
an enormous amount Of time but.is one of the great deficien-
cies in many of these programs. How do you establish in a
faculty the capacity, for change, for exploring new alterna-
tives? How do wejget teachers away from the-kInd of 8gmatid

0
N and authoritarianoand passive style of teaching- and learning

that is now so widespread?
..._.

--, ,.. ,
...

,Dr. Rathalingaswami: I agree entirely that a b.asic change must
i ., comeiWithin faculties, One step I would suggest is a greater

. engagement between the Faculty and the.health care delivery
system. ' . . ,.

,
.

A
1 k...

'Dr, Fdloot Iothink that this may be the most important answer
to the question. In fact,it'has been accepted'now by the 150

. member nations pf the WOrld HealtbOT.fanization to try, to pro-
( Mete, both at national.and'subnational levels, mechanisms to

bring together all.thoSe directly concerned with,hea4h ser-
vices and manpower development, as viell as Other sectors which
are interatced in this field. I think this action may. bring
the' necessary pressure A schools to develop whatOis needed.

. ,

e

Participant: I was part of one of these rater poorly'con-
ceived and perhaps paternalistic programs in another couhtry,
and I km sure I made all the mistakes that have been described.
But, despite the shortcomings, there was exposure of visiting
faculty, to cultural differences, to educational differences,
and to new problems which seemed a very, very posiive thing.
Have not many of these programs, som0-111-conceivet, some of
them far too enveloping, had this,effect? And had we not more
widespread interest in such work a few years ago than we h
new?! If we haue reached a place where only a core_of hig
traimedkinternational everts panbe he/pfil), then should
questions the panel has'?hised be addressed to this gro
should they be addressed to the political forum where the
support issue will be pettled? Ft seems that we can on;y.
give, dollars; we cannot give ourselves becadse_our efforts '"
paire been so ix:IPerfect in the past;
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Dr. Fulop: I think, that all three talks have paid tribute

to the efforts that the'Unitdd States has made. It may sound

,paradoxical but the fact4hat the devepping countries are now

fdissatisgied is largely due to the,coOtributiodthat U.S.
!medicine and medical education havq made in developing a '

cadre of bright young, and maybe not so.young, people who arta!

now able to recognize that whht they have Aliceived was not'. ef

'relevant. In short,'they learned how to think. They learned

to .a very high degree, not. only medicine, but responsibilit

to their Own nations.. _The...fact.that -they are able to questiod

the relevance of more of the same thing is 'hot to Condemn what

has been chine so far. They pay tribute'to what they have
learned by recogniing that changes are needed because circum-

stances have changed. What is now needed is another type ,pf

collaboxiation.

e,
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5. THE ARTFUL COMPROMISE: A SUMMING UP*

E:. D. Pellegrino, M.D.

"A very popular error--having the courage of one's
convictions: rather it is a matter of having the
courage for an attack on one's convictions." --
Nietzsche*

Introduction
.33

No commentary, least of all minec, can do justice to the
14,dkcellent papers we have heard so expertly delivered in
th lagt 2 days. Only the high quality of the discourse and
thd serious intent of this conference can mitigate my sense
of foolhardiness at undeitaking such a diffycult assignment.

I have been asked to'provide an "artful" compromise--one
which-might identify patterns of agreement'and suggest modes
of accommqdation where agreement is lacking. In the themes
our speakers have offered us, I do detect large'areas of near-
agreement susceptible. to comprOmise. But I also detect a
fundamental diiiergence.in opinion on_what should constituta
the' fundamental ordering principle in medical education._ ffis
'divergence, I\5earl, is. not to be eliminated by compromise,
however artlfplly constructed.

e .

. .

) With your indulgence, then, I would like to concentrate
rather more heavily on artful confrontation than compromise.
'1..g) different root principles have beeh offered to us as the
organizing element in medical educationq.,medicine as science,
and medicine as community service. While each acknowledges
the existence of the other, the Matters of studdnt selection,
program content, and cost are shaped .very differently depend-

;ing upon which principle predominates. Interestingly, it is
the internationalization of the American educational ideal
which most clearly exposes the dichotomy of its organizing
principles.

*Quoted in: W.,H. Auden and Lewis Kronenberger: 1962.
The Viking Book of Aphorisms. Viking: New York.
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The central issue for me dical educatiOn in the remaining

years of this Century is the degree to which the opposing

thematic systems can,coexist-wztfOut°tapitulation of one tp

the other. This issue is more than a,questibn_designedto
titillate the scholastic mind. IncreasiN0y, public opinion

is opting for community and social need as the organizing

force. With equal vigor, the academic sector is opting for

the scientific and technological character of medicine.,

Much depends on how, fundamental we Construe the differ-

ences to be..' If wefollow the dominant educational pattern

ofmedicine as science and technology, then alt that is re-

quired is."finetuning" to bring the instr ent of medical

education into harmony with what society ne f, instead,

ye adhere to the values of a community-oriented educational

instrument, then drastic measures are demanded to counter the

growing dissonance between medicine and society:

No instrument of gOcietycan endure'onscathed when its

purposes become radically dislocated from those society

requires ofiiit. In America, an in the remainder of the world

where American medical educational ideals are so closely emu-

lated,.there is the real threat'of tWq parallel systems of

education and practice based on each of the divergent ordering

principles. Were this to eventuate, both society and the

medical establishment would be the losers.
0

To advance my thesis, I shall proceed in the following

way: First, I wish to examine the nature of compromise and

dialectical confrontation in.the context of the nature of

current discour'se on medical educatidn: Then; I shall illus-

trate the nature of the two ordering principles and the

different ways they shape the four questions before us. I

Shall then seek the most practical points of convergence be-

tween the two themtic systems. Finally, I shall outline the

elements of a reasoned discourse between fhe opposing

principlet.

Nature of the aiscourge: "Artful" Compro mise

or Confrontation ts'

With his usual prescience, George Miller assigned the'

of,"artful" compromise tq this closing commentary.- I

am impelled, therefore., to c4arify the sen in.which I shall .--

use this term.

"Compromise" may be taken in two senses. In one sense,

it refers tothe process of accommodation of rival viewpoints

A,
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by mutual concessions, and A yieldingof something by--each
side to the other.' But "compromise" call also refer to weak-
ening or imperiling A position and exposing it to risk. An
"artful" compromise, presumably, is one which skillfully and
diplomatically achieves an accommodation of opposing views
with a minimum of peril to the principles upon which they
stand.

v.

- Compromise in the constructive, sense can occur under-
certain specifkic conditions: 'when the ideas or positions
are simple contraries, that is, they differ but involve no
logical incompatibility; when the ordering principles from
which they derive differ only in emphases or interpretation.
ComprOmi.se is possible, in short, if the underlying presuppo-

- sitions do not differ in essence" 1

Rut compromise takes on.a.destructive sense when the
opposing viewpoints involve some logical ipcompatibility and

circumstances, tee opposing viewpoints are really in dialeo-
vhen the ordering principles differ in,essedte. Under_these

tical confrontation. ,Compromise would imperil one or.....time
other. Resolution is possible only by some new welding
together of antithetical ideas which retain their essentialtqv
differencbS,'but'assume a new And comptementary relationship
to each other.

Artful compromise, th erefbre, would do justice to neither-
position, and would, in fact, merely submerge issues of funda-
mental importance. In place of the populAr version of a
aialogue-7a term, by the way, sadly misshapen from its Original
Socratic meaning--we should substitute the kind of conceptual

i

confrontation required in tine dialectical reasoning. The
process should be dialectical in both the Aristotelian and
modern sense of that term.`

In The Topics, Aristotle proposed dialectical reasoning
as the mode suitable'to dealing with opposing opinions not
based on scientifically verifi,able proposAiOns. This he con-
trasted to demonstrative reasoning, which starts from scien-
tifidally,valid propositions and ends in truth rather, than
opinion. Aristotle argued that dialectical reasoning, while
inferior to demonstrative,rwas nevertheless useful. It
Clarifies contradictory opinions, examines and exposes their
'relatille merits, allows for examination Of its consequences,
and pinpoints residual differences susceptible te_.compromise.
It can clear-the grbund for demonstrative' reasoning when
verifiable statements beco ailable:

221
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Dialectical reasoning in the more modern sense is asso-

ciated with Hegel and Fichte, .Here again, a mechanism is"'

'Offered to dpal with contradictory notions. Recognition is

afforded of their logical incompatibility. Withgut nullify-

ing the differences completely, we can mitigate ode,sidedness

of each position in the synthesis of a new concept WhSch

may itself be subj.ect to contradiction. But the recurring

cycle of reconciliation through synthesis provides a dynaRi.g

rather than a static confrontation of opposing ideas, moving'..,

us gradually a little closer tb truth..

,What both the classical and modern notions of dialedtic

guarantees is that each of the opposing viewpoints takesthe

other seriously. .Even ideological discourse can profit from

a dialectic of high quality, while without it, there is'rio

alternative to thought- and ction-paralyzing stalemate. In

its absence, a false sense o amity ensues which obliterates -

serious differences; each side merely,ignores the assertion

of the pther;and sermonizing substitttes pRr serious ihiel-''

aectual encounter. This sadly, is the sgrit of much of uur

national discourse on medical education, politics, and inter-

national affairs:' It is especially evident in the secular

'insipidity of ouF TV opinion.panels and "debates." Rational

discouise gives way to psychologistics, and we never bxperi-

ence the ca?eful dissection of assertion and counterassertion.

The distinctions between- the process of compromise and

,
dialectical confrontation are not trivial, nor are they an

invitation to sophistry: their purposeiis,not to enable one

side or the other to "win" an argument, but to deal sensibly

and responiibly with conclusions based' on initial proposi-

tions which,.are only,probably, and not scientifically, "'

certain. That the presuppositions upon which any theory of

)nedicaleducation is founded are largely unproven--and pos-
sibly unprovable--is all too apparent.

Compromise and Ideologic Discourse

Let us turn now to the papers we have heard: To whet

'extent is artful compromise in the constructive sense appli- ,

cable, and to what extent is a dialectical discourse required?

In my vidw, the papers exhibit two opposing lue sets, each.

deriving from opposing presuppositions and ea truggfing to

take precedence in shaping-medical edtication. These dilfer-

. ences are ohly in small partsubject to compromise. For the

-- greater part,.the creative tension of-a dialectical encounter

is required if we are ,to deal constructively with these'

antithetical propositions. '

4
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Thei5apers by Ebert, Schulman, and Chase state, most
forcefully,and most eloquently, the case Mc medical science
as the ordering principle. With some modifications:in the
matter of evaluation or curriculum, these three authors
assume that it is in the best interests of society to shape,
future physicians pretty much al we go today. On' the other
side, BryantFulop; and Ramalingaswami underscore the grow-
ing discontknuity between the kind of physicians produced
by the domillh:twval,ue system of'Western medical education
and the needs of 'COnteffiwrary-society. While their disquietude
i,s enunciated in the name of the developing countries,-&t, '

reflects just as eloquently, the concerns of manl in our own
country where scientific and technological medicine are
readily available.

-1

Splaingard,and Bergen in their analyses of who shall pay,
and for-wh4it, generally assume that the product is a physician ,

educated in the present mold. Bulger, properly recognizing
that the prokem of costs is a second order,problem entirely
depend4nt upon what is the system wishes to produce, none-
theless takes no seri us issue with the dominant pattern.

Interestingly, Henry and particularorbally. as the
only consumers partakihg in the discussion- -and ,highly sophisl-
ticated consumers they are7-raise serious questions about the
congruence between what medical educators deem to be in the 11

, public interest and what the public deems to be in its inter-:
est. Corbally copfronta the-issues squarely when heisays,,
"Our national problem is.hot what we can afford, but what we
want to support:, Our problem as educators i,s to determine,
With the p6ople, what kinds of,medical oarg,they want, and 66,
determine he'besi ways to prepare personnel to provide that
care."' Heoalled the educators' attention to the questions
-Of-availability and qbality of medical care as antecedent to
any concern for'costs.

The three papers on eleCtion subscribe, in varying
degrees, to the dominant pahtCerns of education. They express
some concern for the dehumanization of medicine, the techno-
centric bias of, the modern physician, and the inadequacy of
thp. wit ang MCAT. Marston is justifiably concerned with the .

matters ofequity and justice in selection, but- feels no
drastic changes are indicated. Gelihorn and Grove are most
sensitive to the need to develop physimans with genuine
humanistic and humanitarian sensitivities; .they would alter
the selection process to include more students.who show evi-
dences of empathy and interest in people. While.,suggesting
changes in the curriculum to encourage a More humani4Stic

I

of
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attitude, even these papers accept the "omnipotential"

scientific physician as, the goal of medical education.
N

N

,

The papers are paradigmatic not only of "the two oppos-

ing value systems in medical education, but they also illus-

trate the natube of the discourse as it takes place inmost

countries today.I The two fundamentally divergent viewpoints

are uduaily expressedin the form of a friendly and tolerant

dialogue. Each is propounded clearly enough, but without'

the intent oE serious engagement of the opposing view. 'Our

dedication to an easy pluralism and our disinclination to

conceptual confrotpations ensure that &ametrical4 opposed

concepts will couPteously bypass each other. y are .

Oetrespect-dilly heard, and as respectfully pgno d or discarded,

without critical examination. We have lost our.taste.and

our capacity for wgenuine and creative confrontation ofA

-opposing concepts. , ---\
..--

.

What resufts is ideological discours% rather than dia-

lectic.' I:am using ideology in Karl Manheun's (1960) meaning

to delignate convictions that haute become so bound to the

interest of a particulargroup that they are oblivious tb, .

contravening fact or opinion, even when the contravening

notions reveal real conditions in society. Ideological -

tances use ideas as weapOns'in support of value presupposi-

tions rather than as objects for critical examination.

Ideological statements simply refuse to take opposing views

seriously enough to enter into intellectual confrontation

with them.

,Compromise,-In the coistructivg,sense in which I have

defined it abOke, is possible between differing viewpoints,

within the same ideological system. Thus, the differences

between Grove, Gellhorri, and MailiOn are'resolvable by com-W

promise, as are they between thgpositionsof Ebert, Sch'ulman,

and-Chase.- Compromise between,, ideological systems is danger- .

bus.,B,nd,usually inauthentic. Thus, compromise between` the

tirit six papers and the three by Bryant, Fulop, and

Ramalingaswami would be,illusoty, potentially destructive to

both, and oblivious to what are Important essential differ-

enceS. 4

Value -Systems in Opposition ,

A We should tern now to a more precise characterizatio

of the opposing value systems whiCh these papers illust a e,

and the way those values inlingelon the questions befo

.1

,
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us--student selection, curricular design, cost of education,
and exportability of the American medidgi educational system.

he ominant value system in American medical education
holds that MOdOril. medicine is essentially an enterprise of
science and =tecfogy. The physician. is the guardian of
this arcane.k Wledge and"the mediator between its sourbes_
a nd the needs of patient and society. In virtue of that
guardianship, he pis best qualified to define "what medicine is,

,

what needs of society it shall address, in what order, and by
what means. The mission of medicine is to.hehl and eradicate
,serious illness, largely of the acute and oiganic variety.
Medicine- best serves society by solidifying it scienti -fic
base and not dissipating its energies in attempts to heal
the social ills which admittedly contribute to disease, but
which are not matters susceptible to medical solution.

Concepts like "community,'" "health," and "social medi-
cine" are at. sent too vague to detain the physician w
efforts must b .to eradicate serious illness. To the extent
that he can emulate the method of science, the physician will
become a good clinician. The rest is art or intuition and not
susceptible to analysis or serious intellectual inquiry.
Objectivity, detachment, and competence are to be inculcated
to counter the constant pull to "fuzzy" thinking and empiri-
cism whichso easily beset'the practitioner.

From this'view, pkimary ode, community medicine, and
family medicine are not disciplines with a content of their
own, but derivativek of the specialties. They are best
served by physician's educated in selected portions of the ,

specialties, particularly since it is of utmost impogtande
not to miss a^ sitgnificaplporganic disorder which may present,
itself as a common symptom. .

:!,
-I

The impact of this value system on medical education has

NIs

been profound. It is best expred d in the Flexnerian dok-
ology: Medicine is a university d cipline, medicine is a .

scientific endtavor. competence means specbalization, teach-
ing must be by full-time academic physicians, and the proper
training ground is the hospital owned and controlled by the
university. Student selection, in consequence, emphasizes
scientificpreparation and quantitative abilities.- While
humanities and social sciences are useful, they are not pri-
many or central. The high cost.of medical education is
justifiable because scientific medicine .14110nds.a highly

$. "specialized faculty, teing on a one-to-one basis, and
depends on availibility of the latest in equipment and re-
search facilities.' So far as exporta
countries goes, America should make

=scientific medicine.

ion to, developing
;ailAigp what it does

225
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The benefits which flow frof' science as the ordering

pribciple in medical education were concisely adumbrated in

Mr. Snider's commentary. As a science writer his assessment

,"of what scientific medicine means to the 'public is liarticU-

larly important. These are the values which all the medical

educators we have heard would preserye, though with varying

degrees of emphasis and some modifications in the way they

are transmitted to students. While admitting certain defi-

..ciencies such as the need for a more hpranistic strain and

. more emphasis on probleinsolving, everything ,.s to be accom-

paished in the frame of medicine as a discipline of science,

and every student is to be inculcated with that 'spinit.

\' .* A quite con'trary, and sometimes contradictory, set of

values is propodnded in the papers by Fulop, Bryant, and

Ramalingaswami. Their ordering principles are the community

and society: ,Medicine in this view is primarily an instrument

of social purpose, designed specifically to 41yeviate the

',major health needs of a country rather than JUR its medical

$ needs. Medicine should, in conseguenc0 be shaped by the

epidemiology and ecology of illness-o the'country it serves.

11,The social, economic, demographic, d cultural sources of

ill health are as much a concer s the curable organic dis-

orders. Primary care, community medicine, prevention, and

family medicine, therefore, have a higher priority than

highly specialized tertiary care. Advanced technologic Medi-

cine is assigned an important but limited place, since ix,

' benefits only a few. Only if it has wide 'community benefit.

is it to 'be cultyeated. -The decision on how to \use medical

knowledge, for what purposesand how resources should be

allocated ate public, not professional, decisions. The health

care and the educational systems must be planned and operated

toget:ber.

Both affluent and developing couies have large

sectors of health care largely outsiqa the value.systems of

the medical Profession. In the afflaInt OUntries,-asMarc"'

Lalonde (April 1974) has so well pointed out //-- it is alcoholism

and drugs, automobile accidents-, lack of exek.cise, overnutri-

tionl occupational and environmental hazards, and emotional

disorders that take the' largest health toll, In,underdevel-

oped countries, poverty, malnutrition, population control,

immunization, sanitation, diarrheal disorders, and neonatal

mortality are the central social needs. But whether the

,country is affluent or poor, industrialized or not,- the

centrality of community need rather than medical science is

the point of departure for medical edtication:

2 2 E;
l'e
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', Those who hold community need to be tht ordering
:Principle have labeled contemporary medical education as
"irrelevap and "socially dysfunctional." They condemn tht
preparation of a llomogenefup physician who is inadequately
prepared feor,the heterogeneity of the tasks, society requires.
`In this viewlitis not .the biological sciences which should
prepare the physician, but, the social and behavioralsciences
and the humanities,

The impact of community as ,an ordering prinbiple for
medical education is easily apparent. Selection would conL
centrate on students wit deep social concern, an interq!'t
in the mundarte but co on healthpfoblems. The pertinene"
'attitudes of-mind are those engendered by economicslanthro-
pology, political sciences, and epidemiology rather than the

')biological and physical sciences. Quantitative ability is
largely 6f the statistical kind.

The curriculum* similarly would emphasize the kind of
decisienmaking capabilitiesneeded in primary and family
medicine and,prevention. Tpis approach is different from com-
ing tO final Closure on diagnosis and treatment, 14.a compli-
cated case. The cost of education would derive floor the need
'to provide learning in all kinds of communities, exposure to .

practitiOners,'and training ilt.the nonlaboratory disciplines.
Science-would not be*the energiling spirit; practitioner -
teachers

.
Obuld play as much a roDK alfull-time academicians;

education would take place-not irk the university hospital but
in the community.

To accept community need rather than medical Acience as
the leitmotiv of medical educatiOn would, as Bryant and ,

Ramalingaswami maintain, require drastic changes in the con-
figuration of medical education. *Almost 411 of the Flexnerian ,

dicta would-be contravened or "comproMised".in the negative
sense of the term. We would endup-Awith a very different
distributionoof htalth'care personnel, for exaMpie. Instead

' of increasing the number of physicians and expecting them tp I

assume roles in primary care and prevention, these illtnvifigioli
would be assigned to nu;se practitioners or some group`,
equivalently trained. We would need fewer physicians,
highly technicAlly trained, to cover.smaller.portions of the
spectrum of medical and health needs. ,

Thesercharacterizations' are admittedly more sharply
drawn than adherents of either view might wish. I have done
this purposefIlly to display the practical consequences which
flow from each organizing principle. It makes a distinct

p
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differencd which principle we start 'from 7in answering the

1

questions set before us-in this symposium. Each principle

generates its own uncompromisable deterMinants whenever

priorities ar6 to be established or resources allocated.

Each provides a different attitudinal framework out of which

4physicianb form an image of their role in society. 'Oat

image then becomes the justification for what physic*,
in fact, do, rather than what they might do in society.

The tension betWeen the two ordering systems is more

than academic or polemic. It is evident in the growing

!movement by external agencies to gain control over the-edu-

cational and even thd accreditation process. A series of

health manpower bills have been drafted attempting to incredle?

the output of general physicians, limit the number of special-

ists, and effect a better distribution of both. Eaually

indicative, though more indirectly so, are the successive

pieces, of legislation on health care °planning and quallty'ton-

trol, as well as a widespread public. interest in a patient's

bill of rights, the complex issues,of, biomedical ethics, and

the growing plea for more "humanilesiei Medicine. Most

recently, the public disquietude ha'S%gxtendedsto suc h pre-

viously closed preCinctS as the degree to which technology

should be extended and the..potential social hazards of unre-

strained research (in microbial genetics, for example).

. The public already the tOnsionabetween'the

two value -laden principles of cience and community. What it

perceives also Ns that these oppose systems justify them- .

selves mainly by late nal referenc , using one derived value

to justify another, 3fut never rea ly estabUlshing the first- 4

order validity of their organizing prin0131elLeast of all

is there evidence of the radical contact of-2ach, orderiag

principle with the 'other which cspid convince societyOfhe

willingness of ,their proponentsilo forego. internal 'door.

cations.

Not altogether wisely, perhaps* public opinion seems to

be gravitating away fFom the scientific image and toward

community, interest as the more pertinent principle. If the

proper balance between these value Systems is to'be struck,

we need more than dogmatic assertions and ideological claims,

We need a mor discriminating analysis of what is compromis-

able.andwhat not between these systems. Most of a16Ne

need a clearer expQ*ation of the reasons or the'evidence

which supports the'61.ganizing principles themselves.

4
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, Some Poin s of Convergence',
Divergenc , and Compromise

We 1 ak time for the kind of critical analysis of the
.... organizin principles of medibal education required to regain.

public c. fidence? A brief survey of some points in the .

papers w= have heard may reveal some of the most critical
sites fo engagement.

. ''"

N.
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Who Shou d Be Sel cted?

Th= three speaker`s on this topic agree on 4rmajor
problem -the difficulty of, making rational and just choices
among a eyAr-larger number, of qualiZied applidants with
small d fferences of capabilities among them. They agree,
too, on the :need for additional nOncogniiive criteria, par-
ticular y those indicative of "empathy" and "humanism." They
'differ somewhat in their approach to a solution. Grove
caearly opts for a process of modified randomization from a
presel cted saMple; Gellhdrn decries the emphasis on science
and offers a method for weighing affective qualities; and
Marsto focuses on the problem of justice, but c'icludes
that n drastic 4nge ih present selection methodstis
requir d.

Nw

T e problem promises to become more acute in the future.
Studen s will be even better qualified, legal and ethical
challe ges will limit the use of subjective criteria like the
intery ew, and pressures will increase for selection of more
"human stiel students. Some modified form of randomization
from pool predetermaned by a widerevariety of criteria than
we no use seems a likely point of compromise.

he'interview is the faculty's way ofexprpsing,its
valuesystem, and it will be difficult to eliminate entirely.
As a ompromibe, it wilprobably be used selectively. Inter-
views might still be useful in assuring that patient- aid
servi e-oriented-attiudes can receiverproper weighting in
selea ion. Bpt, they will be applied to limited samples of
the-a plicant pool--probably,at the extremes of the distri-

-...bution curve of academic performance, and not in the middle.

Agreement is yet to be reachaVon the meaning of the
term "humanism." As I have indicated elsewhere (Phllegrino
March 1974), humanisM embraces A wide range of affective and
cognitive skills, -from huManistic pgIclology, on the olie hand,
to t humanities as traditionally understood, on the other.
By and large, our speakers seem to mean empathy; feeling fbr

4
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others, sensitivity to human problems in illness, andfthe

capacity to identify with the patient's situation.
4

Several pitfalls and illUsions thust be avoided in at-

tempting to assess such qualitieS,in applicants: 1) Taking

. courses in the sod/ al sciences or humanities cannot guarantee

Humanistic attitudes. 2) Students with poorer academic
attainments are not by that fact more humanistic. 3) The

_methodology of assessing attitudes is still rudimentary.
4) There isthe danger that eager and resourceful applicants

will1/4tonfo to the new attitudinal scales as they now do

to cr la of GPA and MCAT. The result could a depress-

ing'psychological conformity' just as debilitating as'the

.current cognitive conformity. '''

Perhaps'themore relevant issue is the process of self-
selection, the point at which a student flist chooses to
undergo the rigoN of a premedical education: Some students

exclude themselves from this cbmpetitivernilieu frot the

outset, while others plunge eagerly into ip. What makes the

diff6ence? ,Is it the pull of a lifestyle, power,. prestige,
independence, -authority, and intellectual challenges? All

of these possibilities radiate powerfully from the doilinant ,

image of the physician in today's society.
0

The mix of students entering medicine will change materi-

ally only when the image of the physician xn society-changes.

,If we were to acknowledge that several different kinds of

physicians are needed, that each requires different kinds of

aptitudes, and that selection for each type will be based fn

different criteria, then many who now reject medicine might

well enterdt. Admission criteria are simply obstacles to be

overcome to those sufficiently motivated te become like the

dominant image of the physicitin. It is the image which ,

attracts or repels certain kinds of people. Students with

more "humanistic" vs,lues will be attracted if the image be-

P comes more "humanistic."
).

Selection illustrates the kinds of confrontation Of organ-

iz ng principles I have underscored throughout this essay.

mph who follow the scientific principle--asour speak-
,

ers on this questiondo--conclude that the physician must be

trained for all current medical tasks, including primary

care, prevention, social medicine, and whatever else society

Includes under medicines No tatter What tasks are to be per-

formed, the physician must fiest be trained scientifically

and without much variation. Every student must conford to

the scientific Premedical patternto survive the firdt 2

2 3 u
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years of medicaa schoo1.4 regardless of how distant the ultir
Mate role in society may be from a scientific endeavor.

. If we take the community to be the organizing principle,
we get'a different outcome. Here, we turn our attention to
the more ordinary problems of medical care, primary care,
and prevedtion. 'We ask whether physicians need to fulfill
these needs, or/whether the:nucse practitioner or physicians
assistant may not be,better equipped to do so, And More.,
economically. We may see the physician becoming a more 4

technical specialist and the nurse practitioner assuming most

,fit of of the functions of primary care. -The number of physicians,
needed may then be much fewer, while the need for nurse
practitioners may be considerably greater than is now the
case,.

If this litter were the prevalent view,' medical schools
N4 would attract a different type of student. Interest and

capability.in-laboratory science would be less pertinent tlian
interest in ecology, epidemiology, sociology, and I behavior. s,

_

Capacity to work with others as peers..becomes important,
A§ would `skills in negotiation, persuasion, and roup leader-
ship rather'.than authority. Capacity to/deal wi h ambivalent
rather than fattual questions and satisfaction with long-term
gather than 4mmediate results would evidAntly,he.the more

%
*,-

suitable skiffs. /

.
A

. . ,
There is no easy or artful compromise_beiWeen theintel-

lectual and personal capabilities demanded byl the two ordering
principles which will not ultimately sacrifi e one td the
,other, Different students will wish to conform to each pat-

- tern. Society needs both. The confrontatjon of these
"differences, And the refusal to'yield ton illusory compro-
mise, is essential to a viable relationship between them .

which will benefiOtudents and society.

For example, without suggesting ha his is the only
ltesolution, medical schools could take cognizance of the

t.f._

value of each organizing principle. One might adjus stu-
dent selectiOn to the actual needs of society for di erent
kinds,of'physicians. Eighty perdent of the entering class

;Would then be chosen on the 6asisof capabiliti'ds and inter-
ests,suitable to primary care, prevenOon, occupational .

medicine,,and the like. ,Twenty percent woplvi be selected,
on the strength of their scientific capabilities andeduca- -
tionlofor the clinicaM6ecialties,and the biomedical sciences.

I
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If we were to relate the opposing, principles together
in this way, the energetic debates over the merits of organic
chemistry, biology, $hysics, and,mathematios, on the one hand,
and literature, philospphy, and the social sciences, on the
other, should cease. 'Each set of disciplines would be giifeb

,its due provided we do not expect every student td master all _

. of them: We would have to'abandon our pursuit of the will-o'- °

the-wisp of the complete physician, the

i.l.

"o (potential blast

all
g"'referred to Ly oar speakers. We wood obviate some of.

' the pitent difficultas of assessing hum istic qualities.

Self= election for each-of these major types of physician
.

'would do mucq of the job for us. .

4
1

. In like.mdnner, the dominant philosophic stance of med-
icll education - -its overwhelming commitment to positivism,
reductionism, and pragmatismr-woup be zpunterbtloanced. The

future intellectual history of the - profession would, in turn,

be modified and broa&ened considerably. The greatest
advantage would be in a more mature education=tone which more
closely matched student.interest and capabilities to the kinds
f 'tasks society, requires, rather than forcing all students to

reform to one intellectual type.

Atio.
0 ,

, %There is no question here oftne principle or.the other

..-
, triuTphing. Both would be retained and would be.identiiiable

in their 4ifferences--and indeed cultivated.ior those differ-

-ences. We would avoid the illusionary peelidopeacemaking of a
C:P. Snow/who compromises both science and the humanities it

his search for,. aluty... Disci,plines are .like indiViduals; they

work best toOetheewhen they know their own identities and
e., make their differences their contribution. .

,

t

Wha Shoild Be, Taught?

The three papers in this section\of the symposium are at

the center of the dilemma we are considering, the.dentefrom
which the probleme of selection and cost linally emanate. \
.%Jahom we select deptgns heavily on what we,expeet to teach, hnd

our courses of study shoulddepend upon what we intend the

' physician todo in societrUrbn graduation. Cost, while vex-

.
ing, is. only the means; it will be acceptable_or not depending

on how well we managd the enterprise and how Well we artecu-

late education with service.
. .

The curriculum is more important for the values it re-
flects than Ior the precise methodology it employs. The

tenacity with which the current 'curriculum is-defend/ is in

part due to its success, andin part die to the commitments

9
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of faculties to the values it embodies. Such commitment is
evident in the 'essential agreement among the papers by
Ebert, Schulman,and Chase. They exhibit a philosophy'of
medical education firmly rooted in the biological sciences.
They see little:need,for change in the .time .allotted; they
accept also the idea of limited tracking ,1 a little moql
flexibility In electives, and .areaffirmation of the omni-
otent physician as thdoend product.

Withie their close philosophie,agreement, th ?re are
sane differences in emphasis on which P,,fine tuning" should
concentrate. Chase deplores the lack of alternatives in ,

learning methods and wants evaluation more precisely attuned
to competency. Schulman is worried about tVe quality of
some of the graduates in some of our schoolS"aa the defects.
showing mpinthe innovative curricula. Ebert wants more
emphasis on pOblemsolving of a special kind and a clearer
definition of the content of family medicine. The issues

A they raise are easily resolvable within the educational
philoSophy.the speakers had in common. "Artful" compromise
would be attainable without ohallenge.tothe scientific
orgIbizing principle of medical education.

There is one ,pcd. t at-which theharmony among the three
speakers might seriously be disrupted. Lam surprised,
deed, that,that,there was not more challenge to several of Dr
Ebert's forthright statemente4uch as: 1) "What we*need is
a system or systems ofpedie-al care which provide universal
access to a reasonable range of medical services at a cost

,,that can be-Controlled." 2) . . / happen to believe that
the organization of health Services should dictate health

.

manpower needs rather than attempt to structure services
on the basis of some predetermined formula for the productiop
of sPecia4sts and primary care physicians." Here, Ebert-

.ftik, opens up a serious question abOut the organizing principles
now shaping medical education. In particular, he seems to
imply:the kind of articulation between education and service

'16*. which 'those wIrO* favor community as the ordering principle
deem-so essential:

A
,

Ebett, however, examines this' possibility and concludes
firmly, "This is not something whish accomplished by
altering the medical education systAl.-", He has, however,

mil'precisely located one of the points of conceptual confronta-
tion between the two ordering Sygtems. Bryant: Ramalinga-
swami,and Fulop take the contradictory view and contend that
medical education must be geared to medical care delivery "
systems. The deficiency in this meshing is what causes them
to label the present educational patterns as "socially,
dysfunctional." 9

233
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Without presuming to imply what the outcome should be,
I would suggest that this is an excellent primary locus for
the kind of serious dialectical discourse I have been pro-
posing. The two positions cannot be simultaneously true,
nor can one take dominance without some injury to the other.
This is the kind of conflict which will not yield to 'artful"
compromise:

The proposipon that medical education and the medical
care system are, or ar4 not, mutually dependent needs'critical
examination by proponents of both views. Demonstrative reason
is of limited utility since there little scientific evi-
dence for either view. Dialectical reasoning, as defined
earlier, is more appropriate. What reasons can die adduced,

for each view? What sort. of evidence might be convincing?
What follows if we accept one view or the.other?,, What values
are enhanced or imperiled? If there 4.aea measure of validity
in both positions, how can society be aAsured that both will
be retained? These questions need to bp addressed point by
point if wa are to move from simple assertions and ideological
cohflictto rational discourse.

Another possible locus for such discussion is Dr. Ebert's
recognition of the need for wider training in decisionmaking
in medical school. He feels physicians handle decisions well
When dealing, with individual patients, but poorly when'deci-

_

,sions are of a,broader kind involving the health care system,
economics, and the like. A fuller analysis .of the intellectu-
al differendts be4ween these two kinds of decisionmaking is
essential- Are the logical and epistemological bases far
these type's of decisions radically different? How much of
each kind pf training is needed Por the various categories of
physicians society needs? What qualities of mind arebest
predisposed to each? How does each type of problemsolving
conform to the problems most prevalent in Society today? A
point-by-point analysis of these questions is indispensable
in deciding, what skills are to be taught and how.

There are many more assertions in each of-the oppoSing
value systems' which have profound effedt on what is-to be
taught in-medical school. I have chOsen a few of, them merely

, to illustrate the central theme of my commentary- -that a
detailed_examlnation of claim and counterclaim will require a
_Challenge to the ordering principle from which they derive.
Appconstructive mutual criticism and explication of these
opposing assumptions are the most urgent needs in future dis-
cussions of medical education. Compromises internal to each
system, are difficult, bilt feasible. ,Those between systems

are not:- .

23.
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Cost and Exportability of American
Medical Education

TiMe and prudence dictate that we,discuss these two
topics briefly, since the points already made about selection
and program are'equally applicable.

With respect to cost, there is a large sector of,agree-
ment among the speakers: 1) Costs should be better understood
by the public. 2) They.should be shared between government
and student. 3) They can be reduced by optimizing managerial
efficiency. Costs, like the issues of selection and program,
are finally understandable only in terms of the principles
used to establish priorities. Within each system, costs can
be rationalized. Between systems, the fundamental conflict
reappears.. Because it is a second order phenomenon, I do not
think cost is a good place to initiate discussion between, the
two principle ordering concepts in medical education.

The central issues posed by the last three speakers have
already been discussed amply. There is little need of codpro-
mise here,,since agreementas so obvious and so forcefully
stated. Bryant, Ramlingaswami,..and Fulop pay tribute to the
contributions of American medical education to the training of
specialists and faculty members in the developing countiies.
They are fully cognizant also of the importance of scientific
medidine in eradicating many socially significant diseases.

Their major themes are three: 1) Medical education must
be more stringently scrutinized for its congruence with the
major health needs of a nation, and it must be shaped by thos&
needs. 2) catinded exportation Of American medical education-,
al idealsyased on a scientific image of the ptysician causes
the profession to deviate in developing countries from the
major health needs of those Countries. 3) Whenever Americans
presume to be of assistance to other nations, we must work as
'colleagues, hotPsuperiors with ready answers. We must seek to
know what a,country feels it needs rather than dictate what'
we think it needs.

The fOcal contributiom of these three papers is that they-.
elaborate clearly succinctly an ordering principle for
medical eeucati 'specifically.and categorically opposed to
the ordering principle of contemoorary American medical educa-
tion. The assumptions and presuppositions in both value
systems are equally in need of validation and critical exam-
ination. I have concentrated on one part of the two-pait
dicbAomy for illustrative purposes. Community*as genesis for
medical education is just as ideologkcally colored as .science

w .
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as genesis. Its presu positions are equally in need of '
dialectical examinatio and riticism.

The'Next Quarter Century--The
Recovery of Reasoned Discourse .

would add presumption do foolOardiness ',ere I to go
much further in suggesting specific resolutions to the con-

flict of the organizing principles I detect in conterporary
medical education. My obiter dictd have no doubt alreadx
uncovered some of my preferences. But some closing remarks
on,the kind of discourse required to make the opposition of

organizing principles productive rather tharioaestructiveseem
appropriate -.

I have tried to show that the cutrent discourse on med-

ical education. has,taken on too Much thd character of
ideologial conflict and not enough that- of a reasoned dis-

course. Two socially important' conceptions of medical educa-

tion are emerging, clearly in opposition to each other.

Neither takes the other seriously enough to.engagein critical

-eppraipal of its presuppositiOns and value constructs let

these presuppositions, when implemented in such dings as
student selection and program content, can have very different

implications for society.

Simple dialogue, in the distorted modern meaning of-that

term, is insufficient. It leads to mere sermonizing without,

the serious engagement of opposing ideas. It is true that the

discourse between rival educational systems, like the discourse

about'most of the important matters in huhan life, stand out-

side the realm of demonstrative reasoning. Its startingl-

propositions rarely have tOe status of scientific fact. - As

Wayne Booth points out in his masterful analysis of the

"modern dogma," we are 'universally succumbing to the conviction

that reasoning about nonfactual matters is fruitless. -We spend

' most of.our efforts in "passionate,pommitments" which had lost

connection "with the provision of good reasons"(Booth-1,y4).

Such an attitude freezes our actions into 'reiterative

affirmations %Mich ignore the possibilities in the counter

'position. While sudh a static state may be permissible !in

matters of .theory, it is.unacceptable in practical human

affairs where the assertions we make soon become the actions

we take. There is no alternative then,to the responsibility

of opening and maintaining a reasoned discourse. Note/ 4.did

not say a "reasonable" discourse. There is too Much of :the

suggestion of any easy peace and license to nonenigdtement in
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the connotations of a merely "reasonable" exchange. We must
be ,"un-reasonable" enough to know, for example, when compro-
Iniset,ie deitructive and when npt to participate simply to
avoid the pain of examining out own convictions 'critically.

A reasoned discourse can occur in a variety of ways,. all
of which contain the elements of dialectical argumentation
whether it,follows the Aristotelianfor Hegelian model or the
"rhetoric of assent" which Booth proposes. 'A reasoned dis
course betweeru,the opposineprinciples in medical education,
to be authehtic, would have to meet certain requirements
which I shall only enumerate. Such a discourse must begin
lwith a motive which transcends the immediate interest of the
value systems in conflict--that is to say, it must spring
from an ethical source. This means we must reflect first on
the ethics of medical education--on the moral obligations
educators incur by Virtue of the unique positions of medical
schools in society, I have attempted an initial analysis
(Pellegrino, in preparation)' of'the socially significant
ethical issues in medical education. What is surprising Is
how little.hA been, written on this subject, which may explain
sane of the difficulties of fostering creative discourse on
the whole subject of medical edudatioh.

Efkch organizing principle and its satellite value system
must be willing to take the copnterview seriously enough to
examine each of its propositions, the reasons advanced for
them, and the implications of putting these into action.- The
standard against which supporting reasons can be measured
will be found in the ethical obligations of medics education
to the society it serves.

No dogmatic or value statement'can be taken for granted,
nceatteehow integral it may be to our perceptions of what
we think society needs, until it is shown demonstratively to
have a beneficial impact, or'until at least no good reason to

r .doubt it has been advanced.

Argumentation must be gialeCtiCal in the sense we have
indicated earlier--that is to say, the lack of certitude-of
the presuppositions must be recognized, the antithetical

rnaeure of the actions that result must be acknowledged, and
"chew relationship must be struck which relates the contra-
dictory ideas to each other in constructive ways while retain-
ing some of the essential differences.

The illusion-that one organizing principle will emerge
triumphant must be abandoned. Instead, we must'seek the most
creative form of the tension between opposing principles,

.14
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This will inarily mean placing science and commvity into

a dynamic interaction with eaoh other, allowing propOnents

and values of each to be expressed;-because both ard..eqursite

to a sound Medical care system.
..04

.

To be a reasoned aiscourge; educated and pe,rceotive par-

ticipantsticipants the profession, like Messrs. Henry, Corbally,

and Neal in this symposium, must play a significant ple.

They become the advocates for society, enunciating those

values of broad human concern which must always constrain the

of any successful Social instrument.

We mus discriminate.carefullyAbetween thbsethings sus-

ceptible to artful compromise, and those susceptible only_to -

artful confir,ontation and rpsolutioh through dialec 'tical argu-

mentation. We have given/a few illustrations pf ho these

distinctions can be made. , .
"

What we need is nothing less than a recovery of aith

in the power of reasoned discourse to deal with covelex,

value-laden, and opposing principles, whose practical exempli-

fications have so much significance-for human affairs. This

isa heed evident also. in many other domains of human inter-

, courtse in the contemporary world. Medical educators could

provide a model which others might be emboldened to emulate.

I .. There is really no alternative. AMerica at tAbicen-

stennial can'be proud of its scientific and technological

achievements in mediCine, and the educationl system which

undergirds them. But Medicine and medical education both are

`now requirecl to fabe squarely .the danger to which all of-

) man's special institutions are'sooner or later subject. I

refer to the danger of losing sight of their origins and pur-

pose in social need. The greater the success, the greater

the 'danger that these institutions
willmake individuals and

society the tools of their own survival.

The bicentennial contribution of medica education could

be itS,perception of the imthinency b. a danger which prises

out of the magnitude of its sucpesses. By recovering the

power of reasoned discourse, based on the ethical obligations

of medical schools, we can hope fors more effective and more

human conjunction of medical knowledge and education with .

personal and community service. .

The task for the next quarter century is o heal the

. widening breach created by the contrary pull o two dodtr'

systems. Medicine must guard zealously againstithe dogmatic

P
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spirit easily engendered by its success; -society must guard
against the anti-intellectualism sO'near the surface of
American life.

We need the courage to sustain challenges to our con-
victions, and we need the imipm in Nhitehead's advice, 4
'A. clash of doctrines is not a disasterit is an opportunity.

41'

21.

*Quoted in: W.H. Auden and Lewis,Kronenperger. 1962.
The Viking Book of Aphorisms. Viking: New York, -

r
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0
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medicine and infectious disease was taken at the Univerl
sityaof Washington where he remained on the faculty until

, 1970, Serving as Medical Director of. the University Hos-
pital and.Assistant Dean for C4nical,Affairs. He was
subsequently AssociateDirector of.MediCal Education and
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Chief of the Division of Allied Health Professions
/

at

Duke University before
becomfngExecutive Officer of

,- the Institute of Medicine of'the National Academy of

Sciences-. In 197;6 he was appointed Chancellor of the

University of Massachysetts at WorceSter and Dean of

02' . the Medical School.
.

,

'DR. ROBERT 'A. CHASE is a graduate of the University of New

Hadishire and Yale University School of Medicine.

Trained in surgery at Yale and the University of Pit

s c

burgh, he served on the Yale faculty until assuming the

chairm nShip.of the Department of Surgery at Stanford

in 196.4 In 1974 he was named President and Director

of the N tional Board of Medical Examiners. ,

c

D R. JOHN E. CORBALLY is a graduate of the Unive sity of

Washington, and did his doctoral workkin rational

administration at the University of Californ . He

has been a high school principal and a member of the

faculty of education at both the University ofiCalifornia .

'- and Ohio State. Since 1959 he has been: an adm nistra-

tive officer, fir at Ohio State where he rose=to the

position of Vice- resOent for ACademic Affairs and

Provost, then at Syracuse-University where he was

o Chancellor and President, and currently at the Uni-

O
.versity of Illinois where hehaS been Pregideht since

1971. T
..

'

.
DR. ROBERT H. EBERT won both his baccalaureate ad medical

,=

degrees at the Uthversity of Chicago. -As a,RhodeS Schol'ar .p

he also won a doctorate from Oxford University. Trained ,.

in internal medicine at the Boston City Hospital, he .

fi---

..

1-a..a.

s

returned to the University of Chicago,faculty where fle -/

-

ultimately became Professor of Medicine. Latex he'occIA- ,

pied named professorships at Western Reserve UniversttS,

and Harvard. He wastntmed Dean.of theAHarvard Medical

School and President of the HatvaidMedical Center 'in

1965. Recently he ved as ViCe-Chairman of, the

President's Biomedir ReseiicfiPanel. 0 b

'd. ';-^ v

DR. 'TAMAS F

,

ULOP Won his doctorate in and the higher`

degree of Can.di'date/Wgedi"laSciencet
9uvalept, to our ,

Ph.D.) trOW/ the Upiversity.of reden ngi4.y.04rA : A,"7

specialist in public health ad nistr ion % d.organiza .

tion-0,..mediCal care, he was ap oineed Pro eSsor nd Head '

of,the-pepartmept.of, Social Mealicine0at.thi4D(Un ity

in 1963. For 2 years, he wa also,Depul Rectqri 0

charge.of teaching programs t the medi 1 school-1.10i,

.- has been a member of bhe Wor dtealth.0f4AnizAtione ilc tt

4..

.
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Headquarters staff' since 1968, and is now director of
-the Division of Health 'Manpower DevelopmeRt

DR. ALFRED GELLHORN i graduate of Amherst College and
Washington University Schbol of Medicine. Trained as
both clinician and basic scientist, he has served in
the'Departments of7hysiology, Pharmacology, and Medi-
cine at Columbia University College of Physicians and
Surgeons where he was for 15 years Director of the
Institute of Cancer Research. He 'became Dean of the
Univfirsity of PenrieyAvania School of Medicine in 1968,
.where he remained.until 1974 when he was appointed
Vice-President for Health Affairs and Director 8f the
Center for Biomedical Education at,the City College of
New York. He is also President of the Council for'
International Organizations of peidical Science.

DR. WILLIAM J. GROVE won both baccalaureate and medical
degrees from the University

of Illinois, where he els.°
took his training in surgery. He has been a member of
the Department of Surgery faculty since 1951. His
administratiVe appointments began in 1961 whenhe was --
appointed.Associate Dean':of the College of Medicine4
thenrDean, and later Executive Dean, when the College
undertook a major expansion and reorganization as a-
regional enterprise. Xn 1976 he was appointed the first

-Vice-Chanqellor for,6cademic Affairs at the Medical-
- Center CampUs.

AR. FRED M. HECHINGER did his undergraduate work at New York
Univeraity and the City College of New York and his

workgraduate ork at the University of London. It wasOthere.',
that he began his work as an education writer for The
Times of London. He has served as EddCation Editor of
the Bridgepoet Herald, the New York'Herald Tribune,.and
the New York Times. He has been a meMber of the E4tor-ial liOl'ed of the Times'since

1969.ancWs now also the
Assistant. Editor of the Editorial Page. He is the
author of three books on education, and coauthor, with

tihis wife, of three more. He is the recipientof manyawards bo0 in this country and abroad, for his work asa journalist.

DR. DAVID DODDS HENRY did both his undergraduath and graduatework in education at Pennsylvania State'University: Heserved on the education faculty of that institution
before beginning a.series.of

administrative appointments 'that brought him finally to the Presidency of the Uni-
versity of Illinois in 1955. These included both the

t
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PreLdenci of Waynb State University and the Vice-
COnceIlorship at New YorKUniverSity. He has been ;

President or Chaiimari of most of the major organiza-

tions in highter includingncluding the Association of

.
American Universities and, the American Council on

_Education. Since-1971 he has been President-Emeritus

of the Univdrqity of Illinois. He is the'recipient

of 29 honorary degrees.

DR. FiOBERT Q. MARSTON has...since 1974 been President of the

University of Florida. He is' a graduate of the yfrginia

Military Institute, the Medical College of Virginia,,-art

Oxford University -where he was ea Rhodes Scholar. He

served on;the.faculty of the Medical College of Virginia.

and the University ofkinnesota before becoming Dean of

-the Medical School and Vice-Chancellor of the Medical

Center, at the University of Mississippi. He was subse-

quently DirectorW the USPHS Division of Regional

Medical Programs, and from 1968-1973 Director of the

National Institutes of Health.
.4

DR. GEORGEE. MILLER is a graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania. Trained in internal medicine, a growing

interest An the nature and process of medical education,

led him to embark upen a second career whichattempted-.

to .bring.the'science of
medicine and thewience of ,

education jilt° a more, intimate and fnpctional relation-

ship. jn 1959 he came to the University of Illinois

College of Medicine to establish wilt is now known as

the Center for Educational Development and s its

\ Directoifor nearly 17 years. His more recen interest

\ in the international aspects of health professions edu-

cation has resulted in his appointment as Coordinator

of International
Activities'for the Medical Center

;Campus.

DR. EDND D. PELLEGRINO received a baccalaureate degree from

St. John's University, and his medical degree from New

York University. He was"i'rained in internal medicine

at Bellevue.Hospitgl and
Goldwater Hospital_ in New York

Afterwbeing a staff member at the Hier Folks

Tuberculosis Hospital,he moved-t0-the Hunterdon Medical

Center as Director of Internal Medicine and Medical

Director. Subsequently, he has served as Chairman of

Medicine at the University"ofiRentucky, Vice-President-

for Health Science at SUNY Stony probk, Chancellor of

the University of Tennessee Center for the Health

Sciences, and now President and Chairman of the Bcfard of
P

. /

\
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Directors of the Yale-New Haven Medical Center. -He isalso editor o the Journal of,Medical Educatipp,'andChairman.of Os Institute
for Human Values tn Medicine,among,other appointments. .,

DR. V. RAMALINGASWAMI
won his medical degree-Prom Andhra .-University,in India and a Doptor of Science degree fromOxford University. Trained in pathology he became Pro-fessor of Pathology

at,the All-India Institute of MedicalSciences in 1957. He has been the Director of thatInstitute since 1969.
Dr. Ramalingaswami is well knownor his experimental

and clinical studies of nutritionaldisease. During the current year as a Visiting Scholar I.of the Fogarty
International Center of he NationalInstitutes of Health, he is writing a book od liver. disease. A di"Stinguished figure in 1.nternational

medical,educatioh he has led his country in its effort to matchhealth manpower training to health service needs. He wasrecently honked by the World Health
Assembly-as recipi-ent of the Leon

Bernhard Foundation Award:-

DR1 IRVING SCUULMAN received both
baccalaureate and medicaldegrees from New York University. He was trained inpediatrics at Bellevue Hospital and wasa postdoctoralearch Fellow in pediatrics at CUFER-1 qniversityedical School. He has been a'faculty member

at both ofthese schools as well as at Northwestern
University: ,Hewas Professo; and Head,of the Department of Pediatricsat University of Illinois

from 1961-1972, and hassiafthat time occupied a similar position at StanfordUniversity. Hells Editor -ice-Chief of Advances, in Pedi-atrics, and AssOciate.Bditor
of a standard textbook inthat field.

MR. ARTHUR J. SNIDER is a graduate of Mg-State
University ofIowa and won z master's degree in

science Writing fromNorthwestern University.
Originally' political reporter,. he has covered the

biological, medical.* and physicalsciences for -.the Chicago Daily News since 1946. He hasbeen honored six times by the American
Medical Associationp' for the quality of his repo-rting,and by many other

healthprofessioni 'organizations as well. He has beenPresident of both the Council for the Advancement ofScience Writing and the National Association of 'ScienceWriters.
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MR, MARK L.'SPLIUN*GARD originally

from Collinsville, Illi-"

nois, graduated in 1973 from Trini ty-College in

4: Hartford, Cbpnecticut.
He entered the University of

Illinois College
,orMedicine in 1973 and is now ,a

'foureryear student 'Tithe Abraham.Ldncoln
School of

Medicin %. Mr. Splai g rd has just returned from .-.

participating in a s er elective program in Nigeria.

He will present:at the symposiam,his prize-wihnillg

essay "Who Should Pay for Medical. Education?"
./
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